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INTRODUCTION
I

Praise be to Allah $), the Lord of the Worlds. Blessings and 
peace be upon His Messenger Muhammad, his family, his 
companions, and those who follow his guidance until the 
Day of Judgement

Just as it is incumbent on every Muslim to acquire 
knowledge, it is also the duty of every Muslim to impart 
this knowledge to others. It is in obedience to this command 
that I have ventured to write this book on an important 
aspect of Islamic law which affects all Muslims.

i The disinclination of the contemporary Muslim community 
Fin general to exercise their intellectual prowess in the 

pursuit of religious knowledge must certainly be one of the 
root causes of the degeneration of the Muslims in this 
modem age. This is in sharp contrast to the early Muslims 
whose strong Iman (faith) and profound zeal for religious 
knowledge helped them to attain the highest pinnacle of 
glory and honour. Religious knowledge is essential for 
every Muslim as it helps in the spiritual development of 
man, acts as a safeguard against evil temptations and allows 
Muslims to stand up to defend their religion.

Many Muslims living in the West have unknowingly 
accepted many of its laws and customs which are not in 
accordance with Islam. The laws of succession fall into this 
category even though the Islamic law regarding this matter 
can be legitimately accommodated and practically 
implemented within many existing western legislation 
systems by way of a valid will. Islamic law, it appears, 
has been relegated to a subsidiary and subordinate role in

the so called modem lifestyle. ■;

Muslims everywhere should realise that profession of faith 
is not enough, it is necessary that the Muslims not only 
accept Islam as their religion but also as their way of life. 
Laws and customs in whichever country or whatever 
society that conflict or contradict the way ordained by the 
Almighty are unacceptable to all those wishing to follow the 
divine law. Some individuals feel that in this modern day 
and age of science arid technology Islam is outmoded. 
However, when Allah ($g) perfected the religion that He 
chose for mankind/ the laws that He decreed are eternally 
valid for the whole of humanity regardless of time or place.

completed My favour upon you, and have chosen for
you Islam as your religion." (Qur'an 5:3)

The laws of succession are no exception. The inescapable 
significance and importance of this aspect of Islamic law is self- 
evident form the Ayatdn immediately following those Ay at 

giving details of the laws of inheritance, Allah (^) promises 
divine reward for those abiding by His commandments and 
divine punishment for those who do not.
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and His Messenger will be admitted to Gardens under 
which rivers flow (in Paradise), to abide therein, and that 
will be the great success. And whosoever disobeys Allah 
and His Messenger, and transgresses His limits, He will 
cast him into the Fire, to abide therein; and he shall have a 
disgraceful torment." (Qur'an 4:13-14)

Allah (S) has given guidance to man in all aspects of life 
including the distribution of inheritance so that each eligible 
person gets his or her share. Only Allah (S) with His infinite 
Knowledge and Wisdom knows what is best for man. Man 
with his limited knowledge and wisdom may not 
understand all the laws of Allah (3s) but he must obey 
them all absolutely and unconditionally. Allah ($) says in 
the Qur'an:

"It is not for a believer, man or woman, when Allah and 
His Messenger have decreed a matter that they should 
have any option in their decision. And whoever disobeys 
Allah and His Messenger, has indeed strayed into a plain 
error." (Qur'an 33:36)

The divine justness and equitability of the Islamic laws of 
inheritance was correctly appreciated and eloquently 
portrayed by Sir William Hay MacNaghten who 
commented, "In these provisions we find ample attention 
paid to the interests of all those whom nature places in the 
first rank of our affections; and indeed it is difficult to 
conceive any system containing rules more strictly just and 
equitable. 1 v !r i. .. ■ .,7,

MacNaughten, W.H., Principles and Precedents of Moohummudan Law. 
Preliminary remarks, p. iv.

The true genius and peerless efforts of the Muslim jurists 
who expounded the laws of inheritance in meticulous detail 
is aptly and succinctly complemented by the comments of 
Sir William Jones, the original translator of the Sirajiyyah, an 
authoritative Arabic text on the Muslim law of inheritance, 
who stated, "I am strongly disposed to believe that no 
possible question could occur on the Muslim law of 
succession which might not be rapidly and quickly 
answered." ;

Professor Almaric Rumsey, the author of many works on 
the subject of the Muslim law of inheritance, was not 
exaggerating when he stated that the Muslim law of 
inheritance, "comprises beyond question the most refined 
and elaborate system of rules for the devolution of property 
that is known to the civilised world.

Acquisition of religious knowledge is a prerequisite prior to 
successful assimilation thereof into one's daily life. The 
Islamic laws of inheritance form a specialised discipline 
with their foundations firmly rooted in the Qur'an and 
Sunnah. There is diversity amongst the Muslim jurists in the 
application of this knowledge in situations where no 
precedence has been set by the Qur'an and Sunnah as in 
the case of the inheritance share of the paternal grandfather. 
Some authors have spent a great amount of time and energy 
in highlighting these differences. It must be stressed that the 
Islamic laws of inheritance have withstood the test of time 
because the Muslims believe that these laws are divine. 
Muslims accept such laws because they are laws revealed by 
the Almighty for the benefit of mankind and by following 
the divine law, their reward will be in the Hereafter. Since

Sir William Jones, the English translation of Al-Sirajiyyah. 

Moohummudan Law of Inheritance, Preface iii by Professor Almaric Rumsey.
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belief and intention are paramount these differences fade 
into relative insignificance.

In the interest of consistency and coherence I have used the 
Hanafi Fiqh as the foundation for this work. However, in 
order to provide the reader with a comprehensive overview 
of this whole subject I have given examples as well as 
detailed text of the views of the other three main Sunni 
schools of jurisprudence. This allows the reader to 
appreciate the flexibility as well as recognise the limits of 
permissibility allowed within Islamic law of succession.

Many Islamic countries have modified the traditional 
Islamic law for various reasons such as the law of 
representation (section 8.5 no.8) and gestation period. 
Since this book is primarily aimed at Muslims living in 
non-Islamic countries I have not ventured to try to cover 
these modifications and reforms. Recently some Muslim 
thinkers have tried to reinterpret the Qur'anic Verses on 
inheritance, namely Verses 4:11-12 and 4:176, and derived at 
Islamic inheritance laws which are at variance with the 
views of the Sahabah and all other Muslim jurists. If the new 
interpretation of these modem Muslim thinkers is to be 
accepted then did the Sahabah and all the great Muslim 
jurists of the past unanimously agreed in error on this aspect 
of Islamic law? Have we been implementing the Islamic law 
of inheritance incorrectly for the past 1400 years or so? Is it 
possible for the Ijma' (consensus) of the Muslim Ummah to 
be wrong on a legislative matter? Would the Almighty Allah 
(-5c) allow such a thing to happen?

Once a consensus has been reached by the Muslim scholars/ 
jurists on a particular legal issue succeeding generations of 
Muslims should accept that consensus of opinion. I have, 
therefore, confined the scope of this book to Shari' law as 
embodied in the Qur'an and Sunnah of the Prophet

Muhammad (^), and its exposition by the early Muslim 

jurists. '

The format of the book is such that it is written in clear 
unambiguous terms with bullet points rather than prose 
form. This will make it easy for the novice to grasp the 
essential points. I have used abbreviated notation to specify 
the blood relationship between the deceased and the 
potential heir. This removes any ambiguity which may 
occur by the use of everyday terms to denote relationships. 
There is a separate section for each of the closely related 
potential heirs, so that each claimant can read the section 
relevant to him to determine his or her entitlement to the 
estate of the deceased.

I have retained certain key original Arabic terms for which 
there is no suitable English translation or the translation of 
which is likely to lead to misunderstanding. All such Arabic 
terms are written in transliteration form and appear in italics 
in the text, except for proper nouns which generally are not 
italicised.

I have also included a brief overview of Islamic law 
pertaining to subjects which have a direct impact on 
succession notably, marriage, divorce and the Islamic will 
(Al-Wasiyyah). The two chapters on these subjects, chapters 
47 and 48, are only brief overviews and not exhaustive 
studies. Although this book has been written for the average 
educated person with little or no prior knowledge of the 
subject, its depth and detail will appeal to those wishing to 
study the subject at a higher level.

Because no human being is immune to making mistakes I 
would like to make a plea to any individual who finds any 
mistakes in the text to bring it to my attention or to that of 
the publishers and to such individuals I would be most
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grateful. My e-mail addresses for this purpose are: 
ahussainl999@doctors.net.uk or ahussainl999@ 
yahoo.co.uk.

I submit this work in the service of Allah (^) to the English 
speaking Muslim brethren hoping that Allah (3g) will make 
it beneficial for those seeking knowledge to lead a righteous 
life.

1. NOTATION SYSTEM

USED IN THE BOOK

When writing on a subject such as succession it is necessary 
to use abbreviations to denote the relationship of the heir to 
the deceased/propositus. This chapter outlines the system 
of abbreviation used in this book. All the relationships 
mentioned in the book are with reference to the deceased 
unless otherwise specified.

The system used in this book allows very distant relatives to 
be written in abbreviated form. By inserting the word 'of' 
between each of the relatives the relationship to the 
deceased becomes clear and unambiguous. For instance 
DSSBfF would denote the daughter of son of son of full 
brother of father, this is much clearer than saying the 
paternal uncle's grandson's daughter which does not give 
the exact lineage of the claimant.

The difference between the S used for son and the S used for 
sister should be noted. The S used to denote sister is always 
associated with a small letter, for instance S^ denotes full 
sister, §u denotes uterine sister and So denotes consanguine 
sister.

The word consanguine has been used in this book to denote 
relatives with the same father but different mothers. This 
has been borrowed from the French who use the word 
"consanguin" to denote this relationship. The word

mailto:ahussainl999@doctors.net.uk
yahoo.co.uk
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"uterine" has been used to indicate the same mother but 
different fathers. Where it is necessary to specify that both 
the parents are the same the word "full", abbreviated by the 
letter "fis used.

F Father

M Mother

S Son

D Daughter

C Child (male or female)

H Husband

W Widow/Wife

Grandparents and Great grandparents

gF Grandfather

gM Grandmother

FF Father of Father

FM Father of Mother

FFF Father of Father of Father

FFM Father of Father of Mother

FMF Father of Mother of Father

FMM Father of Mother of Mother

MMM Mother of Mother of Mother

MMF Mother of Mother of Father

MFM Mother of Father of Mother

MFF Mother of Father of Father

Nephews and Nieces

DS Daughter of Son
DD Daughter of Daughter
SD Son of Daughter
sss Son of Son of Son

DSS Daughter of Son of Son

DDS Daughter of Daughter of Son

DDD Daughter of Daughter of Daughter

SDD Son of Daughter of Daughter

SSD Son of Son of Daughter

Siblings

B Brother (full, uterine or consanguine)

Bf Full brother

Be Consanguine brother

Bu Uterine brother

Full sister
So Consanguine sister
Su/ w Uterine sister

Grandchildren and Great grandchildren 

gC Grandchild (male or female)

SS Son of Son k

SBf Son of full brother

SBc Son of consanguine brother

SBu Son of uterine brother

Sty Son of full sister

S& Son of consanguine sister

Sc?M/ Son of uterine sister

DBf Daughter of full brother
DBc Daughter of consanguine broth
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DBu

D£>

Daughter of uterine brother 

Daughter of consanguine sister

Daughter of full sister

Daughter of uterine sister

Paternal Uncles

BF

BfF

BcF

Brother (full, uterine or consanguine) of Father 

Full brother of Father (full paternal uncle) 

Consanguine brother of Father
(consanguine paternal uncle)

BuF Uterine brother of Father (uterine paternal uncle)

Paternal Aunts

SfF
ScF

Sister (full, uterine or consanguine) of Father 

Full sister of Father (full paternal aunt) 

Consanguine sister of Father 
(consanguine paternal anut)

SuF Uterine sister of Father (uterine paternal aunt)

Maternal Uncles

BM

BfM

BcM

Brother (full, uterine or consanguine) of Mother 

Full brother of Mother (full maternal uncle) 

Consanguine brother of Mother
(consanguine maternal uncle)

BuM Uterine brother of Mother 
(uterine maternal uncle)

Maternal Aunts

<SM
S/M

Sister (full, uterine or consanguine) of Mother 

Full sister of Mother (full maternal aunt)

Consanguine sister of Mother 
(Consanguine maternal aunt)

SuM Uterine sister of Mother (uterine maternal

Cousins
SBfF Son of full paternal uncle
SBcF Son of consanguine paternal uncle 
SBuF Son of uterine paternal uncle 
S<S/F Son of full paternal aunt
S&F Son of consanguine paternal aunt 
S<yF Son of uterine paternal aunt 
SBfM Son of full maternal uncle

SBcM Son of consanguine maternal uncle
SBuM Son of uterine maternal uncle

S£/M Son of full maternal aunt
S&M Son of consanguine maternal aunt

S&M Son of uterine maternal aunt

DBfF Daughter of full paternal uncle

DBcF Daughter of consanguine paternal uncle 

DBuF Daughter of uterine paternal uncle

D<5/F Daughter of full paternal aunt

D&F Daughter of consanguine paternal aunt 

D<SmF Daughter of uterine paternal aunt

DBfM Daughter of full maternal uncle

DBcM Daughter of consanguine maternal uncle

DBuM Daughter of uterine maternal uncle

D<SM Daughter of full maternal aunt

D&M Daughter of consanguine maternal aunt 

DcSwM Daughter of uterine maternal aunt
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® Propositus / deceased
(R) Residue or Residuary

Claimants/heirs that are alive are shown in bold in the 
figures

g denotes grand e.g. gM denotes grandmother
s denotes plural e.g. Ds signifies two or more

daughters,
Ss signifies two or more sons, Cs signifies children
t true e.g. tgF signifies true grandfather
h.l.s. however low soever
SS h.l.s. includes SS, SSS, SSSS, SSSSS and so on 
DS h.l.s. includes DS, DSS, DSSS, DSSSS and so on 
Agnatic grandchild h.l.s. includes both SS h.l.s. 
and DS h.l.s.
Agnatic sister means full or consanguine sister 
h.h.s. however high soever
FF h.h.s. includes FF, FFF, FFFF, FFFFF and so on
1 Dx signifies daughter noJi, 

Wi signifies first wife/widow,
2 D2 signifies daughter no. 2 and so on

W2 signifies second wife/widow and so on
2 2D signifies 2 daughters,

3D signifies 3 daughters and so on
= signifies marriage when used in figures of

family trees
AH Anno Hegirae
CE Christian Era (used instead of AD, Anno Domini)
ExcL Excluded/ exclusion
ju- Mentioned with Allah's Name. Means that

He is exalted above weakness and dignity. 

Mentioned with Prophet Muhammad. Means, 
may Allah's peace and blessings be upon him. 

5® Mentioned with Prophets. Means, peace be on him 

Mentioned with a male Companion of the 
Prophet Muhammad (^). Means, may Allah be 
pleased with him.

Mentioned with a female Companion of the 
Prophet Muhammad (|g). Means, may Allah be 

pleased with them.

Mentioned with two Companions of the Prophet 
Muhammad ($g). Means, may Allah be pleased 
with her.

Mentioned with a past Islamic scholar or 
righteous Muslim. Abbreviation for 
Rahimahu'lldh. Means may Allah have mercy 
on him.

j Mentioned with past Islamic scholars or 
righteous Muslims. Abbreviation for 
Rahimahumulldh. Means may Allah have 
mercy on them.
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2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

To understand the Islamic laws of succession as a whole it is 
useful to first consider the system of succession that 
operated within the Arabian Peninsula prior to the 
revelation of the Qur'anic Injunctions on succession. 
Although we do not have the exact details of the system 
that operated prior to the Qur'anic revelations, we do know 
that the system of inheritance was confined to the male 
agnates ('Asabah) relatives of the deceased.

The object and purpose of the old customary system of 
inheritance amongst the Arabs was the maintenance of the 
goods within the family. Heirship amongst the early Arabs 
was determined by consanguinity, adoption or contract. 
Like other ancient societies, the old Arab society enjoyed the 
complete freedom of testamentary disposition

In this old customary system women not only had no share 
in the inheritance they themselves like other ancient systems 
were themselves inheritable. Uterine relations such as 
uterine siblings were also completely excluded.

Amongst the male agnates there were rules of priority, 
which determined which of the surviving male agnates 
were entitled to inherit. It is likely that the rules of priority 
that operate amongst the 'Asabah in Shan' law are a carry
over of the old customary agnatic system.

The revelation of the Qur'anic Verses on inheritance 
introduced a new set of heirs. Of the nine relatives 
specifically mentioned in the Qur'an regarding 
inheritance, six are female. The other three are male 
relatives who would not have otherwise inherited at all

2. Historical background__________: •——

(husband and uterine brother) under the old customary 
system or been excluded by a nearer male relative (father 
being excluded by the son). . ■ i *

By specifying clear cut entitlement and specific shares of 
female relatives Islam not only elevated the position of 
women but simultaneously safeguarded their social and 
economic interests as long ago as 1400 years. The Islamic 
system of inheritance also has the effect of breaking up the 
concentration of wealth amongst a few hands, thereby 
ensuring the socio-economic welfare of the society at large.

&

As we shall see the Qur'an does not expressly state the share 
of the male agnate relatives as such, although it does enact 
that the share of the male is twice that of a female. Those 
who ask the question why daughters only get half the share 
of the son need to understand the whole system of Islamic 
law, of which inheritance law is only a part, to appreciate 
this difference.

The Sunni jurists take the view that the intention of the 
Qur'anic injunctions was not to replace the old customary 
agnatic system entirely but merely to modify it with the 
objective of improving the position of female relatives. The 
Sunni Islamic law of succession is thought to be an 
amalgamation of the Qur'anic law superimposed upon the 
old customary law to form a complete and cohesive system. 
The rights of the 'Asabah were recognised by the Prophet 
Muhammad (^) himself.

'Abdullah bin 'Abbas (&) reported that the Prophet 
Muhammad (^) said, "Give the Fara'id (the shares of the 
inheritance that are prescribed in the Qur'an) to those who 
are entitled to receive it. Then whatever remains, should be 
given to the closest male relative of the deceased." (Sahih 
Al-Bukhari).
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3. S/wnah: the Islamic law

Islam has also imposed a clear cut restriction on the 
testamentary powers of a Muslim to dispose of his property. 
The Qur'an contains about 35 Verses referring to succession 
and these are known as Ayat Al-Mawarith. At least seven 
Verses refer directly to testamentary disposition (2:180-182, 
2:240,4:33,5:106-107). There are only three Verses (4:11,4:12 
and 4:176) which give specific details of inheritance shares. 
The other Qur'anic Verses deal with the subject of 
succession in passing.

Using the information in these Verses together with the 
traditions of the Prophet Muhammad (jg) as well as 
methods of juristic reasoning, the Muslims jurists have 
expounded the laws of succession in such meticulous detail 
that large volumes of work have been written on this subject 
in Arabic.

3. SHARP AH: THE ISLAMIC LAW

--------------------♦♦♦ ♦♦♦ ♦♦♦----------------------

Key points: 7
4‘ The Arabic word Shan'ah is literally translated as zzthe 

way to a watering hole", it means the path to be 
followed. . <’

♦ The Shan'ah is the ideal and pure way of life.

♦ The term Sharia is often used to refer to Islamic law, 
however, it has a much wider scope than any ordinary 
legal system. Shariah covers all aspects of human life.

4 The primary source of Shariah (Islamic law) is the Qur'an 
and the secondary source is the Sunnah.

< Sunnah refers to the actions and statements of the 
Prophet Muhammad (^g) as well as tacit approval of 
statements and actions of others.

< The Qur'an and the Prophet Muhammad ($g) were sent
down by Allah (3£) for the benefit of the whole of 
mankind for all time. ' .

4 Shariah is the divinely revealed law and only the Creator 
can consider every aspect of human life and give laws 
which will work for all times.

0 It is not always possible for human beings to explain or 
completely understand the laws of Allah (M). This is 
because Allah 0£) has endowed man with only limited 
knowledge.

+ In following the command of the Almighty there should 
be no compromise.

♦ Muslims have to abide by all the aspects of the Shariah. 
One is not allowed to pick and choose according to one's
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circumstances.

♦ In this book the term Shanah is used to mean Islamic law

3.1 Shariah and Fiqh

+ After the death of the Prophet Muhammad ($g) 
situations arose which required the interpretation and 
meaning of the Qur'an and Sunnah for application to 
new situations. .

♦ This understanding and application of Shari'ah is called 
Fiqh.

4 Fiqh literally means true understanding of what is 
intended but it is usually used to refer to the science of 
deducing Islamic laws from evidence found in the 
Qur'an and Sunnah.

♦ Shan'ah is Islamic law found in the Qur'an and Sunnah, it 
is the divine law which is fixed and unchangeable 
forever.

♦ Fiqh refers to the body of Islamic law deduced from 
Shan'a and covers situations not specifically dealt with 
by the Shan'ah.

♦ Muslim scholars and jurists as well as using the Qur'an 
and the Sunnah as the primary and secondary sources of 
Islamic law have also used Ijma' (consensus of opinion of 
scholars) and Qiyds (analogical deduction) in situations 
where it has been deemed necessary in the development 
of Fiqh.

4 Islamic scholars have arrived at slightly different 
opinions and this has led to different schools of Fiqh .

4 The juristic discourse in the Islamic school of 
jurisprudence is called a Madhhab (plural Madhahib, 
dual form Madhhabari) r

3. Sharia: the Islamic law

4 There are four main Sunni Madhahib (Hanafi, Maliki, 
Shafi'i and Hanbali) which I have referred to in this book.

4 The development of the different schools of Fiqh 
occurred during the time period 750-850 CE.

3.2 Shariah and Succession laws

4 The basic principles of succession law were revealed in 
the Qur'an. Although there are about 35 Ay at in the 
Qur'an referring to succession. There are only three Ay at 
(4:11-12 and 4:176) in the whole of the Qur'an giving 
specific details of inheritance shares.

4 The precise details have been worked out based on the 
practice of the Prophet Muhammad (gg) and his 
Companions as well as by interpretation and analogy.

4 Muslim jurists have derived at slightly different opinions 
regarding certain aspects of Islamic law pertaining to 
succession partly due to differences in the interpretation 
of the primary sources of the Shan' ah.

3.3 Shariah and Man-made laws

♦ Man with his limited knowledge and wisdom as well as 
lack of foresight can only produce laws which are likely 
to be incomplete and defective.

♦ Man-made laws are often short-sighted, materialistic, 
nationalistic and biased towards a particular group as 
well as being time bound.

♦ The laws of the Almighty take every aspect of human life 
into consideration, past, present and future as well as the 
interests of the whole of humanity.

♦ The laws revealed by the Lord of the Universe are broad 
principles and He has endowed man with the freedom
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and intelligence to apply them in every age in the way 
suited to the situation and conditions.

♦ This is why Muslims should apply Shan'ah law to every 
aspect of their lives.

4. Islamic schools of jurisprudence

4. ISLAMIC SCHOOLS

OF JURISPRUDENCE

--------------------- ♦♦♦ ♦♦♦ ♦♦♦------------------------

Key points:

♦ There are four main Sunni schools of jurisprudence (Fiqh)

♦ These four schools of jurisprudence (Fiqh) or schools of
thought called Madhahib are named after their founders, 
Imam Abu Hanifah (life), Imam Malik («i&)., Imam Shafi'I 
(ass) and Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal (life;). ’ 7

♦ Madhhab denotes the total sum of the legal religious
opinions of its original founder, his students and other 
scholars of the same school. The personal view of the 
founder has in certain cases been superseded by the 
consensus of later jurists of the same Madhhab. 
Occasionally there may be differing opinions on a 
particular matter within the same Madhhab. *1

♦ The founders of the schools were A'immah (plural of 
Imam) and were recognised as Mujtahidun by the 
Muslims.

♦ The period of these four great Imams was between 750 
CE and 850 CE.

♦ All the Madhahib agree on the fundamental principles of 
Islam, they differ only on certain details to which 
unfortunately a great deal of attention has been given.

♦ All the A'immah (Imams) considered the Qur'an as the 
primary and the unquestionable source of Islamic law.

♦ All the Imams considered the Sunnah as the second most 
important source of Islamic law.
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4.1 The Hanafi Madhhab
♦ Named after its founder Imam Abu Hanifah («&) whose 

real name was Nu'man bin Thabit bin Zuta' Al-Kufi. He 
was bom in Basrah in 80 AH (703 CE) and died in 
Baghdad in 150 AH (767 CE), He became the most 
outstanding scholar of Kufah and he was a great jurist.

♦ Imam Shafi'i's (sfe) most frequently quoted comment on 
Abu Hanifah was, "Regarding jurisprudence, 
people are like dependent children before Abu 
Hanifah." Imam Abu Hanifa ($s) He was offered the 
position of judge which he refused and was 
consequently punished for his refusal.

♦ He had two renowned students who also became great 
scholars themselves, Imam Muhammad bin Al-Hasan 
Al-Shaybani (life) (749-805 CE) and Imam Abu Yusuf 
Ya'qub bin Ibrahim (life) (735-795 CE) who were the main 
personalities to expound the Hanafi Fiqh. In some cases 
the opinion of the great Imam Abu Hanifah (life) has been 
superseded by the views of his students with the consent 
of other jurists.

♦ The 'Uthmaniyyah empire adopted the Hanafi Fiqh to 
codify Islamic law and hence the Hanafi Madhhab became 
widespread. It is prevalant in Asia and the Middle East.

4.2 The Maliki Madhhab
+ Named after its founder Imam Malik bin Anas bin 'Amir 

(sife) who was bom in Madinah around 93 AH (715 CE) 
and died in 179 AH (795 CE). He was a personal 
acquaintance of Imam Abu Hanifah (life). He was 
severely punished by the governor of Madinah for not 
issuing Fatawa to his liking but Imam Malik (life) refused 
to change his decision. ;

4. Islamic schools of jurisprudence

♦ It is reported that Imam Shafi'i (life) said: "Whenever the 
'Ulamd' are mentioned, Malik out shines them all (in 
knowledge). No one has ever done me a greater favour 
than Malik bin Anas."

4 Imam Malik wrote Al-Muwatta' which is the first book of 
authentic traditions of the Prophet Muhammad (^).

♦ Notable students of Imam Malik include Abu 'Abd Al- 
Rahman bin Qasim («fe) (745-813 CE) and Abu 'Abdullah 
bin Wahab ($s) (742-819 CE).

> Followers of the Maliki Madhhab are found in Africa and 
the Middle East. . • , -: i

4.3 The Shafi‘i Madhhab

♦ Named after its founder Imam Muhammad bin Idris Al-
Shafi'i ($s). He was bom in 150 AH (767 CE) and died in 
Cairo in 204 AH (820 CE). * J *

♦ Imam Al-Shafi'i (W) memorised the Qur'an by the age of 
7 and Al-Muwatta' by the age of 10. He travelled to 
Makkah where he studied under Imam Malik ($s). He 
also travelled to Baghdad where he studied under Imam 
Muhammad bin Hasan Al-Shaybani (life) and put 
forward the viewpoints of the traditionalist school of 
Imam Malik («fe). He gained knowledge about both the 
Hanafi and Maliki Fiqh and made great contributions to 
the science of Islamic jurisprudence. He later went to 
Egypt where he died.

♦ 'Abdullah, the son of Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal (life), 
once asked his father: "What sort of person was Al- 
Shafi'i? I hear you frequently praying for him." "Al- 
Shafi'i, may God bless him," said his father, "was like the 
sun to the world, and like good health to people. Can 
you think of any substitute or compensation for these 
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two vital necessities?

> Notable students of Imam Shafi'i ($&) include Isma'il bin 
Yahya Al-Muzani ($S) (791-876 CE), Al-Rabiza Al- 
Maradi (a&) (790-873 CE) and Yusuf bin Yahya al- 
Buwayti ($&). Ahmad bin Hanbal ($£) and Al-Zuhairi 
($i&) were also students of Imam Shafi'i ,($£).<

> The followers of Shafi'i Madhhab are found in Egypt, 
Indonesia, Malaysia and Sri Lankah etc.

4.4 The Hanbali Madhhab
♦ Named after its founder Imam Abu 'Abdullah Ahmad 

bin Hanbal Al-Shaybani ($&) who was bom in Baghdad 
in 164 AH (780 CE) and died in 241 AH (855 CE). He was 
a great traditionalist. He studied under Imam Shafi'i 
(#&)•

+ Imam Shafi'i ($£) had such a high regard for Ahmad bin 
Hanbal (#&) that he would not mention his name but 
would refer to him as "the reliable and trustworthy one" 
amongst his colleagues. Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal's ($£) 
book the Musnad contains over 29 000 traditions.

+ He had several eminent pupils including Isma'il Al- 
Bukhari ( ) and Imam Muslim ( life).

♦ The principles of the Hanbali school and Shafi'i school are 
very similar. The majority of followers of the Hanbali 
Madhhab are found in Saudi Arabia.

5. MATHS FOR MiRATH

♦ For the purposes of distribution of inheritance (Mirath) 
one should be proficient in dealing with fractions. 
Although there is the Arabic system of distribution of 
Mirath which avoids the use of fractions, this method for 
someone who has never come across it before, is not so 
straightforward. There are several rules which have been 
learnt for the Arabic method.

♦ Since all children are taught fractions at school it is easier 
to use fractions to calculate shares of heirs. This chapter 
will serve as a revision for most readers. I have only 
covered those aspects of fraction arithmetic which are 
needed for calculating shares for inheritance purposes.

Definition of a fraction

♦ A fraction generally denotes a part of a whole and 
consists of two numbers and it can also be thought of as 
the ratio of one number to another. ‘. P

♦ The bottom number is called the denominator and it tells 
us how many parts the whole has been divided into.

♦ The top number is called the numerator and tells us how
many parts are being considered.

1/2 (The whole is divided into 2 parts and 
we take one part.)

2/3 (The whole is divided into 3 parts and 
we take two parts.)

5/12 (The whole is divided into 12 parts and 
we take five parts.)
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Proper and improper fractions

♦ A proper fraction is one in which the numerator is less 
than the denominator. The value of such a fraction is less 
than one.

+ If the numerator and the denominator are equal the 
value of the fraction is one.

♦ An improper fraction is one where the numerator is equal to 
or greater than the denominator. This means that the value 
of the fraction is either one or greater than one:

9/36 (We have two cakes divided into 
six parts each. We take nine parts.)

♦ An improper fraction can be written as a mixed fraction 
(or mixed number) which consists of a whole number 
and a proper fraction, thus:

7/4 =
15/12

23/4
= 11/4

Equivalent fractions

♦ If the denominator and numerator of a fraction can be 
divided by a common number or if they are multiplied 
by the same number the actual value of the fraction does 
not change.

+ These fractions are called equivalent fractions because 
their value is the same, thus:

Fraction in its lowest form
♦ When the numerator and denominator do not have a 

common divisor the fraction is said to be reduced to its 
lowest or simplest form. Thus:

3/15 reduced to its lowest form is 1/5 

15/120 reduced to its lowest form is 1/8 

16/24 reduced to its lowest form is 2/3

Addition and subtraction of fractions

♦ In order to add or subtract fractions the denominators 
need to be the same, that is to say the fractions must have 
a common denominator. Fractions with a common 
denominator are called like fractions.

4 Therefore, before addition or subtraction of fractions is 
undertaken we must find the lowest common multiple 
for the denominators. As a result, some or all of the 
fractions will be converted into equivalent fractions with 
a common denominator.

♦ Once the denominators are the same we simply add or 
subtract the numerators leaving the denominator 
unchanged, thus:

1/2+ 1/4 = 2/4+ 1/4 = 3/4

If we convert this into words it makes sense. One quarter 
plus two quarters is three quarters.

Similarly: , '

1/8 +1/2 + 1/6 = 3/24 + 12/24 + 4/24 = 19/24

1/2 + 2/3 +1/6 = 3/6 + 4/6 +1/6 = 8/6 = 4/3 or four thirds 
is an an improper fraction and its value is greater than one. 

Subtraction is just as easy:

2/3-1/6 = 4/6- 1/6 = 3/6 = 1/2
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1 - 7/12 = 12/12 - 7/12 = 5/12

Multiplication and division of fractions

♦

♦

♦

Multiplication of fractions is easy, we simply multiply 
the numerators of the fractions together to derive at the 
numerator and we multiply the denominators together 
to derive at the denominator. Thus:

1/2 x 1/2 = 1/4

2/3 x 1/6 = 2/18

2/18 reduced to its lowest form is 1/9

It is sometimes useful to mentally substitute the 
multiplication sign "x” with "of” to give the 
calculation some meaning in one's mind. So 1/2 x 1/2 
is read as half of a half is a quarter and similarly two- 
thirds of one-sixth is one ninth.

Division of fractions is also easy. We invert the fraction 
following the division sign so the numerator becomes the 
denominator and the denominator becomes the 
numerator. If there are only two fractions involved 
then it does not matter which fraction is inverted. Then 
we multiply the two fractions as above. Thus:

1/2 --1/4 = 1/2 x 4/1 = 4/2 = 2

3/8 4- 2/3 = 3/8 x 3/2 = 9/16

♦

♦

Ratios
For inheritance purposes we also need to understand the 
concept of ratios for the doctrine of Radd (chapter 46).

Ratios are used in daily life, for instance the ratio of one 
inch to one foot is 1 to 12, written as 1:12.

Simple ratios involving two numbers can be written as a 
fraction. u

5. Maths for Mira th ————

♦ A ratio of 1:2 can be written as 1/2.

4 A ratio of 2:3 can be written as 2/3.

♦ Sometimes it is necessary to divide an estate or property
amongst individuals in a fixed ratio. Consider the 
following examples: . *

i. Divide six apples amongst Munir and Munirah so that 
Munir has twice the number of apples as Munirah. We 
could also say divide six apples amongst Munir and 
Munirah in a ratio of 2:1. Or we could say divide six 
apples amongst Munir and Munirah so that the male gets 
the portion of two females.

One way of calculating this problem is to add the 
numbers in the ratio.

So we add: 2 + 1 =3 >3

The share of Munir is two parts out of three and 
Munirah's share is one part out of three. Thus:

Munir gets 2/3 of 6 = 4

Munirah gets 1/3 of 6 = 2

ii. Divide 24 apples between Bilal, Omayre, Rabiah and 
Nadiah so each boy gets twice as much as each girl.

We assign each boy (Bilal and Omayre) two portions each 
and each of the girls (Rabiah and Nadiah) one portion 
each. The total number of portions is 6. We divide the 
total number of apples to be shared into 6 portions. Each 
portion is thus worth four apples. We give each of the 
boys two portions (eight apples) and each of the girls one 
portion each (four apples).

iii. Let's look at something a little more difficult.

Divide 60 apples amongst Javed, Khalid and Rashid in a 
ratio of 3:4:8.
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We add all the ratio numbers:

3+4+8 =15

Javed's share is 3/15 of 60 = 12

Khalid's share is 4/15 of 60 = 16

Rashid's share is 8/15 of 60 = 32

iv. Maryam has been given 1/8 of a cake, Khadijah has been 
given 1/2 and Muneeb 1/4 of the cake. Divide the 
remaining cake amongst Maryam, Khadijah and Muneeb 
according to their original portions.

The ratio of Maryam to Khadijah to Muneeb's share of the 
cake is 1/8 to 1/2 to 1/4. This is equivalent to 1/8 to 4/8 
to 2/8 which gives a ratio of 1:4:2.

The remaining cake is:

1 - 1/8 - 1/2 - 1/4 = 8/8 - 1/8 - 4/8 - 2/8 = 1/8 

We need to divide 1/8 amongst Maryam, Khadijah and 
Muneeb in a ratio of 1:4:2. Therefore, we divide the 1/8 
into seven parts (1 +4+2), we give one part to Maryam, 4 
parts to Khadijah and 2 parts to Muneeb.

Maryam gets 1/7 of 1/8 = 1/7 x 1/8 = 1/56

Khadijah gets 4/7 of 1/8 = 4/7x1/8 = 4/56 = 1/14

Muneeb gets 2/7 of 1/8 = 2/7 x 1/8 = 2/56 = 1/28

Maryam's total share is thus: ■' *'* ’ J ;f

1/8 + 1/56 = 7/56 + 1/56 = 8/56 = 1/7

Khadijah's total share is thus:

1/2 + 1/14 = 7/14 + 1/14 = 8/14 = 4/7

Muneeb's total share is thus:

1/4 + 1/28 = 7/28 + 1/28 = 8/28 = 2/7

To check our calculation the final shares should add up to 

one: .

1/7+ 4/7+ 2/7 = 7/7

And it can be seen that the final ratio of shares of Maryam 
to Khadijah to Muneeb is 1:4:2 which is the same as the 
original ratios. , .

4 There is a shortcut to solving problem (iv). If we look at 
the share of each individual as equivalent fractions with 
the same common denominator, as we do when adding 
the fractional shares, thus:

Maryam 1/8 = 1/8 '

Khadijahl/2 = 4/8 - u ■

Muneeb 1/2 = 2/8

The total sum is 7/8. We now change the denominator 
which is 8 to the sum of the numerators which is 7, while 
the numerators remain the same. The end result is:

Maryam 1/8 =1/8 increased to 1/7

Khadija 1/2 = 4/8 increased to 4/7

Muneeb 1/2 = 2/8 increased to 2/7

v. Aminah has been given 1/8 of a cake, 'A'ishah has been 
1/ 2 of the cake and Zainab has been given 1 / 6 of the 
cake. Divide the remaining cake amongst 'A'ishah and 

Zainab according to their original portions.

The ratio of 'A'ishah to Zainab's share of the cake is 1/ 2 
to 1/6. This is equivalent to 3/ 6 to 1/ 6 which gives a ratio 
of 3:1. The remaining cake after deducting Aminah's, 
'A'ishah's and Zainab's share is: ... ..

1 -1/8 -1/2 -1/6 = 24/24 - 3/24 -12/24 - 4/24 = 5/24

We need to divide the remaining 5/24 between 'A'ishah and 
Zainab in a ratio of 3:1. Therefore, we divide the 5/24 into 

four parts (3+1), we give three parts to 'A'ishah and one part 
to Zainab.
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'A'ishah gets 3/4 of 5/24 = 3/4 x 5/24 = 15/96 = 5/32

Zainab gets 1/4 of 5/24 = 1/4 x 5/24 = 5/96

' A'ishah's total share is thus: Zi

1/2 + 5/32 = 16/32 + 5/32= 21/32

Zainab's total share is thus:

1/6 + 5/96 = 16/96 + 5/96 = 21/96 = 7/32

Aminah's share remains 1/8.

To check our calculation the final shares should add up to 
one:

21/32 + 7/32 +1/8 = 21/32 + 7/32 + 4/32 = 32/32

It can be seen that the final ratio of shares of 'A'ishah to 
Zainab's 21/32 to 7/32 that is 3:1, the same as the original 
ratios. - - '• F---': '+■ n. •?-. ■-<-r :'3 t -■■■ ■-

♦ There is a short cut to solving problem (v). However, if 
you understand the long hand method it can be applied 
to more complex situations.

After Aminah has been given her share of 1/ 8 we divide 
die remaining cake which is 7/8 in a ratio of 3:1, thus: 

'A'ishah's share is 3/4 of 7/8 = 21/32 

Zainab's share is 1/4 ©f 7/8 = 7/32

6. CONDITIONS NECESSARY

FOR SUCCESSION
Before any distribution of an estate can take place certain 
conditions have to be met. The following conditions are 
essential: '

1. Death of propositus

♦ Death must be proven (actual death) or by decree of a 
court of law (presumption of death). See chapter 42 on 
missing heir/ person.

2. Heirs must be alive

♦ Only heirs alive at the time of death of the propositus can 
inherit.

♦ If an heir dies before distribution of the estate his portion 
is inherited by his heirs.

♦ An embryo will only inherit if it is bom alive. The share 
that should be reserved for the embryo is discussed in 
detail in chapter 28.

3. Estate or property must be left by the deceased

♦ The law of succession applies to all kinds of property 
whether ancestral or self-acquired, movable or immovable.

♦ Jurists differ as to what constitutes property.

♦ According to the Hanafi Fiqh the concept of property 
excludes rights such as contracts and these rights lapse 
with the death of the individual. The other Fiqh are of the 
opinion that these rights are inheritable.

♦ The property no matter how small must be distributed 
amongst the heirs.
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7. CAUSES OF SUCCESSION

A claimant can only be considered as capable of inheriting if 
he or she is associated with the deceased in one or more of 
the three following causes of succession. These three causes 
of succession are:

1. Marital tie (Nik al!)

Subsistence of the marriage constructively or actually at 
the time of the death of the propositus. See chapter 47 for 
details.

2. Blood relationship (Nasab)
In Sunni Islamic law, this cause is applicable to the 
paternal connection only. Blood relationship as a cause of 
succession is severed between an illegitimate individual 
and his father together with the blood relatives of the 
father. See chapter 26 for details.

3. Fictitious relationship (Wala')

Wala' literally means friendship and assistance. It is a 
bond between two individuals which creates a 
relationship between them allowing inheritance. The 
Hanafijurists recognise two kinds of Wala', the master of a 
manumitted slave (Wald' Al-'Itaq or Mawld Al-'Itaq) and 
the successor by contract (Wald' Al-Mawala or Mawld Al- 
Mawala). I have mentioned these potential heirs for the 
sake of completeness and historical significance

♦ An heir may have more than one cause of inheritance 
such as a husband who is also an agnatic cousin. See 
chapter 43. ‘ '

8. GENERAL RULES OF SUCCESSION

Key points:

After the death of an individual there are four rights that 
need to be performed/settled regarding his property/ 
estate:

1. Pay funeral and burial expenses.

2. Pay all debts

3. Pay bequests/legacies from up to 1/3 of the remaining
estate. rd

4. Distribute the remaining estate amongst the heirs of the 
deceased according to Shariah. It is a practice in some 
Islamic countries e.g. Malaysia, that the issue of joint 
acquired property is to be settled prior to any distribution 
of the estate.

8.1 CONCEPT OF THE ESTATE (At- TARIKAH)

♦ After the death of an individual his estate devolves upon 
his legal heirs (Warathah).^

♦ According to the Hanafi Fiqh the part of the estate 
covered by debts and bequests/legacies does not 
devolve upon the heirs at the time of death of the 
propositus. According to the Shafi'l and Hanball Fiqh, the 
whole of the estate including the indebted part devolves

a

1 It should be noted that in classical Hanafi law there is the concept of 

fictitious survival of the deceased in which the deceased remains the 
owner of his estate until all his obligations have been discharged. In 
this concept, the estate is administered by the Qadi (judge), and there 
is no need for an executor.

&
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upon the heirs.

♦ This difference of opinion may become important if the 
value of the estate increases between the time of death of 
the propositus and distribution of the estate.

♦ The estate (Tarikah) includes:

». All property whether moveable or immovable, self
acquired or ancestral.

». All debts.
► Any peculiar rights (contracts, options, compensa

tion).
► The deceased individual although dead still has 

certain rights. He can acquire property after his 
death such as an animal caught in a trap which the 
deceased set up when alive.

► Blood money (Diyah) paid for the death of the 
propositus if he has been killed and his heirs opt 
for compensation is also treated as part of his estate 
of the propositus. In cases of deliberate homicide 
the relatives of the victim can opt for blood money, 
death penalty for the killer or forgive the killer; in 
cases of accidental homicide the relatives of the 
victim only exaction is blood money.

8.2 FUNERAL EXPENSES
♦ Funeral and burial expenses should be paid out of a dead 

person's estate.

♦ The funeral should be neither extravagant nor deficient.

According to the Hanafi Fiqh (view of Imam Abu Yusuf
(ai») the husband should pay for the funeral expenses of 
his wife. This is also the view of the Maliki Fiqh. 
According to the Shafi'i Fiqh the husband should pay 
for his wife's funeral expenses if he is rich. If the wife was

rich, the funeral expenses will be paid out of her e

* Funeral expenses generally take precedence over de ts.

8.3 DEBTS
Narrated 'All bin Abi Talib (^>): You (people) recite 
this Verse, "After a legacy you bequeath or a debt,” but 
Allah's Messenger ($&) decided that a debt should be 
discharged before a legacy....” (Tirmidhi and Ibn 
Majah). V

♦ Payment of debts is one of the most important duties of 
the deceased. Debts must be paid before the execution of 
the will and distribution of the inheritance.

Narrated Amr bin Al-As (&>): The Messenger of Allah 
(M) said, "All the sins of a Shahid (martyr) are forgiven 
except debt." Sahih Muslim.

Narrated Abu Hurayrah (&): The Messenger of Allah 
® said, “A believer's soul remains in suspense until all 
his debts are paid off.” (Ahmad, Tirmidhi and Ibn 
Majah). ■'*dusriwap

This means that the judgement regarding a soul's 
salvation or perdition or its entry into Paradise is 
held in abeyance until its debts are fully paid off and 
settled. This applies to a person who leaves some 
property upon his death. His debt should be paid 
out of the property that he leaves behind.

Narrated Abu Hurayrah (&): Whenever a dead man in 
debt was brought to Allah's Messenger ($&) he would ask, 
"Has he left anything to repay his debt?” If he was 
informed that he had left something to repay his debts, he 
would offer his funeral prayer, otherwise he would tell the 
Muslims to offer their friend's funeral prayer. When
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Allah made the Prophet (^) wealthy through conquests, 
he said, "I am more rightful than other believers to be the 
guardian of the believers, so if a Muslim dies while in 
debt, I am responsible for the repayment of his debt, and 
whoever leaves wealth (after his death) it will belong to his 
heirs." (Sahih Al-Bukhari and Muslim)

The Hanafi Fiqh gives priority to secured debts and 
debts incurred during health take priority over debts 
incurred during death sickness. See sections 49.6 and 
49.7.

8.3.1 Debts to Allah (St) and the Wasiyyah

4 The majority view is that debts to Allah (St) (Zakah, 
obligatory expiation, etc.) should be paid whether 
mentioned in the will or not. However, there is 
difference of opinion on this matter amongst the 
Muslim jurists.

♦ According to the Hanafi and Maliki Fiqh, debts to Allah (St) 
are extinguished by death, unless mentioned in the will in 
which case these debts will be taken from the bequeathable 
one third of the estate. This means debts to Allah (St) must 
be mentioned in the will for them to be paid.

♦ According to the Maliki Fiqh, debts to Allah (St) are paid 
after debts to individuals.

♦ According to the Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh, debts to Allah 
(St) must be fulfilled first from the whole estate whether 
mentioned in the will or not.

Narrated Ibn Abbas A woman from the tribe of 
Juhainah came to the Prophet and said, “My mother had 
vowed to perform Hajj but she died before performing it. 
May I perform Hajj on my mother's behalf?" The Prophet 
fig) replied, "Perform Hajj on her behalf. Had there been

8. General Rules of Succession _______

a debt on your mother, would you have paid it or not ? So, 
pay Allah's debt as He has more right to be paid.” (Sahih 
Al-Bukhari)

♦ According to the Shafi'i Fiqh debts to Allah (St) take 
precedence over other debts owed to individuals. The 
Hanbali Fiqh makes no such distinction.

♦ The wife's dower is also a debt which must be paid if it was 
not paid by the husband to the wife during his lifetime 
unless she voluntarily relinquished her claim to it.

8.4 BEQUESTS/LEGACIES

♦ The will is executed.

♦ Bequests are paid from up to one-third of the remaining 
net estate after payment of funeral expenses and debts.

♦ See chapter 48 on the Islamic will for details

8.5 OVERVIEW OF THE GENERAL RULES OF 
INHERITANCE (MIRATH)

1. Only heirs alive at the time of death of an individual can 
inherit from him. An heir can inherit either as a sharer (As- 
habul-Furild) or as a residuary ('Asaba). See chapter 11.

2. There is a clearly defined order of succession for potential 
heirs of the deceased. See chapter 11.

3. Heirs can be either partially or totally excluded from 
inheriting by the presence of other heirs or blood relatives 
under certain circumstances. See chapter 9.

4. Potential heirs can be disqualified from inheriting. See 
chapter 10.

5. The Shariah places a greater economic responsibility on 
the man; consequently the male inherits the portion of 
two females in the same degree of relationship to the
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deceased. An exception to this rule is that the uterine 
brother and uterine sister inherit equally.

6. Under certain circumstances when there are no 
residuaries ('Asabat) after allocation of the estate 
amongst all the heirs with fixed shares there is a 
residue left over. This residue, called Al-Radd is 
returned to the sharers. In this situation we have to 
apply the doctrine of Radd. See chapter 46.

7. Under certain circumstances, the total sum of the 
assigned shares of the heirs with fixed shares is greater 
than one. In this situation we apply the doctrine of 'Awl. 
See chapter 46.

substitute does not inherit in an identical manner to the 

heir he/she has substituted.
The form of representation (TanziT) practised in Shdfi'i and 
Hanball Fiqh for inheritance amongst the distant kindred 

(see section 11.4.7) is different from the representation 
mentioned here. Because in this system of Tanzil the 
nearer in degree excludes the more remote.

❖ ❖ ❖

8. The principle of representation is not recognised by 
traditional Sunni Islamic law. Representation means a 
more distant relative steps into the shoes of a nearer 
relative (e.g. a son representing his father) and inherits in 
an identical manner to the individual he represents.

In Shan' ah only heirs alive at time of death are entitled to 
inherit, they cannot be represented by someone else who 
has died before the propositus. This means that if a man 
dies leaving behind a son and a grandson through a 
predeceased son, the grandson is totally excluded by the 
son. This is based on the cardinal principle that the nearer 
in degree to the deceased excludes the one who is more 
remote in the same class of heirs. Some Muslim states in 
recent times have modified the traditional Islamic law by 
introducing the principle of representation to a limited 
degree as they fear hardship for the orphaned children of 
the predeceased son or daughter.

The true grandfather inheriting in place of the father and 
the true grandmother in place of the mother in Shan'ah is 
a form of substitution and not representation. Because the
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9. EXCLUSION CRITERIA

GENERAL RULES OF EXCLUSION

A potential heir can be either partially excluded (Hajb 
Nuqsan) or totally excluded ((Hajb Hirmari) from inheriting 
by the presence of another heir/potential heir based on the 
following main principles:

1. A person (e.g. brother) who is related to the deceased 
through another (i.e. father) is excluded by the presence 
of the latter. Thus, a father excludes full brother, 
consanguine brother, full sister, consanguine sister and 
true grandfather. The one exception to this rule is that the 
mother does not exclude a uterine brother or uterine 
sister, though her own share may be affected through 
their presence.

2. An individual nearer in degree (proximity) to the 
deceased excludes the one who is remoter within the 
same class of heirs.

♦ It is important to note that this rule is applicable to heirs 
within the same class (this point is often omitted by 
many authors). Therefore, the son excludes grandson, 
the brother excludes brother7 s son and so on. However, 
the father does not exclude true maternal grandmothers 
and neither does the daughter exclude brother's son 
because they are in different classes of heirs. Another 
way to look at this is to say that a nearer sharer does not 
exclude a more remote residuary.

♦ Exceptions to this rule are that uterine siblings are not 
excluded by the mother; one daughter by herself does 
not exclude son's daughter; and the father excludes all 
paternal true grandmothers according to the Hanafi,

Maliki and Shdfi'i Fiqh.

3. Full blood excludes half-blood through father.

♦ A full blood residuary excludes a consanguine half- 
blood residuary of the same degree. Thus, a full brother 
excludes a consanguine brother and a full brother7 s son 
excludes a consanguine brother7s son.

♦ A full blood residuary excludes a half-blood sharer if the
full blood residuary would convert a full blood sharer of 
the same class as the half-blood sharer into a residuary. 
This rule sounds complicated but in practical terms it 
means that a full brother excludes a consanguine sister 
because there is only one half-blood sharer by father and 
that is the consanguine sister. v.-d-iM <« .

♦ A female full blood sharer inheriting in the capacity of
residuary excludes a half-blood female of the same 
degree. In practical terms this means that a full sister 
when inheriting as a residuary excludes a consanguine 
sister. . f j

♦ A full blood sharer inheriting as a sharer does not 
exclude a half-blood residuary. In practical terms this 
means that a full sister inheriting as a sharer does not 
exclude a consanguine brother.

♦ Uterine relations are not excluded by full blood on this 
ground because they are not related through father.

4. All collateral heirs are excluded by a lineal male 
(ascending or descending) inheriting as a residuary. 
Thus, a son, son's son h.l.s., father and father7s father 
h.h.s. all individually exclude full brother, full sister, 
consanguine brother and consanguine sister according to 
Hanafi Fiqh (see chapter 11).

5. A person who is himself/herself excluded may exclude
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other heirs; for example the presence of two or more 
siblings limit the share of the mother to 1 / 6 even though 
the siblings themselves may be excluded by the father.

6. A person who himself has been disqualified from inheriting 
(Mahrum) cannot exclude other heirs from inheriting. 
However, according to 'Abdullah bin Mas'ud (-&) a 
Mahrilm can partially exclude other heirs. See chapter 10.

♦ Sharers who are partially excluded, effectively have their 
share reduced by the presence of other blood relatives. 
The sharers who can be partially excluded are:

» Husband
► Widow (wife)
► Mother
► Son's daughter h.l.s.
► Consanguine sister

♦ Some sharers can be totally excluded by the presence of 
other heirs, these sharers are:

► True grandfather
» True grandmother
► Son's daughter h.l.s.
► Full sister
► Consanguine sister
► Uterine brother
► Uterine sister

9.1 DISOWNING/ REPUDIATION (‘AQ)
♦ Disowning or repudiation of a prospective or 

presumptive heir by the propositus with the intention 
of depriving the prospective or presumptive heir of his 
legal share of the inheritance is invalid and illegal 
according to Shari'ah law. Such disowning/ repudiation 
has no legal consequence in the context of inheritance.

♦ The legal share entitlement of an heir inus 

tampered with as warned in the Qur'an, Sur 
Verses 13-14.

❖ ❖ ❖
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10. IMPEDIMENTS TO SUCCESSION a bar to inheritance according to Sunni jurisprudence.

Key points:

< The following are impediments to succession:

1. Homicide

2. Difference of religion

3. Slavery

4. Difference of domicile

♦ An individual who is disqualified from inheriting 
(Mahrum) cannot exclude others from inheriting. He 
will be considered as if he does not exist.

♦ According to 'Abdullah bin Mas'ud one who is 
disqualified from inheriting (Mahrum) can partially 
exclude the remaining heirs.

For instance, a man who kills his father intentionally 
although disqualified from inheriting himself will still 
partially exclude the widow of the deceased and reduce 
her share to 1/8.

10.1 HOMICIDE (Al-Qatl)

Narrated Abu Hurayrah £>: Allah's Messenger (^) 
said, "One who kills a man cannot inherit from him." 
(Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah). Similar Hadith reported 
by Abu Dawud and Al-BayhaqI.

♦ All Muslim jurists agree that a murderer or killer shall 
not inherit. If such people are allowed to kill and then 
benefit from the estate of the victim, it will encourage 
incidents of homicide.

♦ Intentional or unjustifiable killing according to Shari'ah is

4 The four main Sunni Madhahib vary slightly in detail on 
other forms of killing. a

+ According to the Hanafi Fiqh any killing whatsoever will 
prevent the right to inherit with the following 
exceptions:

1. Justifiable killing according to Shari'ah

2. Killing as a result of self-defence

3. Lawful killing * j

4. Act of a mad man or minor

5. Indirect killing (Qaf/ Bi Al-Tasabbub)

♦ Direct killing by a minor or lunatic is not a bar to 
inheritance under Hanafi Fiqh.

♦ According to the Shafi'i Fiqh, all forms of killing
including the act of a lunatic or a minor are an 
impediment to inheritance. -

♦ According to the Maliki Fiqh killing is a bar to inheritance 
with the following exceptions:

1. Justifiable killing according to Shan'ah

2. Killing as a result of self-defence

3. Killing in retaliation

4. Unintentional killing

Minors and lunatics are also barred from inheriting under 
Maliki Fiqh if the killing is deliberate although they are not 
liable for the penalty of retaliation.

♦ According to the Hanbali Fiqh any killing that is 
punishable (including monetary punishment) is an 
impediment to inheritance. The following forms of 
killing are not an impediment to inheritance:
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1. Justifiable killing according to Shari'ah

2. Killing as a result of self-defence and war

3. Killing in retaliation

4 The legal maxim for disqualifying a killer form inheriting 
is that whoever accelerates the process of gaining 
something before its actual/proper time is prohibited 
from gaining.

10.2 DIFFERENCE OF RELIGION

Narrated "Usama bin Zaid (\^): The Prophet ($&) said: 
"A Muslim cannot be the heir of a disbeliever, nor can a 
disbeliever be the heir of a Muslim." (Sahih Al-Bukhari, 
Sahih Muslim, Muwatta', Tirmidhi, Abu Dawud 
and Ibn Majah)

♦ The religion of an individual as regards inheritance is his 
or her religion at the time of death of the propositus.

♦ A Muslim cannot inherit from a non-Muslim by birth 
under Shan'ah. Strictly speaking everyone is bom a 
Muslim. The clause "by birth" is used here only to 
differentiate from an apostate, that is a Muslim who 
becomes a non-Muslim by choice.

♦ An individual who converts (or more accurately reverts) 
to Islam cannot inherit from his/her non-Muslim 
relatives and they cannot inherit from the Muslim 
revert. All the four main Sunni Madhahib are in 
agreement on this point.

Narrated Usama bin Zaid (i&): The Prophet (^) said:
"A Muslim cannot be the heir of a disbeliever, nor can a 

disbeliever be the heir of a Muslim." (Sahih Al-Bukhari, 
Muslim, Tirmidhi, Abu Dawud, Ibn Majah and 
Muwatta').

4 A non-Muslim cannot inherit from a Muslim under 
Shan' ah. - ■ *. / ' «

4 According to Hanbali Fiqh if a non-Muslim becomes a 
Muslim after the death of a Muslim propositus but 
before the actual distribution of the estate he/she is 
entitled to inherit. r <> ifidt

4 A Christian or Jewish wife cannot inherit from her 
Muslim husband but she can be mentioned in the 
Wasiyyah (Islamic will).

4 Children bom in a mixed marriage belong to the religion 
which is higher of the two religions concerned. Islam is 
above Christianity and Christianity is above Judaism. 
This means that children bom to a Muslim man and 
Christian or Jewish wife are Muslims.

10.2.1 Apostate as heir

4 A Muslim who changes his religion is called an apostate 
(Murtadd).

4 An apostate is barred form inheriting from Muslims and 
non-Muslims.

4 If a Muslim heir becomes a non-Muslim after the death of 
a relative from whom he is entitled to inherit, he is still 
entitled to inherit because when the inheritance 
devolved he was still a Muslim.

♦ According to the Hanbali Fiqh if the apostate returns to 
Islam before the actual distribution of the estate, he is 
entitled to inherit.

♦ If a man dies leaving behind a non-Muslim son and a 
son's son who is a Muslim the son would not inherit 
anything.
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10.2.2 Inheriting from an apostate

♦ According to the Maliki, Shafi'i and Hanbalf Fiqh the 
whole estate of an apostate goes to the Baytul-Mdl. 
Muslim relatives including the spouse are not entitled to 
inherit from an apostate. This is consistent with the 
principle that a Muslim does not inherit from a non
Muslim.

♦ Under the Hanafi Fiqh the Muslim relatives of an apostate 
can inherit from him.

♦ Imam Abu Hanifah (rife) differentiates between a male 
and a female apostate. In the case of a male apostate the 
estate that he acquired while he was a Muslim is 
inheritable by his Muslim relatives and the property 
which he acquired after apostatising goes to the Baytul- 
Mal. In the case of a female apostate the whole of her 
estate is inherited by her Muslim heirs. The basis for this 
is that the apostate was under Shari'ah law until he 
became an apostate, at that point he became dead in the 
eyes of the law.

♦ Other Hanafi jurists including Imam Abu Yusuf (rife) and 
Imam Muhammad (rife) do not make a distinction 
between a male and a female apostate, they hold that 
the whole of the estate of an apostate (man or woman) is 
inheritable by his/her Muslim heirs. This is also the view 
of 'All bin Abi Talib (^).

♦ Under Hanafi Fiqh a Muslim widow inherits from her 
apostatised husband. If a man becomes an apostate his 
marriage to a Muslim woman automatically terminates 
and the situation is similar to a woman who is 
irrevocably divorced during the Maradul-Mawt of her 
husband on the principle that male apostasy is 
punishable by death. A wife is not entitled to inherit

10. Impediments to Succession bl

from her apostatised husband if the marriage was never 
consummated. A husband cannot inherit from his 
apostatised wife if she apostatises during health even if 
she dies during her 'Iddah period, but he can inherit from 
her if she apostatises during her Maradul-Mawt and she 
dies during her Tddah period.

+ Any child bom to a woman whose husband apostatises 
is entitled to inherit if it is bom within six months from 
the day of the apostasy.

10.3 SLAVERY

♦ All Muslim jurists agree that slavery is a bar to 
inheritance.

♦ A slave will not inherit and will not be inherited.

♦ Although slavery is not an issue in current modem times, 
Islam is a religion for all mankind for all times.

10.4 DIFFERENCE OF DOMICILE

♦ The difference of domicile refers to allegiance to different 
states/ countries or kings where there is no alliance 
between them.

♦ This impediment is applicable to non-Muslims only; it is 
mentioned in this book for the sake of completeness. It 
does not have any practical significance for our 
purposes.

♦ Muslims though owing different allegiances are entitled 
to inherit from each other.
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11. CLASSIFICATION OF HEIRS

Heirs in Islamic law can be divided into the following 
classes (listed in order of succession):

1. Sharers (Ashabul-Furud)

2. Residuaries by reason of blood relationship ('Asabat)

3. Residuary by special reason (e.g. Mawld Al-'Itaq)

4. Distant kindred (Dhawul-Arhamj

5. Successor by contract (Mawlaul-Mawala)

6. Acknowledged kinsman (Al-Muqirr Lahu)

7. Universal legatee/'testatee' (Al- Musa Lahu)

8. Public treasury (Baytul-Mal)

♦ It is crucial to understand the concept of sharer and 
residuary as many of the rules are dependent on this 
differentiation.

♦ Note that the distant kindred do not inherit at all under 
the Maliki Fiqh.

♦ Shafi'i Fiqh does not recognise the successor by contract 
or the acknowledged kinsman.

11.1 SHARERS (ASHAB Al-FUR UD)

4 The Arabic word Ashabul-Furud literally means 
"possessors of obligatory share". There is no suitable 
English term for this and the term "sharers" has been 
used to denote this class of heirs.

/
♦ The sharers are also referred to as Qur'anic heirs. Only nine 

are expressly mentioned in the Qur'an. The granddaughter, 
true grandfather and true grandmother have been added by 
Muslim jurists using Qiyas (analogy), thus placing these

three Qur' anic heirs in a position of their respective primary 
heirs (daughter, father and mother) when they replace them 
in the latter's absence. There are, therefore, a total of twelve 
Qur'anic heirs or sharers.

< These heirs are entitled to receive a fixed share of the 
inheritance. ♦

+ A fixed share can be 1/2,1/3,2/3,1/4,1/6, or 1/8 (or to 
put it more simply 1/3 and 1/4 doubled and halved).

♦ The actual share that a Qur'anic heir (sharer) inherits is 
dependent on the presence of other heirs.

Fig. 1 shows entitlement of fixed Qur'anic shares. Note that the letter 's' denotes plurality.

♦ The male sharers are:

Qur'anic share Qur'anic heirs entitled to the share

1/2 H D DS Sf Sc

1/4 H W

|l/8 W

|2/3 Ds DSs S(s Scs 1
|l/3 M Bus <£«S I
(1/6

F tgF M tgM DS S& Bu Sw I

1. Father

2. True grandfather (father's father h.h.s.)

3. Husband

4. Uterine brother

♦ The female sharers are:

5. Mother

6. True grandmother

7. Widow

8. Daughter
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9. Son's daughter his. (DS, DSS, DSSS and so on)

10. Full sister

11. Consanguine sister (half-sister by father)

12. Uterine sister (half-sister by mother)

4 Another way to classify the sharers is by their 
relationship to the propositus, thus:

share which they divide amongst themselves. If the 
sharers are of the same kind this collective share is 
divided equally.

Grandparents tgF tgM

Parents F M

Spouse H W

Daughters D DS h.l.s.

Siblings Bu

♦ Certain sharers are entitled to a maximum collective

DSs (two or more) 2/3 Equally

Joint sharers Maximum 
collective share

Distribution of 
collective share

W (one or more) 1/4 or 1/8 1 Equally

tgM (one or more) 1/6 1 Equally

Ds (two or more) 2/3 | Equally 1

D + DSs 2/3 D 1/2 and DSs 1/6

Fig. 2 shows joint sharers. Note that the letter 's' denotes plurality. See the section for 
individual sharers for details.

Sf (two or more) 2/3 1 Equally 1

Sf+ScS 2/3 1/2 and &s1/6 j

So (two or more) 2/3 | Equally

Bu + Su, (2 or more 1/3 I Equally

uterine siblings)

4 Under certain circumstances some of the female sharers 
inherit as a residuary. ’ ♦

4 A female sharer is converted into a residuary by a male 
residuary of the same degree and related to the deceased 
through the father. Thus: „ r

i. Sons convert the daughters into residuaries.

ii. Son's sons convert the son's daughters into 
residuaries and so on.

iii. The lower son's son may convert a higher son's
daughter into a residuary should the latter be 
excluded from inheritance. This is the case of the 
lucky kinsman, see section 24.1.4 as well as examples 
2, 6 and 109. i - ; i %

♦ The case of the father converting the mother into a 
residuary (see section 16.2) and the sister (full or 
consanguine) inheriting as a residuary when co
existing with a daughter or son's daughter are the two 
exceptions to this rule (see section 32.1.3).

11.1.1 Sharers that can be partially excluded (Hajb Nuqsan)

+ Sharers may be partially excluded (Hajb Nuqsan) by the 
presence of other heirs or blood relatives of the deceased. 
Sharers who are partially excluded effectively have their 
share reduced. The conditions of partial exclusion are 
given under the relevant chapter for each sharer. The 
sharers who can be partially excluded are:

1. Husband

2. Widow

3. Mother

4. Son's daughter

5. Consanguine sister
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11.1.2 Sharers who are never excluded

< Sharers that are never excluded are:

1. Father

2. Mother

3. Husband

4. Wife

5. Daughter

♦ The son, who inherits as a residuary, is the only other 
heir who is never excluded

11.1.3 Sharers that can be totally excluded (Hajb Hirman)

♦ Sharers may be totally excluded (Hajb Hirman) by the 
presence of other heirs of the deceased. Sharers who are 
totally excluded inherit nothing. The word exclusion on 
its own denotes total exclusion. The conditions of total 
exclusion are given under the relevant chapter for each 
sharer. The sharers who can be totally excluded are:

1. True grandfather

2. True grandmother

3. Son's daughter

4. Full sister

5. Consanguine sister

6. Uterine brother

7. Uterine sister

11.1.4 Sharers that can be converted into residuaries

< The following heirs who normally inherit as sharers can 
be converted into residuaries:

1. Father

2. True grandfather

11. Classification of Heirs_______

3. Mother

4. Daughter

5. Son's daughter

6. Full sister

7. Consanguine sister

11.2 RESIDUARIES ('ASABAT NASABIYYARH)

The Prophet (jg) said: "Give the Fara'id to those who are 
entitled to receive it. Then whatever remains, should be given to 
the closest male relative of the deceased." (Sahih Al-Bukhari)

♦ 'Asabdt (translated as residuaries) may be by blood 
relation (Nasbiyyah) or by a special cause (Sababiyyah), 
e.g. Mawld Al-Ttdq. 'Asabdt Nasbiyah (singular 'Asabah) 
refers to the "near male agnates".

♦ In Shan'ah law the 'Asabdt Nasbiyyah (residuaries) consist 
of all male agnates and four specified female agnates.

♦ Agnate relatives of the deceased are those between 
whom and the deceased no female intervenes. Hence, all 
residuaries are related to the deceased through a male.

♦ The four female agnates are daughter, son's daughter 
h.l.s., full sister and consanguine sister.

♦ Some heirs who normally inherit as sharers can be 
converted into residuaries under certain circumstances.

♦ Where there are several residuaries of the same degree 
the estate is divided amongst them on a per capita basis. 
Thus, if the deceased leaves behind one nephew through 
one brother, two nephews through another brother and 
seven nephews through yet another brother all the 
nephews would inherit equally as residuaries.

The 'Asabdt Nasabiyyah can be divided into three types:
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1. 'Asabah Bina/sihi is an heir who is a residuary in his 
own right e.g. son, son's son h.l.s., father, brother, 
paternal uncle. These are the male agnates.

2. 'Asabah Bighayrihd is an heir who becomes a residuary in 
the right of another heir; e.g. daughter with son, son's 
daughter h.l.s. with son's son of equal or lower degree, 
full sister with brother, consanguine sister with 
consanguine brother. These are the female agnates.

3. 'Asabah Ma'a Ghayriha is an heir who becomes a 
residuary when inheriting with 'Asabah Bighayriha. 
The two examples are full sister and consanguine 
sister inheriting with daughter or son's daughter h.l.s. 
This is based on the tradition of the Prophet 
Muhammad (jg). See section 31.1.3.

4 The residuary heirs can also be classified according to 
order of succession into four classes:

I Descendants of the deceased

II Ascendants of the deceased

III Descendants of the father

IV Descendants of the true grandfather h.h.s.

4 The other residuary which is not in this classification is 
residuary by special reason such as Mawla Al-'Itdq and 
his heirs. Such residuaries are not of any practical 
importance in this day and age.

11.2.1 The female agnate residuaries

4 There are four female agnates who can inherit as 
residuaries:

► Daughter
► Son's daughter h.l.s.

► Full sister

11. Classification of Heirs

► Consanguine sister
4 No female is a primary residuary but only becomes a 

residuary in the presence of a co-existing male residuary 
of the same degree and consanguine relationship to the 
deceased. This is the principle of Ta'sib.

4 Thus, son converts daughters into residuaries, son's son 
converts son's daughters into residuaries, full brother 
converts full sisters into residuaries and consanguine 
brother converts consanguine sisters into residuaries.

4 Qur'anic heirs not affected by Ta'sib are the widow, true 
grandmother and uterine sister.

4 The case of the father converting the mother into a 
residuary (section 16.2) and the sister (full or 
consanguine) inheriting as a residuary when co
existing with a daughter or son's daughter h.l.s. 
(section 31.1.3) are the two exceptions to this rule.

11.2.2 Rules of inheritance amongst the residuaries

4 The residuaries inherit whatever remains (the residue) of 
the estate after the sharers have been allotted their 
shares. . .

4 If there are no sharers the residuaries take the whole 
estate.

4 If there are no residuaries the sharers take the residue 
(doctrine of Radd).

4 The priority rights of the residuary heirs to the 
inheritance are based on the following principles (Al- 
Jabari's rule):

1. Descendants take priority over ascendants who take 
priority over collaterals. The exception is that the 
father is not excluded by the son. All collaterals are
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excluded by father and true grandfather according to 
the Hanafi Fiqh but not according to the other three 
Sunni Fiqh. See sections 18.2.5-18.2.7.

2. The nearer in degree exclude the more remote within 
the limits of each class of heirs. Whoever is related to
the deceased through another person will not inherit 
while that person is alive. The father for instance, 
totally excludes the brother and sister (full and 
consanguine). One exception to this rule is that the 
mother does not exclude the uterine siblings.

3. Amongst collaterals the strength of blood-tie 
determines priority. Full blood takes preference 
over half-blood through father e.g. Sf when 
residuary has preference over Be and So.

11.2.3 Class I residuaries

The class I residuaries (descendants of the deceased) are:

► Son
► Son's son h.l.s.
► Daughter when accompanied by son.
► Son's daughter h.l.s: when accompanied by son's 

son of an equal or lower degree.

I I 1
s s

I W O I 1 ootd '■
SS DS

SSS DSS

i—'---- 1 /
SSSS DSSS

Fig. 3 shows first four generations of class I residuaries

4 After the heirs with fixed shares have been allocated 
their shares, the residue is distributed amongst the class I 
residuaries.

4 The general rule that the male inherits the portion of two 
females applies.

4 The daughters share with the sons.

4 Similarly, the son's daughters share with the son's sons 
and so on.

The following examples should be studied in conjunction 
with chapters on inheritance of son, daughter and 
granddaughter.

Example 1

A person dies leaving behind a father, two daughters (2D) 
and a son's daughter (DS) as shown in Fig. 4.

The distribution of the estate is thus: 

2D

F

DS

inherit 2/ 3 (fixed share)

inherits 1/3 (1/6 as sharer and 1/6 

excluded by 2D
as residuary)
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Example 2

A person dies leaving behind two daughters (2D), a son's 
daughter (DS) and a son of son of son (SSS), thus:

I------ ------- 1
S D D

I ' I 

SS DS

SSS

Fig. 5 (All living heirs are shown in bold)

Example 3 ;
A person dies leaving behind one daughter (D), a son's 

daughter (DS) and son of son of son (SSS), thus:

Heirs with fixed shares are assigned their shares, thus:

D inherits 1/2 , J
DS inherits 1/6

SSS inherits 1/3 as residuary

In this example SSS does not convert DS into residuary.

r
s

Heirs with fixed shares are assigned their shares, thus:
| 2D inherit 2/3 (fixed share)

I DS shares the residue of 1/3 with SSS; the general rule that 

the male gets the portion of two female applies.

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

2D inherit 2/3

DS inherits 1/9

SSS inherits 2/9

Note that SSS converts DS into residuary. Even though SSS 
is of a lower degree than DS, he still gets twice the share of 
DS. This is in effect an extension of the principle of Ta'stb. 
The SSS is a lucky kinsman or blessed relative (Al-Qarib Al- 

Mubarak). See section 23.1.4.

SS DS

SSS

Fig. 6 (All living heirs are shown in bold)

Example 4 ,

A person dies leaving behind a daughter (D), a son's 
daughter (DS), a son of son of son (SSS) and a daughter of 
son of son (DSS) as shown in Fig. 7.

Heirs with fixed shares are assigned their shares, thus:

D inherits 1/2

DS inherits 1/6

D and DS together inherit 2/3.

SSS and DSS inherit the residue of 1/3; the general rule that 
the male gets the portion of two females applies.
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s D

SS DS

SSS DSS

Fig. 7 (All living heirs are shown in bold)

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

D inherits 1/2

DS inherits 1/6

SSS inherits 2/9

DSS inherits 1/9

Example 5

A person dies leaving behind a daughter (D), a son's son 
(SS), a son's daughter (DS), a son of son of son (SSS) and a 
daughter of son of son (DSS) as shown in Fig. 8.

Heirs with fixed shares are assigned their shares, thus:

D inherits 1/2 - . ■

SS excludes SSS and DSS.

SS and DS inherit the residue of 1/ 2; the general rule that the 
male gets the portion of two females applies.

Note that DS is converted into a residuary in this situation. 
Compare with example 6.

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

D inherits 1/2
SS inherits 1/3 . j .

DS inherits 1/6

SSS excluded by SS

DSS excluded by SS
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Example 6

A person dies leaving behind a son's daughter (DS), 2DSS, 
2DSSS, a DSSSS and a SSSSS as shown in Fig. 9.

Heirs with fixed shares are assigned their shares, thus: 

DS inherits 1/2

2DSS inherit 1/6 (i.e. 1/12 each)

Note that DS and 2DSS together inherit 2/3.

SSSSS, DSSSS and 2DSSS inherit the residue of 1/3; the 
general rule that the male gets the portion of two females 
applies. Note that it is the presence of SSSSS that converts 
DSSS and DSSSS into residuaries. The principle of Ta'sib is 
extended here to allow a male of lower degree (SSSSS) to 
convert a female of a higher degree into a residuary. This is►

11. Classification of Heirs

the majority view of the Companions 

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

DS inherits 1/2

2DSS inherit 1/6 (i.e. 1/12 each) 

2DSSS inherit 2/15 (i.e. 1/15 each) 

DSSSS inherits 1/15

SSSSS inherits 2/15

Example 7

A person dies leaving behind two daughters (2D), 
and SSS as shown in Fig. 10.

Heirs with fixed shares are assigned their shares, thus:

2D inherit 2/3

DS and DSS are converted into residuaries by SSS and they 
all inherit the residue; the general rule that the male gets the 
portion of two females applies.

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

2D inherit 2/3 (1/3 each)
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DS inherits 1/12

SSS inherits 1/6

DSS inherits 1/12

Note that in such a situation the DS inherits with DSS who is 
of a lower degree.

11.2.4 Class II residuaries

The class II residuaries (ascendants of the deceased) are:

♦ Father

♦ True grandfather h.h.s.

♦ If there are no class I residuaries as heirs then the residue 
devolves onto class II residuaries.

♦ According to the Hanafi Fiqh the father and true 
grandfather h.h.s. exclude full and consanguine 
brothers and sisters. These siblings are thus included in 
class III residuaries. See sections 18.2.5 - 18.2.9 to see the 
views of the other main Sunni Madhahib on the share 
the true grandfather.

11, Classification of Heirs___________________

11.2.5 Class III residuaries
The class HI residuaries (descendants of father of decease )

♦ Full brother , , ,;j .... / .."jv-*!*

♦ Consanguine brother

♦ Full sister when not sharer

« Consanguine sister when not sharer

♦ Full brother's son h.l.s.

♦ Consanguine brother's son h.l.s. . .

♦ If there are no class I and no class II residuaries as heirs 
the residue then devolves onto class III residuaries. 
According to the Hanafi Fiqh the true grandfather h.h.s. 
excludes all collaterals (full brother, full sister, 
consanguine brother and consanguine sister). 
According to the other three main Sunni Madhahib the 
true grandfather inherits with the coHaterals and this is 
the majority opinion. See section 19.2.

♦ The full brother excludes both the consanguine brother 
and consanguine sister.

♦ The full sister inheriting as residuary excludes both the 
consanguine brother and consanguine sister.

♦ The general rule that the male inherits the portion of two 
females applies.

♦ Note that the full sister can inherit either as a residuary 
when accompanied by a full brother ('Asabah Bighayriha) 
or as 'Asabah Ma'a Ghayriha when inheriting with a 
daughter or son's daughter h.l.s. in the absence of a full 
brother. Similarly, with consanguine sister in default of 
full sister. This situation is an exception to the rule that 
no female is primarily a residuary but only becomes so 
when coexisting with a male residuary.
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> In default of the sister (full or consanguine) inheriting as 
a residuary, the residue devolves upon the full brother's 
sons. If there are no full brother's sons the residue 
devolves upon the consanguine brother's sons.

♦ Finally the residue devolves upon full or consanguine brothers' 
sons' h.l.s. in like order, the nearer degree excluding the more 
remote, and the issue of full brothers excluding the issue of 
consanguine brothers of the same degree.

♦ The order of succession for practical purposes amongst 
the class ID residuaries is as follows:

1. Full brother and full sister Bf S[

Full sister inheriting as residuary

2. Consanguine brother and consanguine sister Be So

Consanguine sister inheriting as residuary

3. Son of full brother SBf

4. Son of consanguine brother SBc

5. Grandson through son of full brother SSBf

6. Grandson through son of Be SSBc

7. Great grandson through son of full brother SSSBf

8. Great grandson through son of Be SSSBc

And so on in like manner.

Second 
Wife

Fig. 12 shows the first three generations of class DI residuaries in bold

81

The following examples illustrate the principles of 

inheritance amongst class TH residuaries.

Example 8
A person dies leaving behind two full sisters (2Sf), a 
consanguine brother (Be) and a consanguine sister (So) as 
shown in Fig. 13. ' ' :iL- uuljt iwCT

Heirs with fixed shares are assigned their shares, thus:

2Sf together inherit 2/3 as sharers

Be and So inherit the residue of 1/3, the general rule that the 
male gets the portion of two females applies.

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

2Sf

Be

inherit 2/3 

inherits 2/9

inherits 1/9

Second 
Wife

I
st ®

Fig. 13 (All living heirs are shown in bold)

Example 9
A person dies leaving behind one daughter and one full 
sister as the only heirs as shown in Fig. 14.

Mg. 14 (All living heirs are shown in bold)
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Heirs with fixed shares are assigned their shares, thus:

Daughter inherits 1 / 2 as sharer

The full sister (<£/) inherits the residue of 1/2 as a primary 
residuary ('Asabah Ma'a Ghayriha), this an exception to the 
general rule (see section 31.1.3).

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

D inherits 1/2

^inherits 1/2

Example 10

A person dies leaving behind a full sister (<£/), a consanguine 
sister (&) and a son of full brother (SBf) as the only heirs as 
shown in Fig. 15.

Heirs with fixed shares are assigned their shares:

^inherits 1/2 as sharer

S& inherits 1/6 as sharer

Second * F M
Wife I I

1—I— I—I—I

& Bf <3

SBf

Fig. 15 (All living heirs are shown in bold)

Note that ty and So inherit as sharers in this example and 
together inherit 2/3 total share.

SBf inherits the residue of 1/3.

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

inherits 1/2

So inherits 1/6

11, Classification of Heirs_______  ’______

SBf inherits 1/3 ’

Example 11
A person dies leaving behind a full brother (Bf), a uterine 

brother (Bu) and a uterine sister (<5u) as the only heirs as 
shown in Fig. 16. .. .. "1 L

Heirs with fixed shares are assigned their shares,

Bu and ^together inherit 1/3 equally as sharers

Bf inherits the residue of 2/ 3

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Bu inherits 1/6

Su/ inherits 1/6

Bf inherits 2/3

Fig. 16 (All living heirs are shown in bold)

M

Bf

Previous

11.2.6 Class IV residuaries

♦ If there are no residuaries in classes I, II and III as heirs, 
the residue devolves on class IV residuaries (descendants 
of true grandfathers of the deceased)

The class IV residuaries are:

♦ Offspring of true grandfather (FF)

1. Paternal uncle (BfF and BcF)

2. Male descendants of paternal uncle (e.g. SBfF and SBcF)

♦ Offspring of true great grandfather (FFF)

1. Great paternal uncle (BfFF and BcFF)
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2. Male descendants of great paternal uncle (e.g. SBfFF 
and SBcFF)

♦ Offspring of more remote true grandfather (FFFF) and so 
on

♦ The order of inheritance amongst the class IV residuaries 
operates first vertically then horizontally, that is to say, 
all the descendants of the paternal grandfather (FF) and 
their offspring acting as residuaries have to be exhausted 
before the descendants of the paternal great grandfather 
(FFF) can be admitted. The list below demonstrates this 
point.

♦ The order of succession for practical purposes amongst
class IV residuaries is:

1. Full paternal uncle BfF

2. Consanguine paternal uncle BcF

3. Full paternal uncle's son SBfF

4. Consanguine paternal uncle's son SBcF

5. Full paternal uncle's son's son SSBfF

6. Consanguine paternal uncle's son's son SSBcF

7. Full paternal uncle's son's son's son SSSBfF

8. Consanguine paternal uncle's son's son's son SSSBcF 

and so on in like manner.

If there are no agnatic heirs through the paternal uncle then 
the estate devolves upon the great uncles (i.e. siblings of 

paternal grandfather and their offspring), thus:

9. Full great paternal uncle BfFF

10. Consanguine great paternal uncle BcFF

11. Full great paternal uncle's son SBfFF

12. Consanguine great paternal uncle's son SBcFF
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13. Full great paternal uncle's son's son SSBfF

14. Consanguine great paternal uncle's son's son SSBcFF

and so on in like manner. h
If there are no agnatic heirs through the great paternal 
uncle then the estate devolves upon the great great 
uncles (i.e. siblings of paternal great grandfather and 
their offspring), thus:

15. Full great great paternal uncle BfFFF

16. Consanguine great great paternal uncle BcFFF

and so on in like manner. I • • ‘ J»

11.3 RESIDUARY BY SPECIAL REASON

♦ 'Asabdt Sababiyyah includes master of an emancipated 
slave (Mawld Al-'ltaq) and his male residuary heirs.

♦ Mawld Al-Ttaq has been placed above the distant kindred 
in priority in line with the view of Zaid bin Thabit 
Abdullah bin Mas'ud & places the Mawla Al-'ltaq after 
the distant kindred.

♦ If a manumitted slave dies without leaving any
residuary heir by blood relationship, the manumittor is 
entitled to the residue in preference to the sharers taking 
the residue as Al-Radd and in preference to the distant 
kindred if any. -,,.i

♦ In our present day and age where slavery has been 
abolished worldwide, this law is of historical importance 
only.

11.4 DISTANT KINDRED OR DHA WU
♦ The Arabic term Dhawul-Arham means "possessors of 

kinship" and the term distant kindred is used to refer to 

this class of heirs; also referred to as uterine heirs.
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< The term distant kindred is somewhat misleading 
suggesting that the relationship to the deceased is 
distant, this is not necessarily so, e.g. the daughter's 
daughter, who is, in common circumsatnces nearer to the 
deceased, likewise the daughter's son. There is no ideally 
suitable term in English for the Dhawuul- Arhdm, the term 
distant kindred is used by most authors.

♦ These are all blood relatives of the deceased who are 
neither sharers (Ashabul-Furud) nor residuaries ('Asabdf). 
All issues through female relatives are distant kindred 
except those through the mother.

11.4.1 Inheritance amongst the distant kindred (Dhawu Al- 
Arham) according to the four Sunni Madhahib

♦ The majority of the Companions of the Prophet 
Muhammad (jg) hold that the Dhawuul- Arhdm are 
entitled to inherit. Those who allow the right of 
inheritance to the Dhawul- Arhdm cite Qur'anic Verses 
4:33 and 33:6 in favour of their opinion. The Hanafi, 
Shdfi'i and Hanbait Fiqh follow this view and they entitle 
the Dhawul- Arhdm to inherit the residue when:

1. The sharers and the residuaries are not entitled to it.

2. The only heir is husband or widow who is given his/ 
her share and the residue goes to the Dhawuul- Arham.

♦ The view of Zaid bin Thabit & was that the Dhawul- 
Arhdm are not entitled to inherit at all, any residue in the 
absence of sharers and residuaries goes to the Baytul-Mdl. 

This was also the view of Imam Malik (fife) and Imam 
Shafi'i ($&).

Later Shafi'i jurists were of the opinion that if the Baytul- 
Mal is not admistered according to Islamic law the

Dhawul-Arhdm take precedence over the Baytul-Mdl, 
which effectively means that the Dhawul-Arhdm are 
allowed to inherit under Shafi'i law.

4 Only the traditional Maliki Fiqh does not allow the 
Dhawuul-Arhdm to inherit. This is because in Maliki law 
the Baytul-Mdl is considered to be a residuary itself. 
Although some Maliki jurists in practice do allow the 
Dhawul-Arham to inherit, the traditional Maliki law of not 
allowing the Dhawul-Arhdm to inherit at all is still upheld 
in some Islamic states. ' •

♦ For distribution amongst the distant kindred the Hanball
and Shdfi'i Fiqh (as well as some Maliki jurists) use a 
system of representation (Tamil) whereas the Hanafi Fiqh 
uses a system based on the strength of blood relationship 
(Qarabah). ,‘1 '

♦ This form of representation used by the Shafi't and 
Hanbali Fiqh for distribution of the estate amongst the 
distant kindred is different from the representation 
principle of exclusion mentioned in section 8.2 no. 8.

♦ Sections 11.4.2 to 11.4.9 discuss the rules pertaining to
the Hanafi Fiqh. ~~ . —

♦ Section 11.4.7 discusses the rules pertaining to the Shafi'i
and Hanbali Fiqh. ;. . , ; '

11.4.2 Rules of succession applicable to the distant 
kindred (Dhawul-Arham) according to Hanafi Fiqh

♦ The distant kindred can be divided into four classes (as 

with the residuaries):

I Descendants of the deceased

II Ascendants of the deceased

III Descendants h.l.s. of the siblings of the deceased
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IV Descendants h.l.s. of ascendants h.h.s. of the deceased

♦ When the distant kindred are entitled to inherit, the 
estate devolves firstly upon class I distant kindred, if 
there are no class I heirs the estate devolves upon class II 
heirs, if there are no class II heirs the estate devolves 
upon class III heirs, and if there are no class III heirs then 
the estate devolves upon class IV heirs.

♦ Each class of distant kindred has two sets of rules; the 
first set of rules determine which of the claimants within 
each class are entitled to inherit and the second set of 
rules determine the share of each claimant.

♦ As regards to the distant kindred group there is some 
difference of opinion amongst the Hanafi jurists 
concerning the order of succession as well as the actual 
share of each claimant.

♦ If the claimants are of equal degree and have equal claim 
to the inheritance and the intermediate ancestors of the 
claimants differ in their "blood" (full, consanguine or 
uterine) or gender, the two prominent students of Imam 
Abu Hanifah (afc), namely Imam Muhammad bin al- 
Hasan Al-Shaybani (a&) and Imam Abu Yusuf Ya'qub 
bin Ibrahim ($&), proposed two different systems of 
distributing the estate amongst the distant kindred 
claimants.

♦ Imam Abu Yusuf (life) proposed a system based on the 
distribution of the estate on a per capita basis. Where the 
claimants are of equal degree the estate is divided with 
reference to gender and the number of claimants. This 
system is easy to implement and it is followed by Hanafi 
jurists in western Asia.

♦ The system proposed by Imam Muhammad (life) is based 
on a per stirpes basis and this is the system adopted by

11. Classification of Heirs ______ ____ —

the author of the Sirajiyyah and Hanafi jurists in the 

Indian subcontinent. ■ /r .nSsfinW

* These differing systems of Imam Abu Yusuf (aSs) and Imam 
Muhammad (life) only apply to the distant kindred group 
because no such difference of "blood" or gender can occur 
amongst equal claimants of ancestors of the residuaries.

4 The difference in gender of the ancestors affects the share 
of the claimants in classes I, II, III and TV according to 
Imam Muhammad's (life) system.

♦ The difference in "blood" (full, consanguine or uterine) 
of the ancestors affects the order of succession of the 
claimants in class III of the distant kindred.

♦ The general rule that the male inherits the portion of two
females applies. -

11.4.3 Class I distant kindred

The class I distant kindred are descendants of the deceased. 
They are the grandchildren and their descendants who are 
neither sharers nor residuaries (SD, DD, SDS, DDS, SSD, 
DSD, SDD, DDD, SDSS, DDSS etc.) as shown in Fig. 17.

S D

SS DS SD DD
rJ—i H i 1 i 

SSS DSS SDS DDS SSD DSD SDD DDD

SDSS DDSS

and so on...

Fig. 17 shows the first three generations of class 1 distant kindred in bold
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The rules governing inheritance amongst class I distant 
kindred are as follows:

1. The nearer in degree excludes the more remote.

2. If claimants are of equal degree then descendants of 
sharers or residuaries take preference over 
descendants of distant kindred, e.g. DDS will 
exclude DDD. This is because DDS is a descendant 
of DS (a sharer) whereas DDD is a descendant of DD 
(a distant kindred).

3. If all the claimants are of equal degree and have 
equal claim to the inheritance we apply the doctrine 
of Imam Abu Yusuf (life) or Imam Muhammad (life) if 
the ancestors of the claimants vary in gender (see 
below).

The order of succession amongst the class I distant kindred
according to the Hanafi Fiqh is as shown below. Each group
in turn must be exhausted before any member of the next 
group can succeed.

i Children of D SD DD

ii Children of DS SDS DDS

iii Children of (i) SSD DSD SDD DDD

iv Children of DSS SDSS DDSS

v Children of (ii) and (iii) SSDS DSDS SDDS DDDS

SSSD DSSD SDSD DDSD

SSDD DSDD SDDD DDDD

vi Children of DSSS SDSSS DDSSS

vii Children of (iv) and (v) 

and so on...

11. Classification of Heirs

11.4.3a System proposed by Imam Abu Yusuf (life)

♦ According to Imam Abu Yusuf (life), when considering
distribution of the estate amongst claimants of equal 
rights with regard to degree and "blood" amongst the 
distant kindred group, we need only to consider the 
actual claimants. ■'v

♦ Imam Abu Yusuf's (life) system does not take any notice 
of the gender or "blood" of the intermediate ancestors
i.e.  roots of the claimants.

♦ Inheritance is based on the gender and "blood" of the
actual claimants, that is to say on a per capita basis. Each 
male inherits the portion of two females. '

♦ Imam Abu Yusuf's (life) system is very easy to implement 
compared to Imam Muhammad's (life) system.

11.4.3b System proposed by Imam Muhammad (ufe)

♦ According to Imam Muhammad (life) when considering 
distribution of the estate amongst the distant kindred in 
situations when the claimants are of equal degree and 
"blood", we must consider the gender and "blood" of 
the intermediate ancestors (the roots) of the claimants to 
determine the share of each claimant.

♦ The reason that this system applies only to the distant 
kindred group is because such a difference in "blood" or 
gender does not arise amongst the intermediate 
ancestors of the residuaries.

♦ According to the system proposed by Imam Muhammad 
(life) the claimants inherit on a per stirpes (by roots) basis.

♦ The novice reader may initially be put off by this section, 
however, if you study the examples closely, the system is 
not particularly difficult to understand. Fortunately
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Imam Muhammad's (afe) system only becomes 
applicable where the- claimants are great grandchildren 
or lower descendants.

♦ The doctrine of Imam Muhammad (as) is as follows:

1. If the heirs are of equal degree (proximity) to the 
deceased and the conditions of their roots (ascendants) 
are equal, we examine the gender of the roots and the 
number of branches arising from the roots.

2. The roots of the claimants are examined (from the 
deceased outwards) until there is a difference in 
gender amongst the roots.

3. At this point, where there is a difference of gender of 
the roots, we assign shares based on the gender of 
each of the roots and the number of claimants arising 
from each of the roots. The rule that the male gets the 
portion of two females applies.

4. We continue to examine and descend along the roots of 
the claimants. If a further difference of gender appears 
at a lower level in the family tree, the shares allotted 
collectively to the male roots and those allotted to the 
female roots are reassigned at that level.

5. Step four is repeated until we get to the claimants.

6. The shares allotted to the male roots are collected 
together and distributed to their descendants. Similarly, 
the shares allotted to the female roots are collected 
together and distributed to their descendarfts. The male 
inherits double the share of the female.

7. The working of the system is best illustrated by 
studying the examples shown below.

11. Classification of Heirs ________________  _

11.4.3c Examples of distribution of inheritance amongst 
class I distant kindred using Imam Muhammad's 
(«iSs) system \

These examples demonstrate the rules involved in the 
distribution of the inheritance amongst class I distant 
kindred and the working of the two variant doctrines of 
Imam Abu Yusuf («fe) and Imam Muhammad («wffi).

It should be noted that if there is no difference in the gender or 
"blood" of the intermediate ancestors, then the shares allotted 
to the claimants by the two differing systems are identical.

Example 12 (Hanafi Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind a SD, SDD and DDD as the 
only claimants as shown in Fig. 18. ...... •’ .

i. SD excludes both SDD and DDD because the nearer 
in degree excludes the more remote.

ii. SD as sole claimant would take the whole estate.

Example 13 (Hanafi Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind a SD, DD, DDS, SDD and 
DDD as the only claimants as shown in Fig. 19.

i. SD and DD exclude DDS, SDD and DDD because the 
nearer in degree exclude the more remote.

ii. SD gets 2/3 and DD gets 1/3. The male gets the
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portion of two females.

iii. Both claimants (SD and DD) have the same ancestor so 
they inherit in an identical manner under Imam Abu 
Yusuf's (fife) and Imam Muhammad's (life) systems.

Example 14 (Hanafi Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind a SDSp DDS2 and DSD as the 
only claimants as shown in Fig. 20.

i. SDSj and DDS2 both independently exclude DSD 
because descendants of sharers exclude descendants 
of distant kindred. Note that SDSj and DDS2 are 
descendants of DS a sharer, while DSD is a 
descendant of SD (a distant kindred).

ii. SDSi inherits 2/3 and DDS2 inherits 1/3. The male 

gets the portion of two females.

iii. Because there is no difference in the gender of the 
ancestors of the two heirs, they inherit in an identical 
manner under imam Abu Yusuf's (life) and Imam 
Muhammad's (life) systems.

Example 15 (Hanafi Fiqh) 7K|*{b
A person dies leaving behind a SDi, DDlz 2DD2 and DD3 as 
the only claimants as shown in Fig. 21.

i. All the claimants are of equal degree and all inherit in 
the capacity of distant kindred .

ii. As there is no difference in the gender of the roots of 
the claimants they inherit in an identical manner 
under Imam Abu Yusuf s (life) and Imam 
Muhammad's (life) systems.

iii. The general rule that the male gets the portion of two
females applies. '

iv. SDx is assigned two portions, DDi, 2DD2 and DD3 are 
assigned one portion each. The total number of 
portions is six.

v. The final distribution of shares is thus:

SDj inherits 1/3

DDi inherits 1/6 

2DD2 inherit 1/6 each
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DD3 inherits 1/6

Example 16 (Hanafi Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind a DSDi and SDD2 as the only 
claimants as shown in Fig. 22. This is the simplest case with 
only two claimants and two lines of descent in which we 
apply the system of Imam Muhammad ($&).

i. Ancestors differ at the second level of descent (**), 
therefore, the shares are assigned at this point 
depending on the number of claimants.

ii. Each line of succession has only one claimant.

iii. The total number of claimants is two.

The gender of the claimants at this point is not 
important, the shares are assigned according to the 
gender of the ancestors at this point. The male gets the 
portion of two females.

iv. SDj is a male with one descendant so he is assigned 
two portions, DD2 is a female with one descendant so 
she is assigned one portion. This means SDj is 
assigned 2/3 and DD2 is assigned 1/3. These 
assigned shares descend to their claimants, i.e. 
surviving heirs respectively.

Classi/icotion of Heirs _________________ ,

v. DSD} gets 2/3 and SDD2 gets 1/3.

vi. According to Imam Abu Yusuf's ($&) system, we pay
no attention to the ancestors (roots) of the claimants. 
The gender of the claimants is considered, therefore 
DSD! gets 1/3 and SDD2 gets 2/3. The male gets the 
portion of two females. .1 . ■ -P *

Example 17 (Hanafi Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind a SDD, SSD and DSD as the 
only claimants. In this case, there are three claimants 
through three different lines of descent as shown in Fig. 23.

i. Ancestors(**) differ at the second level of descent, 
therefore, the sharers are assigned shares at this point 
depending on the number of claimants.

ii. Each line of succession has only one claimant.

iii. The total number of claimants is three.

The gender of the claimants at this point is not 
important, the shares are assigned according to the 
gender of the ancestor at this point. The male gets the 

portion of two females.

Therefore, DD! is assigned 1/5, SD2 is assigned 2/5 
and SD3 is assigned 2/5. These assigned shares

iv.
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descend to their claimants respectively.

v. The shares assigned to the male roots are collected 
together (2/5 + 2/5 = 4/5) and distributed to their 
descendants i.e. SSD2 and DSD3. The male gets twice 
the share of the female. Therefore,

SSD2 gets 2/3 of 4/5 = 8/15

DSD3 gets 1/3 of 4/5 = 4/15

vi. The shares assigned to the female root(s) are collected 
together (1/5) and distributed to their descendants)
i.e.  SDDj who gets 1/5.

vii. The final distribution of shares is thus:

SDDj gets 1/5

SSD2 gets 8/15

DSD3 gets 4/15

viii. According to Imam Abu Yusuf's (a&) system, we pay 
no attention to the ancestors (roots) of the claimants. 
The gender of the claimants is considered, therefore 
SDDj and SSD2 would get 2/5 each and DSD3 would 
get 1/5. The male gets the portion of two females.

Example 18 (Hanafi Fiqh)

In the next example we have four lines of succession and the 
rules are applied similarly.

A person dies leaving behind a SDDj, DDD2, SSD3 and 
DSD4 as the only claimants as shown in Fig. 24.

i. Ancestors (**) differ at the second level of descent (**), 
therefore, the sharers are assigned shares at this point 
depending on the number of claimants.

The gender of the claimants at this point is not 
important, the shares are assigned according to the 
gender of the ancestor at this point. The male gets the

portion of two females. Iwft*

ii. Each line of succession has only one claimant.

iii. The total number of claimants is four.

iv. Therefore, DD2 and is DD2 are assigned 1/6 each; SD3 
and SD4 are assigned 2/6 each; these shares assigned 
descend to their claimants respectively.

v. The shares assigned to the male roots are collected 
together (2/6 + 2/6 = 4/6 = 2/3) and distributed to 
their descendants i.e. SSD3 and DSD4. The male gets 
twice the share of the female. Therefore:

SSD3 gets 2/3 of 2/3 =. 4/9

DSD4 gets 1/3 of 2/3 = 2/9

yi- The shares assigned to the female roots are collected 
together (1/6 +1/6 = 2/6 = 1/3) and distributed to 
their descendants i.e. SDD2 and DDD2. The male gets 
twice the share of the female. Thus:

SDDj gets 2/3 of 1/3 = 2/9

DDD2 gets 1/3 of 1/3 = 1/9

vii. The final distribution of shares is thus:

SDDi gets 2/9

DDD2 gets 1/9
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SSD3 gets 4/9

DSD4 gets 2/9

Note that the two great grandsons SDDt and SSD3, 
although they are of the same degree with respect to 
the deceased do not inherit equally because their 
roots (ascendants) are of different gender. The same 
applies to the two great granddaughters DDD2 and 
DSD4.

viii. According to Imam Abu Yusuf's (^) system, we pay 
no attention to the ancestors (roots) of the claimants. 
The gender of the claimants is considered, so SDDj 
and SSD3 would get 1/3 each while DDD2 and DSD4 
would get 1 /6 each. The male gets the portion of two 
females.

Example 19 (Hanafi Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind a SSDi, DSDi and SDD2 as the 
only heirs. In this example we have three claimants but only 
two lines of succession as shown in Fig. 25.

11. Classification of Heirs

the claimants at this point is not important, the shares 
are assigned according to the gender of the ancestor 
at this point. The male gets the portion of two 
females.

iii. Therefore, SDi (who is a male and has two claimants) 
is assigned 4/5 and DD2 (who is a female with one 
claimant) is assigned 1/5; these shares assigned 
descend to their claimants respectively.

iv. The share assigned to the male root (4/5) is
distributed to its descendants i.e. SSDi and DSDi. 
The male gets twice the share of the female. 
Therefore: / ai

SSD! gets 2/3 of 4/5 = 8/15

DSDi gets 1/3 of 4/5 = 4/15

v. The share assigned to the female root (1/5) is 
distributed to its descendants i.e. SDD2:

SDD2 gets 1/5

vi. The final distribution of shares is thus:

SSDj gets 4/18 = 8/15

DSDi gets 2/18 = 4/15

SDD2 gets 1/5

vii. According to Imam Abu Yusuf's ($fe) system, we pay 
no attention to the ancestors (roots) of the claimants. 
The gender of the claimants is considered, therefore 
SSDi and SDD2 would get 2/5 each and DSDi 1/5.

Compare this example with example 19.

i. Ancestors (**) differ at the second level of descent, 
therefore, the sharers are assigned shares at this point 
depending on the number of claimants.

ii. The total number of claimants is three. The gender of
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Example 20 (Hanafi Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind 2DDSDlz 2SDDD2, and a 
DSDD3 as the only claimants as shown in Fig. 26.

i. Ancestors (**) differ at the second level of descent, 
therefore, the shares are assigned at this point 
depending on the number of claimants.

ii. The total number of claimants is five.

The gender of the claimants at this point is not 
important, the shares are assigned according to the 
gender of the ancestors at this point. The male gets 
the portion of two females.

Fig. 26 (All living heirs are shown in bold)

Dj Pz Da

SDj
1

DD2 
|

DDj ♦♦
11

DSDj
1 ,

1

DDDb
1

1

SDD3
I

1 1 
DDSD, DDSDj

1 1
SDDDj SDDD2

1 

DSDDj

iii. In this example we have three ancestors (**) at level 
two, one male and two females, and there are five 
claimants.

SDj is male with two claimants;

DD2 is female with two claimants;

DD3 is female with one claimant.

The male gets the portion of two females. So SD2 is 
assigned 4/7, DD2 is assigned 2/7 and DD3 is 
assigned 1/7.

11. Classification of Heirs ________ _________________

It should be noted that the male root has been 
assigned 4/7 and the female roots 3/7.

iv. We continue to examine and descend along the roots 
of the claimants. A further difference of gender 
appears amongst the ancestors (**) at the next level 
in the family tree, level three. The difference occurs 
only in the combined female root.

The shares allotted to the male root (4/7) is 
distributed amongst its descendants, 2DDSD3 get 
4/7 (2/7 each). \ ™

v. Since the difference occurs only in the female root at 
level three (***), the shares allocated to the female root 
(2/7 +1/7 = 3/7) are re-assigned at this level.

vi. "DDD2 is a female with two claimants;

SDD3 is a male with one claimant.

The total amount to be divided is 3/ 7, the male gets the 
portion of two females. SDD3 is a male with one claimant 
so he is assigned two portions, DDD2 is a female with 
two claimants so she is assigned two portions.

DDD2 gets 1/2 of 3/7 = 3/14

SDD3 gets 1/2 of 3/7 = 3/14

vii. The share assigned to DDD2 is distributed amongst 
her descendants and the share assigned to SDD3 is 
distributed amongst his descendants:

2SDDD2 get 3/14 (3/28 each) and;

DSSS3 gets 3/14

viii. The final distribution of shares is thus: 1

2DDSD] get 2/7 each

2SDDD2 get 3/28 each

DSDD3 gets 3/14
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ix. According to Imam Abu Yusuf's ($g) system, we pay 
no attention to the ancestors (roots) of the claimants. 
The gender of the claimants is considered, thus 
2SDDD2 would get 2/7 each, 2DDSD1 would get 1/ 
7 each and DSDD3 would also get 1/7.

Example 21 (Hanafi Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind 2DDD1 (2DSD2) and SDD3 as 
the only claimants as shown in Fig. 27. This is an example of 
dual relationship (see chapter 44).

i. In this example two cousins (DDi and SD2) marry so 
that DDDt and DSD2 are identical.

ii. Ancestors (**) differ at the second level of descent, 
therefore, the shares are assigned at this point 
depending on the number of claimants.

iii. The total number of claimants is three.

The gender of the claimants at this point is not 
important, the shares are assigned according to the 
gender of the ancestors (roots). The male gets the 
portion of two females.

Fig. 27 (All living heirs arc shown in bold) 
Note.DDj and SD2 marry

0

A 
I

1 
Da

1
Ds

|1
DD] = sd2

1

1
DDa

1 n
1

DDD] DDDi SDD3
(DSD2) (DSD2)

Classification of Heirs ___________________ 2.

iv. DD1 is female with two claimants;

SD2 is male with two claimants; 4

DD3 is female with one claimant.

The male gets the portion of two females. So DDi is 
assigned 2/ 7, SD2 is assigned 4/7 and DD3 is assigned 1 / 7.

v. The shares assigned to the male root (4/7) are 
distributed to its descendants i.e. 2DSD2. Thus:

2DSD2 get 4/7 (2/7 each) ., t|

vi. The shares assigned to the female roots are collected 
together (2/7 + 1/7 = 3/7) and distributed to their 
descendants. The male gets twice the share of the female:

SDD3 gets 1/2 of 3/7 = 3/14

2DDDt get 1/2 of 3/7 = 3/14 (3/28 each)

vii. The final distribution of shares are as shown in Fig. 28.

DDDj and DSD2 are identical, each of these 
individuals inherit a share through the male root and 
a share through the female root, so the total share is: 

3/28 + 2/7 = 3/28 + 8/28 = 11/28 each.
Thus: * . ™

DDDj and DSD2 get 11/28 each

SDD3 gets 3/14

28 (All living heirs are shown in bold)

1 
Di

1
Da

I
T

DD] = SDj
J

DD3 
I

1 
DDD]

1 
DDD]

1 
SDD3

(DSD2) (DSD2)
2/7 + 3/28 2/7 + 3/28 3/14
= 11/28 = 11/28
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viii. According to Imam Abu Yusufs (<&) system, we pay 
no attention to the ancestors (roots) of the claimants. 
The gender of the claimants is considered, so 2DDDt 
(or 2DSD2) would inherit 1/3 each because they 
inherit in two different capacities. SDD3 would 
inherit 1/3. The male gets the portion of two females.

11.4.4 Class II distant kindred (Dhawul-Arham)

If there are no claimants of class I distant kindred the estate 
devolves upon the class II distant kindred. The class II 
distant kindred are ascendants of the deceased. These are 
the false grandparents h.h.s.

The rules governing inheritance amongst class II distant 
kindred are as follows:

1. The general rule that the nearer in degree excludes the 
more remote applies.

2. If claimants are of equal degree, then claimants of 
sharers or residuaries take preference over 
descendants of distant kindred; e.g. FMM is 
preferred to FFM. This is because FMM is a 
descendant of MM (a sharer) whereas FFM is a 
descendant of FM (a distant kindred). Some Hanafi 
jurists give no such preference.

3. If there are claimants both on the paternal and 
maternal sides, the paternal side is assigned 'll 3 and 
the maternal side 1/3. The portion assigned to the 
paternal side is divided amongst the paternal 
ancestors and the portion assigned to the maternal 
side is divided amongst the maternal ancestors.

This rule of apportionment will only come into 
operation amongst the great grandparents and more 
remote ancestors of the deceased.

4. If the claimants are of equal degree and have equal 
claim to the inheritance but there is a difference in 
gender amongst the descendants then Imam 
Muhammad's (<&) system is applied. This difference 
will only occur when we reach ancestors in the fourth 
degree from the deceased (great great grandparents), 
therefore, the situation is unlikely to arise in practice.

5. The general rule that the male inherits the portion of 
two females is applicable. L. -JIBS

Using these rules the order of succession amongst class II 
distant kindred according to the Hanafi Fiqh is as shown 
below. Each group in turn must be exhausted before any 
member of the next group can succeed.

i. grandparents
ii. great grandparents
iii. great grandparents
iv. great great grandparents
v. great great grandparents

FMF FMM
FFM MFM
FMFF FMMF FMMM
FFMF MFMF FFFM
MFFM FMFM MMFM
FFMM MFMM

vi. more distant false grandparents

♦ Compare class II distant kindred (Fig. 29) with class II
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Example 22 (Hanafi Fiqh)
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A person dies leaving behind FM, FMM and FMF as the 
only claimants as shown in Fig. 30. FMM and FMF are 
totally excluded by FM because he is closer in degree to the 
deceased. In such a case FM as sole heir would inherit the 
whole estate.

FMF MMF FMM MMM

■-H L-r-J
FF MF FM MM

Example 24 (Hanafi Fiqh)

Fig. 30 (AD living heirs are shown in bold)

A person dies leaving behind FFM and MFM as the only 
claimants as shown in Fig. 32. FFM and MFM are both of 
equal degree from the deceased and both are related to the 
deceased through the mother. The male gets the portion of 
two females applies, so that FFM gets 2/3 and MFM gets 1/3.

Example 23 (Hanafi Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind FMF, FFM, MFM and FMM as 
the only claimants as shown in Fig. 31. FMM and FMF each 
independently excludes both FFM and MFM because FFM 
and MFM are related to the deceased through a distant 
kindred (FM) whereas FMM and FMF are related to the 
deceased through a sharer. In such a situation FMF who is 
on the paternal side would get 2/3 and FMM who is on the 
maternal side would get 1/3 of the estate.

f 
L

FFM MFM
*-T-1

FM MM
1—I—1

M 
_________ Ir

Fig. 32 (All living heirs are shown in bold)

11.4.5 Class III distant kindred

If there are no claimants of class I and class II distant kindred 
the estate devolves upon the class III distant kindred. The 
class III distant kindred are the offspring of brothers and 
sisters of the deceased. These are therefore, the nephews and
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nieces of the deceased (SBu, S<S/> S&> DBf, DBc, DBu, 
D<$^ D<&> DSBf, SDBf etc.) and their descendants who
are not themselves residuaries (see section 11.2.5 for 
comparison).

The rules governing inheritance amongst class III distant 
kindred are as follows:

1. The general rule that the nearer in degree excludes the 
more remote applies.

2. If claimants are of equal degree then descendants of 
residuaries take preference over descendants of 
distant kindred; for example, DSBf will exclude 
DDBf. This is because DSBf is a descendant of SBf 
(a residuary) whereas DDBf is a descendant of DBf (a 
distant kindred). For the same reason DSBc excludes 
SDeleven though the former is of half-blood and the 
latter is of full blood.

3. The general rule that full blood excludes half-blood 
through father applies. Hence, descendants of full 
brother exclude descendants of consanguine brother 
and consanguine sister. Note the order of rules (2) 
and (3), it is important that in this class rule (2) is 
applied before rule (3). DSBf hence excludes DSBc 
who in turn excludes SD<^.

According to Imam Muhammad ($fe), when there are 
descendants of equal degree:

► Descendants of Bu and are not excluded by 
descendants of Bf, Be, Sf or they inherit with 
them.

► Descendants of Bf exclude descendants of Be and 
S&.

> Descendants of Sf do not exclude descendants of Be.
> Two or more descendants of Sf exclude descendants

of Sa
4. If the claimants are of equal degree and have equal 

claim 'Imam Muhammad's ($£) system is applied.

5. The general rule that the male inherits the portion of 
two females applies.

6. In the case of descendants of uterine siblings, the male 
and female claimants share equally. The difference in 
gender of the intermediate ancestors is not taken into 
consideration. That is to say that Imam Muhammad's

system does not apply to descendants of uterine 
siblings. . , .

Using these rules, the order of succession according to Imam 
Muhammad's ($&) doctrine amongst the class III distant 
kindred is as shown below. Each group in turn must be 
exhausted before any member of the next group can 
succeed.

i. children of full siblings

children of uterine siblings

ii. children of full sister

children of uterine siblings 

children of Be and S&

iii. children of Be and S&

children of uterine siblingsiv. daughter of SBfv. daughter of SBcvi. children of (i)

vii- children (ii)

DBf SSf

SBu DBu

S<^ D^

SBu DBu ScSu/

DBc S&z DeScz

DBc S D

SBu DBuDSBfDSBcSDBf SS^ SDc^SBu SDBu SS<&> SD<^DBf DSty DDty
SBu DDBu DSSo'DDcS^ 

SDSf
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viii. children of (iii)

ix. daughters of

x. daughters of

xi. children of (vi)

xii. children of (vii)

xiii. children of (viii)

xiv. daughters of

xv. daughters of 

and so on...

♦ According to Imam Abu

SSBu SDBu SSSu SD<5i^
SDBc SS&- SD So

DS<^ DD<S£

DSBuDDBu DS<5u/DD<£«,

DDBc DScTo DD&.

SDBc SSSo SD So

SSBu SDBu SS<S«/ SD^
DDBc DS<5& DD&

DSBu DDBu DS Su DD Su,

SSBf DSSBf

SSBc DSSBc

SSSBf

SSSBc

Yusuf (?ife), the order of 
succession amongst group III of the distant kindred is 
slightly different because his basis for order of succession 
is the "blood" of the claimants whereas Imam 
Muhammad (afe) bases his order on the "blood" of the 
roots of the claimants.

According to Imam Abu Yusuf (afe), descendants of Bf 
and <S( exclude descendants of Be and So who in turn 
exclude descendants of Bu and Su. The rule that the male 
inherits double the share of two females applies to all 
relatives including descendants of uterine brothers and 
uterine sisters.

The following examples are calculated using Imam 
Muhammad's (afe) system.

Example 25 (Hanafi Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind a full brother's daughter 
(DBf), a consanguine brother7 s daughter (DBc) and uterine 
brother's daughter (DBu) as shown in Fig. 34.

i. DBc is excluded by DBf because claimants of full 
blood exclude claimants of half-blood through father. 

The remaining claimants, DBf and DBu are of equal 
degree.

• •
11.

Second wife 
ofFather 
r-H

Be Sc

DBc DBf

Previous 
Husband 
of Mother 
r-H 

Bu <&* 
I

DBu

Fig. 34 (All living heirs are shown in bold)

’ r-,

In- The Bu line of descent has only one claimant and is 

thus assigned 1/6 which descends to his claimant
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iv. DBu inherits a 1/6 share and DBf inherits 5/6 as 
residuary.

Example 26 (Hanafi Fiqh)

is assigned 2/9 (1/3 of 2/3). DBf inherits 4/ 9 from the Bf 
line of descent and Sty inherits 2/9 from the ty line of 
descent.

A person dies leaving behind a full brother's daughter 
(DBf), consanguine brother's daughter (DBc), uterine 
brother's daughter (DBu), full sister's son (Sty), 
consanguine sister's son (S&) and uterine brother's son 
(SBu)._____________ ________ ....................

v. The final distribution of shares is thus:

Second wife 
ofFather

Previous 
Husband 
ofMother

Be Bu

DBc DBf DBu

Fig. 35 (All living heirs are shown in bold)

i. DBc and SSo are excluded by DBf because claimants 
of full blood exclude claimants of half-blood through 
father.

ii. The remaining claimants, DBf, SSf, DBu and SBu are 
of equal degree.

iii. The Bu line of descent has two claimants and is thus 
assigned 1/3. This share descends to the claimants of the 
Bu line who inherit equally. DBu and SBu inherit 1/3 
together which they share equally, so each gets 1/6.

iv. The Bf and S[lines of descent inherit the remaining 2/3, 
the male line getting twice the share of the female. The Bf 
line and <£/ line both have only one claimant each. The 
male line is assigned the share of two females. The Bf 
line is therefore, assigned 4/9 (2/3 of 2/3) and the S/line

DBf inherits 4/9

DBc is excluded by DBf

DBu inherits 1 / 6

Sty inherits 2/9

SS& is excluded by DBf

SBu inherits 1 / 6

Example 27 (Hanafi Fiqh) \ . -

A person dies leaving behind a full brother's son's daughter 
(DSBf), consanguine brother's son's daughter (DSBc) and 
uterine brother's son's daughter (DSBu) as shown in Fig. 36.

i. DSBf excludes DSBu because DSBf is a descendant of 
a residuary (SBf) and DSBu is a descendant of a 
distant kindred (SBu).

ii. DSBf excludes DSBc because claimants of full blood 
exclude claimants of half-blood through father.

iii. DSBf as sole heir takes the whole estate.

Second wife 
ofFather = F

Previous
Husband 
of Mother

DSBc DSBf BSBu

Fig. 36 (All living heirs are shown in bold)

I
&

S&
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r

I

Example 28

A person dies leaving behind 2DDBc, SDBcz DS Su, and SD<Su/ 
as shown in Fig. 37.

i. All claimants are of equal degree.
ii. The intermediate ancestors of the claimants differ in 

"blood" and gender so we must apply Imam 
Muhammad's (a&) doctrine.

iii. The share assigned to the uterine sister line of descent 
(1/3) is distributed equally amongst its claimants 
DS<£*and SD<£* (1/6 each).

iv. Now if we look at the consanguine brother line of 
descent, DiBc has two claimants and D2BC has one 
claimant. The gender of the claimants is not 
important at this point. Shares are assigned 
according to the gender of the ancestors. Both DiBc 
and D2Bc are females. DiBc is assigned two portions 
because she has two claimants and D2Bc is assigned 
one portion because she has one claimant. Therefore, 
DiBc is assigned 4/9 (2/3 of 2/3) and D2Bc is 
assigned 2/9 (1/3 of 2/3).

l

Previous 
Husband 
of Mother

Second wife 

ofFather

I

SD^SD^Bc

Fig. 37 (All living heirs are shown in bold)

v. The share assigned to DiBc (4/9) is distributed to her 
claimants (2DDiBc) and the share assigned to D2Bc 
(2/ 9) is distributed to her claimant (SD2Bc).

vi. The final distribution of shares is thus:

2DDiBc get 2/9 each

SD2Bc gets 2/9

DS& gets 1/6

SD^gets 1/6

Example 29 (Hanafi Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind DBf, S<S/> D<S/> DBc, S<Se> DBu 
S&and Dc^as shown in Fig. 38.

i. All claimants are of equal degree.

ii. DBc and Scfe are excluded by the presence of DBf.

Note that children of full brother exclude children of 
consanguine brother and children of consanguine 
sister.

iii. The uterine brother and uterine sister lines of descent 
are assigned 1/3; and the full brother and full sister 
lines of descent are assigned the residue 2/3.
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iv. The claimants of the uterine brother and uterine sister 
inherit equally whether male or female. There are 
three claimants; each gets 1/9.
DBu gets 1/9 (1/3 of 1/3), SSu, gets 1/9 (1/3 of 1/3) j 
and D^gets 1/9 (1/3 of 1/3).

v. Now if we look at the full brother and full sister lines 
of descent, Bf has one claimant and <5/ has two 
claimants. The principle that the male gets the portion 
of two females applies. As the female (/>/) has two 
claimants and the male (Bf) has one claimant, is 
assigned 1/3 (1/2 of 2/3) and Bf is assigned 1/3 (1/2 

of 2/3).

vi. The share assigned to (113) is distributed to her
claimants, the male gets the portion of two females.

gets 2/9 (2/3 of 1/3) and D<^ gets 1/9 (1/3 of 1/ 

3).

vii. The share assigned to Bf (1 / 3) is distributed to his 

claimant (DBf).

viii. The final distribution of shares is thus:

DBf inherits 1/3

inherits 2/9

D<^ inherits 1/9

DBu inherits 1/9

inherits 1/9

D5w inherits 1/9

Example 30 (Hanafi Fitjh)
A person dies leaving behind SDBf, DDBf, SS £/, DS SD <5/,
DSBu, SDBu and 2DS&, as shown in Fig. 39.

i. All claimants are of equal degree.

ii. The uterine brother and uterine sister lines of descent 

are assigned 1/3 and the full brother and full sister 
lines of descent are assigned the residue of 2/ 3.

iii. The claimants of the uterine brother and uterine sister 
inherit equally whether male or female. They inherit 
1/3 between themselves. There are four claimants. 
Each claimant inherits 1 /12.

iv. The claimants of the full brother and full sister inherit 
on the principle that the male gets the portion of two 
females. Imam Muhammad's ($&) system applies.

v. If we look at the full brother and full sister lines of 
descent, the shares are assigned at the point where 
the gender of the roots vary. The total number of 
claimants is five. Bf is male with two claimants (thus 
he gets four portions) and he is assigned 8/ 21 (4/ 7 of 
2/3) and cfyis female with three claimants (thus she 
gets three portions) and is assigned 2/7 (3/7 of 2/ 3).

vi. Share assigned to the Bf line descends to his 
claimants;

SDBf gets 16/63 (2/3 of 8/21)

DDBf gets 8/63 (1/3 of 8/21)
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vii. In the full sister line of descent there is again a 
variation in gender at the next level of descent. The 
share (2/7) in this line of descent is reassigned at this 
level. The total number of claimants in this line is 
three. Sty is a male with two claimants (SSS(s and 
DS <5/), he gets four portions. D<S/ is female with one 
claimant, she gets one portion. Sty is assigned 8/35 
(4/5 of 2/7). The share (8/35) assigned to Sty 
descends to his claimants which are SSty and DS ty. 
SStyinherits 16/105 (2/3 of 8/35) and DSty inherits 
8/105 (1/3 of 8/35). D£/is assigned 2/35 (1/5 of 2/7) 
which descends to the sole claimant SD<S/ who 
inherits 2/35.

viii. The final distribution of shares is thus:

SDBf inherits 16/63

DDBf inherits 8/63

SSty inherits 16/105

VSty inherits 8/105

SDty inherits 2/35

DSBu inherits 1/12

SDBu inherits 1/12

2DS<Su/ inherit 1/12 each

A person dies leaving behind SDBc, 2DS^o (2DD<5f) and.

11. Classification of Heirs---------- - ---------------------- --- --------

Example 31 (Hanafi Fiqh) & Wifi

i. All claimants are of equal degree.

ii. The line of descent is assigned a 1 / 6 share, the ty 
line of descent with two claimants is assigned 2/3 
share and the Be and So lines of descent are together 
assigned the residue of 1/6. For the consanguine 
siblings the general rule that the male inherits the 
share of two females applies.

iii. The Si* line of descent has only one claimant (DS^o) 
so the share (1/6) assigned to Si* line of descent 
devolves upon this one claimant.

iv. The <S/line of descent has two claimants (2DD<S/) who 
inherit the share assigned to the ty line of descent. So 
each DD^ gets 1/3 (1/2 of 2/3).

v. Now let us consider the Be and dolines of descent. <5ois 
a female with two claimants so the doline of descent is 
assigned two portions. Be is a male with only one
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claimant so the Be line of descent is assigned two 
portions. So both the So line of descent and the Be line 
of descent are each assigned 1 /12 (1 / 2 of 1 / 6). The one 
claimant (SDBc) of the Be line of descent inherits 1/12.

Second wife 
ofFatha 
H-n

Be

DBc

SDBc

T I

Previous 
Husband 
of Mother 

r-1

Bu

1

1/12

JI 
DS& 

(DD$) 
3/8

I “I
DS<£> 

(DD<^ 
3/8

sharesFig. 41 (All heirs with their respective 
Note: S& and D<^ many

X

DSc&i/

1/6

shown in bold)

vi. The SSo has two claimants (2DS<Sc) who inherit the 
share assigned to the &line of descent. So each DS& 
gets 1/24 (1/2 of 1/12).

vii. Note that SSo and DSf marry so that 2DS& and 
2DD<£/ are identical, they inherit through the So line 
of descent and through the Sf line of descent. So each 
DS&(or DD$) gets 1/24 + 1/3 = 9/24 = 3/8.

viii. The final distribution of shares is shown in Fig. 41.

11.4.6 Class IV distant kindred

If there are no claimants of classes I, II and III distant 
kindred the estate devolves upon the class IV distant 
kindred. The class IV distant kindred are descendants of 
ascendants of the deceased. Thus, the class IV distant 
kindred in order of succession consist of:

i. All uncles and aunts who are not residuaries.

ii. Descendants h.l.s. of uncles and aunts who are not
residuaries. ■ * • ■ :

iii. All great uncles and great aunts (uncles and aunts of 
parents) who are not residuaries.

iv. Descendants h.l.s. of great uncles and great aunts 
who are not residuaries.

v. All great great uncles and great great aunts (uncles 
and aunts of grandparents) who are not residuaries.

vi. Descendants h.l.s. of great great uncles and great
great aunts who are not residuaries. (See section
11.4.6d for more details.)

11.4.6a Distant kindred uncles and aunts

For inheritance amongst the uncles and aunts there is no
difference between Imam Muhammad's (afe) and Imam Abu 
Yusuf's (afe) systems. The order of succession amongst 
uncles and aunts of group IV distant kindred is based on the 
following rules: ' *

1. If there are claimants on both the paternal and 
maternal sides, claimants on the paternal side are 
assigned twice the share assigned to the maternal 
side. Thus, the paternal side is assigned 2/3 and the 
maternal side is assigned 1/3.

2. If there are no claimants on the paternal side, the 
maternal side is assigned the whole share and vice
versa.

3. Claimants of full blood exclude claimants of half-*
blood through father and these in turn exclude 
claimants of half-blood through mother. This rule is 
applied separately to the paternal and maternal sides.

4. The portion assigned to the paternal side is divided
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amongst the claimants on the paternal side and the 
portion assigned.to the maternal side is divided 
amongst the claimants on the maternal side.

5. Note that no claimant on the paternal side excludes 
any claimant on the maternal side and no claimant on 
the maternal side excludes any claimant on the 
paternal side.

6. The general rule that the male inherits the portion of 
two females is applicable in all cases of class IV 
distant kindred.

11.4.6b Distant kindred descendants of uncles and aunts

&

♦ The two differing systems of Imam Muhammad (site) and 
Imam Abu Yusuf (ate) give different results for the 
grandchildren of the uncles and aunts (i.e. children of 
cousins).

♦ The grandchildren of uncles and aunts are treated in a 
similar manner to grandchildren of daughters of the 
propositus (see class I distant kindred).

♦ According to Imam Abu Yusuf (site) the portions 
assigned to the paternal side (2/3) and maternal side 
(1/3) are divided amongst each of the claimants on a per 
capita basis; the male inheriting twice the share of the 
female.

According to Imam Muhammad (ate), the order of 
succession amongst the descendants of the uncles and 
aunts of group IV distant kindred is based on the following 
rules (these rules are similar to the rules for class I distant 
kindred):

1. If there are claimants on both the paternal and 
maternal sides, claimants on the paternal side are 
assigned twice the share assigned to the maternal

^^Classification of Heirs _______ —--------- ——— *S

side. Thus, the paternal side is assigned 2/3 and the 

maternal side is assigned 1/3. ,.i
2. If there are no claimants on the paternal side, the

maternal side is assigned the whole share and vice 
versa. ' ‘' A*

3. Claimants through a nearer ancestor exclude those
related through a more remote ancestor. If the 
ancestor is the same, the nearer in degree excludes 
the more remote. ; 1

4. Claimants of full blood exclude claimants of half- 
blood through father and these in turn exclude 
claimants of half-blood through mother. This rule is 
applied separately to the paternal and maternal sides.

5. If claimants are of equal degree and relationship to 
the deceased then descendants of residuaries take 
preference over descendants of distant kindred; e.g. 
DBfF excludes DA/F. This is because DBfF is a 
descendant of BfF (a residuary) whereas DcS/F is a 
descendant of S{F (a distant kindred). On a practical 
point this rule will be applicable only on the paternal 
side because there are no claimants on the maternal 
side who inherit as residuaries. It should be noted 
that rule (4) is applied before rule (5). Compare this to 
the order in class III distant kindred.

6. The portion assigned to the paternal side is divided 
amongst the claimants on the paternal side and the 
portion assigned to the maternal side is divided 
amongst the claimants on the maternal side.

7. Descendants of uncles and aunts inherit together and 
no claimant on either side can exclude any claimant 
on the other side.

8. The general rule that the male inherits the portion of
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11.4.6c Distant kindred great uncles and great aunts

If there are no descendants at all of uncles and aunts, then 
the estate devolves upon the great uncles and great aunts 
and failing them, amongst their descendants h.l.s. Those 
related through a nearer ancestor exclude those related 
through a more remote ancestor. The rules applicable to the 
great uncles and great aunts are those listed for uncles and 
aunts and rules applicable to the descendants of the great 
uncles and great aunts are those listed for descendants of 
uncles and aunts.

With regard to these more remote ancestors such as great 
undes and great aunts (5/FF, BfMF, BcMf etc.), the allotment 
of 2/3 to the paternal side and 1/3 to the maternal side is 
further subdivided as shown in Fig. 42. This process would 
be repeated similarly for higher generations if the situation 
ever arose. The descendants take what is allotted to their 
ancestors.
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114.6d Order of succession amongst class IV distant kindred 

Using the rules detailed in sections 11.4.6a — 11.4.6c, the 
order of succession amongst class IV distant kindred 
according to the Hanafi Fiqh is as shown below. Each 
group in turn must be exhausted before any member of the 
next group can succeed. J

i. Full paternal aunt 5/F

Full maternal uncle & aunt BfM 5/M

ii. Consanguine paternal aunt 5cF
Consanguine maternal uncle & aunt BcM 5cM

iii. Uterine paternal uncle & aunt BuF SuF

Uterine maternal uncle & aunt BuM SubA

iv. Descendant of residuary DBfF

v. Children of (i) S5/F

SBfM DBfM S5/M D3/M
vi. Descendant of residuary DBcF

vii. Children of (ii) S5cF D5cF

SBcM DBcM S5cM D&M
viii. Children of (iii) SBuF DBuF S 5uF

SBuM DBuM S5uM

ix. Descendant of residuary DSBfF

x. Children of (iv) and (v) SDBfF DDBfF

SSeS/F DS5/F SD5/F DD5/F 

SSBfM DSBfM SDBfM DDBfM

SS 5/M D S 5/M SD 5/M DD 5/M 
xi. Descendant of residuary DSBcF 

xu. Children of (yi) and (vii) SDBcF DDBcF

SS5cF DS5cF SD5cF DD5cF

SSBcM DSBcM SDBcM DDBcM
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uncles and aunts who are not residuaries in like 
manner and order.

SS&M DSe>cM SD&M DJcM
• • • 

xni. Children of (viii) SSBuF DSBuF SDBuF DDBuF

xiv. SS&F DS<5«F SD£«F DD<S«F

SSBuM DSBuM SDBuM SDBuM

SS<&M DS<S«M SD£«M DD<5«M
XV. Descendants h.l.s. of the paternal and maternal

xvi. Great uncles and great aunts (these are the uncles and 
aunts of parents) excluding those who are residuaries.

xvii. Descendants h.l.s. of (xvi) in like manner and order.

A person dies leaving behind a uterine paternal uncle (BuF) 
and a uterine paternal aunt (<SwF) as the only heirs, Fig. 45.

FF MF Previous FM MM I

husband I
I ofMF I I I

—i— H-----r1 —i—
F BuF SuP M I

husband 
ofMF

F

L
BcM &M M BfM BuM «&M 

I

MF Previous 2nd =
wife 
ofFM

MM Previous 
husband 
of MM

Fig. 43 shows the first generation of class IV distant kindred in bold

Example 32 (Hanafi Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind a full maternal uncle (BfM) 
and a full maternal aunt (CS/M) as the only heirs as shown in 
Fig. 44. Both heirs are on the maternal side. The male gets 
the portion of two females, thus:

BfM inherits 2/3

inherits 1/3

0

Fig. 45 (All living heirs are shown in bold) I

Both heirs are on the paternal side. The male gets the portion 
of two females, thus:

BuF inherits 2/3 ( '

<S<F inherits 1/3

Example 34 (Hano/T Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind a consanguine paternal aunt 
(&F) and full maternal aunt as shown in Fig. 46.

The paternal side is assigned 2/3 and the maternal side 1/3. 

&F inherits 2/3 and S{M inherits 1/3
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0

Fig. 46 (All living heirs are shown in bold)

Example 35 (Hanafi Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind a full paternal aunt («5/F) and a 
uterine maternal aunt (<£<M) as the only claimants as shown 
in Fig. 47.

The paternal side is assigned 2/3 and the maternal side 1/3. 
I <S/F inherits 2/3
' <S«M inherits 1/3

Example 36 (Hanafi Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind a full paternal aunt (<S{F), 
uterine paternal aunt (SuF), full maternal uncle (BfM) and a 
full maternal aunt (S(M) as shown in Fig. 48.

i. The paternal side is assigned 2/3 and the maternal 
side 1/3.

11. Classification of Hdrs

ii. S{F and SuF are assigned 2/3.
SIS excludes therefore, inherits 2/3.

L

Previous
husbandne

ofMF

BfM <5ZM

iii. BfM and are assigned 1/3.

The male gets the portion of two females. BfM 
inherits 2/9 and <£/M inherits 1/9. ' | <

iv. The final distribution of the estate is thus:

5/F inherits 2/3

BfM inherits 2/9 

rS’/M inherits 1/9

SuF is excluded

Example 37 (Hanafi Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind a uterine paternal uncle (BuF), 
a uterine paternal aunt (SuF), a full maternal uncle (BfM) 
and a full maternal aunt (<S/M) as shown in Fig. 49.

i. The paternal side is assigned 2/3 and the maternal
side 1/3. , , . (

ii. BuF and cS’zzF are assigned 2/3.

The male gets the portion of two females. BuF inherits 

4/9 and SuF inherits 2/9.

iii. BfM and ${bA are assigned 1/3.

The male gets the portion of two females. BfM
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inherits 2/9 and S(M inherits 1/9.

iv. The final distribution of the estate is thus:

BuF inherits 4/9

SuF inherits 2/9

BfM inherits 2/9

<S/M inherits 1/9

FF MF Previous FM MM I

. husband . . I
ofMF

—i—n—r1 H—i—i

Example 38 (Hanafi Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind a uterine paternal aunt (SuF), a 
consanguine maternal uncle (BcM) and a consanguine 
maternal aunt (&M) as shown in Fig. 50.

i. The paternal side is assigned 2/3 and the maternal 
side 1/3.

ii. &F is assigned 2/3 and inherits 2/3, being the only 
claimant on the paternal side.

iii. BcM and <ScM are assigned 1/3.

The male gets the portion of two females. BcM 
inherits 2/9 and <&M inherits 1/9.

iv. The final distribution of the estate is thus:

<&F inherits 2/3

BcM inherits 2/9

ScM inherits 1/9

F BuF cVuF M BfM <S/M

Fig. 50 (AB living heirs are shown in bold)

Example 39 (Hanafi Fiqh)

0

Fig. 49 (AB living heirs are shown in bold) I * i.

A person dies leaving behind a son of a full paternal aunt 
(S$F) and a daughter of a uterine maternal aunt (D as 
the only claimants as shown in Fig. 51.

The paternal side is assigned 2/3 and the maternal side 1/3.

Sfi is assigned 2/3

is assigned 1/3

ap F

D<£«M
Fig. 51 (AB living heirs arc shown in bold)

Previous 
husband 
of MM

Shares assigned to ?S(F and SuM descend to their respective 
heirs. The paternal side is assigned 2/3 and the maternal 
side 1/3. , .

SSfF inherits 2/3

DcS’/iM inherits 1/3
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Example 40 (Hanafi Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind a full paternal uncle's 
daughter (DBfF) and a uterine maternal aunt's daughter 
(DcSuM) as the only claimants as shown in Fig. 52.

The paternal side is assigned 2/3 and the maternal side 1/3.

DBfF inherits 2/3

D<£wM inherits 1/3

DBfF

Fig. 52 (All living heirs are shown in bold)

Previous 
husband 
of MM

Example 41 (Hanafi Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind a consanguine paternal 
uncle's daughter (DBcF) and consanguine paternal aunt's 
son (S&F) as the only claimants as shown in Fig. 53.

2nd wife 
of PF

f

- JIFF MF

II , 1
FM MM

1

BcF
1

1 1

ScF F
1 1

1

M
1

1

DBcF

1

SScF
1 
0

Fig. 53 (AD living heirs are shown in bold)

Example 42 (Hanafi Fiqh)
A person dies leaving behind DDSBfF and SDDBfF as the 
only claimants as shown in Fig. 54.

i. Both claimants are of equal degree and relationship to
the deceased. Therefore, Imam Muhammad's (ate) 
system is applied. ..

ii. There is difference in the gender of the ancestors.

iii. Ancestors (roots) differ at the first level of descent 
(SBfF and DBfF), therefore, the shares are assigned at 
this point depending on the number of claimants.

iv. Each line of succession has only one claimant.

v. The gender of the claimants at this point is not 
important, the shares are assigned according to the 
gender of the ancestors (roots) at this point. The male 
gets the portion of two females. *

MM

SBfF DBfF

DSBfF
1

DDBfF
11 

DDSBfF
1 

SDDBfF

Fig. 54 (All living heirs are shown in bold)

DBcF excludes SScF because DBcF is a descendant of a 
residuary (BcF) whereas SScF is a descendant of a distant 
kindred (ScF). DBcF as sole heir inherits the whole estate.

Vi. SBfF is assigned 2/3 and DBfF is assigned 1/3.vii. There is no further difference in the gender of the ancestors between the two lines of descent; these assigned shares therefore, descend to their claimants. Thus:
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DDSBfF inherits 2/3

SDDBfF inherits 1/3

10.4.7 INHERITANCE AMONGST THE DISTANT KINDRED 
ACCORDING TO THE SHAFT I AND HANBALI FIQH

4 The system of inheritance used by the Shafi'i and Hanbali 
Fiqh amongst the distant kindred is based on the principle 
of Tanzil (representation). Those Maliki jurists who allow 
the distant kindred to inherit also follow this system of 
Tamil. This form of representation is different from the 
representation discussed in section 8.2 no. 8.

4 In this system of Tanzil a claimant of the distant kindred 
I class inherits in the capacity of a sharer or residuary heir 
[ whom he/ she represents.

4 The distant kindred claimant represents the first legal 
heir (sharer or residuary) who appears when the line of 
connection is traced back to the propositus.

4 One important point to remember in the rules of Tanzil 
discussed here is that the degree of removal of the 
claimant from the ordinary heir it represents is the 
deciding factor rather than degree of removal of the 
claimant from the propositus itself, thus:

4 DBf is one degree removed from its ordinary heir Bf;
I

♦ DBfF is also one degree removed from its ordinary heir 
BfF

4 If the only surviving heirs are a spouse and distant 
kindred, the spouse is given his/her share and the 
residue is inherited by the distant kindred.

♦ A distant kindred as sole heir will inherit the whole 
estate.

11. Classification of Heirs_________________________ ___

11.4.7a Method of Tanzil in the Shafi‘i and Hanbali Fiqh
1. Distant kindred grandchildren h.l.s.

♦ A grandchild h.l.s. of the distant kindred group 
represents the first ordinary legal heir (sharer or 
residuary) who appears when the line of connection is 
traced back to the propositus.

i
SDSS DDSS

DDS DSD

Fig. 55 shows grandchildren of the first three generations of the 
distant kindred group in bold

By studying the family tree of descendants, as shown in Fig. 
55, it is easy to see which legal heir (Qur'anic or residuary) a 
grandchild of the distant kindred group will represent, thus:

► SD and DD will represent D

> SDS and DDS will represent DS

. SSD, DSD, SDD and DDD will represent D

2. Distant kindred grandparents h.h.s.

♦ A grandparent h.h.s. of the distant kindred group 
represents the first legal heir (sharer or residuary) who 
appears when the line of connection is traced back to the 

propositus.

♦ By studying the family tree of ascendants, as shown in
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Fig. 56, it is easy to see which legal heir (Qur'anic or 
residuary) a grandparent of the distant kindred group 
will represent, thus:

> FM will represent M

> FMF will represent MF

> FFM and MFM will represent M

> FMM will represent MM

U Classification of Heirs_________ ________._____ -------------

4 Distant kindred uncles and aunts

. Uncles and aunts of the distant kindred group are 
represented by their brother or sister, who will be the 
father or the mother of the propositus, as shown in Fig. 58.

FF
L

FMF MMF

MF
I

FFM
L

MFM FMM MMM
_l 1__________ I

FM
I

MM

ut

T
0

Previous 2nd =* FM 
husband

MM Previous

H
 busband 

of MM

BcM SM M BfM BuM SM

______ I
Fig. 58 shows the uncles and aunts of the distant kindred group in bold

*1Fig. 56 shows grandparents of the first two generations of the distant kindred 
Group in bold (Shafi‘T and Hanbalifiqh)

3. Distant kindred nephews and nieces

♦ Nephews and nieces of the distant kindred group will 
represent the nearest ascending legal heir (sharer or 
residuary) who appears when the line of connection is 
traced back to the propositus. By studying Fig. 57 it can 
be seen that

Fig. 57 shows nephews and nieces of the distant kindred group in bold

Second wife Previous
ofFather F M Hof Mother

iMESS i , 1
1 1 1 1 1 r i

Be So Bf 0 Sb Bu
1 , 1 . 1 i 1 . 1 . 1

rn i n i i 1 I in ri
SBc DBc SBf DBf S«^ D<^ SBu DBu

► &F, S(T, BuF and <S«F will represent F
► BcM, &M, BfM, <£/M, BuM and will represent M

5. Distant kindred cousins

♦ Distant kindred cousins who are the children of the 
uncles and aunts of the propositus will be represented 
either by their own parents or the parents of the 
propositus, whoever is the nearest legal heir. Thus:

► DBfF will represent BfF
► DBcF will represent BcF
► S<S/F, Dc£/F, ScSeF, Dc>cF, SBuF, DBuF, S<S«F and 

D&F will represent F
► SBfM, DBfM, SBcM, DBcM, SBuM, DBuM, S<S/M, D<S/M, 

S&M, Dc>cM, Sc>uM and D<£uM will represent M.

11.4.7b Rules of Tamil in the Shafi‘i and Hanbali Fiqh
♦ There are five major rules in the Tanzil system which 

determine the order of priority and the actual share of 
each claimant amongst the distant kindred. These five 
rules are listed below and should be applied thus:
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► If the only claimants are spouse and distant kindred 
apply rule 5 first.

► If all the claimants are related to the propositus 
through the same ordinary heir then apply rule 1 
followed by rule 2.

► If the claimants are related to the propositus 
through different ordinary heirs and are equally 
removed form their ordinary heirs then apply rule 
3 otherwise apply rule 4. After applying rule 4 
apply rule 3 to the remaining claimants.

Rule 1

If the claimants are connected to the propositus through the 
same ordinary heir, the nearer in degree to this ordinary heir 
excludes the more remote, thus:

DD will exclude SDD, DDD, SSD and DSD

FM will exclude FFM and MFM 

cS/F will exclude S<$F, DS/F, S&F and D<&F

Rule 2

Claimants who are connected to the propositus through the 
same ordinary heir and are of the same degree of removal 
from this ordinary heir inherit on the basis of their 
relationship to this ordinaiy heir. There are three sub-rules 
to this rule:

i. If the claimants are of lineal descent (e.g. DD, SD, 
DDS, SDS, S<ty, DSf, SBu, DBu etc.) the male and 
female descendants always inherit equally according 
to the Hanbali Fiqh because it is argued that all these 
claimants are connected to the propositus though a 
female.

However, according to the Shafi'i Fiqh, the male

11. Classification of Heirs

inherits the portion of two females unless the 
claimants are descendants of a uterine brother or 
uterine sister of the propositus in which case they 
inherit equally. Thus, SDS and DDS would inherit 
equally under Hanbali Fiqh but not under Shafi'i Fiqh. 
SBu and DBu would inherit equally under both Shafi'i 
Fiqh and Hanbali Fiqh.

ii. If the claimants are uncles and aunts (claimants of 
non-lineal descent) the normal rules of exclusion and 
allocation of shares applicable to brothers and sisters 
apply (see chapters 30 and 31), thus:

I £/F and &F together inherit a total of 2/3.
► One <5/F will inherit 1/2 (similarly JcF).
► 2 or more SfF will together inherit 2/3 (similarly

&f). - *
► 2 or more £/F will exclude ScF.
► One BuF, &F, BuM, will alone inherit 1/6, 

two or more will together inherit 1/3.
► All maternal uncles (BfM, BcM, BuM) and maternal 

aunts (<S/M, ScM, SuM) who have the same blood
tie with the mother of the propositus share equally.

► BfM will exclude BcM and &M (just as Bf excludes 
Be and <S&).

► M will exclude all maternal uncles and maternal 
aunts.

♦ Distant kindred great uncles and great aunts will 
represent FF or MM and inherit under the same rules 
as the uncles and aunts.

iii. If the claimants are cousins of the propositus with 
different parents, these cousins inherit as their 
parents would have using rule 2 (ii) above.

Under Hanbali Fiqh such cousins (male or female)
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inherit equally. However, under the Shafi'i Fiqh 
children of different genders of maternal uncle 
(BfM, BcM, BuM), maternal aunt (<£/M, C%M, SuM), 
uterine paternal uncle (BuF) and uterine paternal 
aunt (<S2F) inherit equally but children of full paternal 
uncle (BfF) and consanguine paternal uncle (BcF) 
inherit on the principle that the male inherits twice 
the share of the. female. Any children of cousins 
inherit in the position of their parents. ........

Rule 3

If the claimants are connected to the propositus through 
different ordinary heirs and are removed from these 
ordinary heirs to an equal degree, they inherit in the 
position of the ordinary heirs through which they are 
connected.

I > BuF, <S/F, &F, SuF, BfM, BcM, BuM, S{M, ScM, 
I &M, DBf, DBc, SBu, DBu, S<^, D<^, DX, S<&> 
r D<S*, DBfF and DBcF are all removed by one degree

from the ordinary heirs they represent.
► Distant kindred paternal uncle or aunt (represent

ing the father) excludes all the distant kindred 
nephews and nieces (representing the brothers and 
sisters) as well as distant kindred cousins (repre
senting uncles and aunts).

► Distant kindred nephews and nieces (representing 
the brothers and sisters) exclude all the distant 
kindred cousins (representing uncles and aunts).

Rule 4

If the claimants are connected to the propositus through 
different ordinary heirs and vary in their degree of removal 
from these ordinary heirs then according to the Shafi'i Fiqh 
the claimant nearer in degree to the ordinary heir that he/

she represents excludes all those claimants who are more 
remote. . v _

According to the Hanbali Fiqh the claimant nearer in degree 
to the ordinary heir that he/ she represents excludes all those 
claimants who are more remote within the same general 
class of heirs. For this purpose there are three classes of heirs 
defined by the Hanbali jurists, namely descendants, paternal 
relatives and maternal relatives.

► SDS and DDS, who are both one degree removed 
from their ordinary heir (DS), will both indepen
dently exclude SSD, DSD, SDD and DDD, who are 
two degrees removed from their ordinary heirs, 
under both Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh.

► SDS and DDS will also exclude FFM and MFM,
who are both removed two degrees from their 
ordinary heir (FM), under Shafi'i Fiqh but not under 
Hanbali Fiqh. 1

► On the same principle DBfF, who is only one degree 
removed from her ordinary heir, will exclude both 
DSfF and D<£/M under both Shafi'i and Hanbali 
Fiqh. Note that all claimants represent different 
ordinary heirs.

Rule 5

When the only heirs are spouse and distant kindred, the 
spouse is given his or her full Qur'anic share which is not 
subject to the doctrine of 'Awl and the remaining estate is 
distributed amongst the distant kindred according to rules 1 
to 4.

Example 43 (Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind a daughter's daughter (DD) 
and a daughter of daughter of son (DDS) as the only 
claimants, as shown in Fig. 59.
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Nearest ordinary heir of DD is D, degree of removal is 1.

Nearest ordinary heir of DDS is DS, degree of removal is 1.

The claimants are connected to the propositus through 
different ordinary heirs and are equally removed form their 
ordinary heirs therefore we apply rule 3.

The ordinary heirs would inherit thus:

D allocated 1/2

DS allocated 1/6

Doctrine of Radd is applied thus:

D allocated 3/4

DS allocated 1/4

The shares allocated to the ordinary heirs descend to their 
respective representatives. The final distribution of shares 
according to the Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh is thus:

DD inherits 3/4

DDS inherits 1/4

Example 44 (Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind a mother of father of mother 
(MFM) and a uterine maternal aunt (SuM) as the only 
claimants as shown in Fig. 60.

Nearest ordinary heir of MFM is M, degree of removal is 2.

11. Classification of Heirs

Nearest ordinary heir of <SwM is Mz degree of removal is 1.

The claimants are connected to the propositus through the 
same ordinary heir but their degree of removal is different 
therefore we apply rule 1. J

FFM MFM

Fig. 60 (All living heirs are shown in bold)

Previous 
MM “ Husband 

of MM

&M who is one degree removed from her ordinary legal 
heir excludes MFM who is two degrees removed. Therefore 

as sole heir inherits the whole estate.

Example 45 (Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind a uterine paternal aunt (<SwF) 
and a full brother's daughter (DBf) as the only claimants as 
shown in Fig. 61.

Previous

ofMF
Husband

I

Fig. 61 (All living heirs are shown in bold)
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Nearest ordinary heir of SuP is F, degree of removal is 1. 
Nearest ordinary heir of DBf is Bf, degree of removal is 1.

The claimants are connected to the propositus through 
different ordinary heirs and are equally removed form their 
ordinary heirs, therefore we apply rule 3.

Since F would exclude Bf, then <£uF excluded DBf. SuF as 
sole heir inherits the whole estate.

Example 46 (Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind a father of mother (FM), son of 
full sister and a daughter of full sister (D<£/) as the only 
claimants as shown in Fig. 62.
Nearest ordinary heir of FM is M, degree of removal is 1. 
Nearest ordinary heir of Sty is ty, degree of removal is 1. 
Nearest ordinary heir of D<S/is ty, degree of removal is 1. 

The claimants are connected to the propositus through 
different ordinary heirs and are equally removed form their 
ordinary heirs, therefore we apply rule 3.

FM
1______

MM
1

I

11. Classification of Heirs

The shares allocated to the ordinary heirs descend to their 
respective representatives. The final distribution of shares 
according to the Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh is thus:

FM inherits 1/5 ‘n >

Sty inherits 2/5

T)ty inherits 2/5 , r

Example 47 (Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind a daughter's daughter's 
daughter (DDD), a full sister's daughter (D$) and a 
consanguine brother's daughter (DBc) as the only 
claimants as shown in Fig. 63.

Second wife 
ofFather - F M

I ----- 1------ 1
Be & ®

I I 1
DBc Vty D

DD
& I 1 I* < .

DDD

Fig. 63 (AU living heirs are shown in bold) 

S<^ D<Sf

Fig. 62 (AH Irving heirs are shown in bold)

The ordinary heirs would inherit thus:

Mis allocated 1/6

2<S£ jointly allocated 2/3 (1/3 each)

Nearest ordinary heir of DDD is D, degree of removal is 2. 

Nearest ordinary heir of D Sf is degree of removal is 1.

Nearest ordinary heir of DBc is Be, degree of removal is 1.

The claimants are connected to the propositus through 
different ordinary heirs and are removed from their 
ordinary heirs by different degrees, therefore we apply 
rule 4. In this situation there is a difference of opinion 
amongst the Shafi'i and Hanbali jurists.

According to the Shafi'i Fiqh and DBc who are one

si ®
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degree removed from their ordinary heir both 
independaently exclude DDD who is two degree removed 
from her ordinary heir. Now we apply rule 3 to the 
remaining two claimants (D<5/- and DBc).

cS( is allocated 1/ 2 (as sharer)

Be is allocated 1/ 2 (as residuary)

The shares allocated to the ordinary heirs descend to their 
respective representatives. The final distribution of shares 
according to the Shafi'i Fiqh is thus:

Dty inherits 1/2

DBc inherits 1/2

DDD is excluded

k If we apply the Hanbali Fiqh to the same problem. and
■ DBc do not exclude DDD under rule 4 because they belong
■ to different general classes. The oridnary heirs are D, <S/ and 
f Be. These ordinary heirs would inherit thus:

D is allocated 1/2 (as sharer)

tyis allocated 1/2 as (as residuary, see section 31.1.3) 

Be excluded by 5/

The shares allocated to the ordinary heirs descend to their 
respective representatives. The final distribution of shares 
according to the Hanbali Fiqh is thus:

DDD inherits 1/2

D^ inherits 1/2

DBc is excluded.

Example 48 (Shafi'i and Hanbalf Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind a uterine maternal aunt's 
daughter (D^M), a full paternal aunt's daughter (D<5/F) 
and a consanguine uncle's daughter (DBcF) as the only 
claimants, as shown in Fig. 64.

11. Classification of Heirs

Nearest ordinary heir of D<SoM is M, degree of removal is 2. 
Nearest ordinary heir of Dc>/F is F, degree of removal is 2.
Nearest ordinary heir of DBcF is BcF, degree of removal is 1. 

The claimants are connected to the propositus through 
different ordinary heirs and are removed form their 
ordinary heirs by different degrees, therefore we apply 
rule 4. In this situation there is a difference of opinion 
amongst the Shdfi'i and Hanbait jurists.

According to the Shafi i Fiqh DBcF who is one degree 
removed from her ordinary heir excludes both D<$mM and 
D<S/F who are both two degrees removed from their 
ordinary heirs. Therefore, under the Shafi't Fiqh DBcF as 
sole heir inherits the whole estate.

If we apply the Hanbali Fiqh to the same problem. DBcF and 
S<^F are in the same general class of heirs as regards rule 4, 
that is to say the paternal class. DBcF who is one degree 
removed from her ordinary heir excludes D.S’/F who is two 
degrees removed from her ordinary heir. Now we apply 
rule 3 to the remaining two claimants (DBcF and D «SwM).

M is allocated 1 /3 (as sharer)

BcF is allocated 2/3 (as residuary)

The shares allocated to the ordinary heirs descend to their
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respective representatives. The final distribution of shares 
according to the Hanball Fiqh is thus:

D&M inherits 1/3
DBcF inherits 2/3

D<$/F is excluded

Example 49 (Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind a uterine sister's daughter 
(D&), a full maternal aunt's son (S<5/M) and a consanguine 
uncle's son's daughter (DSBcF) as the only claimants as 
shown in Fig. 65.
Nearest ordinary heir of is degree of removal is 1. 
Nearest ordinary heir of S<S/M is M, degree of removal is 2. 
Nearest ordinary heir of DSBcF is SBcF, degree of removal is 1. 
The claimants are connected to the propositus through 
different ordinary heirs and are removed from their 
ordinary heirs by different degrees therefore we apply rule
4. In this situation there is a difference of opinion amongst 
the Shafi'i and Hanbali jurists.

11. Classification of Heirs ____ ______ .______

remaining two claimants (D Sw and and SBcF).

If we apply the Hanbali Fiqh to the same problem. D and 
S<S/M are both in the same general class as regards rule 4, 
that is the maternal class. SBcF is in the paternal class. XJSm 
who is one degree removed from her ordinary heir excludes 
S«$|M who is two degrees removed from his ordinary heir. 

Now we apply rule 3 to the remaining two claimants (D Sw 
and and SBcF). ’

Sw is allocated 1/6 (as sharer)

SBcF is allocated 5/6 (as residuary)

The shares allocated to the ordinary heirs descend to their 
respective representatives. The final distribution of shares 
according to the Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh is thus:

Disinherits 1/6

DSBcF inherits 5/6 h-'<•!(.

S<S/M is excluded : ; 1/ ‘pjjlv

Example 50 (Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh)

A person dies leaving behind a uterine sister's daughter 
(DS), a uterine maternal uncle (BuM) and a full paternal 
aunt's son (S<£/F) as the only claimants as shown in Fig. 66.

FF MF FM

BcP p

| I_____
M

Previous 
MM=Husband 
_ of MM

BuM

According to the Shafi'iFiqh Demand SBcF who are both one 
degree removed from their ordinary heir both 

independently exclude SS/M who is two degrees removed 

from his ordinary heir. Now we apply rule 3 to the

Fig. 66 (All living heirs are shown in bold)
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Nearest ordinary heir of D Su, is Su,, degree of removed is 1.
Nearest ordinary heir of BuM is M, degree of removal is 1. 
Nearest ordinary heir of SSfF is F, degree of removal is 2. 
The claimants are connected to the propositus through 
different ordinary heirs and are removed from their 
ordinary heirs by different degrees therefore we apply rule 
4. In this situation there is a difference of opinion amongst 
the Shafi'i and Hanbali jurists.

According to the Shafi'i Fiqh and BuM who are both one
degree removed from their ordinary heir both 
independently exclude SS(F who is two degrees removed 
from his ordinary heir.

Now we apply rule 3 to the remaining two claimants (D<5» 
and and BuM). Both the ordinary heirs would inherit as 
sharers.

I Su> is allocated 1/6

M is allocated 1/3

The total sum of the shares is less than one with no residuary 
heir, therefore the doctrine of Radd is applied.

Sn is allocated 1/6 increased to 1/3

M is allocated 1/3 increased to 2/3

The shares allocated to the ordinary heirs descend to their 
respective representatives. The final distribution of shares 
according to the Shafi'i Fiqh is thus:

D& inherits 1/3

BuM inherits 2/3

S.'/F is excluded

If we apply the Hanbali Fiqh to the same problem, we see that 
the three claimants belong to three different general classes 
as regards rule 4, hence in this respect they do not exclude 
each other under rule 4.

l^Cfassi/icfliion of Heirs________ ________________________ ■—’

jfcw we apply rule 3. ■ - IS

M is allocated 1/3 (as sharer) >

F is allocated 2/3 as residuary

<■><« excluded by the F
The shares allocated to the ordinary heirs descend to their 
respective representatives. The final distribution of shares 
according to the Hanbali Fiqh is thus:

BuM inherits 1 /3 .ir[£

S<S/F inherits 2/3 • r»

is excluded i ‘

Example 51 (Shafi'i and Hanbait Fiqh)

A man dies leaving behind a widow (W), a full maternal 
uncle (BfM) and two uterine brother's sons (2SBu) as the 
only claimants as shown in Fig. 67.

The claimants are a widow and distant kindred, so we apply 
rule 5. The widow is given 1/4 share and the remaining 3/4 
is to be divided amongst the distant kindred.

Note that the distant kindred are allowed to inherit if the 
only other claimant is the spouse relict (see section 11.4.1). 
Nearest ordinary heir of BfM is M, degree of removal is 1. 
Nearest ordinary heir of 2SBu is Bu, degree of removal is 1.

F
1

MM 
______ 1

I
BfM

T 
W - ®

Kg- 67 (All living heirs are shown in bold)
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The claimants are connected to the propositus through 
different ordinary heirs and are removed form their 
ordinary heirs the same degree therefore we apply rule 3. 

Both the ordinary heirs would inherit as sharers.

M is allocated 1/6

2Bu are allocated 1/3 (1/6 each)

The sum total of these claimants is 1 / 2. Since there is 3/4 of 
the estate left to be divided amongst them we apply the 
doctrine of Radd to increase the share of each claimant (BfM 
and 2SBu) proportionately.

M is allocated 1/6 increased to 1 / 4 ®

2Bu are allocated 1/3 increased to 1/2 (1/4 each)

The shares allocated to the ordinary heirs descend to their 
respective representatives. The final distribution of shares 
according to the Shdfi'i and Hanbali Fiqh is thus:

W inherits 1 /4

BfM inherits 1/4

2SBu inherit 1/2 (1/4 each)

Example 52 (Shdfi'i and Hanbali Fiqh)

A man dies leaving behind a widow (W), a full sister's daughter 
(D$), a consanguine sister's daughter (D&) and two uterine 
sister's daughters (2D<&) as the only claimants, Fig. 68.

Previous
WifeofF=F

lL&
I I r

11. Classification of Heirs~ ‘ ■■■■ ■
The claimants are a widow and distant kindred, so we apply 
rule 5. The widow is given 1/4 share and the remaining 3/4 
is to be divided amongst the distant kindred.

Nearest ordinary heir of D is degree of removal is 1. 
Nearest ordinary heir of DcS’c/is So, degree of removed is 1. 
Nearest ordinary heir of 2Dc>a/is Su,, degree of removal is 1. 

The claimants are connected to the propositus through 
different ordinary heirs and are removed from their 
ordinary heirs to the same degree, therefore we apply rule 3. 

All the three ordinary heir in this situation would inherit as 
sharers. * 1 ’!

Previous
M - Husband 
J | ofM

1—I
DSu'

Fig. 68 (AU living heirs are shown in bold)

is allocated 1/2 . i 7 {ZmShMb

&is allocated 1/6 (see section 31.2.2)

2<^are allocated 1/3 (1/6 each)

The sum total of these claimants is 1/2 + l/6 + l/3 = l. Since 
there is only 3/4 of the estate left to be divided amongst 
them, we apply the doctrine of 'Awl to reduce the share of 
each claimant (D<5/, Demand 2D<Su) proportionately.

is allocated 1/2 reduced to 3/ 8

So is allocated 1/6 reduced to 1/ 8

2&are allocated 1/3 reduced to 1/4 (1/8 each)

The shares allocated to the ordinary heirs descend to their 
respective representatives. The final distribution of shares 
according to the Shdfi'i and Hanbalf Fiqh is thus:

W inherits 1/4

DSf inherits 1 /2 reduced to 3/8 

DSo inherits 1/6 reduced to 1/8 

2D<£* inherit 1/3 reduced to 2/8 (1/8 each)

Note that under these circumstances where the spouse relict 
inherits with the distant kindred the share of the spouse
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relict is not subject to the doctrine of 'Awl.

Example 53 (Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh)

A woman dies leaving behind a husband (H), a full sister's 
daughter (Di/), a consanguine sister's daughter (D<So) and a 
uterine sister's daughter (Dio) as the only claimants, as 
shown in Fig. 69.
The claimants are a husband and distant kindred, so we 
apply rule 5. The husband is given 1/2 share and the 
remaining 1/ 2 is to be divided amongst the distant kindred. 
Nearest ordinary heir of DS[ is degree of removal is 1. 
Nearest ordinary heir of is <&>, degree of removal is 1. 
Nearest ordinary heir of Di^is ii*, degree of removal is 1. 
The claimants are connected to the propositus through 
different ordinary heirs and are removed from their 
ordinary heirs to the same degree therefore we apply rule 3. 

All the three ordinary heir in this situation would inherit as 
sharers. to 5nnJ:r h -rL * < b

i^is allocated 1/2 
S& is allocated ‘1/6 

Su, are allocated 1 / 6

11. Classification of Heirs
156 '[he sum total of these claimants is 1/2 + 1/6 + 1/6 y / • 

Since there is only 1/2 of the estate left to be divide 
amongst them we apply the doctrine of 'Awl to reduce the 
share of each claimant (D Sf, D So and D Su) proportionately.

i// is allocated 1/2 reduced to 3/10 

io is allocated 1/6 reduced to 1/10

are allocated 1/6 reduced to 1/10

The shares allocated to the ordinary heirs descend to their 
respective representatives. The final distribution of shares 
according to the Shafi'i and Hanbalf Fiqh is thus:

The final distribution of the shares is thus:

Previous Previous
WeofF=F M = Husband

1 4-\ 1 ofM
. 1 1 1

H = ® i Su 
l-a.

. 1 7J

H inherits 1/2

Disinherits 1/2 reduced to 3/10

Dio inherits 1/6 reduced to 1/10

Diu/ inherits 1/6 reduced to 1 /10

Note that under these circumstances where the the spouse 
relict inherits with the distant kindred the share of the 
spouse relict is not subject to the doctrine of 'Awl.

11.5 SUCCESSOR BY CONTRACT (AL4PFLA Al-MAWALA)
♦ If there are no sharers, residuaries or distant kindred, the 

estate devolves upon the successor by contract (Mawla 
Al-Mawald) if any.

♦ A successor by contract is a person who is entitled to 
inherit as a result of a contact made with the deceased in 
consideration of an undertaking given by him to the 
deceased.

♦ For example Saleem who is of unknown descent says to 
Ahmad, "You are my Mawla and you will inherit my 
estate after I die and you will pay any blood money on 
my behalf", and Ahmad accepts. Saleem is the declarant
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and Ahmad is the acceptor.

The conditions of a valid contact are as follows:

1. There should be declaration and acceptance.

2. The declarant should have no heir by blood relation, 
he should have reached puberty (majority) and he 
himself should be a person of unknown descent.

3. The acceptor inherits from the declarant provided 
that at the time of the latter's death he has attained 
puberty (majority).

4. All children of the declarant bom after the contract 
enter into the contract of clientship (Al-mawala).

♦ The Shafi'i, Hanbali and Maliki Fiqh do not recognise the 
successor by contract (Mawla Al-Mawala).

11.6 ACKNOWLEDGED KINSMAN (Al-MUQIRR LAHU}
4 If none of the above (11.1-11.5) exist, then the 

acknowledged kinsman (Al-Muqirr Lahu) is next in line 
to inherit. Acknowledged kinsman is a person of 
unknown descent whose kinship has been 
acknowledged by the deceased not through himself but 
through another; for example acknowledgement of a 
brother (kinship through father) or uncle (kinship 
through grandfather).

♦ It is important to note that the person must be of 
unknown descent because if the acknowledged 
relationship is known, the acknowledgement is 
superfluous and unnecessaiy.

4 If one acknowledges someone as his son or daughter (i.e. 
kinship through oneself) this does not come under the 
concept of acknowledged kinsman but under parental 
acknowledgement which is a totally different concept.

11. Classification of Heirs ___

I The acknowledged kinsman inherits as a residuary.

I If the only heirs are the widow and acknowledged 
kinsman, the widow is given her share and the 
acknowledged kinsman takes the residue.

< The Shdfi'i Fiqh does not recognise the acknowledged 
kinsman. .

The conditions required for the person of unknown descent 
to inherit from the deceased as an acknowledged kinsman 
are as follows: .

1. The acknowledgement of kinship (blood relationship)
must be through another person and not through the 
deceased himself. . 1

2. The acknowledgement should not be repudiated but 
upheld until the death of the deceased.

3. If the acknowledgement is repudiated then the 
acknowledged kinsman cannot participate in the 
inheritance.

4. The acknowledged kinsman can only inherit from the 
person who acknowledged him and not other 
relationships which may arise as a result of the 
acknowledgement.

11.7 UNIVERSAL LEGATEE (Al-MUSA LAHU)
♦ Universal legatee is the person to whom the deceased 

has bequeathed the whole of his property by will when 
there are no heirs whatsoever. Technically speaking, the 
term "testatee" is a more accurate translation of Al-Musd9
Lahu. However, the term "legatee" is more commonly 
used in this context and I have therefore, used the term 
"legatee" to refer to the beneficiary of a will (Wasiyyah).

♦ The rule of bequeathing up to 1/3 of the estate does not
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apply in this situation because there are no heirs (see 
section 48.3.2).

11.8 PUBLIC TREASURY (BAYTUL-MAL)
♦ If none of the above (11.1 -11.7) exist, then the estate of 

the deceased devolves to the Baytul-Mal, the public 
treasury for the benefit of all Muslims.

♦ The Maliki Fiqh considers Baytul-Mal to be the residuary 
in the absence of all other residuaries. The effect of this 
ever present residuary is manifested in three important 
ways in the Maliki Fiqh:

1. The distant kindred (Dhawul-Arham) are never 
entitled to inherit.

2. The doctrine of Radd is not applicable.

3. Tthere is an absolute limit of 1/3 of the estate that can 
be bequested. Since the 1/3 limit for bequests is 
imposed to protect the interests of the heirs, the 
interests of Baytul-Mal as an heir have to be protected. 
See sections 48.3.1 - 48.3.2.

♦ Throughout the book I have used the term Baytul-Mdl 
because the translation "public treasury" may cause 
confusion when used in the western sense.

12. PRIMARY HEIRS

Key points:
The following heirs are referred to as "primary heirs". They 
are never totally excluded from inheritance provided there 
is no impediment (see chapter 10) preventing them from 
doing so. The share of the primary heirs may be reduced. All 
the primary heirs are Qur'anic heirs except the son.

• father

• mother n .

• son

• daughter

• spouse relict (husband/widow)
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13. SUCCESSION OF SPOUSE

c

E

z i*z c •
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4 ytJ
"And for you there is one-half of what your wives leave 
behind if there is no child, but if they leave a child then for 
you there is one-fourth of what they leave behind; after 
(fulfilling) any legacy they may have bequeathed or (after 
payment of any) debt. And for them one fourth of what 
you leave behind if you did not have a child, but if you 
have a child then for them one-eighth of what you leave 
behind after (fulfilling) any legacy you may have 
bequeathed or (after payment of any) debt." (Qur'an 

4:12)

13.1 HUSBAND

Key points:

♦ The husband is a primary heir, he always gets a share of 
the inheritance (unless there is some impediment 
preventing him) and he is also one of those heirs who 
can be partially excluded.♦ The husband is always a sharer and gets a fixed share of either 1/2 or 1/4.♦ The husband gets a fixed 1/4 share if there is a:1. child or

13. Succession of Spouse_____________ _______________ _2. son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.) or3. son's daughter h.l.s. (DS, DSS, DSSS etc.)4 The husband gets a fixed 1/2 share if there is:1. no child and2. no son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.) and3. no son's daughter h.l.s. (DS, DSS, DSSS etc.)

♦ If any of the descendants shown in Fig. 70 are amongst the 
heirs then husband (H) gets 1/4, otherwise husband gets 1/2.
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13.2 WIDOW/WIFE

Key points:
4 The widow is in the group of primary heirs who always 

get a share of the inheritance (unless there is some 
impediment, see chapter 10) and she is also one of those 
heirs who can be partially excluded.

♦ Technically speaking, when a husband dies, his wife 
becomes a widow, so the inheritance share is strictly 
speaking that of a widow not a wife although the term 
wife is often used in this context.

♦ The widow gets a fixed 1/8 share if there is a:
1 child or
2. son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.) or
3. son's daughter h.l.s. (DS, DSS, DSSS etc.)

♦ The widow gets a fixed 1/4 share if there is:
L no child and
2. no son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.) and
3. no son's daughter h.l.s. (DS, DSS, DSSS etc.)

♦ If there is more than one widow, they share in the 
allotted share as stated above (1/8 or 1 / 4).

. If any of the descendants shown in Fig. 72 are amongst the 
surviving heirs then W gets 1/8 otherwise W gets 1/4.

Man dies leaving behind 
a widow amongst the heirs 

1 I

Any surviving children from 
present or previous marriage? 

r~—1 

Yes

W gets 1/8

I
No

Any SS his. or DS his. 
from present or previous marriage?

I------ 1
Yes

W gets 1/8

No

W gets 1/4

Fig. 73 Flow diagram shows inheritance share of widow
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14. FATHER

Key points:

♦ For the purposes of Islamic inheritance the father is the 

real father.

4 Islam forbids adultery, fornication (Zina) and legal 

adoption thereby safeguarding the family lineage and 

keeping the family line unambiguously defined.

U.1 FATHER AS A SHARER
I The father gets a fixed 1/6 share if amongst the surviving 

heirs there is a:1. son or2. son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)
14.2 FATHER AS A RESIDUARY

♦ The father is a residuary if amongst the surviving heirs 
there is:

1. no child and

2. no son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.) and

3. no son's daughter h.l.s. (DS, DSS, DSSS etc.)

14.3 FATHER AS SHARER AND RESIDUARY

♦ The father is a sharer and a residuary if amongst the 
surviving heirs there is: • - •.

1. no son and
2. no son's son h.l.s. .

but there is:
3. daughters) or
4. son's daughter h.l.s.

♦ In this situation, the father gets a fixed 1 / 6 as sharer plus 
whatever remains of the estate after all the other heirs

I The father is a primary heir, he always gets a share of the 

inheritance (unless there is some impediment, see 
chapter 10).

♦ The father can be a sharer, a residuary or both.

♦ If the father is the sole heir he gets the whole estate.

♦ If the surviving heirs are parents only then the mother

have been allotted their shares.

14.4DIAGRAMS ILLUSTRATING INHERITANCE OF FATHER

♦ See Fig. 74 and Fig. 75 on the next page.

♦ If any of the male descendants shown in Fig. 74 are 
amongst the surviving heirs, then F inherits as a sharer 
and gets a fixed 1/6.
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♦ If there are no male descendants shown in Fig. 74 but 
there is one or more female descendants shown amongst 
the surviving heirs, then F gets 1/6 plus any residue.

♦ If there is no male and no female descendant shown in Fig. 
74 amongst the surviving heirs, then F inherits as residuary.

5 WHEN FATHER INHERITS WITH MOTHER AND 
SPOUSE ONLY

I If the only surviving heirs are parents and spouse 
(husband or widow), then the surviving spouse is given 
a fixed share after payment of any debts and bequests 
(1/2 for husband and 1/4 for widow). Out of the residue 
the mother gets 1/3 and the father takes the remaining 
2/3, thus:

Husband

1/2
Widow

1/4

+ The mother in this case is inheriting as a residuary which 
is an exception to the general rules of inheritance, but this 
is done to ensure that the father does not get less than the 
mother. See section 15.2.

Mother
1/6

Mother

1/4

Father

1/3

Father

1/2

14.6 HEIRS EXCLUDED BY FATHER OF DECEASED
The following potential heirs are totally excluded from the 
inheritance by the presence of the father of the deceased:

♦ All grandfathers h.h.s. j ■ ,

♦ All paternal grandmothers h.h.s.

♦ The paternal grandmother is not excluded by the father 
according to the Hanbali Fiqh.

♦ Brothers (full, consanguine and uterine).

♦ Sisters (full, consanguine and uterine).

♦ Uncles and their sons.
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15. MOTHER

^Mother____________ ________________________ _____ _____

15.1 MOTHER AS A SHARER
i The mother gets a fixed 1/6 share if amongst 

surviving heirs there is: > ,

"And for his parents for each of them there is one-sixth of 
the inheritance if he has a child, but if he does not have a 
child and the parents are the (only) heirs then for the 
mother one-third, but if he has brothers (or sisters) then 
for the mother one-sixth, after (fulfilling) any legacy he 
may have bequeathed or (after payment of any) debt." 
(Qur'an 4:11)

Key points:

♦ For the purposes of Islamic inheritance the mother is the 
real mother.

♦ Adopted parents, foster parents etc. are all excluded as 
regards Islamic inheritance.

1. child or ' ,

2. son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.) or

3. son's daughter h.I.s. (DS, DSS, DSSS etc.)

4. two or more full/half-siblings (any combination). 

According to Ibn 'Abbas fa, three or more brothers are 
necessary to reduce the mother's share to 1/ 6 because the 
Qur' an uses the Arabic plural form of brother rather than 
the Arabic dual form, "...if the deceased left brothers (or sisters), 
the share of the mother is a sixth.” (Qur' an 4:11).

« Even if the siblings themselves are excluded they limit 
the share of the mother to 1/6.

♦ The mother gets 1/3 if amongst the surviving heirs there 
is: '

5. no child and

6. no son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.) and

♦ Islam forbids adultery, fornication (Zina) and legal 8. less than two siblings/half-siblings combination. 

Exception is when the only heirs are spouse and both 
parents of the deceased (see 16.2. below).keeping the family line unambiguously defined.

♦ The mother is a primary sharer; she always get a share of 
the inheritance (unless there is some impediment, see 
chapter 10), and she is also one of those heirs who can be 
partially excluded.

♦ If the mother is the sole heir, then according to the Hanafi 
Fiqh (also Hanbali and Shdfi'i Fiqh), she is entitled to inherit 
the whole estate (1/3 as sharer and 2/3 as Al-Radd).

15.2 WHEN MOTHER INHERITS WITH FATHER AND 
SPOUSE ONLY

♦ If the only surviving heirs are both parents and spouse 
(husband or widow) then according to 'Umar bin Al- 
Khattab the surviving spouse is given a fixed share after 
payment of any debts and bequests (1 /2 for husband and 
1/4 for widow), then the mother is given a 1/3 of the
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residue and the father takes the remaining 2/3, thus:

Husband Mother Father

1/2 1/6 1/3

Widow Mother Father

1/4 1/4 1/2

♦

♦

I

In these two cases the mother inherits 1/3 of the residue. 
This is done to ensure that the father does not get less 
than the mother. It would appear that the principle of 
Ta'sib has been extended to cover this situation, although 
of course this is not strictly under the definition of Ta'sib.

These two cases of the parents inheriting with the 
husband or wife are generally known as Al-Gharrawani 
(the two decievers) or 'Umariyyatari (two decisions of 
"Umar) after zUmar bin Al-Khattab the second Caliph 
of Islam. In fact, 'Umar's name has only been 
mentioned in the case of the husband with two parents 
and not the case of the wife with two parents. 'Umar's 4* 
decision actually rests on the opinion of the 
knowledgeable Zaid bin Thabit 4».

It should be noted of course that the father does not 
always inherit more than the mother. In the presence of a 
child, each is allocated 1/6. This is well illustrated by the 
case where the only surviving heirs are two daughters 
and both parents. The two daughters inherit 2/3 of the 
inheritance (1/3 each) and the parents inherit 1/6 each.

♦ Some Sahdbah and some Muslim jurists such as 
'Abdullah bin 'Abbas as well as 'All bin Abl Talib 4* 
are of the opinion that the mother should be given her 11 
3 share because the Qur'an clearly states the mother's 
share to be 1/3. The father would inherit the residue. 
This view is not accepted by the majority who interpret

♦

15. Mother__________________________________ ______ _—■

the Surah An-Nisd' Verse 11, "... the parents are the heirs, 
then for the mother one-third" to mean "... the parents are the 

(only) heirs, then for the mother one-third."

i The majority argue that to give the mother 1 / 3 in the 
presence of the husband and father would contradict the 
basic principle that a male inherits the portion of two 
females of equal degree and class. If the mother is given 
1/3, then the father would get only 1/6. There is no 
parallel of a female inheriting twice the share of the male 
of equal degree and class.

4 Ibn Sirin (<&>, d.729 CE) agrees with 'Umar bin Al-Khattab 
if the only heirs are husband and both parents, but if the 
only heirs are widow and both parents he agrees with 'All 
bin Abi Talib 4b. This view is not generally accepted.

15.3 WHEN MOTHER INHERITS WITH SPOUSE AND 
GRANDFATHER ONLY

♦ If the only surviving heirs are paternal grandfather (FF), 
mother and spouse (husband or widow), then according 
to the consensus of opinion (Ijma) of the Muslim jurists, 
the surviving spouse and mother are given their fixed 
shares and the paternal grandfather (FF) who acts as a 
residuary takes whatever remains. This is also the view 
adopted by the Hanafi Fiqh.Husband Mother Father's father1/2 1/3 R = 1/6Widow Mother Father's father1/4 1/3 R = 5/12

♦ According to Imam Abu Yusuf ($£) mother takes 1/3 of 
residue after the spouse has been allotted his/her share 
which means that the paternal grandfather inherits in an 
identical manner to the father.
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15.4 HEIRS EXCLUDED BY MOTHER OF DECEASED

The following potential heirs are totally excluded from the 
inheritance by the presence of the mother of the deceased:

+ All true grandmothers h.h.s. (MM, MMM, MF, MMF and MFF).

15.5 DIAGRAMS ILLUSTRATING INHERITANCE OF MOTHER

4 If any of the descendants shown in Fig. 76 are amongst 
the surviving heirs then the mother is partially excluded 
and inherits 1/ 6 as a sharer.

If any two of the brothers or sisters (in any combination) 
shown in Fig. 77 are amongst the surviving heirs, then the 
mother is partially excluded and inherits 1 / 6 as a sharer.

I
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16. SON

Key points:
♦ For the purposes of inheritance under Shari'ah only 

children who are legitimate according to Shari' law are 
entitled to inherit.

4 Adopted children and fostered children are not entitled 
to inherit under Shari'ah.

+ An illegitimate child cannot be legitimised.

+ In Islamic law conception must take place after marriage 
for a child to be legitimate. This is contrary to English 
law where conception may occur before marriage and 

t the child is still considered legitimate providing it is bom 
after marriage.

♦ The minimum gestation period is six lunar months under 
Shan' law.

♦ A child bom within six months of a marriage is 
illegitimate unless acknowledged by the father. 
According to the Hanafi Fiqh if the father acknowledges 
the child as his, the child is legitimate and treated the 
same as any other legitimate child (see section 26.3.1).

+ The maximum gestation period allowable is two lunar 
years according to the Hanafi Fiqh and four lunar years 
according to the Shdfi'i and Hanbali Fiqh. The Maliki Fiqh 
recognises gestation period of five to seven years.

16.1 INHERITANCE SHARE OF SON

♦ The son is a primary heir, he always gets a share of the 
inheritance (unless there is some impediment, see 
chapter 10).

t The son always inherits as a residuary.

I After all the heirs who have a fixed share in the 
inheritance have been given their allotted share, the 
residue in the first instance devolves upon the son(s) 
together with the daughter(s) if any.

+ The general rule that the male (son) takes the portion of 
two females (daughters) of the same degree applies.

I If the son is the sole heir then he takes the whole 
property. < j:!.i, <4!

+ Interesting enough the son who is the most important 
heir in Shan' law is not specifically mentioned in the 
Qur'an. .

16.2 HEIRS EXCLUDED BY SON BY SON OF THE 
DECEASED

♦ The following potential heirs are excluded from 
inheriting by the presence of a son of the deceased:

♦ All grandchildren (h.l.s.).
$

♦ All siblings and their descendants.

♦ All uncles and their descendants.

♦ All other more remote relatives who are not sharers.
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17. DAUGHTER

Key points:

♦ For the purposes of inheritance under Shari'ah only 
children who are legitimate according to Shan' law are 
entitled to inherit.

♦ Adopted children and fostered children are not entitled 
to inherit under Shari'ah.

♦ An illegitimate child cannot be legitimised.

♦ In Islamic law conception must take place after marriage
for a child to be legitimate. This is contrary to English
law where conception may occur before marriage and 
the child is still considered legitimate providing it is bom 
after marriage.

♦ The minimum gestation period is six lunar months.

♦ A child bom within six months of a marriage is 
illegitimate unless acknowledged by the father.

♦ The maximum gestation period allowable is two lunar 
years according to the Hanafi Fiqh and four lunar years 
according to the Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh. The Maliki Fiqh 
recognises gestation period of five to seven years.

17.1 INHERITANCE SHARE OF DAUGHTER

"Allah commands you as regards your children's 
(inheritance): for the male a portion equal to that of two 

females. But if (there are) women (daughters) more than 
two, then for them two thirds of the inheritance; and if 
there is only one then it is half" (Qur'an 4:11)

j7i Daughter

7 The daughter is in the group of heirs who always gets a 
share of the inheritance (unless there is some 
impediment preventing her from inheriting, see 
chapter 10). :

l The daughter may inherit as a sharer or as a residuary.

I If the daughter is the sole heir then according to the 
Hanafi Fiqh (also Hanbali and Shafi'i Fiqh) she inherits the 
whole estate (1/2 as sharer and 1/2 as Al-Radd).

17.2 Daughter inheriting as sharer
+ The daughter inherits as a sharer if there is no surviving 

son as heir. ■

< If there is only one daughter she inherits a fixed share of 1/ 2.

< If there are two or more daughters they jointly inherit a 
fixed share of 2/3 which is divided equally amongst them. 
The maximum collective share allotted to the daughters 
and son's daughters h.l.s. inheriting as sharers is 2/3.

< Note that according to Ijma' (consensus) the term 
“Fauqathnatani" in Surah An-Nisa' Verse 11 is 
interpreted as "two or more".

Person dies leaving behind 
daughters) amongst the heirs?

Any surviving sons?

4
Yes

4
Daughter inherits 

as residuary

* I No
I 

How many 
daughters?

I

•IKM

S 4
Only one daughter 

inherits 1Z2

------1 i iTwo or more daughters 
together inherit 2/3

Fig. 79 Flow diagram shows inheritance share of daughters)
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173 DAUGHTER INHERITING AS A RESIDUARY
4 In the presence of a son the daughter inherits as a 

residuary.

4 All heirs entitled to a fixed share are given their allotted 
shares, the residue of the estate that remains is inherited 
by the residuaries.

4 The residue firstly devolves upon the sons together with 
the daughters if any.

4 The general principle that the male inherits a portion that 
of two females of the same degree applies.

17.4 HEIRS EXCLUDED BY DAUGHTER
4 Two or more daughters exclude DS h.l.s. unless DS h.l.s. 

is converted into residuary by SS h.l.s. of equal or lower 
degree.

18. GRANDFATHER
a

18.1 TRUE AND FALSE GRANDFATHER
I In Islamic inheritance a grandfather can be either a true 

grandfather or a false grandfather.

i A true grandfather (Al-Jadd Al-Sahih) is a male ancestor 
between whom and the deceased no female intervenes.

♦

♦

l Thus the true grandfathers are father's father h.h.s. (FF, 
FFF, FFFF etc.). ■; . \ to

A false grandfather is a male ancestor between whom 
and the deceased a female intervenes.

Thus false grandfathers are father of mother (FM), father 
of mother of father (FMF), father of father of mother 
(FFM), father of mother of mother (FMM) etc.

This distinction between false and true grandfather is 
very important because in Islamic law false grandfathers 
inherit in the capacity of distant kindred.

The distant kindred are entitled to inherit according to 
the Hanafi, Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh but are not entitled to 
inherit at all according to traditional Maliki Fiqh (see 
section 11.4.1).

♦

♦

I MFFF I MMFFl MFMF I MMMF I MFFM I MMEM I MFMM IMMJ

T 
M

J

MMF 
-J

r
Fig. 80 shows all true grandparents of the first three generations (according to the

Hmafi and Shafi’T fiqh) in bold

FMM MMM

hH 
MM

—J1

FFFF FMFF JJMF FMMF FMFM FFMM FMMM

MMMM

FEFM
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18.2 INHERITANCE SHARE OF TRUE GRANDFATHER

18. Grandfather

18.2.1 Paternal grandfather (FF)

Key points:

♦ All true grandfathers are excluded by father and nearer 
true grandfather.

♦ There is difference of opinion amongst Muslim jurists 
regarding the share of the true grandfather (FF, FFF, 
FFFF etc.) in the presence of collaterals (full and 
consanguine siblings).

+ This difference of opinion has arisen because Muslim 
jurists have been unable to agree whether the true 
grandfather or the collaterals (full and consanguine 
siblings) are closer to the deceased.

♦ According to Abu Bakr 4^/Abdullah bin 'Abbas $>> and 
Imam Abu Hanifah (rife), the true grandfather totally 
excludes the full and consanguine siblings based on the
following Hadith: "Give the fara'id to those who are entitled 
to receive it. Then whatever remains, should be given to the 
closest male relative of the deceased". (Sahih Al-Bukhdri). 
Fara'id refers to the Qur'anic heirs or sharers. Those who 
claim that the true grandfather excludes the collaterals 
(full and consanguine siblings) consider the true 
grandfather to be the closest male relative. This is the 
view adopted by the Hanafi Fiqh. This view is in the 
minority amongst Muslim jurists.

♦ According to 'All bin Abi Talib 4&, the eminent scholar 
Zaid bin Thabit £>, Imam Malik (rife), Imam Shafi'i (rife), 
Imam Hanbali (rife) as well the two renowned students of 
Abu Hanifah (Imam Muhammad (rife) and Imam Abu 
Yusuf (rife)), the full and consanguine siblings inherit 

jointly with the true grandfather. This is the majority 
view of the Sahdbah.

Key points:
4 The paternal grandfather (FF) is a true grandfather
| The true grandfather (FF) will only inherit if there is no 

surviving father of the deceased and there is no 
impediment to succession.

I The true grandfather (FF) is totally excluded by the 
presence of the father.

I The true grandfather (FF) like the father can inherit as a 
sharer, as a residuary or both.

I The true grandfather (FF) inherits like the father except in 
four cases when: r

1. Spouse, mother and FF are the only heirs (see sections
15.2 and 15.3). - '

2. MF is excluded by F (according to all Sunni Fiqh 
except Hanbali) but not by FF.

3. F totally excludes Bf and Be; FF does not exclude Bf 
and Be according to the Maliki, Shdfi't and Hanbali 
Fiqh, but he does according to the Hanafi Fiqh.

4. F of manumitter inherits with son of manumitter from 
the estate of a manumitted slave, however the FF of 
manumitter is excluded by the son of manumitter. This 
is the view of Imam Abu Yusuf (rife).

18.2.2 Paternal grandfather (FF) as a sharer

♦ The true grandfather (FF) gets a fixed 1/6 share if 
amongst the surviving heirs there is:

no father1.

but there is
2. son or
3. son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)
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18.2.3 Paternal grandfather (FF) as a residuary
+ The true grandfather (FF) is a residuary if amongst the 

surviving heirs there is:

1. no father and

2. no child and
3. no SS h.l.s. and no DS h.l.s. (SS, DS, SSS, DSS etc.)

18 Grandfather__________________________________ _ —-----------------------

# If any of the male descendants shown in Fig- 81 are 
amongst the surviving heirs, then tgF (FF) inherits as 

sharer and gets a fixed 1/6 share. „ 1 ‘ ... w

I If there is no male descendant shown in Fig. 81 but there 
is a female descendant shown amongst the surviving 
heirs, then tgF (FF) gets 1/6 plus any residue.

18.2.4 Paternal grandfather (FF) as sharer and residuary
+ The true grandfather (FF) is a sharer and residuary if 

amongst the surviving heirs there is:
1. no father and
2. no son and
3. no son's son h.l.s.

but there is:

4. daughters) or

5. son's daughter h.l.s. (DS, DSS etc.)
In this situation the true grandfather (FF) gets a fixed 1/6 
plus whatever remains of the estate after all the other 
sharers have been satisfied.

FFl-t
F

0

S D

I-------------- 1
SS DS

r-^
SSS DSS

|-J—1

SSSS DSSS

and soon ...

Fig. 81 shows inheritance of paternal grandfather (FF)

♦ If there is no male and no female descendant shown in 
Fig. 81 amongst the surviving heirs, then tgF (FF) inherits 
as residuary.

[< 
I

F-

tgF gets 1/6

Any SS h.l.s^ or D.S. h.Ls.?

Person dies leaving behind a 
paternal grandfather (Th) but 
no father amongst the heirs

I
Any children?

I

tgF gets 1/6+ R

r-
1^0

tgF gets 1/6+R

Yes Yes 
v 

tgF gets 1/6

Any SS h.l.s.?
1

Fig. 82 Flow diagram shows inheritance share of paternal grandfather (FF) 
according to the l.lanafi/zgh

Any sans?

18.2.5 Heirs excluded by paternal grandfather of deceased 

The following potential heirs are totally excluded from the 
inheritance by the presence of the paternal grandfather of 
the deceased:

1. More remote grandfathers.
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2. All paternal grandmothers h.h.s. except father's 
mother.
The paternal grandmother is not excluded by the father 
or true grandfather according to the Hanbali Fiqh.

3. Descendants of father
► brothers (full and consanguine) and their offspring
► sisters (full and consanguine)

4. Uterine brother and sister.

5. Descendants of true grandfather.
► paternal uncle and his offspring

According to Abu Bakr 'Abdullah bin 'Abbas 
'A'ishah (&) and Imam Abu Hanifah ($&), the true 
grandfather simply excludes all collaterals. There are no 
reports of anybody disagreeing with Abu Bakr on this 
matter during his lifetime. This is the view adopted by the 
Hanafi Fiqh.
According to 'All bin Abi Talib *&, Zaid bin Thabit 
'Abdullah bin Mas'ud <&, the Maliki, Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh 
as well as Imam Abu Yusuf (f&) and Imam Muhammad ($&), 
the full siblings and consanguine siblings are not excluded by 
the paternal grandfather. This is the majority view.

The jursitic reasoning involved where the true grandfather 
competes with the collaterals (full and consanguine brothers 
and sisters) makes an interesting discussion point

18.2.6 Arguments in favour of the true 
excluding the collaterals

randfather

4 In linguistic terms the term "father' (Abz7) is applied to 
male agante ascendants. The Qur'an speaks of Abraham 
(W) as the father of the Muslim community.

♦ The relationship between grandfather and grandchild 
parallels to that between father and child.

18. Grandfather

i In many other aspects of Islamic law the father and 
grandfather are treated in a similar manner. For instance, 
both are exempt from punishment of death for culpable 
homicide, exempt from flogging for Qadhf (unproven 
allegation of Zina) and also both are exempt from 
amputation of hand for the offence of theft where the 
victim is the child or grandchild of the accused.

4 In situations where a child is in need of maintenance, the 
majority view is that the grandfather has to provide 
whereas the brothers and sisters are under no such 
obligation.

4 The inheritance of the true grandfather is similar to that 
of the father, both can inherit as sharer, residuary and 
dual capacity. .

4 The true grandfather is only excluded by the father 
whereas the siblings are excluded by father, son, agnatic 
grandson h.l.s and Qur'anic heirs who exhaust the estate.

♦ The true grandfather can never be totally excluded, he 
has a minimum share of 1/6, all jurists agree on this. This 
is not so in the case of the collaterals.

♦ Those who argue that the paternal grandfather (FF) does 
not exclude the collaterals (Bf, Be and on the basis
that they are equally removed would not put the 
paternal great grandfather (FFF) on the same footing as 
the full brother's son (SBf), even though they are equally 
removed from the propositus. All jurists would put the 
FFF before the SBf.

18.2.7 Argaments in favour of the true grandfather not
excluding the collaterals♦ The collaterals (Bf, Be and and the paternal grandfather (FF) are both second degree removed from
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the propositus. The collaterals are descendants while the 
paternal grandfather is an ascendant, descendants have 
priority over ascendants, therefore the collaterals have a 
stronger claim.

♦ The true grandfather and father do not inherit in exactly 
the same manner, there are exceptions (see section 
18.2.1).

Whatever the arguments of the proponents of the true 
grandfather excluding the collaterals their arguments were 
not decisive enough for the majority, who allow the 
collaterals to inherit with the true grandfather. The 
difference of opinion oil this issue is best exemplified by a 
case which has been given various names such as Al-Khurqa' 
(debatable), Al-Musaddasah (hexagonal) and Al- 
'Uthmdniyyah. The case involves the mother (M), the 

| paternal grandfather (FF) and full sister (<§/) as the only 

heirs. The solutions put forward by the some of the most 
learned Companions of the Prophet (^) were as follows:

Mother FF

Abu Bakr & 1/3 Nil 2/3

'Umar<^ 1/6 1/2 1/3

'Uthrnan^. 1/3 1/3 1/3

'All bin Abi Talib 1/3 1/2 1/6

Ibn Mas'ud (i) 4* Nil 5/6

Ibn Mas'ud (ii) 1/4 1/2 1/4

laid bin Thabit 1/3 2/9 4/9
The two doctrines which are practised allowing the true 
grandfather to co-inherit with the collaterals afe those put 
forward by 'All bin Abi Talib & and Zaid bin Thabit

18. Grond/dther __________ _____

jg.2.8 The doctrine of 'All bin Abi Talib
I 'All bin Abi Talib allows the collaterals and the true 

grandfather to inherit along normal principles but gives 
the true grandfather two options or advantages.

Ah The true grandfather when in competition with a 
brother (full or consanguine) can elect to inherit wholly as a 
residuary even in the absence of a daughter or agnatic 
granddaughter h.l.s. (see sections 18.2.3 -18.2.4), if this is to 
his advantage. In this capacity, the true grandfather inherits 
either as a Bf or Be. When the true grandfather inherits as a 
Be, the 5/- will inherit as Qur'anic heir,

A2: The true grandfather gets a minimum 1/6 Qur' anic 
share which he otherwise would not as a residuary if normal 
rules were applied.

Example 54 ('All's & doctrine)

A person dies leaving behind a paternal grandfather (FF), a 
full brother (Bf) and a consanguine brother (Be) as the only 
claimants.

Be is excluded by Bf.

FF inherits 1/2 (rule Al)

Bf inherits 1/2

Example 55 ('Aliz S doctrine)

A man dies leaving behind a widow (W), a paternal 
grandfather (FF), two full brothers (2Bf) and a consanguine 
brother (Be) as the only claimants.

Be is excluded by Bf.

IV inherits 1/4 (as sharer) 

FF inherits 1/4 (rule Al)

2Bf inherit 1/2 (1/4 each)
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Example 56 ('All's < doctrine)
A man dies leaving behind a widow (W), a paternal 
grandfather (FF), a full brother (Bf) and a full sister (<?/) as 
the only claimants.

W inherits 1/4 (as sharer)
FF inherits 3/10 (rule Al)
Bf inherits 3/10

$ inherits 3/20

Example 57 ('All's doctrine)
A person dies leaving behind a maternal grandmother 
(MM), a paternal grandfather (FF), two full brothers (2Bf) 
and a full sister (<$/) as the only claimants.

MM inherits 1/6 (as sharer)

FF inherits 5/21 (rule Al)

2Bf inherit 10/21 (5/21 each)

Sf inherits 5/42

Example 58 ('All's <&> doctrine)

A person dies leaving behind a daughter (D), a paternal 
grandfather (FF), a full brother (Bf), a full sister (<£/) and a 
consanguine sister (&) as the only claimants.

D inherits 1/2 (as sharer)

FF inherits 1/5 (rule Al)

Bf inherits 1/5

S[ inherits 1/10

& is excluded by Bf

Under normal principles, the paternal grandfather would 
inherit 1/6 as Qur'anic heir in the presence of the daughter,

18. Grandfather_________________________ _________

but under advantage rule Al, he elects to inherit purely as a 

residuary and gets 1/5.

faample 59 ('All's & doctrine)
A man dies leaving behind a widow (W), a paternal 
grandfather (FF) and a consanguine brother (Be) as the only 
claimants.

W inherits 1/4

FF inherits 3/8 (rule Al)

Be inherits 3/8 -

Example 60 ('All's doctrine)

A person dies leaving behind a mother (M), a paternal 
grandfather (FF), a full sister (<S/) and a consanguine brother 
(Be) as the only claimants.

M inherits 1/6
FF inherits 1/6 (rule Al)
^inherits 1/2 as Qur'anic heir

Be inherits 1/6
Example 61 ('All's doctrine)

A person dies leaving behind three true grandmothers 
(3tgM), a paternal grandfather (FF), a full sister (<*>/), a 
consanguine sister (&) and a uterine sister (<&*) as the only 
claimants. This case has been named Al-Hamziyyah. Note 
that under Maliki Ticjh, three true grandmothers cannot 
inherit simultaneously (see section 19.2).

3tgM inherit 1/6 (1/18 each)

FF inherits 1/6 (rule A2)

S[ inherits 1/2 as Qur'anic heir

& inherits 1/6 (see section 32.2.2)<Shs excluded by FF
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Example 62 (All's & doctrine)

A person dies leaving behind a daughter (D), a paternal 
grandfather (FF) and a full sister (<$/) as the only claimants.

D inherits 1/ 2 (as sharer)

FF inherits 1/6 (rule A2)
<$( inherits 1/3 (as residuary with D, see section 31.1.3) I

Example 63 ('All's & doctrine)A person dies leaving behind a daughter (D), paternal grandfather (FF) and a consanguine sister (<§/) as the only | claimants.DS inherits 1/2 (as sharer)FF inherits 1/6 (rule A2)& inherits 1/3 (as residuary with DS, see section 31.1.3)
Example 64 ('All's £> doctrine)
A person dies leaving behind a daughter (D), a mother (M), 
a paternal grandfather (FF) and 3 full brothers (3Bf) as the 

only claimants.

D inherits 1/2 (as sharer)

M inherits 1/6 (as sharer)

FF inherits 1/6 (rule A2)

3Bf inherit 1/6 (1/18 each)

The paternal grandfather elects to inherit 1/6 as a Qur'anic 
heir under advantage rule A2, because as a pure residuary 
he would inherit only 1/2.

Example 65 ('All's & doctrine)

A person dies leaving behind a husband (H), a mother (M), a 
paternal grandfather (FF) and 2 full brothers (2Bf) as the

H inherits 1 / 2 (as sharer)

M inherits 1/ 6 (as sharer) 

FF inherits 1/6 (rule A2) 

2Bf inherit 1/6 (1/12 each)

mother (M)/a
Example 66 ('All's A doctrine) 1 *A person dies leaving behind a husband (H), a mother (M)/a paternal grandfather (FF), a full brother (Bf) and two full sisters (25/) as the only claimants.H inherits 1 / 2 (as sharer) ! ■rS&nHM inherits 1/6 (as sharer) ‘ .FF inherits 1/6 (rule A2) tBf inherits 1/12 '25/ inherit 1/12 (1 / 24 each as residuaries with Bf)

18..2.9  Doctrine of Zaid bin Thabit

♦ The doctrine of Zaid bin Thabit has been adopted by 
the Maliki, Shdfi'i and Hanbali jurists. The Maliki Fic/h has 
made some modifications as detailed below.

♦ The doctrine of Zaid bin Thabit is generally more 
favourable to the true grandfather than the doctrine of 
'Alibin Abi Talib because the true grandfather inherits 

as a residuary converting any sisters into residuaries and 
he is entitled to 1 / 3 of the residue after the shares of the 
Qur' anic heirs have been fulfilled.

♦ According to Zaid bin Thabit & when the tgF inherits 
with the collaterals there are two possible scenarios:

1. tgF inherits with only collaterals

2. tgF inherits with collaterals and other heirs
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In scenario 1, the tgF gets the better of two options, either:I. as one of the brothers in Muc/asamah (division) orII. a fixed 1/3 of the whole estateIn scenario 2 tgF gets the best share out of three options, thus:
I. as one of the brothers in Muqasamah (division) or 1

II. 1/ 3 of the residue or i

III. a fixed 1 / 6 of the whole estate (tgF should get 1 / 6 as 
minimum). If after all the Qur'anic heirs have been 
allocated their shares and 1/6 is left this is given to 
the true grandfather.

♦ All the possibilities are calculated and the tgF is given the 
best share out of the options available to him.

Muqasamah (division) means that the tgF inherits as a full 
k brother and the consanguine brothers and 
r consanguine sisters enter into the calculation to 

limit the share of the true grandfather. This is 
called the Mu'addah (computation) rule. The 
consanguine siblings enter into the computation 
because the true grandfather does not himself 
excluded them. After the tgF has been allotted his 

share, the consanguine brothers and consanguine 

sisters are excluded by the full brother.

♦ Calculations have shown that when the true grandfather 
is inheriting with collaterals only if the number of 

collaterals does not exceed two brothers or four sisters, 
the tgF is better off inheriting by Muqasamah.

Al-Mukhtasarah (abridged) case

As seen above in Muqasamah/ the full brother totally 
excludes the consanguine brother and consanguine sister.

jj. Grandfather____________ ____________________

however, the power of the full sister to exclude the 
consanguine brother and consanguine sister is restricted to 
the extent of making her own share up to 1/2. This case has 
been named Al-Mukhtasarah (abridged), illustrate this 
principle.

In the first case, the deceased left behind a full sister, 
consanguine sister, a consanguine brother and a paternal 
grandfather.

Initial allocation strictly according to the doctrine of Zaid 
binThabit^is: t

ty So Be FF

1/6 1/6 1/3 1/3

The FF is allowed to keep his share of 1/3. The Sf is given 
her share of 1/2. The remaining estate of 1/6 is divided 
amongst Be and So, the male getting the portion of two 
females.

The final allocation in this case is thus:

ty ' ' : Be FF

1/2 1/18 1/9 1/3

In the second case, the deceased left behind a mother, a full 
sister, a consanguine sister, a consanguine brother and a 
paternal grandfather.

Initial allocation according strictly to the doctrine of Zaid 

binThabit & is: /

M Sf So Be FF

1/6 5/36 5/36 5/18 5/18

M inherits 1 / 6 as sharer, FF is allowed to keep his share of
i 5/18. The remaining estate, (5/36+5/36+5/18), is 

redistributed with S[ getting her 1 / 2 share and the residue 

is divided amongst Be and So, the male getting the portion d two females.
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The final allocation in this case is thus:
M Sc Be FF
1/6 1/2 1/54 1/27 5/18

The rules of the doctrine of Zaid bin Thabit are illustrated 
by the examples below.

Zaid's •$> doctrine has been modified in 3 particular cases. 
These cases together with the juristic reasoning involved are 
detailed at the end of this section.

Example 67 (Zaid's £> doctrine)

A person dies leaving behind a paternal grandfather (FF) 
and a full brother (Bf) as the only claimants.

FF inherits 1/2 (option I)

Bf inherits 1/2

Example 68 (Zaid's & doctrine)
A person dies leaving behind a paternal grandfather (FF) 
and two full brothers (2Bf) as the only claimants.

FF inherits 1/3 (option I or option II)

2Bf inherit 2/3 (1/3 each)

Example 69 (Zaid's doctrine)
A person dies leaving behind a paternal grandfather (FF) 
and a full sister (Sf) as the only claimants.

FF inherits 2/3 (option I)

Sf inherits 1/3

Example 70 (Zaid's doctrine)

A person dies leaving behind a paternal grandfather (FF) 
and three full sisters (3Sf) as the only claimants.

197

18, Grandfather________ _______________________ —-

FF inherits 2/5 (option I)

3^inherit 3/5 (1/5 each)

Example 71 (Zaid's & doctrine)
A person dies leaving behind a paternal grandfather (FF)' a 
full sister (<$/) and a consanguine brother (Be) as the only 
claimants.

FF inherits 2/5 (option I)
$ inherits 1/2

Be inherits 1/10

Example 72 (Zaid's doctrine)

A person dies leaving behind a paternal grandfather (FF), a 
full sister (Sf) and a consanguine sisters (&) as the only 
claimants. , . A >

FF inherits 1/2 (option I)

S( inherits 1/2

& inherits nil (nothing left)

Example 73 (Zaid's doctrine)

A person dies leaving behind a paternal grandfather (FF), a 
full sister ($) and two consanguine sisters (2 &) as the only 
claimants.

FF inherits 2/5 (option I)

$ inherits 1/2 (Qur'anic share) 

2<S> inherit 1/10 (1/20 each)

Example 74 (Zaid's doctrine) , .

A person dies leaving behind a paternal grandfather (FF), a
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full brother (Bf) and a consanguine brother (Be) as the only 
claimants.

FF inherits 1/3 (option I)

Bf inherits 2/3

Be inherits nil (excluded by Bf)

Compare this case with example 54 under 'All $*> doctrine. 
Although the true grandfather is given more advantages 
under Zaid's doctrine, he is adversely affected here due to 
the application of Muqasarnah. The true grandfather is not 
adversely affected under Zaid's <&> doctrine in comparison 
with 'All's doctrine when he is in competition with one 
full brother or with one full brother and one full sister.

Example 75 (Zaid's doctrine)

A person dies leaving behind a paternal grandfather (FF), a 
full brother (Bf) and two full sisters (2Sf) as the only 
claimants.

> FF inherits 1/3 (option I or option II)

Bf inherits 1/3

2^ inherit 1/3 (1/6 each)

Example 76 (Zaid's 4® doctrine)
A person dies leaving behind a paternal grandfather (FF) 
and four full sisters (4<£/) as the only claimants.

FF inherits 1/3 (option I or option II)

4<^ inherit 2/3 (1/6 each)

Example 77 (Zaid's zfe doctrine)
A person dies leaving behind a paternal grandfather (FF) 

and three full brothers (3Bf) as the only claimants.

13. Grandfather

FF inherits 1/3 (option II)

3Bf inherit 2/3 (2/9 each)

Example 78 (Zaid's 4b doctrine) j
A person dies leaving behind a paternal grandfather (FF) 
and five full sisters (5Sf) as the only claimants.

FF inherits 1/3 (option II)

5^ inherit 2/3 (2/15 each)

Example 79 (Zaid's 4b doctrine)

A person dies leaving behind a paternal grandfather (FF), a 
full sister (<Sj0, a consanguine brother (Be) and two 
consanguine sisters (2&) as the only claimants.

FF inherits 1/3 (option II)

inherits 1 / 2 f
Be inherits 1/12
2& inherit 1/12 (1/24 each)

Example 80 (Zaid's & doctrine)

A woman dies leaving behind a husband (H), a maternal 
grandmother (MM), a paternal grandfather (FF) and three 
full brothers (3Bf) as the only claimants.

H inherits 1/ 2 (as sharer)

MM inherits 1 / 6 (as sharer)

FF inherits 1/6 (option I)

3Bf inherits 1/6 (1/18 each)

Example 81 (Zaid's doctrine)

A woman dies leaving behind a husband (H), a paternal 
grandfather (FF) and a consanguine brother (Be) as the only
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claimants.

H inherits 1/2 (as sharer)

FF inherits 1/4 (option I)

Be inherits 1/4

Example 82 (Zaid's doctrine)

A person dies leaving behind a mother (M), a paternal 
grandfather (FF) and a consanguine sister (<&) as the only 
claimants.

M inherits 1/3 (as sharer)

FF inherits 4/ 9 (option I)

S& inherits 2/9

Example 83 (Zaid's doctrine)

A woman dies leaving behind a husband (H), a paternal 
grandfather (FF) and a full sister (<*>/) as the only claimants.

H inherits 1 / 2 (as sharer)

FF inherits 1/3 (option I)

inherits 1/6

Example 84 (Zaid's & doctrine)
A person dies leaving behind a daughter (D), a paternal 
grandfather (FF) and a consanguine sister (&) as the only 
claimants.

D inherits (as sharer)

FF inherits 1/3 (option I)

So inherits 1 / 6

Compare with example 62 under 'All's doctrine.

Example 85 (Zaid's «£> doctrine)
A woman dies leaving behind a husband (H), a paternal

■
18. Grandfather ______-______ _

grandfather (FF) and three full sisters (3<£/) as the only 

claimants.

H inherits 1/2 (as sharer)

FF inherits 1/5 (option I)

inherit 3/10 (1/10 each)

Example 86 (Zaid's doctrine)
A person dies leaving behind a mother (M), a paternal 
grandfather (FF) and two full brothers (2Bf) as the only 
claimants.

M inherits 1/6 (as sharer)

FF inherits 5/18 (option I or option II)

2Bf inherit 5/9 (5/18 each)

Example 87 (Zaid's 4* doctrine)

A person dies leaving behind a maternal grandmother 
(MM), a paternal grandfather (FF), two full brothers (2Bf) 
and a full sister (Sf) as the only claimants.

MM inherits 1 / 6 (as sharer)

FF inherits 5/18 (option I)

2Bf inherit 4/9 (2/9 each)

S( inherits 1/9

Compare with example 57 under ('All's doctrine).

Example 88 (Zaid's doctrine)

A person dies leaving behind a mother (M), a paternal 
grandfather (FF) and five full sisters (5Sf) as the only 
claimants.

M inherits 1 / 6 (as sharer)
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FF inherits 5/18 (option II) 
5<S£ inherits 5/9 (1/9 each) S&is excluded by Bf

Compare with example 58 under ('All's doctrine).

Example 89 (Zaid's & doctrine)
A person dies leaving behind a mother (M), a paternal 
grandfather (FF), a full sister a consanguine brother
(BC) and a consanguine sister (<&) as the only claimants.

M inherits 1/6 (as sharer)
FF inherits 5/18 (option II)
S(- inherits 1/2 (Qur'anic share)
Be inherits 1/27
So inherits 1/54

Example 92 (Zaid's & doctrine)

A woman dies leaving behind a husband (H), a mother (M),
paternal grandfather (FF) and two full brothers (2Bf) as the 
only claimants. c'Zh/.?n

H inherits 1/2 (as sharer)

M inherits 1/6 (as sharer)

FF inherits 1/6 (option III) 

2Bf inherit 1/6 (1/12 each)

Example 90 (Zaid's doctrine)
A woman dies leaving behind a husband (H), a paternal 
grandfather (FF) and two full brothers (2Bf) as the only 
claimants.

H inherits 1/2 (as sharer)
FF inherits 1/6 (option I option II or option III)
2Bf inherit 1/3 (1/6 each)

Example 91 (Zaid's doctrine)
A person dies leaving behind a son's daughter (DS), a 
paternal grandfather (FF), a full brother (Bf), a full sister (<S/) 
and a consanguine sister (So) as the only claimants.

DS inherits 1/2 (as sharer)
FF inherits 1/6 (option I or option II or option III)
Bf inherits 2/9

Example 93 (Zaid's <$> doctrine)

A woman dies leaving behind a husband (H), a mother (M), 
a paternal grandfather (FF) and two full sisters (2 Sf) as the 
only claimants.

H inherits 1/2 (as sharer)

M inherits 1/6 (as sharer)

FF inherits 1/6 (option I or III)

2ty inherit 1/6 (1/12 each)

Example 94 (Zaid's doctrine)

A woman dies leaving behind a husband (H), mother (M), 
paternal grandfather (FF) and a full brother (Bf) as the only 
claimants. f

H inherits 1 / 2 (as sharer)

M inherits 1/3 (as sharer)

FF inherits 1/6 (option III)

Bf inherits nil

Sf inherits 1/9
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Example 95 (Zaid's doctrine)

A woman dies leaving behind five daughters (5D), a 
husband (H), paternal grandfather (FF) and four full 
brothers (4Bf) as the only claimants. The doctrine of 'awl is 
applied in this case.

5D inherit 2/3 reduced to 8/13 (8/65 each)

H inherits 1/4 reduced to 3/13
FF inherits 1/6 reduced to 2/13 (option III)

4Bf inherit nil

Example 96 (Zaid's £> doctrine)
A woman dies leaving behind a daughter (D), a husband 
(H), a mother (M), a paternal grandfather (FF) and a full 
sister (£/) as the only claimants. The doctrine of 'Awl is 
applied in this case.

j D inherits 1/2 reduced to 6/13

H inherits 1/4 reduced to 3/13

M inherits 1/6 reduced to 2/13

FF inherits 1/6 reduced to 2/13 (option III)

$ inherits nil

Example 97 (Zaid's £> doctrine)

A woman dies leaving behind four daughters (4D), a 
husband (H), a mother (M), a paternal grandfather (FF), 
three full brothers (3Bf) and two full sisters (2Sf) as the only 
claimants. The doctrine of 'Awl is applied in this case.

4D inherit 2/3 reduced to 8/15 (2/15 each)

H inherits 1/4 reduced to 1/5

M inherits 1/6 reduced to 2/15

FF inherits 1/6 reduced to 2/15 (option III)

3$ inherit nil 

inherit nil

18>2.7 Modifications to doctrine of Zaid bin Thabit 
AMkdariyyah case

Yhis modification is accepted by the Maliki and Shafi'i Fiqh.
this modification, the full sister/ consanguine sister is 

allowed to inherit as a Qur'anic heir in the presence of the 
paternal grandfather which is contrary to the general 
principles of Zaid bin Thabit's & doctrine.

In this case a deceased woman left behind a husband, 
mother, full sister (or consanguine sister) and a paternal 
grandfather as the only heirs.

If we apply the rules of the doctrine of Zaid bin Thabit &> the 
paternal grandfather can go for option III, that is opt for a 
fixed 1/6 of the estate. The distribution of the inheritance 
would be thus: ‘ “‘“Fl*

H M FF
1/2 1/3 Nd 1/6

The full sister is excluded de facto, there is nothing left for her 
to inherit. This would also be the case if instead of the full 
sister we had a full/consanguine brother.
Although the Hanafi Fiqh would derive at the same result in 
this case, the juristic reasoning is of course very different. 
The full sister is excluded de jure (as a matter of law) by the 
paternal grandfather. The only problem with this solution is 
that the full sister inherits nothing even though none of the 
heirs have the capacity to exclude her.

If the paternal grandfather is given option I in line with 
Zaid's & doctrine, he inherits as a brother and makes 
agnatical the full sister. The distribution of inheritance is 
thus:
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18. Grandfather

H M FF

1/2 1/3 1/18 1/9

The problem now is that the paternal grandfather appears to 
get less than the minimum 1/6 which he should get 
according to consensus of opinion.

Zaid bin Thabit & got around this by allowing the full sister 
to initially inherit as a sharer and then apply the doctrine of 
'Awl.

So the full sister is allocated 1/2 share as a Qur' anic heir and 
the paternal grandfather is allocated 1/6. These two shares 
are added together (1/2 + 1/6 = 2/3) and distributed 
amongst the and FF. The paternal grandfather inherits as 
a brother so he is given 2/3 of 2/3 which is 4/ 9, and the full 
sister gets 1/3 of 2/3 which is 2/9. The total sum of the 
shares is 9/6 (1/2 +1/3 + 2/9 + 4/9) so the doctrine of 'Awl 
is applied.

The final distribution of shares is thus:

H M FF

9/27 6/27 4/27 8/27

This is the solution adopted by the Shafi'i, Maliki and Hanbali 
Fiqh.

If we have two or more full sisters then it is not a case of 
Akdariyyah because the mother's share is reduced to 1/6, the 
best option for the paternal grandfather is to opt for 1/6 and 
the sisters inherit the remaining 1/6.

If instead of the full sister we have a full or consanguine 
brother, then again it is not a case of Al-Akdariyyah. The best 
option for the paternal grandfather is to opt for 1 /6 and the 
full or consanguine brother would be excluded.

Al-Mdlikiyyah case
This modification applies only to the Maliki Fiqh. Imam 
Malik deviated from the doctrine of Zaid bin Thabit 
in this case where the deceased left behind a husband, a 
mother, two uterine brothers, a consanguine brother and a 
paternal grandfather.
If the paternal grandfather is ignored, the distribution of the 
estate would be:

H M 2Bu Be

1/2 1/6 1/3 Residue

Be gets nothing because there is no residue. Now if we bring 
in the paternal grandfather, the uterine brothers are 
exduded by the paternal grandfather and the distribution 
of shares according to the doctrine of Zaid bin Thabit is as
follows:

H M 2Bu Be FF

1/2 1/6 Nil 1/6 1/6

Imam Malik ($&) excluded Be from inheriting in this case 
because he argued that Be should not benefit from FF 
excluding the uterine brothers. The FF should receive the 
whole benefit. After all if there was no FF then Be would get 
nothing anyway. So according to Imam Malik (#Ss) the 
distribution of shares in this case is:

H M 2Bu Be FF
1/2 1/6 Nil Nil 1/3

MiM Al-Mdlikiyyah case

This modification applies only to the Maliki Fiqh, and is also 
referred to as 'Ukht Al-Malikiyya or Quazi- Malikiyyah.

If we replace the consanguine brother with a full brother in 
Al-Mdlikiyyah case and compare it to Al-Himdriyyah case, it
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makes an interesting legal discussion point.

The Al-Himariyyah case revolves around the competition 
between two or more uterine siblings and full siblings when 
there is only one-third of the inheritance remaining after 
allocation of shares to a surviving husband and mother. The 
second ruling of Umar which constitutes the Himdriyyah 
rule distributes the shares amongst the husband, mother, 
two uterine siblings and two full brother thus:

H M 2Bu 2Bf

1/2 1/6 1/6 1/6

Those who adopt the Himdriyyah rule, namely the Shafi'i and 
Maliki jurists, are allowing the full brothers to inherit as 
uterine brothers. Those who reject the Himdriyyah rule, the 
Hanafi and Hanbali jurists, follow the principle, "once an 
'Asabah always an 'Asabah" in which case the full brothers as 
residuaries inherit nothing because there is no residue.

Now let us introduce a paternal grandfather into the case 
who by law excludes all uterine siblings. What is the 
situation for the full brothers who opted to inherit as uterine 
brothers when it was to their advantage. Are they excluded 
as well? Or will they now re-assume their paternal link and 
inherit as full brothers? The Maliki jurists have decided that 
the full brothers in these circumstances must continue their 
role as uterine brothers and thus be excluded by the paternal 
grandfather. The distribution of the inheritance would be 
thus:

18. Grandfather ______20?-

case above. The distribution of the shares is thus:
H M 2&, Bf FF

1/2 1/6 Nil Nil 1/3

18.2.11 Maternal Grandfather (FM)
+ This maternal grandfather is a false grandfather.

+ The false grandfather in Shan'ah does not inherit as a 
sharer or residuary but as a distant kindred.

+ The distant kindred are entitled to inherit according to 
the Hanafi, Shdfi'i and Hanbali Fiqh but are not entitled to 
inherit at all according to traditional Maliki Fiqh (see 
section 11.4.1).

♦ See sections 11.4.4 and 11.4.7 for details.

H

1/2

The Shibh Al-Mdlikiyyah case involved a woman dying and 
leaving behind a husband, mother, two uterine sisters, full 
brother and a paternal grandfather. The Maliki jurists 
decided this case on the same basis as the Al-Mdlikiyyah

M

1/6

2Bu

Nil

2Bf

Nd

FF

1/3
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19. GRANDMOTHER

Narrated Buraydah <&: Allah's Prophet (*§g) appointed a 
sixth to a grandmother if no mother was left to inherit before 
her. (Abu Dawud). A similar Hadith narrated by Ibn 
Abbas.& and reported by Ibn Majah.

19.1 TRUE AND FALSE GRANDMOTHER
Key points:

♦ The term grandmother is often used to include more 
remote grandmothers such as great grandmothers.

♦ The collective share allocated to the true grandmothers is 
one-sixth.

♦ In Islamic succession law, a grandmother can be either a 
true grandmother or a false grandmother.

♦ A true grandmother (Al-Jaddah Al-Sahthah) is a female 
ancestor between whom and the deceased no false

true grandmother, the Maliki and Hanbali Fiqh do not 
allow all such true grandmothers to inherit as sharers as
discussed below. See Fig. 83-85.

♦ Thus the true grandmothers who inherit as sharers
(according to Hanafi and Shafi'i Fiqh) are:

► mother of father MF
► mother of mother MM

► mother of mother of mother MMM
► mother of mother of father MMF
> mother of father of father MFF

► mother of father of father of father MFFF
► mother of MMM MMMM

211
^Grandmother______________________ _________________ ____ _________

► mother of MMF MMMF

► mother of MFF MMFF

and so on

I A false grandmother is a female ancestor between whom 
and the deceased a false grandfather intervenes.

I This distinction between false and true grandmother is 
very important because in Islamic law, a false 
grandmother inherits in the capacity of class II distant 
kindred.

4 The distant kindred are entitled to inherit according to 
the Hanafi, Maliki and Hanbali Fiqh but are not entitled to 
inherit at all according to traditional Maliki Fiqh (see 
section 11.4.1). * / • / mU

19.2 TRUE GRANDMOTHERS WHO INHERIT AS 
SHARERS

♦ There is difference of opinion amongst the four main 
Sunni Madhahib as to which true grandmothers on the 
paternal side are entitled to inherit as sharers.
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♦ The Hanafi and Shdfi'i Fiqh allow all the true 
grandmothers to inherit as sharers as shown in Fig. 83.

♦ The Maliki Fiqh only allows the line of mother's mother 
h.h.s. and the line of succession of the mother of father 
and mother's mother no matter how high of father of the 
propositus as shown in Fig. 84. Therefore, the MM, 
MMM, MMMM etc. and the MF, MMF, MMMF etc. are 
entitled to inherit as sharers. This means that no more 
than two true grandmothers can inherit together under 

Maliki Fiqh.
4 The Hanbali Fiqh allows all the true grandmothers under 

Maliki law as well as mother of FF and mother's mother 
no matter how high of FF as shown in Fig. 85. Therefore, 
the MM, MMM, MMM etc., the MF, MMF, MMMF etc. 
and MFF, MMFF, MMMFF etc. are entitled to inherit as 
sharers. This means that no more than three true 
grandmothers can inherit together under Hanbali Fiqh.

193 INHERITANCE SHARE OF GRANDMOTHER

4 True grandmother inherits as a sharer in the absence of 
the mother.

4 The fixed share of one or more true grandmothers) is 1 /
6. #

4 True grandmothers of equal degree inherit 1/6 equally 
amongst themselves.

4 All true grandmothers (e.g. MM, MF, MMM, MFF, MMF 
etc.) are excluded by the mother.

4 The Hanafi and Hanball Fiqh consider all true 
grandmothers as one group. This means that a nearer 
true grandmother (maternal or paternal) will exclude 
more remote true grandmothers on both sides (maternal 
and paternal).

I 4 The Maliki and Shdfi'i Fiqh divide the true grandmothers 
into maternal and paternal groups. Although a nearer 
true maternal grandmother will exclude all more remote 
grandmothers (maternal and paternal) a nearer true 
paternal grandmother can only exclude more remote
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true paternal grandmothers.

♦ This is based on the principle that since the father does 
not exclude any true maternal grandmother any female 
ancestor connected to the propositus through the father 
should likewise not exclude any true maternal 
grandmother.

♦ All paternal grandmothers (e.g. MF, MFF and MMF) are 
excluded by the father except according to the Hanbali 
Fiqh in which the father does not exclude the paternal 
grandmother.

+ The Hanbali Fiqh allows the F and MF to inherit 
together.This is on the basis that all true grandmothers 
(maternal and paternal) inherit in place of the mother. 
Since the father does not exclude the maternal true 
grandmother, why should he exclude the paternal true 
grandmother.

♦ Those jurists who allow the father to exclude the paternal 
true grandmother state that the paternal true 
grandmother (MF) is connected to the propositus 
though the father. In a similar manner FF excludes 
MFF. In general, this means that a true paternal 
grandmother h.h.s. is excluded by a true paternal 
grandfather if the former is related to the deceased 
through the latter.

19.3.1 Maternal Grandmother (MM)

♦ The maternal grandmother (MM) is a true grandmother.

♦ The true grandmother (MM) inherits as a sharer.

♦ The true grandmother (MM) will only inherit if there is 
no surviving mother of the deceased and there is no 
impediment to her inheriting.

19. Grandmother

I If there is no father and no mother, the MM and MF will 
divide 1/6 between them. , A

19.3.2 Paternal Grandmother (MF)

l The paternal grandmother (MF) is a true grandmother.

I The true grandmother (MF) inherits as a sharer.

I The true grandmother (MF) will only inherit if there are 
no surviving parents of the deceased and there is no 
impediment to succession.

I The true grandmother (MF) is totally excluded by the 
presence of the father according to the Hanafi, Maliki and 
Shafi'i Fiqh but not according to the Hanbali Fiqh.

4 The true grandmother (MF) is totally excluded by the 
mother.

Example 98

A man dies leaving behind his father and maternal 
grandmother (MM) as the only heirs to his estate as 
shown in Fig. 86. . .’-i

MM inherits 1/6 as sharer 

F inherits 5/ 6 as residuary
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true paternal grandmothers.

♦ This is based on the principle that since the father does 
not exclude any true maternal grandmother any female 
ancestor connected to the propositus through the father 
should likewise not exclude any true maternal 
grandmother.

♦ All paternal grandmothers (e.g. MF, MFF and MMF) are 
excluded by the father except according to the Hanbali 
Fiqh in which the father does not exclude the paternal 
grandmother.

> The Hanbali Fiqh allows the F and MF to inherit 
together.This is on the basis that all true grandmothers 
(maternal and paternal) inherit in place of the mother. 
Since the father does not exclude the maternal true 
grandmother, why should he exclude the paternal true 
grandmother.

< Those jurists who allow the father to exclude the paternal 
true grandmother state that the paternal true 
grandmother (MF) is connected to the propositus 
though the father. In a similar manner FF excludes 
MFF. In general, this means that a true paternal 
grandmother h.h.s. is excluded by a true paternal 
grandfather if the former is related to the deceased 
through the latter.

19.3.1 Maternal Grandmother (MM)

4 The true grandmother (MM) inherits as a sharer.

♦ The true grandmother (MM) will only inherit if there is 
no surviving mother of the deceased and there is no 
impediment to her inheriting.

♦ If there is no father and no mother, the MM and MF W 
divide 1/6 between them. :

19.3.2 Paternal Grandmother (MF)

+ The true grandmother (MF) inherits as a sharer.

4 The true grandmother (MF) will only inherit if there are 
no surviving parents of the deceased and there is no 
impediment to succession.

4 The true grandmother (MF) is totally excluded by the 
presence of the father according to the Hanafi, Maliki and 
S/w/i'f Fiqh but not according to the Hanbali Fiqh.

4 The true grandmother (MF) is totally excluded by the 
mother.

Example 98
A man dies leaving behind his father and maternal 
grandmother (MM) as the only heirs to his estate as 
shown in Fig. 86.

MM inherits 1/6 as sharer 

F inherits 5/ 6 as residuary
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Example 99
A man dies leaving behind his paternal grandmother (MF), 
his maternal grandmother (MM) and his father as the only 
heirs to his estate as shown in Fig. 87.
MF is excluded by F (Hanafi, Shdfi'i and Maliki Fiqh only)

MM inherits a 1 / 6 as sharer
F inherits 5/ 6 as residuary

•j

FF MF FM MM
1—I—1 1—I—1

F M

Example 101

A man dies leaving behind his paternal grandmother (MF), 
his maternal grandmother (MM) and his paternal 
grandfather (FF) as the only heirs to his estate as shown in 
Fig. 89.

MF and MM jointly inherit a 1/6 equally
FF inherits 5/6 as residuary

Fig. 87 (All living heirs are shown in bold)

Example 100
A man dies leaving behind his paternal grandfather (FF) 
and his maternal grandmother (MM) as the only heirs to his 
estate as shown in Fig. 88.

MM inherits 1/ 6 as sharer
FF inherits 5/6 as residuary
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20. GREAT GRANDPARENTS

Key points:

♦ Great grandparents are parents of grandparents. 
However, they are often included in the general term 
grandparents when discussing inheritance law. Read 
sections 18.1 and 18.2.

♦ There are eight different types of great grandparents:

FFF
V.

FFM

FMF

FMM

MMM

MMF

MFF

MFM

♦ Not all great grandparents inherit in the same capacity.

♦ True great grandparents (FFF, MFF, MMF and MMM) 
inherit as sharers or class II residuaries. In traditional 
Maliki Fiqh MFF is not a true grandmother (see section 
19.2).

♦ False great grandparents (FMF, FFM, MFM and FMM) 
inherit as class II distant kindred.

20.1 FATHER OF FATHER OF FATHER (FFF)

♦ The father of father of father (FFF) is a true grandfather.

♦ The true grandfather (FFF) will only inherit if there is no 
surviving father of the deceased and no surviving

20 Great Grandparents_________________ ________________________ .j:
father's father (FF) and there is no impediment to him 

inheriting (see chapter 10).

i The true grandfather (FFF) can inherit as a sharer, as a 
residuary or both.

I The true grandfather (FFF) inherits like the FF in the 
absence of F and FF.

20.1.1 True grandfather (FFF) as a sharer

amongst the surviving heirs there is:

1. no father and

2. no father7s father (FF) 

but there is a:

3. son or

4. son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.) 

20.1.2 True grandfather (FFF) as a residuary

The true grandfather (FFF) is a residuary if amongst the 
surviving heirs there is:

1. no father and

2. no father s father (FF) and

3. no child and

4. no SS h.l.s. and no DS h.l.s. (SS, DS, SSS, DSS etc.)

20.1.3 True grandfather (FFF) as sharer and residuary

The true grandfather (FFF) is a sharer and residuary if 
amongst the surviving heirs there is:

1. no father and

2. no father's father (FF) and

3. no son and
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4. no son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)

but there is:

5. daughter(s) or

6. son's daughter h.l.s. (DS, DSS, DSSS etc.)

In this situation, the true grandfather (FFF) gets a fixed 1/6 
plus whatever remains of the estate after all the other 
sharers have been satisfied.

FFF

♦ If any of the male descendants shown in Tig. 90 are 
amongst the surviving heirs, then tgF (FFF) inherits as 
sharer and gets 1/6. Note that only the first four 
generations of descendants are shown.

20. Great Grandparents

I If there is no male descendant shown in Fig. 90 but there 
is one or more female descendants shown amongst the 
surviving heirs, then tgF (FFF) gets 1/6 plus any residue.

I If there is no male and no female descendant shown in 
Fig. 90 amongst the surviving heirs, then tgF (FFF) 
inherits as a residuary.

I
Any children?

Person dies leaving behind a FFF 
id no FF amongst the heirs

I
Any sons?

1—------1 4 4*»
Yes No Yes No

1 I 4 4
FFF gets 1/6 Any SS hJ.s.? Any SS h.l.s.? FFF getsR

I
No
4

FFF gets 1/6 + RFFF gets 1/6 + R

I
Yps Yps

FFF gets 1/6

Fig. 91 Flow diagram shows inheritance share of true
according to die Hanafi /zg/i

20.2 FATHER OF FATHER OF MOTHER (FFM)

♦ The FFM is classified as a false grandfather and inherits 
as class II distant kindred. See sections 11.4.4 and 11.4.7.

♦ The distant kindred are entitled to inherit according to 
the Hanafi, Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh but are not entitled to 
inherit at all according to traditional Maliki Fiqh (see 
section 11.4.1).
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20.3 FATHER OF MOTHER OF FATHER (FMF)
4 The FMF is classified as a false grandfather and inherits 

as distant kindred. See sections 11.4.4 and 11.4.7.

4 The distant kindred are entitled to inherit according to 
the Hanafi, Shdfi'i and Hanbait Fiqh but are not entitled to 
inherit at all according to traditional Maliki Fiqh (see 
section 11.4.1).

20.4 FATHER OF MOTHER OF MOTHER (FMM)
♦ The FMM is classified as a false grandfather and inherits 

as distant kindred. See sections 11.4.4 and 11.4.7.

+ The distant kindred are entitled to inherit according to 
the Hanafi, Shdfi't and Hanbali Fiqh but are not entitled to 
inherit at all according to traditional Maliki Fiqh (see 
section 11.4.1). 7

20.5 MOTHER OF MOTHER OF MOTHER (MMM)
♦ The mother of the mother of the mother (MMM) is a true 

grandmother.

+ The true grandmother (MMM) inherits as a sharer.

< This true grandmother (MMM) is totally excluded by the 
presence of the mother or by the presence of the true 
grandmother (MM) both of whom are nearer in degree to 
the deceased. ‘

< MMM is also excluded by MF according to Hanafi and 
Hanbali Fiqh (see section 19.3).

♦ If M, MF and MM are all dead then 1/6 will be divided 
amongst the true great grandmothers MFF, MMF and 
MMM according to the Hanafi, Shdfi'i and Hanbali Fiqh. 
According to Imam Malik (#&), MFF is excluded.

n Qrri Grandparents_________________________ _______________ _

2o6MOTHER OF MOTHER OF FATHER (MMF)

♦
The mother of mother of father (MMF) is a true 
grandmother.

. This true grandmother (MMF) is totally excluded by the 
presence of the M and MM, both of whom are nearer in 
degree to the deceased. -

I MMF is also excluded by father and MF according to the 
Hanafi, Maliki and Shdfi'i Fiqh. MMF is not excluded by 
father according to the Hanbali Fiqh.

t MMF is not excluded by FF because MMF is not related 
to deceased through FF.

I The true grandmother (MMF) inherits as a sharer.

♦ If M, MF and MM are all dead then 1/6 will be divided 
amongst MFF, MMF and MMM according to the Hanafi, 
Shdfi'i and Hanbali Fiqh. According to Imam Malik ($&), 
MFF is excluded.

20.7 MOTHER OF FATHER OF FATHER (MFF)

♦ The mother of the father of the father (MFF) is a true 
grandmother who inherits as a sharer according to the 
Hanafi, Shdfi'i and Hanbali Fiqh. MFF is not a true 
grandmother under traditional Maliki Fiqh.

♦ The true grandmother (MFF) will only inherit if there is 
no surviving M, MM and MF and no impediment to 
succession.

♦ This true grandmother (MFF) is totally excluded by the 
presence of the M, MM and MF, all of whom are nearer 
in degree to the deceased.♦ MFF is also excluded by father and FF according to 
Hanafi and Shdfi'i Fiqh.
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20.8 MOTHER OF FATHER OF MOTHER (MFM)
4 The MFM is classified as a false grandmother and 

inherits as class II distant kindred. See sections 11.4.4 and
11.4.7. '

4 The distant kindred are entitled to inherit according to 
the Hanafi, Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh but are not entitled to 
inherit at all according to traditional Maliki Fiqh (see 
section 11.4.1).

The following examples illustrate rule governing succession 
of the true grandmother.

Example 102 (Hanafi Fiqh)
A man dies leaving behind his paternal grandmother (MF), 
his paternal grandfather (FF) and his great maternal 
grandmother (MMM) as the only heirs to his estate as 
shown in Fig. 92.
MMM is excluded by MF (according to Hanafi and Hanbali 
Fiqh, section 20.3) who is nearer in degree.

MF inherits 1/6 as sharer
FF inherits 5/6 as residuary

FF MF

FMM MMM

L-r-J
MM 

—J1

F 
I

c^Grandparents

(Hanafi Fiqh)

ari dies leaving behind his father, paternal grandmother 
‘ip his great maternal grandmother (MMM) as the only 
l^rs to his estate as shown in Fig. 93.

FMM MMM

FF MF FM MM
| I 1__ _J]

1 
F

1
M

1_________ 1

Fig. 93 (AD living heirs are shown in bold)

MF is excluded by the father

MMM is excluded by MF who is nearer in degree

F as the sole heir inherits the whole estate.

Note that even though MF is herself excluded she can still 
exclude MMM (see chapter 9 item no. 5).

Note also that according to the Shafi'i and Maliki Fiqh, 
although F excludes MF, MF does not exclude MMM. And 
in Hanbali Fiqh although MF excludes MMM, F does not 
exclude MF.

Example 104

A man dies leaving behind his father and his great maternal 
grandmother (MMM) as the only heirs to his estate as 
shown in Fig. 94.

MMM inherits 1 / 6 as sharer

F inherits 5/6 as residuaryFig. 92 (All living heirs are shown in bold)
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Example 105A man dies leaving behind his paternal grandfather (FF) and his great grandmother (MMF) as the only heirs to his estate.

MMF inherits 1/6 as sharer

FF inherits 5/6 as residuaryNote that FF does not exclude MMF because MMF is not related to the deceased through FF.Example 106 (Hanafi Fiqh)
A man dies leaving behind a son and three great grandmothers (MMM, MMF and MFF) as the only heirs as shown in Fig. 96.MMM, MMF and MFF together inherit 1/6S inherits 5/ 6 as residuary

that MFF is not a true grandmother under the therefore would not inherit
MMF 

I
FMM MMM
hH

MM

—J1
FM

M 
________J

0

s

Fig. 96 (All living heirs are shown in bold)

Example 107 (Hanafi Fiqh)
A man dies leaving behind a paternal grandfather (FF) and 
paternal grandfather's mother (MFF) as the only heirs to his 
estate.

MFF is excluded by FF (Hanafi, Shafi'i and Maliki Fiqh 
only)

FF as sole heir inherits the whole estate

Note that under the Hanbali Fiqh MFF is not excluded by FF.

Note also that MFF is not a true grandmother under the 
Mfllikt Fiqh and therefore would not inherit.
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21. GREAT GREAT GRANDPARENTS

Key points:
♦ Read section on true and false grandparents 18.1 and

19.1.

♦ The great great grandparents are often included in the 
general term grandparents when discussing succession 
law. However, to be precise, the great great 
grandparents are the parents of the great grandparents.

♦ There are sixteen different types 
grandparents:

paternal grandfather's father's parents 
paternal grandfather's mother's parents 

paternal grandmother's father's parents 

paternal grandmother's mother's parents 

maternal grandfather's father's parents 

maternal grandfather's mother's parents 

maternal grandmother's father's parents 

maternal grandmother's mother's parents FMMM MMMM

of great great

FFFF MFFF
FMFF MMFF

FFMF MFMF

FMMF MMMF

FFFM MFFFM

FMFM MMFM

FFMM MFMM

< Not all great great grandparents inherit in the same 
capacity.

♦ The true great great grandfather (FFFF) inherits in the 
capacity of sharer or class II residuary. See sections 18.2.2 
-18.4 and 20.1.

Maliki Fiqh.
I MFFF inherits as a sharer under Hanafi and Shdfi'i Fiqh, 

and as a distant kindred under Hanbali Fiqh and Maliki 
Fiqh.

i The remaining great great grandparents are "false 
grandparents" and inherit as distant kindred. See 
sections 11.4.4 and 11.4.7. ' -,

excluded by the presence of F, FF or FFF.

I MFFF is excluded by the presence of F, M, FF MF, MM, 
FFF, MFF, MMF or MMM. MFFF does not inherit as true 
grandmother according to Hanbali Fiqh; MFFF does not 
inherit at all according to traditional Maliki Fiqh.

i MMFF is excluded by the presence of F, M, FF, MF, MM, 
MFF, MMF or MMM according to Hanafi and Shdfi'i Fiqh.

I MMFF is not excluded by F or FF according to the 
Hanbali Fiqh.

♦ MMMF is excluded by the presence of F, M, MF, MM, 
MFF, MMF or MMM according to Hanafi and Shdfi'i Fiqh.

♦ MMMF is not excluded by F according to the Hanbali 
Fiqh.

i MMMM is excluded by the presence of M, MM or MMM.

♦ MMMM is also excluded by MF and MMF according to 
the Hanafi and Hanbali Fiqh.

♦ MMMM and MMMF inherit as sharers according to all 
the four main Sunni Madhahib.

♦ MMFF inherits as a sharer under Hanafi, Shdfi'i and 
Hanbali Fiqh and does not inherit at all under traditional
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22. GRANDSON

Key points:
♦ In the absence of any children as heirs, the grandchildren 

through sons have the same position as children so that 
grandsons (SS) are like sons and granddaughters (DS) 
are like daughters.

♦ It should be noted that the grandson (SS) substitutes the 
son in his absence but he is not a representative for the 
son. The son always inherits something but the grandson 
(SS) may not inherit anything as in the case of a deceased 
leaving behind both parents and two daughters when 
there is no residue left for the grandson.

Interestingly enough, if the only heirs are a paternal 
grandfather (e.g. FF or FFF), a mother and two daughters, 
the grandson (SS) would still inherit nothing because there 
is no residue while the paternal grandfather will inherit as 
sharer, thus:

Example 108

2D

2/3

now if we introduce a paternal grandfather,

2D M

SS

1/6

M

1/6

SSFF

2/3 1/6 1/6 Nil (no residue)

♦ All grandchildren are totally excluded by the son.

22.1 GRANDSON THROUGH SON (SS)

♦ In the absence of a son the grandson through a son (SS) 
inherits in a similar manner to the son (study examples 2- 7).

OQ1
« Grandson______________________________________'______________

In the absence of any daughters the grandson (SS) 
inherits in an identical manner to the son in the latter's 
absence.

I The grandson through son (SS) inherits as a residuary.

i After all the sharers who have a fixed share in the 
inheritance have been given their allotted share, the 
residue in the absence of the son devolves upon the 
granson (SS) and granddaughters through son if any.

I The general rule that the male (SS) takes double the share 
of the female (DS) will apply. .

< If the grandson (SS) is the sole heir, then he takes the 
whole estate. ■.

22.1.1 Heirs excluded by grandson (SS)
The following potential heirs are excluded from inheriting 
by the presence of a grandson (SS) of the deceased:
4 Grandchild through son of lower degree in relation to the 

deceased (e.g. SSS, SSSS, DSS, DSSS etc.).

4 All siblings and their descendants.

4 All uncles and their descendants.

4 All more remote relatives who are not sharers.

22.2 GRANDSON THROUGH DAUGHTER (SD)

♦ The daughter's son (SD) inherits as a distant kindred (see 
sections 11.4.3 and 11.4.7). According to the Hanafi Fiqh, 
the daughter's son (SD) belongs to class I distant kindred 
and will only inherit in the absence of all of the following:

► children
► son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)
► son's daughter h.l.s. (DS, DSS, DSSS etc.)
► parents
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Granddaughter

► true grandparents h.h.s.
► brother (full, consanguine or uterine)
► sister (full, consanguine or uterine)
► full brother's son h.l.s. (SBf, SSBf, SSSBf etc.)
► consanguine brother's son's h.l.s. (SBc, SSBc, SSSBc 

etc.)
► full paternal uncle (BfF)
► full paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBfF, SSBfF etc.)
► consanguine paternal uncle (BcF)
► consanguine paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBcF, SSBcF 

etc.)
► great paternal uncles (BfFF and BcFF) and their 

male descendants h.l.s.
► great great paternal uncles (BfFFF and BcFFF) and 

their male descendants h.l.s.
♦ It is not possible to list all heirs that exclude the 

daughter's son under Hanafi Fiqh. However, the above 
list demonstrates how long down the line of inheritance 
the daughter's son is; ,

♦ If the only other claimant is the husband/ widow, the 
husband/widow is given his/her share and the residue

♦ For details of succession of the daughter's son (SD) 
according to the Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh, see section
11.4.7.

23. GRANDDAUGHTER

Key points:

granddaughters through sons (DS) are like daughters.

I Granddaughter through son (DS) is totally excluded by a 
son.

23.1 GRANDDAUGHTER THROUGH SON (DS)

through son (DS) inherits in a similar manner to D.

I DS may inherit as a sharer or as a residuary.

I DS inherits on a per capita basis. This means that the 
total share allocated to the son's daughters' is divided 
equally amongst them irrespective of the number of sons 
through whom they are related to the deceased.

23.1.1 Granddaughter through son's (DS) excluders

4 Son.

4 Two or more daughters except when there is a son's son 
his. who converts the DS into a residuary.

4 The daughter's son is not entitled to inherit at all 
according to the traditional Maliki Fiqh.

23.1.2 Granddaughter through son (DS) inheriting as sharer

♦ DS inherits as a sharer unless converted into a residuary 
by son's son (SS).

♦ In the absence of any daughters:

1 One DS inherits a fixed share of 1/ 2.

2. Two or more DS together inherit a fixed share of 2/3. 

The maximum collective share allotted to the daughters and
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son's daughters h.l.s. inheriting as sharers is 2/3. This 
concept of the daughters and sori s daughters inheriting a 
collective share (similarly with full sisters and consanguine 
sisters) rather than individual separate shares may become 
important in situations where the right of pre-emption 
(Shuf ah) is exercised by the co-heir.

♦ In the presence of daughter(s) as heirs:

1. DS (one or more) inherit a fixed 1/6 if there is only one 
daughter who inherits 1/2; this makes a total of 2/3.

2. DS inherit nothing if there are two or more daughters 
who together inherit 2/3; unless there is a son's son 
h.I.s. who converts the DS into a residuary.

'Abdullah bin Mas'ud held the view that when DS inherits 
with one daughter and son's son (SS), the DS inherits either a 
fixed 1/6 share or as a residuary whichever is less. This view 
is not accepted by the mainstream of Muslim jurists and it is 
at odds with the classical principle of Ta'sib.

23.1.3 Granddaughter through son (DS) inheriting as a 
residuary

+ DS always inherits as a residuary in the presence of SS.

+ When DS is excluded by the presence of two or more 
daughters, DS may inherit by being converted into a 
residuary by a SS of equal or of a lower degree, that is 
SSS, SSSS and so on. 'Abdullah bin Mas'ud held the 
view that when DS is excluded by the presence of two or 
more daughters, DS cannot be converted into a residuary 
by SS and will hence in such situations inherit nothing. 
This view is not accepted by the mainstream of Muslim 

jurists.

♦ The general principle that the male inherits a portion 
equal to that of two females of the same degree applies.

23, Granddaughter_____________________________

23.1.4 The lucky and unlucky kinsman

I In the presence of a grandson (SS), the granddaughter 
(DS) is always converted into a residuary (principle of 
Ta'sib). This may work to her advantage or to her 
disadvantage. If it works to her advantage the grandson 
is referred to as the lucky kinsman (Al-Qarib Al-Mubarak). 
If it works to her disadvantage the grandson is referred 
to as the unlucky kinsman (Al-Qarib Al-Mash'um).

4 The great grandson (SSS) can act as a lucky kinsman for 
the granddaughter (DS) but not as an unlucky kinsman 
(see example 2). \ ‘

4 The consanguine sister is affected in a similar manner 
when inheriting with full sister and consanguine brother; 
with the consanguine brother as the lucky or unlucky 
kinsman. See examples 135 and 147.
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Example 109

A man dies leaving behind his mother, two daughters, a 
grandson through son (SS) and a granddaughter through 
son (DS) as the only heirs.

Mother inherits 1 / 6 as sharer

23. Granddaughter

of 'Awl (see section 46.2) 

proportionately, thus:

Husband inherits 3/13

Father inherits 2/13

Mother inherits 2/13

and reduce all the shares

Two daughters together inherit 2/ 3 as sharers

SS and DS inherit the remaining 1 / 6 as residuaries 
(SS1/9 and DS 1/18)

The grandson (SS) is in this case a lucky kinsman for the 
granddaughter because if the only heirs were mother, two 
daughters and a granddaughter through son (DS), the DS 
would inherit nothing. The distribution after applying the 
doctrine of Radd (see chapter 46) would be thus:

Daughter inherits 6/13 , .
As there is no residue, the SS and DS inherit nothing. The 
grandson (SS) is in this case an unlucky kinsman for the 
granddaughter because if the only heirs were the husband, a 
father, a mother, a daughter and a granddaughter through 
son (DS), the DS would inherit 1/6 reduced to 2/15 by A.I- 
‘Awl. The distribution of inheritance would be thus:

Mother inherits 1 / 5 as sharer

Two daughters together inherit 4/ 5 as sharers

DS is excluded by the presence of two daughters.Example 110
A woman dies leaving behind her husband, a father, a 
mother, a daughter, a grandson through son (SS) and a 
granddaughter through son (DS) as the only heirs.

Husband inherits 3/15 (= 1/5)

Father inherits 2/15 '
Mother inherits' 2/15

Daughter inherits 6/15 (= 2/5)

Son's daughter 2/15

Husband is assigned 1 /4 as sharer 

Father is assigned 1/6 as sharer 

Mother is assigned 1/ 6 as sharer
/

Daughter is assigned 1/2 as sharer

(= 3/12)(= 2/12)(= 2/12)(= 6/12)
DS is converted into a residuary by SS and both inherit 
nothing as residuaries

The total sum of the shares of the sharers is:

1/4 +1/6 +1/6 +1/2 = 3/12 + 2/12 + 2/12 + 6/12 = 13/12 

Because this sum is greater than one, we apply the doctrine

23.2 GRANDDAUGHTER THROUGH DAUGHTER (DD)♦ The daughter7s daughter (DD) inherits as a distant kindred (see sections 11.4.3 and 11.4.7). According to the 
Hanafi Fiqh, the daughter7 s daughter will only inherit in the absence of all of the following:► children► son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)► son's daughter h.l.s. (DS, DSS, DSSS etc.)► parents► true grandparents h.h.s.► brother (full, consanguine or uterine)► sister (full, consanguine or uterine)► full brother's son h.l.s. (SBf, SSBf, SSSBf etc.)
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► consanguine brother's son h.l.s. (SBc, SSBc, SSSBc
etc.) __ ..............

► full paternal uncle (BfF)
► full paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBfF, SSBfF etc.)
► consanguine paternal uncle (BcF)
► consanguine paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBcF, SSBcF 

etc.)
► great paternal uncles (BfFF and BcFF) and their

male descendants h.l.s. —
► great great paternal uncles (BfFFF and BcFFF) and 

their male descendants h.l.s.
♦ It is not possible to list all heirs that exclude DD under 

Hanafi Fiqh. However, the above list demonstrates how 
long down the line of inheritance DD is.

+ If the only other claimant is the husband/widow, the 
husband/widow is given his/her share and the residue 
is inherited by the daughter's daughter.

♦ For details of succession of the daughter's daughter (DD) 
according to the Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh, see section
11.4.7.

+ The daughter7 s daughter is not entitled to inherit at all 
according to traditional Maliki Fiqh.

J24. GREAT GRANDCHILD

Key points:
i The general term grandchild is often used to include 

more remote grandchildren such as great grandchildren. 
To be precise, great grandchildren are children of 
grandchildren.

i The great grandchildren are thus:

SSSDSS
SDS DDS
SSDDSD
SDD DDD

♦ SSS inherits as a class I residuary. ’ >•■ ? N

♦ DSS can inherit as a sharer or as a residuary.

♦ All the remaining great grandchildren inherit in the 
capacity of class I distant kindred.

24.1 GREAT GRANDSON THROUGH SON (SSS)

♦ In the absence of S and SS, the SSS inherits in a similar 
manner to S. In the absence of any daughters and DS, the 
agnatic great grandson (SSS) inherits in an identical 
manner to the son in the absence of the son and SS.

♦ SSS inherits as a residuary.

♦ After all the heirs who have a fixed share in the 
inheritance have been given their allotted share, the 
residue in the first instance devolves on the great 
grandson SSS in the absence of S and SS.♦ The general rule that the male (SSS) takes a portion of
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two females (DSS) of the same degree will apply. Under 
certain circumstances SSS (or even lower SS h.l.s.) will 
inherit twice the share of DS. See example 2.

4 If SSS is the sole heir, then he takes the whole property.

24.1.1 Heirs excluded by SSS of deceased
The following potential heirs are excluded from inheriting 
by the presence of a SSS of the deceased:

♦ Grandchild through son of lower degree in relation to the 
deceased (e.g. SSSS, SSSSS, DSSS, DSSSS etc.).

♦ All siblings and their descendants.

♦ AU uncles and their descendants.

♦ AU more remote relatives who are not sharers.

24.2 GREAT GRANDDAUGHTER THROUGH SON 
(DSS)

♦ In the absence of D and DS, the DSS inherits in a similar 
manner to D.

♦ DSS can inherit either as a sharer or as a residuary.

4 DSS inherit on a per capita basis. This means that the 
total share allocated to the son's son's daughters is 
divided equally amongst them irrespective of the 
number of grandsons through whom they are related 
to the deceased.

24.2.1 DSS is totally excluded by:

♦ Son

♦ Son's son of higher degree (i.e. SS).

♦ Two or more daughters unless converted into a residuary 
by presence of son's son of equal or lower degree.

y Greflt Grandchild________________________________________ _________

. Two or more DS unless converted into a residuary by the 
presence of son's son of equal or lower degree.

i A combination of two or more of D and DS unless 
converted into a residuary by the presence of son's son of 
equal or lower degree.

2412 DSS inheriting as a sharer

i DSS inherits as a sharer unless converted into a residuary 
by SSS.

I In the absence of any D and DS:

1. one DSS inherits a fixed share of 1 / 2

2. two or more DSS together inherit a fixed share of 2/ 3.

Hie maximum collective share allotted to the daughters and 
son's daughters h.l.s. inheriting as sharers is 2/3.

♦ In the presence of D or DS as heirs:

1. DSS (one or more) inherit a fixed 1 / 6 if there is only 
one daughter or one DS who inherits 1/2, this makes
a total of 2/3. <

2. DSS inherit nothing if there is a combination of two or 
more D or DS (i.e. 2D, 2DS or one D plus one DS) who 
together inherit 2/3; unless DSS is converted into a 
residuary by a son's son of equal or lower degree. See 
section 23.1.3 as well as examples 4 and 7.

24.2.3 DSS inheriting as a residuary:

♦ DSS is always converted into a residuary by the presence
of a SSS. , <jr'

♦ When DSS is excluded by the presence of two or more 
daughters or DS, DSS may inherit by being converted 
into a residuary by a son's son of equal or of a lower 
degree, that is SSS, SSSS and so on.
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Once the principles of inheritance of grandchildren is 
appreciated by studying the examples in section 11.2.3, 
then one can apply these to other grandchildren of lower 
degrees in relation to the deceased (e.g. SSSS, SSSSS, DSSSS 
etc.) should the need ever arise in reality.

24.3 OTHER GREAT GRAND CHILDREN
♦ All the remaining great grandchildren will inherit in the 

capacity of distant kindred.

♦ According to the Hanafi Fiqh, these great grandchildren 
belong to class I distant kindred and are only entitled to 
inherit if there is none of the following amongst the heirs:

► children
► son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)
► son's daughter h.l.s. (DS, DSS, DSSS etc.)
► parents
► true grandparents h.h.s.
► brother (full, consanguine or uterine)
► sister (full, consanguine or uterine)
► full brother's son h.l.s. (SBf, SSBf, SSSBf etc.)
► consanguine brother's son h.l.s. (SBc, SSBc, SSSBc 

etc.)
► full paternal uncle (BfF)
► full paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBfF, SSBfF etc.)
► consanguine paternal uncle (BcF)
► consanguine paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBcF, SSBcF
• etc.)

► great paternal uncles (BfFF and BcFF) and their 
male descendants h.l.s.

► great great paternal uncles (BfFFF and BcFFF) and 
their male descendants h.l.s.

♦ It is not possible to list all heirs that exclude the great 
grandchildren who are distant kindred under Hanafi

24. Great Grandchild

Fiqh. However, the above list demonstrates how long 
down the line of inheritance the class I distant kindred
are.

I Note that distant kindred can inherit with spouse 
(husband/widow). If the only claimants are husband/ 
widow and distant kindred, the husband/widow is 
given his/her share and the residue is inherited by the 
distant kindred.

I For details of succession of the great grandchildren as 
distant kindred according to the Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh, 
see section 11.4.7.

4 Note that the distant kindred are not entitled to inherit at 
all according to traditional Maliki Fiqh (see section 11.4.1).
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Person dies leaving behind great 
granddaughter (DSS) as heir

Any sons?

1
I
No

I
AnySS? 

I
Yes

I
DSS inherits 

nothing

I
No

I
AnySSS?

Yes
I

DSS inherits 
nothing

r.ral Great, GrandcHiia__________________________ ___

25. GREAT GREAT GRANDCHILD

Key points.
* ftie general term grandchild is often used to include 

more remote grandchildren such as great great 
grandchildren. To be precise, great great grandchildren 
are children of great grandchildren.

I
Yes

I
DSS inherits 
as residuary

4
No

4
Any daughters?

Only one 
daughter

I
Any DS?

1 
No

| Any DS?
Two or more 

dau

r-
Ya

r 
Yea 

L 1 I 
DSS inherits nothing 
unless converted into a 
residuary by SS his 
of a lower degree

4
No

I
DSS inherits

1/6

DSS inherits 
nothing

One DS Two or more DS

DSS inherits

1/6
DSS inherits 
nothing unless 
converted into 
residuary by 
SSh.l.sof a 
lower degree

4---------1
One DDS Two or more DSS 
inherits 1/2 inherit 2/3

Fig. 99 Flow diagram shows inheritance share of great granddaughter (DSS)

. The great great grandchildren are thus:

SSSS DSSS
SDSS DDSS
SSDS DSDS

SDDS DDDS
SSSD SSSD fll
SDSD SDSD

SSDD DSDD

SDDD DDDD

* SSSS inherits as a class I residuary.

I DSSS can inherit as a sharer or as a class I residuary.

♦ All the remaining great great grandchildren inherit in the
capacity of class I distant kindred. , *

25.1 GREAT GREAT GRANDSON THROUGH SON
(SSSS)
♦ In the absence of S, SS and SSS, SSSS inherits in a similar 

manner to S.

♦ SSSS inherits as a residuary.

♦ After all the heirs who have a fixed share in the inheritance have been given their allotted share, the
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residue in the first instance devolves on the grandson 
SSSS in the absence of S, SS and SSS.

4 The general rule that the male (SSSS) takes a portion of 
two females (DSSS) of the same degree will apply. Under 
certain circumstances SSSS (or even lower SS h.l.s.) will 
inherit twice the share of DS or DSS. See examples 2 and 6.

4 If SSSS is the sole heir, then he takes the whole property.

25.1.1 Heirs excluded by SSSS of deceased
The following potential heirs are excluded from inheriting 
by the presence of a SSSS of the deceased:

> Grandchild through son of lower degree in relation to the 
deceased (e.g. SSSSS, DSSSS etc.).

4 All siblings and their descendants.

4 All uncles and their descendants.

4 All more remote relatives who are not sharers.

25.2 GREAT GREAT GRANDDAUGHTER THROUGH 
SON (DSSS)

4 In the absence of D, DS and DSS, DSSS inherits in a 
similar manner to D.

4 DSSS can inherit either as sharer or as a class I residuary.

4 DSSS inherit on a per capita basis. This means that the 
total share allocated to the DSSS is divided equally 
amongst them irrespective of the number of grandsons 
through whom they are related to the deceased.

25.2.1 DSSS is totally excluded by:

4 Son.

♦ Son's son of higher degree (i.e. SS and SSS).

jj Grat Great Grandchild_______________________ ______________ ______

. Two or more daughters unless converted into a 
residuary by presence of son's son of equal or lower 
degree.

, Two or more DS unless converted into a residuary by 
presence of son's son of equal or lower degree.

♦ Two or more DSS unless converted into a residuary by 
presence of son's son of equal or lower degree.

4 A combination of two or more of D, DS and DSS unless 
converted into a residuary by presence of son's son of 
equal or lower degree.

25.2.2 DSSS inheriting as a sharer

« DSSS inherits as a sharer unless converted into a 
residuary by SSSS.

♦ In the absence of any D, DS and DSS:

1. one DSSS inherits a fixed share of 1 / 2

2. two or more DSSS together inherit a fixed share of 2/ 3

♦ In the presence of D, DS or DSS as heirs: ... ,. n

1. DSSS (one or more) inherit a fixed 1 / 6 if there is any 
one of D, DS or DSS

2. DSSS inherit nothing if there is two or more D, DS or 
DSS in any combination (i.e. 2D, 2DS, 2DSS, D plus 
DS, D plus DSS, DS plus DSS), unless DSSS is 
converted into a residuary by a son's son of equal or 
lower degree. See example 6.

25.2.3 DSSS inheriting as a residuary

♦ DSSS is always converted into a residuary by the 
presence of SSSS.

♦ when DSS is excluded by the presence of two or more 
daughters or DS or DSS, DSSS may inherit by being
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converted into a residuary by a son's son of equal or of a 
lower degree, that is SSSS, SSSSS and so on.

Once the principles of inheritance of grandchildren is 
appreciated by studying the examples in section 11.2.3, 
then one can apply these to other grandchildren of lower 
degrees in relation to the deceased (e.g. SSSSS, DSSSS etc.) 
should the need ever arise in reality.

25.3 OTHER GREAT GREAT GRANDCHILDREN
♦ All the remaining great great grandchildren will inherit 

in the capacity of distant kindred.

♦ According to the Hanafi Fiqh, these great great 
grandchildren belong to class I distant kindred and are 
only entitled to inherit if there are none of the following 
amongst the heirs:

F children
► son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)
► son's daughter h.l.s. (DS, DSS, DSSS etc.)
► parents
► true grandparents h.h.s.
► brother (full, consanguine or uterine)
► sister (full, consanguine or uterine)
► full brother7s son h.l.s. (SBf, SSBf, SSSBf etc.)
► consanguine brother's son h.l.s. (SBc, SSBc, SSSBc 

etc.)
► full paternal uncle (BfF)
► full paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBfF, SSBfF etc.)
► consanguine paternal uncle (BcF)
► consanguine paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBcF, SSBcF 

etc.)
► great paternal uncles (BfFF and BcFF) and their 

male descendants h.l.s.

Great Great Grandchild

> great great paternal uncles (BfFFF and BcFFF) and 

their male descendants h.l.s.
f It is not possible to list all heirs that exclude the great 

great grandchildren who are distant kindred under 
hanafi Fiqh. However, the above list demonstrates how 
long down the line of inheritance the class I distant 
kindred are.

I Note that distant kindred can inherit with spouse 
(husband/widow). If the only claimants are husband/ 
widow and distant kindred, the husband/widow is 
given his/her share and the residue is inherited by the 
distant kindred.

4 For details of succession of the great great grandchildren 
as distant kindred according to the Shafi'i and Hanbali 
Fijh, see section 11.4.7.

I Note that the distant kindred are entitled to inherit at all 
according to traditional Maliki Fiqh (see section 11.4.1).
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2 6. ILLEGITIMATE CHILD 
(WALAD UL-ZINA)

Allah's Prophet (^) said, "If a man commits fornication with a 
free woman or a slave woman, the child is the product of 
fornication, he neither inherits nor may anyone inherit from him." 
(Tir midlii).

Key points:
f A child is illegitimate if bom as a result of extra-marital 

sexual relationship (Zina). Such a child cannot be 
legitimised.

♦ An illegitimate child (Waladul-Zina) does not inherit from 
the father and the father does not inherit from the 
illegitimate child.

♦ The minimum and maximum gestation period allowed 
under Muslim law determine legitimacy and paternity of 
a child.

26.1 INHERITANCE SHARE OF AN ILLEGITIMATE
CHILD

♦ Under Sunni Muslim law, the illegitimate child is entitled 
to inherit from the mother and her relations whether 
legitimate or illegitimate and they can inherit from him.

26.2 INHERITING FROM AN ILLEGITIMATE CHILD

♦ According to the Hanafi, Maliki and Shafi'I Fiqh, the 
mother and her relatives inherit from an illegitimate 
person according to normal rules of succession. An 
illegitimate person who does not leave a surviving son or 
son's son h.l.s. will have no agnatic residuary heirs.

251child (Waladul-Zina)

* Recording to the Hanbali Fiqh, She male agnatic relatives 
of the mother inherit from an illegitimate person as if 
they were the male agnate relatives of the illegitimate 
person when there are no true male agnates. All heirs 
inheriting as sharers are given their shares first before 
this rule comes into operation.

&Therefore, according to the Hanbali Fiqh, the mother's son
(uterine brother), mother's father (maternal grandfather) 
and mother's full brother (maternal uncle) will inherit as 
residuaries and exclude other surviving heirs in the 
capacity of "son", "father" and "full brother". However, 
such maternal male agnate relatives will not to agnatise 
their female counterparts into residuaries. J

The uterine brother of the propositus can inherit in dual 
capacity as a Qur'anic heir and as a residuary. He will 
also be able to inherit as a residuary in the presence of a 
daughter (or agnatic granddaughter) of the propositus. 
The rules of Tanzil are applied as under normal 
principles.

26.3 GESTATION PERIOD

4 The legitimacy of a child is based on the maxim, "The son 
belongs to the marriage bed." Paternity of a child in 
lawful wedlock is presumed to be in the husband of the 
mother.

Narrated Abu Hurayrah <&>: The Prophet (■$&) said, "The son
is for the owner of the bed. " (Sahih Al-Bukhari).♦ Muslim jurists have placed limits on the minimum and maximum periods of gestation allowed under Islamic law to determine the legitimacy of a child.
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26.3.1 Minimum gestation period
♦ The minimum gestation period is six lunar months 

(deduced from the Qur'an Verses 31:14 and 46:15).

♦ According to the Hanafi Fiqh, the presumption of 
legitimacy starts from the time of the marriage contract.

♦ If a woman gives birth to a child within six lunar months 
of her marriage, the child is not considered to be of the 
husband. However, if the husband accepts the child then 
the child is legitimate and is entitled to the same rights as 
any other legitimate child. Note that the husband in this 
situation acknowledges legitimacy which already exists, 
he is not making an illegitimate child legitimate.

+ According to the other three schools of Fiqh, the 
minimum gestation period for presumption of 
legitimacy starts after consummation of the marriage 
whether acknowledged by the parties or presumed by 
law when there is no hindrance to sexual intercourse.

♦ If a divorced woman after her waiting period (Tddah) 
remarries and a child is bom within six lunar months of 
the second marriage and within the maximum gestation 
period allowed under Islamic law, the child is of the first 
husband.

♦ If a divorced woman after her waiting period ('Iddah)
remarries and a child is bom within six months of the 
second marriage but after the maximum gestation period 
from termination of the first marriage allowed under 
Islamic law, the child cannot be attributed either to the 
present or the previous husband. , ,

26.3.2 Maximum gestation period
♦ The maximum gestation period is two lunar years from 

conception to delivery according to the Hanafi Fiqh and

Illegitimate child (Waladul-Zind)

four lunar years according to the other Sunni Fiqh 

although more than one view has been attributed to 
[mam Malik ($s), one of which puts the limit at five years 
and another at seven years. • • ' r

^INHERITANCE AND THE DISAVOWED CHILD
I if a man imprecates (Li'an) his wife of adultery, the 

disavowed child (Waladul-Mula'inah) that is born 
subsequently is treated as an illegitimate child. There is 
no mutual inheritance between the husband and wife 
after completion of Li'an which operates as an 
irrevocable divorce according to all the schools of 
jurisprudence except Imam Abu Hanif ah (fife),

I In Sunni Islamic law there is no difference in the status of 
a disavowed child (Waladul-Mula'inah) and an 
illegitimate child (yValadul-Zina).

Example 111
A man who was an illegitimate child himself dies leaving 
behind a mother, a daughter and a uterine brother.

According to the Hanafi, Maliki and Shafi'i Fiqh the uterine 
brother is not entitled to inherit. Both the remaing heirs, the 
mother and the daughter inherit as Qur' anic sharers (M1/6; 
D1/2). After the application of the doctrine of Radd the 
mother inherits 1/4 and the daughter 3/4. Under the 
traditional Maliki Fiqh, the residue of 1/3 goes to the Baytul- 
Mal.

The uterine brother is entitled to inherit as residuary under 
HaMi Fiqh and there inherits the 1/3 residue, the 
distribution being, M 1/3; D 1/2 and Bu 1/3. Note that 
under normal rules, the daughter excludes the uterine 
brother outright. However, in the Hanbali Fiqh, the fact that 
the propositus is illegimate allows the uterine brother to
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inherit as a residuary in the presence of a daughter.

Example 112
An illegimate person dies leaving behind a mother, a uterine 
brother and a uterine sister as the only heirs.
All the heirs inherit as Qur'anic heirs (M1 / 6; Bu 1 / 6; Su, 1 / 
6). The total sum of the shares is 1/2 the doctrine of Radd is 
applied by the Hanafiand Shdfi'iFiqh so the final distribution 
of shares M 1/3; Bu 1/3 and <&* l/3.In traditional Maliki 
Fiqh, the residue of 1/2 goes to the Baytul-Mal.
In Hanbali Fiqh the residue goes to the uterine brother acting 
as residuary, the distribution of shares is M1 / 6, Bu 2/ 3 and 
Su 1/6. The uterine brother inherits both as sharer and 
residuary.

A

Key pohts*.
Legal adoption as practised in the West, which involves 
the total and legal transfer of a child from one set of 
parents to another set of parents, is forbidden in Islamic 
law.

I Legal adoption which confers on the child the name of 
the adopted father, the rights of inheritance, 
permissibility of mixing with non- Mahram members of 
the household and prohibition of marriage (arising due 
to adoption) is forbidden in Islam.

I Allah 0g) says in the Qur'an (33:4-5):

I “...Nor has He made your adopted sons your real sons. That is 
butyour saying with your mouths..... Call them by (the names
ofitheirfather..."

# The rules of inheritance applied to the adopted child are 
also applicable to an abandoned child which may have 
been brought up from a very young age.

I In matters of inheritance, according to the Shari'ah the 
only three causes of inheritance are those listed in 
chapter 7. ■

A
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28. UNBORN CHILD ([ANIN)

Allah's Prophet (^) said: "Prayer should not be said over an 
infant which has not uttered a sound, neither may he inherit nor 
leave an inheritance." (Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah, but the latter 
did not mention "nor leave an inheritance").

Key points:
♦ As a general rule, an unborn child is only entitled to 

inherit if bom alive. The majority view is that the child 
should be alive after delivery has been completed.

♦ According to the Hanafi Fiqh, on the authority of the 
Sirajiyyah, if a child dies during birth, it will inherit if a 
greater part of the child comes out before it dies. If the 
head is delivered first the landmark is the chest and if 
feet are bom first then the landmark is the navel.

♦ Evidence of life is based on voice, cry or movement of the 

child.

♦ If the child is bom alive and dies subsequently, then its 
own heirs inherit from him/her (principle of devolution 

of vested inheritance).’

♦ Only a child presumed to be in existence at the time of 
death of the propositus is entitled to inherit. This is 
determined by the legal gestation period as discussed 
below. See also section 26.3.

♦ In the case of an unborn potential heir, the Hanafi, Shdfi'i 
and Hanbait Fiqh allow the existing heirs to be given the 
smallest share after calculations of all the possible effects 
of the unborn child on the shares of the existing heirs.

♦ According to the MalikiFiqh the distribution of the whole

2j, Adopted Child (Tabanni)_______________________ ________ 257

estate is suspended until the unborn child is bom or it is 
established that there was in fact no pregnancy at the 
time of death of the propositus.

28.1 UNBORN CHILD OF THE PROPOSITUS

♦ If the unborn child is being carried by the wife of the
propositus, then the child is eligible to inherit if bom 
within the maximum period of gestation allowed by 
Sunni Muslim law. * 7. ‘• '-er

♦ Consider the deceased leaving behind a pregnant widow 
or a pregnant divorcee. In these situations the woman's 
marriage is terminated and she has no further sexual 
relations (note that the 'Iddah period lasts until the child 
is bom). The child that she is carrying must be of the 
propositus (barring extra-marital relationships) and 
must have been conceived prior to the death of the 
propositus. Therefore, the maximum period of gestation 
is applied.

♦ The unborn child of a widow or divorcee is entitled to 
! inherit from the father if he or she is bom within the

maximum period of gestation allowed by the Sunni 
Muslim law from the time of commencement of her 'Iddah.

♦ The gender of the child will determine its effect on the 
overall distribution of the estate and other heirs.

28.2 UNBORN CHILD NOT OF THE PROPOSITUS

♦ If a potential heir is being carried by a female who is not 
i the wife of the deceased, the child is only eligible to

inherit if bom within the minimum period of gestation 
which is six lunar months.

♦ Consider a situation where a deceased leaves behind a 
woman who may be pregnant with a potential heir. The
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woman claiming to be pregnant in this situation is not 
the wife of the propositus, she could be the wife of his 
brother or his father etc. The woman in this situation is 
presumed to be having continual sexual relations with 
her husband. For the unborn child to be entitled to 
inherit from the propositus he/she must have been 
conceived prior to his death, so he/she must be bom 
alive within the minimum gestation period of six lunar 
months.

♦ If the child is bom after the minimum gestation period of 
six lunar months, it may have been conceived after the 
death of the propositus and hence cannot inherit from 
the propositus.

4 The HanbaliFiqh allows the unborn child to inherit if bom 
alive within the maximum gestation period allowed 
under Sunni Muslim law if it can be established that the 
woman had no further sexual relationships with her 
husband from the time of death of the propositus.

28.3 THE EFFECTS OF THE BIRTH OF A CHILD
4 The unborn child as a potential heir may affect the 

existing heirs in several ways:

1. absolute exclusion of one or more of the other heirs

2. partial exclusion of one or more of the other heirs

3. a mere addition to an existing class of heirs

4 What should be done to the estate while awaiting birth of 
the unborn potential heir?

28.3.1 Child as an absolute excluder

4 An unborn child may be an absolute excluder, that is to 
say that he or she may exclude all existing heirs.

23. Adopted Child (Tabanni)

I The estate of the deceased cannot be distributed until the 

child is bom.

28.3.2 Child as partial excluder

i An unborn child may partially exclude existing heirs or 
just be an addition to the existing heirs.

I Calculations of all the possible effects of the unborn child 
on the shares of the existing heirs are made and the 
smallest share may be given to the existing heirs under 
Hanafi, Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh.

♦ The remainder of the estate is reserved until the child is 
bom. Distribution of the remaining estate will depend on 
the gender of the child.

28.3.3 Share to be reserved for unborn child

4 According to the Hanafi Fiqh, the share of one son or 
daughter, whichever share is greater, should be withheld 
for the unborn child. This is the view of Imam Abu Yusuf 
(afc) who also stated that that the judge should take a 
security from the heirs in case more than one child is 
bom.

♦ Abu Hanifah (ste) advocated that a share of four boys or 
four girls whichever is greater should be withheld.

♦ According to the Maliki Fiqh distribution of the estate is 
withheld until the unborn child is bom.

♦ According to the Shafi'i Fiqh, the share of two sons or 
daughters, whichever share is greater should be 
withheld. The shares of heirs who are of the same class 
as the unborn heir are also withheld. . ; c > fiftlM

♦ According to the Hanbali Fiqh the share of two sons or 
daughters, whichever is greater should be withheld.
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Example 113

Consider a person who dies leaving behind a full brother's 
pregnant widow and a full brother's son's son (SSBf). The 
unborn child will be either the brother's son or brother's 
daughter of the deceased.

If a male child (brother's son) is bom within the lawful 
gestation period it would absolutely exclude the brother's 
son's son and would take the entire property, and if a female 
child (brother's daughter) is bom, she would be a distant 
kindred, and would take nothing as against the brother's 
son's son. Therefore, the estate cannot be distributed until 
the birth of the child.

Example 114

A person dies leaving a pregnant widow and a full brother. 
The unborn child will be either a son or a daughter of the 
deceased.

If a male child (son) is bom, it would exclude the brother 
and partially exclude its own mother, and if the child is a 
female (daughter) then the full brother would inherit as a 
residuary.

Hence, this is not a case of absolute exclusion. The heirs, the 
widow and the brother may therefore, be given the smallest 
possible share respectively on basis of their own right of 
inheritance.

The possibilities are:

Widow Child Full brother

If a son is bom 1/8 7/8 0

If a daughter is bom 1/8 1/2 R = 3/8

If a dead child is bom 1/4 0 3/4

Preliminary distribution 1/8 0

^Adopted Child (Tabanfii) _______ __________________

preliminary distribution of the estate can be made as 
shown and the remaining 7/8 should be divided after the 
child is bom.

Example 115 (Hanafi Fiqh) • 1 . ,;

/^person dies leaving a pregnant widow, his father and his 
mother. The child will be either a son or daughter of the 
deceased. This is a case of the child, if bom alive, acting as a 
partial exduder.

If a male child (son) is bom, the father of the deceased will 
inherit 1/6 as sharer, if a female child (daughter) is bom, 
then the father will get 1/6 as sharer plus any residue.

The following are the possibilities

Widow Child Father Mother1

Ifasonisbom 1/8 13/24 1/6 1/6

If a daughter is bom 1/8 1/2 5/24 1/6

If child bom is dead 1/4 0 1/2 1/4

Preliminary distribution 1/8 1W 1/6 1/61
A preliminary distribution. of the estate can be made as
shown and the remaining 13/24 should be divided after the 
child is born. 1

28.4 A STILLBORN CHILD
♦ It has already been stated above that only a child bom

alive can inherit, however, there is one exception to this 
rule. ' .t,

♦ If intentional violence has been done to the mother and a 
fully formed child is stillborn, the special kind of blood
money paid called Ghurrah, belongs to the child itself 
and is inherited by the heirs of the stillborn child.

Hanafi Fiqh further stipulates that because the legal
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existence of the stillborn child is assumed in such 
exceptional circumstances, any property that the child 
would have inherited if bom alive is also transmitted to its 
heirs. The other three Sunni Madhahib do not allow such a 
stillborn child to inherit.

29. HERMAPHRODITE (KHUNTHA)

Key points:

l Khuntd Al-Mushkal is an individual whose gender cannot 
be determined. 1 : •

I ♦ This is also one of the two views of Imam Shafi'i . The

I other view being that the hermaphrodite is given the 
smaller share and the balance reserved until the gender is

The English word hermaphrodite, derived from the 
mythological character of the influential Roman poet 
Ovid, which is used here for translation purposes actually 
denotes an individual with both sex organs. There is no 
actual English word which denotes the Arabic word 
Khuntd Al-Mushkal.

I An individual who resembles a male inherits as a male; 
an individual who resembles a female inherits as a 
female. Physical appearance of the genital organs is the 
determining factor followed by secondary sexual 
characteristics (beard, breasts, menstruation).

♦ With current medical knowledge and advanced science 
techniques, an individual being labelled as a Khuntd Al- 
Mushkal is very unlikely.

♦ Heirs who can be hermaphrodite are child, a son's child, 
a brother and his child, an uncle and his child.

♦ The share of the hermaphrodite is calculated both as a 
I male and as a female. According to the Hanafi Fiqh the 
I hermaphrodite gets whichever share is the smaller. This
I is the majority opinion of the Companions of the Prophet
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Fiqh. In case the hermaphrodite dies without the gender being determined or the gender cannot be determined even upon reaching puberty, the hermaphrodite is given the average share of the male and female, that is to say half the share of the male and the female combined as shown in the examples below.

4 'Amir bin Shurahbil Al-Sha'bi ($s) (dl03 AH/721 CE) 
who adopts the view of' Abdullah bin' Abbas states
that the hermaphrodite takes half of the combined shares 
of the male and female. This is the view adopted by the 

Maliki Fiqh.

4 Imam Abu Yusuf («&) and Imam Muhammad ($&) have 
interpreted the doctrine of Al-Sha'bi ($8) differently as 

illustrated in example below.

Example 116

A man dies leaving a son, a daughter and a child who is a 

hermaphrodite.

If the hermaphrodite is taken as a female she inherits as a 

daughter, thus:

Daughter

Hermaphrodite as daughter

Son

If the hermaphrodite is taken as a male, he inherits as a son, 
thus:

1/4

1/4

1/2

Daughter 1/5

Hermaphrodite as son 2/5

Son 2/5

So, if the hermaphrodite inherits as a female (i.e. a daughter) 
she would be entitled to 1/4 of the estate. However, if the

26523. Hermaphrodite (Khunthd)

hermaphrodite inherits as a male (i.e. a son), he would be 
entitled to 2/5 of the estate. 1/4 is smaller than 2/5, 
therefore, the hermaphrodite would inherit 1/4 according to 
(he Hanafi Fiqh.

According to the Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh the hermaphrodite 
would be given 1/4, the daughter 1/5 and the son 2/5. This 
is the minimum share to which they are entitled. The 
balance of 3/ 20 would be distributed when the gender of 
the hermaphrodite is determined at puberty. ’ *

If we apply the doctrine of Al-Sha'bi in this example 
then according to Imam Abu Yusuf ($s) the distribution 
would be thus:

Son

Daughter

Hermaphrodite 1 and 1 / 2 portions, this is equivalent to 3 / 9

2 portions, this equivalent to 4/ 9

1 portion, this is equivalent to 2/ 9

Imam Muhammad ($g) applying the doctrine of Al-Sha'bi 
calculates thus:

If hermaphrodite is male, son gets 2/5, daughter gets 
1/5 and the hermaphrodite as son gets 2/5.

If hermaphrodite is female, son gets 1/2, daughter 
gets 1/4 and the hermaphrodite as daughter gets 1/4. 

Now we take the average of each of these calculated 

values, thus:
Son

Daughter
Hermaphrodite

It can be seen that Imam Abu Y usuf ($&) merley fixes the 
ratios of the shares whereas Imam Muhammad ($&) actually 

calculates the shares and the diffemce in the results is very 
small.

(1/2 + 2/5)/2 = 9/20 (= 18/40)

(1/4+ l/5)/2 = 9/40

(1/4+ 2/5)/2 = 13/40
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Example 117

A man dies leaving a daughter and a full sibling who is a 
hermaphrodite.

Daughter 1/2

Hermaphrodite as full sibling 1/2 (residuary)

In this example the daughter and the hermaphrodite (Bf / £/) 
will inherit a half share each whatever the gender of the 
hermaphrodite.

Example 118

29 Hermaphrodite (Khuntha)

mother 1/6 and the father 5/24.

According to the Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh, each heir is given 
his/her minimum share; the widow 1/8, the mother 1/6, 
the father 1/6 and the hermaphrodite 1/2. The remaining 1 / 
24 would be distributed when the gender of the 
hermaphrodite is established.
According to the doctrine of Al-Sha'bi ($&), with each heir 
inheriting the average of the two calculated values, the 
distribution of the estate would be; widow 1/8, father 9/ 48, 
mother 1/6 and hermaphrodite (S/D) 25/48.

A woman dies leaving a husband, a father, a mother and a 
child who is a hermaphrodite.

If the hermaphrodite is taken as a female she inherits as a 
daughter, thus:

Widow

Father

Mother

1/8 = 3/24

5/24 as residuary

1/6 = 4/24

Example 119
Aman dies leaving behind two daughters, a full brother's 
child whose sex is difficult to determine and a consanguine 
brother's son as the only heirs.

The full brother's child will inherit either as SBf or DBf. Note 
that SBf can inherit as a residuary whereas DBf is a distant 
kindred.

Hermaphrodite as daughter 1/2 = 12/24 

If the hermaphrodite is taken as a male, he inherits as a son. 
Thus:

Widow 1/8

Father 1/6

Mother 1/6

Hermaphrodite as son 13/24 as residuary

So, if the hermaphrodite inherits as a female (i.e. a daughter) 
she would be entitled to 1/2 of the estate. However, if the 
hermaphrodite inherits as a male (i.e. a son), he would be 
entitled to 13/24 of the estate. 1/2 is smaller than 13/24; 
therefore, according to the Hanafi Fiqh the hermaphrodite 
would inherit 1/2 and consequently the widow 1/8, the

If the full brother's child inherit 
distribution of inheritance is thus:

Two daughters 

Hermaphrodite as SBf 

Consanguine brother's son

If the full brother7 s child inherits 
distribution of inheritance is thus:

Two daughters 

Hermaphrodite as DBf 

Consanguine brother's son

as a male (SBf), the

2/3 (1/3 each)

1/ 3 as residuary

Nil (excluded by SBf) 

as a female (DBf), the

2/3 (1/3 each)

Nil

1 /3 as residuary

According to the Hanafi Fiqh the hermaphrodite would 
inherit nothing that is the smaller value of two calculated 
shares. The two daughers would therefore inherit 1/3 each
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and the consanguine brother's son would also inherit 1/3. 
According to the Shdfi'i and Hanbait Fiqh the two daughters 
would inherit 1/3. This is the minimum share to which they 
are entitled. The remaining 1/3 would be distributed when 
the gender of the full brother's son is determined at puberty. 
According to the doctrine of Al-Sha'bi ($s), with each heir 
inheriting the average of the two calculated values, the 
distribution of the estate would be; daughters 1/3 each, 
consanguine brother's son 1/6 and hermaphrodite (SBf/ 
DBf) 1/6.

Example 120

A woman dies leaving behind a husband, a full sister and a 
consanguine sibling whose sex is difficult to determine as 
the only heirs.

The consanguine sibling will inherit either as Be or Sa Note 
that Be in this case will inherit as a residuary and S& will 
inherit as sharer.

If the consanguine sibling inherits as a male (Be) the 
distribution of inheritance is thus:

According to the Hanafi Fiqh the hermaphrodite would 
inherit nothing, that is the smaller value of two calculated 
shares. The husband and the full sister would inherit 1/2 
each-
According to the Shdfi'i and Hanbali Fiqh the husband and 
the full sister would be given 3/7 each. This is the minimum 
stale to which they are entitled. The remaining 1/7 would 
be distributed when the gender of the full brother7 s son is 
determined.
According to the doctrine of Al-Sha'bi (#&), with each heir 
inheriting the average of the two calculated values, the 
distribution of the estate would be; husband 13/28, full 
sister 13/28 and hermaphrodite (Be/ <&) 1/14.

Husband

Hermaphrodite as Be Nil as residuary

Full sister 1/2

If the consanguine sibling inherits as a female (<&), all the 
heirs inherit as sharers, the sum total of the share is 8/6, the 
doctrine of 'Awl is applied, thus:

Husband 1/2 reduced to 3/7

Hermaphrodite as S& 1/6 reduced to 1/7

Full sister 1/2 reduced to 3/7

Note that the hermaphrodite inherits more as a female than 
as a male.
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30. BROTHER

Key points:
♦ A brother may be full, consanguine or uterine. Note that 

in Shan' law only those brothers related to the deceased 
by blood (Nasab) are. entitled to inherit.

♦ A full and consanguine brother inherit as class III 
residuaries whereas a uterine brother inherits as a sharer.

30.1 FULL BROTHER (’AKH LA-HUMA)
4 A full brother (also called germane or real) has the same 

father and same mother as the propositus.

♦ A full brother inherits as a class III residuary.

30.1.1 Full brother's excluders
♦ A full brother is excluded by any one of the following:

► son
► son's son h.I.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)
► father 
► true grandfather h.h.s. according to the Hanafi Fiqh

♦ For the views of the other three Sunni Fiqh see sections
18.2.5 -18.2.9.

30.1.2 Heirs excluded by full brother

♦ The following are excluded by the full brother:

► consanguine brother
► consanguine sister
► full brother's son h.l.s.
► consanguine brother's son h.l.s.
► all uncles and their offspring.

30.2 CONSANGUINE BROTHER (’AKH LI-AB)
l The consanguine (agnate) brother has the same father as 

the propositus but they have different mothers.

I The consanguine brother inherits as a class III residuary.

I In the absence of the full brother, the consanguine 
brother inherits in the position of full brother.

3021 Consanguine brother's excluders
♦ A consanguine brother is excluded by any one of the following:

► son
► son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)
► father
► true grandfather h.h.s. according to the Hanafi Fiqh
► (for the views of the other Sunni Fiqh see sections 

18.2.5-18.2.9.)
► full brother

► full sister inheriting as a residuary ('Asabah Ma'ah 
Ghayriha)
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Consanguine brother as claimant

l
Any surviving S or SS h.l.s

1
-------------- 1

No

l
Any surviving F or tgF hh.s.?

Be inherit s as R

Be gets nothing 
inherits as residuary)
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30.2-2 Heirs excluded by consanguine brother
I The following are excluded by the consanguine brother: 

i full brother's son h.l.s.

I Consanguine brother's son h.l.s.

i All uncles and their offspring

as elair
1

30.3 UTERINE BROTHER tfAKH LI-UMM)

J

I

4® JLX XX ^5

Any surviving 
as claimant?

1

I
Be inherits as R 

(^inherits as sharer)

Fig. 101 Flow diagram shows inheritance share of consanguine brother (Be) 
according to the HanafiJiqh

“And if a Kaldla man or woman (one who has neither 
ascendants nor descendants) is inherited from, and he (or 
she) has a (uterine) brother or (uterine) sister then for 
each of them (there is) one-sixth. But if they (uterine 
brothers and sisters) are more than that then they are 
sharers in one-third (equally) after (fulfilling) any legacy 
he may have bequeathed or (after payment of any) debt 
without causing loss (to anyone). This is the 
Commandment from Allah; and Allah is Ever All
Knowing, Most-Forbearing." (Qur'an 4:12)

♦ The uterine (cognate) brother has the same mother as the 
propositus but they have different fathers. /

J
♦ The uterine brother inherits as a sharer.

♦ The uterine brother when entitled to inherit, if alone 
inherits a fixed 1/6 share, if there are two or more uterine 
siblings they together inherit a fixed 1/3 share equally.

♦ The general rule that the male inherits the portion of two 
females does not apply to uterine siblings.
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Uterine brother as claimant

I
Any surviving S or SS h.l.s.?

;---------- 1
Yes

I
Bu gets nothing

I
No

I

------------- 1
No 

. I

Any surviving D or DS h J.s.?
1

Any surviving F 
or tgF hJ.s.7

I 3
No

I

A frother

30.3.2 Heirs excluded by uterine brother
l The following are excluded by the uterine brother: 

, son of uterine brother
, daughter of uterine brother

❖ ❖ ❖

Any other Bu or
1

Two or more uterine siblings 
together inherit 1/3

Fig. 102 Flow diagram shows inheritance of uterine brother (Bu)

30.3.1 Uterine brother's excluders
♦ The uterine brother is 

following:
excluded by any one of the

child
son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)
son's daughter h.l.s. (DS, DSS, DSS etc.) 
father
true grandfather h.l.s. (FF, FFF, FFFF etc.)
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31. SISTER

Sfcw ______________as a sharer or as a residuary.

c
er 4 X a & hl £ *5 c d* qs sd 
fe ££ tX 45 % 6 cji £3

4 yurt 1 &
"They ask you for a legal decision. Say: Allah directs you 
concerning a kalala relation. Should a man die childless 
but have a sister then for her there is one-half of the 
inheritance, and he would inherit from her should she die 
childless: And if there are two sisters they shall have two- 
thirds of the inheritance (between them): and if there are 
brothers with sisters then for the males there is a share of 
two females.” (Qur'an 4:176)

Note: The word "Walad.” in 4:176 is interpreted as "son" by 
all four Madhahib.

Key points:

A sister may be full, consanguine or uterine. Note 
that in Sharf law only those sisters related to the 
deceased by blood (Nasab) are entitled to inherit.

31.1 FULL SISTER (UKHT LA-HUMA)

Key points:

♦ A full sister (also called germane or real) has the same 
father and same mother as the propositus.

♦ When the full sister is entitled to inherit, she may inherit

0,1 Full sister's excludersThe full sister is excluded by any one of the following-> son» son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.) ’ ., father
► true grandfather h.h.s. according to the Hanafi Fiifi1

(see sections 18.2.5 -18.2.9 for other views.)

31.12 Full sister as a sharer

I When entitled to inherit, the full sister inherits as a sharer 
unless converted into a residuary.

♦ A full sister inherits as a sharer if there is:

► no excluder
> no full brother
► no daughter
> no son's daughter h.l.s. » s

♦ When inheriting as a sharer, one full sister alone inherits 
a fixed 1/2 share; two or more full sisters when 
inheriting as sharers together inherit a fixed 2/3 share.

♦ The maximum collective share allotted to the sisters (full 
and consanguine) inheriting as sharers is 2/3. This is 
analogous to the inheritance of daughters and agnatic 
granddaughters. *

JU.3 Full sister as a residuary

♦ A full sister is always converted into a residuary by a full 
brother ('Asabah Bighayriha). This is the principle of 
Ta'sib, the male inherits the portion of two females.

I A full sister (or consanguine sister) also inherits as a 
residuary ('Asabah Ma'a Ghayrihd) when inheriting with
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I
Any surviving S or SS h.l.s.?

<^as claimant

r
Yes

I
gets nothing

daughter or son's daughter h.l.s. who themselves are 
inheriting as sharers. This is based on the Sunnah of the 
Prophet Muhammad (^).
Narrated Huzail bin Sharaabiil <&>: Abu Musa was 
asked regarding (the inheritance of) a daughter, a son's 
daughter, and a sister. He said, "The daughter will take 
half and the sister will take the half If you go to Ibn 
Mas'ud, he will tell you the same." Ibn Mas'ud was asked 
and was told of Abu Musa's verdict. Ibn Mas'ud then 
said, "If I give the same verdict, I would stray and would 
not be of the rightly-guided. The verdict I will give in this 
case, will be the same as the Prophet (^) did, i.e., one-half 
is for the daughter, and one-sixth for the son's daughter,
i.e.  both shares make two-thirds of the total property; and 
the residue is for the sister." Afterwards we came to Abu 
Musa and informed him of Ibn Mas'ud's verdict, 
whereupon he said, "So, do not ask me for verdicts, as 
along as this learned man is among you." (Sahih Al- 
Bukhari, Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah)

♦ This is an exception to the rule that no female is a 
primary residuary but only becomes a residuary when 
co-existing with a male residuary.

< When inheriting as a residuary (fAsaba Ma'a Ghayriha), 
excludes Be, S&, SBf and SBc as well as more remote 
residuary heirs. In this situation, <S^is in fact inheriting in 
a manner similar to Bf.

&

----------1
No 

I 
Any surviving F or tgF h.h.s.?

4---------- 1----------- 1
No Yes

I I
Any surviving Bf? gets nothing

I— 11
Yes

y
inherits as R

I 

No

I
Is ^inheriting with 

D or DS h.l.s.?

I--------—
T

3Yr
^■inherits as sharer ^inherits as R

I----------- ------------- 1
Single $ inherits 1/2 Two or more <Sp

together inherit 2/3

Fig. 103 Flow diagram shows inheritance share of full sister
according to the IJmeRfiah

Example 121

A person dies leaving behind a daughter and a full sister as 
the only heirs.

D inherits 1/2 fixed share

inherits 1 / 2 as residuary
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Example 122

A person dies leaving behind two daughters and two full 
sisters as the only heirs.

2D together inherit 2/ 3 fixed share (1/3 each) 

2Sf together inherit 1/3 as residuaries (1/6 each)

Example 123

A person dies leaving behind a daughter, a son's daughter 
and a full sister as the only heirs.

D inherits 1/2 fixed share

DS inherits 1/6 fixed share (D and DS together inherit 
2/3)

Sf inherits 1/ 3 as residuary

Example 124
A person dies leaving behind a husband, a daughter, a son's 
daughter and a full sister as the only heirs.

H inherits 1/4 fixed share

D inherits 1/2 fixed share

DS inherits 1/6 fixed share (D and DS together inherit 
2/3)

^inherits 1/12 as residuary

Example 125

A woman dies leaving behind a mother, husband, uterine 
brother, a full brother and a full sister as the only heirs.

M inherits 1/6 fixed share

H inherits 1/2 fixed share

Bu inherits 1/6 fixed share

Bf and ^inherit 1/6 as residuaries (Bf 1/9; St 1/18)

l.Sisw_____Mflple 126
\ person dies leaving behind a daughter, a son's daughter, a 
full sister and a full brother's son as the only heirs.

D inherits 1/2 fixed share

DS inherits 1/6 fixed share (D and DS together inherit 
2/3)

S{ inherits 1 / 3 as residuary

SBf excluded by Sf inheriting as residuaryExample 127
A person dies leaving behind a daughter, a son's daughter, a

I Ml sister and a consanguine brother as the only heirs.

D inherits 1/2 fixed share

DS inherits 1/6 fixed share (D and DS together inherit 
2/3)
<5/ inherits 1/3 as residuary

Be excluded by inheriting as residuaryExample 128
A person dies leaving behind a daughter, a son's daughter, a 
Msister and a consanguine sister as the only heirs.D inherits 1/2 fixed shareDS inherits 1/6 fixed share (D and DS together inherit 2/3)ty inherits 1/3 as residuary

& excluded by Sf inheriting as residuaryExample 129A man dies leaving behind a widow, a mother, two daughters, 12 full brothers and a full sister as the only heirs. ®s case has been variously named as Al-Dinarii/vah Al-
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Dawudiyyah and Al-Dinariyyah Al-kubra. The judge awarded 
the full sister one dinar out of a total inheritance of 1200 
dinars. She reported the matter to' All bin Abi T alib & who 
informed her that one dinar was indeed her entitlement.

Widow inherits 1/8Mother inherits 1/62D inherit 2/3 (1/3 each)12 Bf inherit 1/25 (1/300 each)
S[ inherits 1 / 600

31.2 CONSANGUINE SISTER (UKHT LI-AB)

Key points:
♦ The consanguine sister (also called agnate or half-sister 

by father) has the same father as the propositus but they 
have different mothers.

♦ When the consanguine sister is entitled to inherit, she 
may inherit as a sharer or as a residuary.

♦ In the absence of a full sister, the consanguine sister 
inherits in the position of full sister.

♦ The consanguine sister inherits in a manner very similar 
to that of an agnatic granddaughter (DS), the only 
difference being that DS can be converted into a 
residuary by a SS of a lower degree which So cannot.

31.2.1 Consanguine sister's excluders

♦ The consanguine sister is excluded by any one of the 
following:

► son
► son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)
► father
► true grandfather h.h.s. according to the Hanafi Fiqh

k full brother
, full sister inheriting as residuary
, two or more full sisters inheriting as sharers (unless

& is accompanied by Be)

jl.2.2 Consanguine sister as a sharer
i When the consanguine sister is entitled to inherit, she 

inherits as a sharer unless converted into a residuary by Be.

I A consanguine sister inherits as a sharer if there is:

> no excluder
> no consanguine brother

► no daughter
► no son's daughter h.l.s.

i In the absence of any full sisters:

1. One So inherits a fixed share of 1 / 2.

2, Two or more So together inherit a fixed share of 2/3. 

The maximum collective share allotted to the full and 
consanguine sisters inheriting as sharers is 2/3. This 
concept of the full and consanguine sisters inheriting a 
collective share (similarly with daughters and 
granddaughters) rather than individual separate 
shares may become important in situations where the 
right of preemption (Shuf 'ah) is exercised by the co-heir.

♦ In the presence of full sister (s) as heirs:

1 So (one or more) inherits a fixed 1/ 6; if there is only 
one who inherits 1/2, this makes a total of 2 / 3.

I So inherits nothing if there are two or more Sf who 
together inherit 2/3 unless there is a Be who converts 
the cJointo a residuary. , • ■ "

However,' Abdullah bin Mas' ud held the view that 
when a consanguine sister inherits with one full sister 

and consanguine brother, the consanguine sister
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inherits either a fixed 1/6 share or as a residuary 
whichever is less*. This view is not accepted by the 
mainstream Muslim jurists.

The consanguine sister is always converted into a 
residuary ('A sab ah Bighay riha) by a consanguine 
brother. The is the principle of Ta'sib, the male inherits 
the portion of two females.

♦ The consanguine sister (in default of full sister) also 
inherits as a residuary ('Asabah Ma'a Ghayriha) when 
inheriting with daughter or son's daughter h.l.s. who 
themselves are inheriting as sharers. This is based on the 
tradition of the Prophet Muhammad ($M). See section 
31.1.3. This is an exception to the rule that no female is a 
primary residuary but only becomes a residuary when 
coexisting with a male residuary.

+ When inheriting as a residuary ('Asabah Ma'a Ghayriha), 
So excludes SBf and SBc as well as more remote 
residuary heirs. In this situation, So is in fact inheriting 
in a manner similar to Be

------------- 1
No

♦ When the consanguine sister is excluded by the presence 
of two or more full sisters, the consanguine sister may 
inherit by being converted into a residuary by a 
consanguine brother.

+ 'Abdullah bin Mas'ud (*&) held the view that when So is 
excluded by the presence of two or more Sf, So cannot be 
converted into a residuary by Be and will hence in such 
situations inherit nothing. This view is not/accepted by 
the mainstream Muslim jurists.

So gets nothing

excluded by

%

So gets nothing

KM Flow diagram shows inheritance share of consanguine sister (Sc) 

according to the Hanafi fiqh

Yes

l
No

I

Any surviving Bf?

No, inheriting as sharer

Sons claimantl
Any surviving S or SS h.l.s.?

1
Any surviving F or tgF h Ji.s.?

IlliIs inheritingIII

^inherits 1/6

Only one $
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Example 130
A person dies leaving behind a full brother, a full sister, a 
consanguine brother and a consanguine sister as the only heirs.

Be and Sc are excluded by Bf

Bf inherits 2/3
inherits 1/3

Example 131
A person dies leaving behind a full sister and consanguine 
sister as the only heirs.

<S/is allotted 1/2 as sharer
&is allotted 1/6 (<£/and S& together inherit 2/3)

Doctrine of Radd is applied (see section 46.1), where S[ 
inherits 3/4 and So inherits 1/4.

Example 132
A person dies leaving behind two full sisters and a 
consanguine sister as the only heirs.

2S[ allotted 2/3 as sharers

& inherits nothing

Doctrine of Radd is applied (see section 46.1), where the 2S/ 
inherit the whole estate, each S/ inherits 1/2

The So inherits nothing because the full sisters co-existing 
with consanguine sisters together inherit a total of 2/3. If the 
consanguine sister comes with consanguine brother, she is 
converted into a residuary and inherits as shown in the next 
three examples.

Example 133

A person dies leaving behind a full sister, consanguine sister 
and a consanguine brother as the only heirs.

^inherits 1/2 as sharer
& and Be together inherit 1 / 2 as residuaries

So inherits 1 / 6

Be inherits 1/3 

■^agvple 134

\ person dies leaving behind two full sisters, a consanguine 
sister and a consanguine brother as the only heirs.

2^ inherit 2/3 as sharers (1/3 each)

& and Be together inherit 1 / 3 as residuaries
& inherits 1/9

Be inherits 2/9

Example 135
A person dies leaving behind a mother, two full sisters, a 
consanguine sister and a consanguine brother as the only heirs.

M inherits 1 / 6 as sharer
IS} inherit 2/3 as sharer (1/3 each)
& inherits 1/18

Be inherits 1/9

& is converted into a residuary by Be. The consanguine 
brother is a lucky kinsman/blessed brother (Al-'Akh Al 
Mubarak) for the consanguine sister. Compare this example 
with example 109.

Example 136
A person dies leaving behind a husband, one full sister, a 
maternal grandmother, a consanguine sister and a 
consanguine brother as the only heirs.

His assigned 1/2 share, reduced to 3/7 by doctrine of
'Awl
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MM is assigned 1/6 share, reduced to 1/7 by doctrine 
of 'Awl
Sf, is assigned 1/2 share, reduced to 3/ 7 by doctrine 
of 'Awl
So and Be inherit nothing as residuaries

Compare this example with example 110 and note the 
similarity between DS inheriting with SS and So inheriting 
with Be.

31.3 UTERINE SISTER ('UKHT LI-UMM}
Key points:
♦ The uterine (cognate) sister has the same mother as the 

propositus but they have different fathers.
< The uterine sister inherits as a sharer.
+ The uterine sister when entitled to inherit, if alone, 

inherits a fixed 1/6 share, if there are two or more uterine 
siblings, they together inherit a fixed 1/3 share.

< The general rule that the male inherits the portion of two 
females does not apply to uterine siblings.

31.3.1 Uterine sister's excluders
< The uterine sister is excluded by any one of the 

following:
► child
► son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)
► son's daughter h.l.s.(DS, DSS, DSS etc.)
► father
► true grandfather h.l.s. (FF, FFF, FFFF etc.)

____________________

Eggple 137

person dies leaving behind a mother, a uterine sister and a 
(ull brother as the only heirs.

M inherits 1/6 as sharer

<&• inherits 1/6 as sharer

Bf inherits 2/3 as residuary

Uterine sister as claimant

I
S or SS h.l.s.?

Any surviving D or DS hXs.? 

i

YesI
Two or more uterine siblings 

together inherit 1/3

^8-105 Flow diagram shows inheritance

I
No

I
Any other Bu or <&*?MM1

Nou
Any surviving F 
or tgF h.l.s.?

I
YesI

£u- gets nothing

♦
J|o

One bagels 1/6

share of uterine sister (<&)
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Example 138A person dies leaving behind a mother, two uterine sisters and three full brothers as the only heirs.M inherits 1 / 6 as sharer
vioman dies leaving behind a mother, a husband, two 

sisters, and two full sisters as the only heirs. This
^has been named Ummul-Furukh (mother of chicks) and

also ref err ed to as Al-Shuraihiyyoh.

2<Sw together inherit 1 / 3 (1 / 6 each) as sharer

3Bf together inherit 1 / 2 as residuaries (1/6 each) 

Example 139

A man dies leaving behind a mother, a widow, a uterine 
sister, a uterine brother and a full brother as the only heirs.

M inherits 1/6 as sharer

M is assigned 1/6, reduced by doctrine of Awl to 1 /10 

His assigned 1/2, reduced by doctrine of Awl to 3/10 

2Su, are assigned 1/3, reduced by doctrine of Awl to 
2/10

2S| are assigned 2/3, reduced by doctrine of Awl to 
4/10

W inherits 1 / 4 as sharer

and Bu together inherit 1/3 equally (1/6 each)

Bf inherits 1/ 4 as residuary

Example 140

A man dies leaving behind a full sister, two consanguine 
sisters, a uterine brother and a uterine sister as the only 
heirs.

inherits 1 / 2 as sharer

2& together inherit 1/ 6 (1/12 each) as sharers

Bu and Sw together inherit 1/3 as sharers (1/6 each).

Example 141

A man dies leaving behind a widow, two uterine sisters, a 
uterine brother, two full brothers and one full sister as the 
only heirs.

W inherits 1/4

2Su/ and Bu together inherit 1/3 equally (1/9 each) 

2Bf and ty together inherit 5/12 as residuaries (Bf 1/ 6 
each; &1/12)

Sample 143 (Hanafi and Hanbali Fiqh)

\ woman dies leaving behind a mother, a husband, a 
uterine sister, a uterine brother, two full sisters and a full 

I feta as the only heirs.

1 M inherits 1/6

1 Hinheritsl/2

| Sw and Bu together inherit 1/3 equally

2 and Bf inherit nothing as residuaries.

There is no residue for the full brother to inherit; the full 
ittngs inherit less than a uterine sibling!

Sample 143 shows a situation when the uterine siblings 
I together inherit a 1/3 and the full siblings inherit nothing 
1 because there is no residue.

w Muslim jurists have considered this to be unfair. 
I lira bin Al-Khattab £>, 'Uthman bin' Aff an £>,' Abdullah 
I feMas'ud Zaid bin Thabit as well as Imam Malik (M)

j mi Imam Shafi'i ($s) have adopted the rule that when 
1 terine siblings inherit with full siblings, they all share a 1/ 3 
Won equally. This is called the Himdriyyah rule (see Al- 

case below). Those adopting the Himdriyyah rule
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question as to how the uterine brothers can be allowed to 11
inherit while the full brother who are nearer to the deceased j 
are prevented. j 1The only combination of heirs which results in the 11
Himariyyah rule is that of a husband, mother (or true ygrandmother), two or more uterine siblings and one or more I full brothers. 1However, other Companions of the Prophet Muhammad (jg) such as Abu Bakr $>,' All bin Abi Talib and' Abdullah
bin' Abbas &, were of the opinion that the full brothers 
would be excluded under such circumstances. In 
accordance with this opinion, Imam Abu Hanifah ($a) and 
Imam Ahmad bin Haribal(ri&) have not adopted the 
Himariyyah rule whatever the logic may be. Because firstly, 
the Ashabul-Furud have priority and secondly, the 
Himariyyah rule goes against the Qur' anic text which states 
that two or more uterine siblings should get 1 / 3 which they 
do not under this rule; and the male should inherit the 
portion of two females whereas under this rule full brothers 

and sisters inherit equally.

They state that the rule on uterine siblings as stated in the 
Qur'an must be left unchanged, even if under some 
circumstances the full siblings inherit less than the half- 
uterine siblings, and that the first ruling of 'Umar bin al- 
Khattab & in Al-Himariyyah case was sound.

From a juristic reasoning point of view the Himariyyah rule is 
an interesting discussion point. The Himariyyah rule rests 
upon the juristic principle of Istihsan (jursitic preference or 
seeking the the best solution). All the jurists try to seek a 
solution which is just for the full brothers, those who reject 
the Himariyyah rule strictly adhere to the letter of the law 
while those who adopt the Himariyyah rule give preference

J0* —_____________________________ ________ _____the spirit of the law rather than the letter itself. Interesting enough the Hanafi jursits who are foremost in advocating ^principle of Istihsan reject the Himariyyah rule while the 0'i and Maliki jursists who do not in theory approve of Istihsan actually accept the Himariyyah rule. The Hanbali jurists appears to be consistent in their thinking in this case.
I AbHimariwah case

I h this case, also known as Al-Hajariyyah (the stone), Al-
I Yammiyyah (the sea) and the Mushtarakah case (case of the
1 Med inheritance), a deceased woman left behind a
I husband, a mother, two uterine brothers and two full
\ tafeos.

I This case was decided by 'Umar bin Al-Khattab & as
I follows:H M 2Bu 2Bf

1/21/61/3 Residue

Ihe two full brothers acting as residuaries receive nothing 
because there is no residue. The two brothers argued that 
raif their father was a donkey (Himar) or a stone cast into 
fee sea and they had no paternal relationship, they still had 
fte same and equal relationship with the deceased as the 

. uterine brothers through the same mother. 'Umar bin Al- 
Ifeattab $ reconsidered and made the final verdict as

I tas:

H M 2Bu 2Bf

1/21/61/61/6

j Ike full siblings share equally with the uterine siblings. Both 
l male and female full siblings inherit equally according to the 
I Himariyyah rule since they are inheriting in the capacity of 
j feeir uterine relationship.

1 lhe Himariyyah. rule does not apply to the consanguine
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brother or consanguine sister because they do not have a 
maternal connection with the propositus. It is only 
applicable when there is no residue. The Himdriyyah rule

pores the principle of 'Asabah.
32. NEPHEW

I Nephews are defined as sons of brothers and sisters. 
Note that in Shan' law only those nephews related to the 
deceased by blood are entitled to inherit.

i Since there can be three types of brothers and three types 
of sisters (full, consanguine and uterine), it follows that 
there can be six types of nephews.

I The six types of nephews are:

son of full brother SBf

son of consanguine brother SBc

son of uterine brother SBu

son of full sister SSf

son of consanguine sister S

son of uterine sister S<&*

I Different nephews inherit in different capacities.

I Sons of full and consanguine brothers inherit as class III 
residuaries. All other nephews inherit as distant kindred.

311 SON OF FULL BROTHER
♦ The son of the full brother (SBf) inherits as a class III 

residuary.

♦ This means that SBf can only inherit if none of the 
following are amongst the heirs:

► son
► son's son his. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)
► father
► father's father h.h.s. (FF, FFF, FFFF etc.)
► full brother
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► consanguine brother
► full sister inheriting as residuary
► consanguine sister inheriting as residuary

32.2 SON OF CONSANGUINE BROTHER

♦ The son of the consanguine brother (SBc) inherits as a 
class III residuary.

♦ This means that SBc can only inherit if none of the 
following are amongst the heirs:

son
son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.) 
father
father's father h.h.s. (FF, FFF, FFFF etc.) 
full brother
consanguine brother
full sister inheriting as residuary 
consanguine sister inheriting as residuary 
full brother's son

►►►►►►►►►
< If both SBf and SBc are claimants, then SBf totally 

excludes SBc.

32.3 ALL OTHER NEPHEWS

♦ All other nephews (SBu, S<ty, SS& and SSa) inherit in the 
capacity of distant kindred.

class III distant kindred and are only entitled to inherit if 
none of the following are amongst the heirs:

jj, Nephew

. sister (full, consanguine or uterine)
, full brother7s son h.l.s. (SBf, SSBf, SSSBf etc.)
. consanguine brother's son h.l.s. (SBc, SSBc, SSSBc 

etc.)
. full paternal uncle (BfF)
► full paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBfF, SSBfF etc.)
. consanguine paternal uncle (BcF)
► consanguine paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBcF, SSBcF etc.)
► great paternal uncles (BfFF and BcFF) and their

male descendants h.l.s. , ■ . 3 ♦
► great great paternal uncles (BfFFF and BcFFF) and 

their male descendants h.l.s.

I It is not possible to list all heirs that exclude the nephews 
who are under Hanafi law. However, the above list 
demonstrates how long down the line of inheritance the 
class III distant kindred are.

I The rules concerning the order of preference amongst the nephews and nieces in class III distant kindred are detailed in section 11.4.5.
♦ For details of succession of the nephews and nieces as 

distant kindred according to the Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh, 
see section 11.4.7.♦ Note that the distant kindred are entitled to inherit at all according to traditional Maliki Fiqh (see section 11.4.1).

► children
► grandchildren (no matter how low)
► parents

► grandparents (no matter how high)
► brother (full, consanguine or uterine)
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33. NIECE

♦ Nieces are defined as daughters of brothers and sisters.

♦ Since there can be three types of brothers and three types 
of sisters (full, consanguine and uterine), it follows that 
there can be six types of nieces. Note that in Shan' law, 
only those nieces related to the deceased by blood are 
entitled to inherit.

♦ The six types of nieces are:

daughter of full brother DBf

daughter of consanguine brother DBc

daughter of uterine brother DBu

daughter of full sister

daughter of consanguine sister D S&

daughter of uterine sister D<S*

♦ All the nieces inherit in the capacity of distant kindred 
and hence are a long way down the inheritance line.

♦ According to the Hanafi Fiqh, these nieces belong to class 
III distant kindred and are only entitled to inherit if none 
of the following are amongst the heirs:

33. Niece

► full paternal uncle (BfF)
► full paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBfF, SSBfF etc.)

► consanguine paternal uncle (BcF)
► consanguine paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBcF, SSBcF 

etc.)
► great paternal uncles (BfFF and BcFF) and their 

male descendants h.l.s.
► great great paternal uncles (BfFFF and BcFFF) and 

their male descendants h.l.s.
I It is not possible to list all heirs that exclude the nieces 

who are distant kindred under Hanafi law. However, the 
above list demonstrates how long down the line of 
inheritance the class III distant kindred are.

.aI The rules concerning the order of preference amongst the 
nephews and nieces in class III distant kindred are 
detailed in section 11.4.5.

♦ For details of succession of the nephews and nieces as 
distant kindred according to the Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh, 
see section 11.4.7.

♦ Note that the distant kindred are entitled to inherit at all 
according to traditional Maliki Fiqh (see section 11.4.1).

► children
► grandchildren (no matter how low)

► parents
► grandparents (no matter how high)

► brother (full, consanguine or uterine)
► sister (full, consanguine or uterine)

► full brother's son h.l.s. (SBf, SSBf, SSSBf etc.)
► consanguine brother's son h.l.s. (SBc, SSBc, SSSBc 

etc.)
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34. GRAND-NEPHEWS
AND GRAND-NIECES

♦ Grand-nephews and grand-nieces are children of 
nephews and nieces. There are also called great 
nephews and great nieces.

♦ Since there are six different types of nephews and six 
different types of nieces, it follows that we can 
theoretically have 24 different types of grand-nephews 
and grand-nieces. Note that in Shan' law only those 
grand-nephews and grand-nieces related to the deceased 
by blood are entitled to inherit.

♦ Different grand-nephews and grand-nieces inherit in 
different capacities.

+ The grand-nephews SSBf and SSBc inherit as class III 
residuaries. All other grand-nephews and all grand
nieces inherit as distant kindred.

34.1 FULL BROTHER'S SON'S SON (SSBf)

♦ The full brother's son's son (SSBf) inherits as a class III 
residuary.

♦ See section 11.2.5.

♦ SSBf can only inherit if none of the following are amongst 
the heirs:

► son
► son's son h.I.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)
► father
► father7s father h.h.s. (FF, FFF, FFFF etc.)
► full brother
► consanguine brother

301Grand-Nephews and Grand-Nieces

► full sister inheriting as residuary
► consanguine sister inheriting as residuary
► full brother's son (SBf)
► consanguine brother's son (SBc)

34.2 CONS ANGUINE BROTHER'S SON'S SON (SSBc)

I The consanguine brother's son's son (SSBc) inherits as a 
class 111 residuary. _ \r

i See section 11.2.5.
I SSBf can only inherit if none of the following are amongst 

the heirs:4 ‘ ,

► son
► son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)
► father
► father's father h.h.s. (FF, FFF, FFFF etc.)
► full brother
► consanguine brother
► full sister inheriting as residuary
► consanguine sister inheriting as residuary
► full brother's son (SBf)

► consanguine brother's son (SBc)
► full brother's son's son (SSBf)

I If both SSBf and SSBc are claimants, then SSBf totally 
excludes SSBc

34.3 ALL OTHER GRAND-NEPHEWS AND GRAND
NIECES

♦ All the remaining grand-nephews and all the grand
nieces who belong to class III distant kindred.

♦ According to the Hanafi Fiqh, these grand-nephews and 
grand-nieces belong to class III distant kindred and are 
only entitled to inherit if none of the following are
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amongst the heirs:

► children
► grandchildren (no matter how low)
► parents
► grandparents (no matter how high)
► brother (full, consanguine or uterine)
► sister (full, consanguine or uterine)
► nephew
► niece
► full brother's son h.l.s. (SBf, SSBf, SSSBf etc.)
► consanguine brother7s son h.l.s. (SBc, SSBc, SSSBc etc.)
► full paternal uncle (BfF)
► full paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBfF, SSBfF etc.)
► consanguine paternal uncle (BcF)
► consanguine paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBcF, SSBcF 

etc.)
► great paternal uncles (BfFF and BcFF) and their 

male descendants h.l.s.
► great great paternal uncles (BfFFF and BcFFF) and 

their male descendants h.l.s.
+ It is not possible to list all heirs that exclude the grand

nephews and grand-nieces under Hanafi law. However,
the above list demonstrates how long down the line of 
inheritance the class III distant kindred are.

4 The rules concerning the order of preference amongst the
grand-nephews and grand-nieces in class III distant 
kindred are detailed in section 11.4.5.

+ For details of succession of the grand-nephews and 
grand-nieces as distant kindred according to the Shafi'I 
and Hanbali Fiqh, see section 11.4.7.

+ Note that the distant kindred are entitled to inherit at all 
according to traditional'Maliki Fiqh (see section 11.4.1).

35. UNCLE

i An uncle is defined as the brother of one's father or 
mother. Note that in Islamic law only those uncles 
related to the deceased by blood are entitled to inherit.

I There are theoretically six different types of uncles who 
are entitled to inherit. We shall discuss each of these 
individually.

4 Not all uncles inherit in the same capacity.

♦ The full and consanguine paternal uncles inherit in the 
capacity of class IV residuaries. All the other uncles as 
well as all the aunts inherit in the capacity of distant 
kindred. ' F ' ' *r

35.1 FULL PATERNAL UNCLE (BfF)

♦ The full paternal uncle (BfF) has the same parents as the 
father of the deceased.

♦ The full paternal uncle inherits as a class IV residuary.

♦ The full paternal uncle will only be entitled to inherit if 
none of the following are amongst the heirs:► son► son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)
► father► father's father h.h.s. (FF, FFF, FFFF etc.)► full brother► consanguine brother

► full sister inheriting as residuary► consanguine sister inheriting as residuary
► full brother's son h.l.s. (SBf, SSBf, SSSBf etc.)► consanguine brother's son h.l.s. (SBc, SSBc, SSSBc etc.)
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352 CONSANGUINE PATERNAL UNCLE (BcF)♦ The consanguine paternal uncle (BcF) and the father of the deceased both have the same father but different mothers.
♦ The consanguine paternal uncle inherits as a class IV 

residuary.

♦ The consanguine paternal uncle will only be entitled to 
inherit if none of the following are amongst the heirs:

a son
» son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)
». father
► father7s father h.h.s. (FF, FFF, FFFF etc.)
► full brother
► consanguine brother
► full sister inheriting as residuary
► consanguine sister inheriting as residuary
► full brother's son h.l.s. (SBf, SSBf, SSSBf etc.)
► consanguine brother's son h.l.s. (SBc, SSBc, SSSBc 

etc.)
► full paternal uncle

35.3 ALL OTHER UNCLES (BuF, BfM, BcM and BuM)

♦ The uterine paternal uncle (BuF), the full maternal uncle 
(BfM), consanguine maternal uncle (BcM) and uterine 
maternal uncle (BuM) all inherit in the capacity of distant 
kindred.

♦ The uterine paternal uncle (BuF) and the father of the 
deceased have the same mother but different fathers.

♦ The full maternal uncle (BfM) and the mother of the 
deceased have the same mother and father.

♦ The consanguine maternal uncle (BcM) and the mother 
of the deceased have the same father but different

# Uncle___________

mothers.

. The uterine maternal uncle (BuM) and the mother of the 
deceased have the same mother but different fathers.

. According to the Hanafi Fiqh, all these uncles belong to 
class IV distant kindred and are only entitled to inherit if 
none of the following are amongst the heirs:

| children
k grandchildren (no matter how low)
I parents

> grandparents (no matter how high)
k brother and all his descendants h.l.s.
> sister and all her descendants h.l.s.
> full paternal uncle (BfF)
> full paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBfF, SSBfF etc.)
> consanguine paternal uncle (BcF)
> consanguine paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBcF, SSBcF 

etc.)
i great paternal uncles (BfFF and BcFF) and their 

male descendants h.l.s.
> great great paternal uncles (BfFFF and BcFFF) and 

their male descendants h.l.s.
♦ It is not possible to list all heirs that exclude the uncles 

who are distant kindred under Hanafi law. However, the 
above list demonstrates how long down the line of

I inheritance the class IV distant kindred are.

♦ All the uncles and aunts belonging to class IV distant 
I kindred do not have equal preference. The rules

i concerning the order of preference amongst the uncles 
I and aunts in class IV distant kindred are detailed in 
I section 11.4.6a.

I ♦ for details of succession of the uncles and aunts as 
I distant kindred according to the Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh,
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see section 11.4.7.
+ Note that the distant kindred are entitled to inherit at all 

according to traditional Maliki Fiqh (see section 11.4.1).

❖ ❖ ❖

36. GREAT UNCLE

t A great uncle is defined as the brother of one's 
grandfather or grandmother. Note that in Shan' law, 
only those great uncles related to the deceased by blood 
are entitled to inherit.

I Not all great uncles inherit in the same capacity.

The full and consanguine great paternal uncles (BfFF and
BcFF) inherit in the capacity of class IV residuaries. All 
the other great uncles inherit in the capacity of distant
kindred.

36.1 FULL GREAT PATERNAL UNCLE (BfFF)
i The full great paternal uncle (BfFF) is the full brother of 

the paternal grandfather of the deceased.

♦ The full great paternal uncle inherits as a class IV
residuary. .

♦ The full great paternal uncle will only be entitled to 
inherit if none of the following are amongst the heirs:

► son
► son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)
► father
► father's father h.h.s. (FF, FFF, FFFF etc.)
► full brother
i consanguine brother

I ► full sister inheriting as residuary
► consanguine sister inheriting as residuary
► full brother's son his. (SBf, SSBf, SSSBf etc.)
► consanguine brother's son his. (SBc, SSBc, SSSBc 

I ^c-)
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► full paternal uncle
» consanguine paternal uncle |
► full paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBfF, SSBfF etc.) I

► consanguine paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBcF, SSBcF I
etc.)

36.2 CONSANGUINE GREAT PATERNAL UNCLE 
(BcFF)

♦ The consanguine great paternal uncle (BcFF) is the 
consanguine brother of the paternal grandfather of the 
deceased.

♦ The consanguine great paternal uncle inherits as a class
IV residuary.

♦ The consanguine great paternal uncle (BcFF) will only be 
entitled to inherit if none of the following are amongst 
the heirs:

► son
► son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)
► father
► father's father h.h.s. (FF, FFF, FFFF etc.)
► full brother
» consanguine brother
» full sister inheriting as residuary
». consanguine sister inheriting as residuary
». full brother's son h.l.s. (SBf, SSBf, SSSBf etc.)
k consanguine brother's son h.l.s. (SBc, SSBc, SSSBc 

etc.)
k full paternal uncle
► consanguine paternal uncle
k full paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBfF, SSBfF etc.) 
k consanguine paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBcF, 

SSBcFF etc.) 
k full great paternal uncle (BfFF)

-
ALL OTHER GREAT UNCLESAll other great uncles inherit in the capacity of distant Idndred.According to the Hanafi Fiqh, these great uncles belong to 
dass IV distant kindred and are only entitled to inherit if none of the following are amongst the heirs:

I children

>, grandchildren (no matter how low)
I parents

i > grandparents (no matter how high)
> brother and all his descendants h.l.s.
> sister and all her descendants h.l.s.
> all undes and all their descendants h.l.s
> all aunts and all their descendants h.l.s
k great paternal uncles (BfFF and BcFF) and their 

male descendants h.l.s.
k great great paternal uncles (BfFFF and BcFFF) and 

their male descendants h.l.s.
♦ It is not possible to list all heirs that exclude the great 

uncles who are distant kindred under Hanafi law. 
However, the above list demonstrates how long down 
the line of inheritance the class IV distant kindred cire.

I
t All the great uncles and great aunts belonging to class IV 

distant kindred do not have equal preference. The rules 
concerning the order of preference amongst the great 
undes and great aunts in class IV distant kindred are 

detailed in section 11.4.6c.

♦ lor details of succession of the uncles and aunts as 
distant kindred according to the Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh, 

. see section 11.4.7.

♦ Note that the distant kindred are entitled to inherit at all 
according to traditional Maliki Fiqh (see section 11.4.1).
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37. AUNT

♦ An aunt is defined as a sister of one's father or mother. 
Note that in Islamic law only those aunts related to the 
deceased by blood are entitled to inherit.

+ There are theoretically six different types of aunts who 
are entitled to inherit, thus:

full paternal aunt

full maternal aunt
consanguine paternal aunt 

consanguine maternal aunt 

uterine paternal aunt 

uterine maternal aunt
< All aunts (paternal and maternal) inherit in the capacity 

of distant kindred.

♦ According to the Hanafi Fiqh, all aunts belong to class IV 
distant kindred and are only entitled to inherit if none of 
the following are amongst the heirs:►►

►
►

►►►►► 1►►
male descendants h.l.s.

SM

children
grandchildren (no matter how low)
parents
grandparents (no matter how high) 
brother and all his descendants h.l.s.
sister and all her descendants h.l.s.
full paternal uncle (BfF)
full paternal uncle's son Ills’. (SBfF, SSBfF etc.) 
consanguine paternal uncle (BcF)
consanguine paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBcF, SSBcF etc.) 
great paternal uncles (BfFF and BcFF) and their

_________________________

f great great paternal uncles (BfFFF and BcFFF) and 
their male descendants h.l.s.

. is not possible to list all heirs that exclude the aunts 
who are distant kindred under Hanafi law. However, the 
above list demonstrates how long down the line of 
inheritance the class IV distant kindred are.

! All the uncles and aunts belonging to class IV distant 
kindred do not have equal preference. The rules 
concerning the order of preference amongst the class 
IV distant kindred are detailed in section 11.4.6.

I Study the examples 32-38 for illustration of the rules 
governing inheritance amongst the uncles and aunts of 
class IV distant kindred.

♦ For details of succession of the aunt according to the 
Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh, see section 11.4.7.

♦ Note that the distant kindred are entitled to inherit at all 
according to traditional Maliki Fiqh (see section 11.4.1).
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38. GREAT AUNT

♦ A great aunt is defined as the sister of one's grandfather 
or grandmother. Note that in Shan' a law only those great 
aunts related to the deceased by blood are entitled to 
inherit.

♦ All great aunts inherit in the capacity of class IV distant 
kindred.

4 According to the Hanafi Fiqh, all the great aunts belong to 
class IV distant kindred and are a very, very long way 
down the inheritance line. Amongst the class IV distant 
kindred, the great aunts are a long way down and 
therefore, very unlikely to inherit under normal 
circumstances. Great aunt will only be entitled to 
inherit if none of the following are amongst the 
surviving heirs:

313jgi Great Aunt

the line of inheritance the class IV distant kindred are.

i All the great uncles and great aunts belonging to class IV 
distant kindred do not have equal preference. The rules 
concerning the order of preference amongst the great 
uncles and great aunts in class IV distant kindred are 
detailed in section 11.4.6. v . .

i For details of succession of the great uncles and great 
aunts according to the Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh, see section

| 11.4.7.

i Note that the distant kindred are entitled to inherit at all 
according to traditional Maliki Fiqh (see section 11.4.1).

► children
► grandchildren (no matter how low)
► parents
► grandparents (no matter how high)
► brother and all his descendants h.l.s.
► sister and all her descendants h.l.s.

► all uncles and all their descendants h.l.s
► all aunts and all their descendants h.l.s
► great paternal uncles (BfFF and BcFF) and their 

male descendants h.l.s.
Teat great paternal uncles (BfFFF and BcFFF) and

their male descendants h.l.s.
♦ It is not possible to list all heirs that exclude the great 

aunts who are distant kindred under Hanafi law. 
However, the above list demonstrates how long down
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39. COUSINS♦ Cousins are defined as children of uncles and aunts. They are also referred to as first cousins. Note that in 
Shan' law only those cousins related to the deceased by blood are entitled to inherit.♦ The cousin may be male or female and the uncle and aunt may be full, consanguine or uterine. Therefore, there are theoretically 24 different types of cousins based on the "blood" of their immediate ancestor, thus;SBfF S£/FDBfF D SfPSBcF S<ScF

I MW D&F

I SBuF S&FDBuF D SuFSBfM S<f>/MDBfM D <S/MSBcM S&MDBcM D&MSBuM S<S«MDBuM D <5uM
♦ Before one can ascertain the share of the cousin, it is 

necessary to know the exact blood relationship between 
the deceased and the claimant cousin. Different cousins 
claim in different capacities.♦ SBfF (full paternal uncle's sori) and SBcF (consanguine paternal uncle's son) inherit as class IV residuaries.

Cousin* All the other cousins inherit in the capacity of distant 
kindred.

0FULL PATERNAL UNCLE'S SON (SBfF)I The cousin who is the full paternal uncle's son (SBfF) inherits as a class IV residuary.i 4 The full paternal uncle's son (SBfF) is like the fullI paternal unde in his absence.I »The cousin who is the full paternal uncle's son (SBfF) willI only be entitled to inherit if none of the following are
I amongst the heirs:

I > son
► sori s son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)
► father
► father's father h.h.s. (FF, FFF, FFFF etc.)
► full brother
► consanguine brother
► full sister inheriting as residuary
► consanguine sister inheriting as residuary
► full brother7s son h.l.s. (SBf, SSBf, SSSBf etc.)
► consanguine brother7s son h.l.s. (SBc, SSBc, SSSBc 

etc.)
► full paternal uncle
► consanguine paternal uncleCONSANGUINE PATERNAL UNCLE'S SON (SBcF)

♦ The cousin who is the consanguine paternal uncle7 s son
, (SBcF) inherits as a class IV residuary.

I ♦ The consanguine paternal uncle's son (SBcF) is like the

I consanguine paternal uncle in his absence.

I' The cousin who is the consanguine paternal uncle's son 
\ (SBcF) will only be entitled to inherit if none of the
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following are amongst the heirs:

► son
► son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)
| father
► father's father h.h.s. (FF, FFF, FFFF etc.)
► full brother
► consanguine brother
► full sister inheriting as residuary
► consanguine sister inheriting as residuary
► full brother's son h.l.s. (SBf, SSBf, SSSBf etc.)
► consanguine brother's son h.l.s. (SBc, SSBc, SSSBc 

etc.)
► full paternal uncle
► consanguine paternal uncle
► full paternal uncle's son (SBfF)

39.3 ALL OTHER COUSINS
♦ All the other cousins inherit as class IV distant kindred.

Cousins

male descendants h.l.s.
, great great paternal uncles (BfFFF and BcFFF) and 

their male descendants h.l.s.
It is not possible to list all heirs that exclude the cousins 
who are distant kindred under Hanafi law. However, the 
above list demonstrates how long down the line of 
inheritance the class IV distant kindred are.

I All the cousins belonging to class IV distant kindred do 
not have equal preference. The rules applicable to 
inheritance amongst class IV distant kindred are 
detailed in section 11.4.6.

I For details of succession of cousins as distant kindred 
according to the Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh, see section 
11.4.7.

I Note that the distant kindred are entitled to inherit at all 
according to traditional Maliki Fiqh (see section 11.4.1).

♦ According to the Hanafi Fiqh, these nieces belong to class 
IV distant kindred and are only entitled to inherit if none
of the following are amongst the heirs:

► children
► grandchildren (no matter how low)
► parents
► grandparents (no matter how high)
► brother and all his descendants h.l.s.
► sister and all her descendants h.l.s.
► all uncles
► all aunts
► full paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBfF, SSBfF etc.)
► consanguine paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBcF, SSBcF 

etc.)
► great paternal uncles (BfFF and BcFF) and their
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40. CHILDREN OF GREAT UNCLE 
AND GREAT AUNT

+ The children of great uncles and great aunts do not all 
inherit in the same capacity.

♦ The sons of full and consanguine great paternal uncles 
(SBfFF and SBcFF) inherit in the capacity of class IV 
residuaries. All the other children of great uncles and 
great aunts inherit in the capacity of class IV distant 
kindred.

40.1 FULL GREAT PATERNAL UNCLE'S SON (SBfFF)

+ SBfFF inherits as a class IV residuary.

♦ SBfFF is like the full great paternal uncle (BfFF) in his 
absence.

♦ The full great paternal uncle's son (SBfFF) will only be 
entitled to inherit if none of the following are amongst 
the heirs:

► son
► son's son h.I.s. (SSZ SSS, SSSS etc.)

► father
► father7s father h.h.s. (FF, FFF, FFFF etc.)

► full brother
► consanguine brother

► full sister inheriting as residuary
► consanguine sister inheriting as residuary

► full brother's son his. (SBf, SSBf, SSSBf etc.)
► consanguine brother's son h.l.s. (SBc, SSBc, SSSBc 

etc.)
► full paternal uncle

> consanguine paternal uncle
> full paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBfF, SSBfF etc.)
> consanguine paternal uncle's son h.l.s.(SBcF,

SSBcFF etc.)
> full great paternal uncle
> consanguine great paternal uncle

jOl CONSANGUINE GREAT PATERNAL UNCLE'S 
SON (SBcFF)

I SBcFF inherits as a class IV residuary.

i SBcFF is like the consanguine great paternal uncle (BcFF)
in his absence.

i The consanguine great paternal uncle's son (SBcFF) will 
only be entitled to inherit if none of the following are 
amongst the heirs:

► son
► son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)
► father
► father's father h.h.s. (FF, FFF, FFFF etc.)
► full brother
► consanguine brother
► full sister inheriting as residuary
► consanguine sister inheriting as residuary

► full brother's son h.l.s. (SBf, SSBf, SSSBf etc.)
► consanguine brother's son h.l.s. (SBc, SSBc, SSSBc 

I etc.)
► full paternal uncle

► consanguine paternal uncle
► full paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SBfF, SSBfF etc.)

► consanguine paternal uncle's son h.l.s.(SBcF 
SSBcFF etc.)

► full great paternal uncle (BfFF)
► consanguine great paternal uncle (BcFF)
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Children of Great Uncle and Great aunt

However, the above list demonstrates how long down 
the line of inheritance the class IV distant kindred are.

40.3 ALL OTHER CHILDREN OF GREAT UNCLES 
AND AUNTS

♦ All the other children of great uncles and great aunts 
(DBfFF, DBcFF, ScS/FF, SBuFF etc.) inherit in the capacity 
of class IV distant kindred.

♦ Note that the distant kindred are entitled to inherit 
according to the Hanafi, Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh but are 
not entitled to inherit at all according to traditional Maliki 
Fiqh (see section 11.4.1).

►aI The rules applicable to inheritance amongst class IV 
distant kindred are detailed in section 11.4.6.

For details of succession of distant kindred according to 
the Shdfi'i and Hanbali Fiqh, see section 11.4.7.

Note that the distant kindred are entitled to inherit at all 
according to traditional Maliki Fiqh (see section 11.4.1).

Children of reat uncles and reat aunts in class
distant kindred are a very, very long way down the 
inheritance line and very unlikely to inherit under
normal circumstances.

+ Children of great uncles and great aunts will only be 
entitled to inherit if none of the following are amongst 
the surviving heirs:

► children
► grandchildren (no matter how low)
► parents
► grandparents (no matter how high)
► brother and all his descendants h.l.s.
► sister and all her descendants h.l.s.
► all uncles and all their descendants h.l.s
► all aunts and all their descendants h.l.s

► great paternal uncles (BfFF and BcFF) and their 
male descendants h.l.s.
;reat great paternal uncles (BfFFF and BcFFF) and

their male descendants h.l.s.
It is not possible to list all heirs that exclude the children 
of great uncles and great aunts under Hanafi law.
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41. CHILDREN OF COUSINS

♦ Because there are 24 different types of cousins, it means 
there are 48 different types of children of cousins. That is 
to say a son and a daughter of each cousin.

♦ Note that in Shan' law, only those children of cousins 
related to the deceased by blood are entitled to inherit.

♦ Before one can ascertain the share of the child of a cousin 
it is necessary to know the exact blood relationship 
between the deceased and the child of the cousin. 
Different children of cousins claim in different capacities.

♦ SSBfF (full paternal uncle's son's son) and the SSBcF 
(consanguine paternal uncle's son's son) inherit as class

Mt IV residuaries.

♦ All other children of cousins belong to class IV distant
W kindred.

41.1 FULL PATERNAL UNCLE'S SON'S SON (SSBfF)

♦ The claimant who is the full paternal uncle's son's son 
(SSBfF) inherits as a class IV residuary.

♦ The full paternal uncle's son's son (SSBfF) will only be 
entitled to inherit if none of the following are amongst 
the heirs:

► son
► son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)

► father
► father7s father h.h.s. (FF, FFF, FFFF etc.)

► full brother
► consanguine brother

► full sister inheriting as residuary

► consanguine sister inheriting as residuary
> full brother's son h.l.s. (SBf, SSBf, SSSBf etc.)
► consanguine brother's son h.l.s. (SBc, SSBc, SSSBc

> full paternal uncle
> consanguine paternal uncle
► full paternal uncle's son (SBfF)
► consanguine paternal uncle's son (SBfF)

fll CONSANGUINE PATERNAL UNCLE'S SON'S 
SON (SSBcF)

l The claimant who is the consanguine paternal uncle's 
son's son (SSBcF) inherits as a class TV residuary.

♦ The consanguine paternal uncle's son's son (SSBfF) will 
only be entitled to inherit if none of the following are 
amongst the heirs:

I son
► son's son h.l.s. (SS, SSS, SSSS etc.)
► father
► father's father h.h.s. (FF, FFF, FFFF etc.)

► full brother
► consanguine brother

► full sister inheriting as residuary
► consanguine sister inheriting as residuary

► full brother's son h.l.s. (SBf, SSBf, SSSBf etc.)
► consanguine brother's son h.l.s. (SBc, SSBc, SSSBc 

etc.)
► full paternal uncle► consanguine paternal uncle

► full paternal uncle's son (SBfF)
► onsanguine paternal uncle's son (SBcF)

► full paternal uncle's son's son (SSBfF)
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41.3 ALL OTHER CHILDREN OE COUSINS♦ All the other children of cousins inherit in the capacity of class TV distant kindred.
4 Note that the distant kindred are entitled to inherit according to the Hanaji, Shan't and Hanbali Fiqh but are not entitled to inherit at ah according to traditonal Maliki Fiqh (see section 11.4.1).♦ Children of cousins in class TV distant kindred are a very, very long way down the inheritance line and will only be entitled to inherit if none of the following are amongst the surviving heirs:

► children
► grandchildren (no matter how low)

► parents
► grandparents (no matter how high)
► brother and all his descendants h.l.s.
► sister and all her descendants h.l.s.
I all uncles
► all aunts
► all cousins
» full paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SSBfF, SSSBfF etc.)
► consanguine paternal uncle's son h.l.s. (SSBcF 

SSSBcF etc.)
► great paternal uncles (BfFF and BcFF) and their 

male descendants hl.s.
h great great paternal uncles (BfFFF and BcFFF) and 

their male descendants h.l.s.

♦ It is not possible to list all heirs that exclude the children 
of cousins under Hanaji law. However, the above list 
demonstrates how long down the line of inheritance the 
class IV distant kindred are.♦ The rules and order of inheritance amongst the children

42. MISSING PERSON (MAFQUD)A

fej points'.

♦ X missing person is someone whose whereabouts are 
unknown, it is not certain whether he is dead or alive.

I ♦ The share of the missing heir is reserved until he returns 
\ or is declared dead and the other existing heirs are given 

I the minimum share after calculating all the possibilities 
I as shown in the examples in this chapter.

I ♦ if it is established that the missing heir was alive at the

I to of death of the propositus, the share reserved for the
I missing heir is distributed amongst his own heirs.

I ♦ If it is established that the missing heir died before the 
j death of the propositus, then the share reserved for the 

missing heir devolves upon the heirs of the propositus 
to were alive at the time of death of the propositus and 
not upon the heirs of the missing person.

t If a judicial decree of death is passed on a missing 
person, then for the purposes of the missing heir 
inheriting from others his time of death is considered

I tobe the date of his disappearance and not the date of his 
1 Wdal decree of death.

I
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Positive evidence is required that a missing heir was 
indeed alive at the time of death of the propositus for the 
missing heir's reserved share to go to his own heirs.

42.1 HOW LONG SHOULD ONE WAIT FOR A 
MISSING HEIR

♦ Opinions vary as to the length of time that should elapse 
before a missing person is presumed dead. The time 
period is based on what is considered to be the normal 
life span.

♦ It is reported that the view of Imam Abu Hanifah («g) 
was 120 years from the time of birth, 110 years according 
to Imam Muhammad ($i&) and 105 years according to 
Imam Abu Yusuf ($s).

♦ The Hanafi jurists have taken the normal life span of a 
man to be 90 years, thereafter he is presumed dead.

h « The dominant view of the Maliki Fiqh is that the normal 
| life span is seventy years although disappearance under 

specific situations, such as war and fatal epidemic, a 
judicial decree of death may be obtained prior to the 
expiry of the recognised life span.

♦ The Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh allow the court to determine 
the length of time that should elapse before a missing 
person is declared dead.

♦ This time period may be as short as 4 years from the time 
of disappearance according to Imam Ibn Hanbal(ttfc) 
when there is strong presumption of death (such as a 
shipwreck, battle, plague) and seven years according to 
the Shafi'i Fiqh.

* One view of the Shafi'i Fiqh is that decree of death for a 
missing person may be issued by the court after
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expiration of a period that no one of his kind is living.
Example 144

A man dies leaving behind two daughters, a missing son 
and a son's son. ~ t

The estate will be distributed as follows:

If the missing son is found to be alive, he will totally exclude 
the son's son. A preliminary distribution of the estate can be 
made as shown until it is determined whether the son is 
alive or dead.

2D SS S (missing)

If the missing son is alive 1/2 Excluded 1/2

If the missing son is dead 2/3 1/3 —

Preliminary distribution 1/2 Nil

Example 145
A woman dies leaving behind a husband, a mother, a 
paternal uncle (BfF) and a missing father.

The estate will be distributed as follows:

H M BfF F (missing)

If the missing father is alive 1/2 1/6 Excluded 1/3

If the missing father is dead 1/2 1/3 1/6 —

Preliminary distribution 1/2 1/6 Nil

If the missing father is found to be alive he, will totally 
exclude the paternal uncle (BfF). A preliminary distribution 
of the estate can be made as shown until it is determined 
whether the father is alive or dead. See section 15.2.

Example 146

A woman dies leaving behind a husband, a mother, a full 
sister and a missing full brother.
The estate will be distributed as follows:
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H M cS[ Bf (missing)

If the missing brother is alive 1/2 1/6 1/9 2/9 

If the missing brother is dead 3/8 1/ 4 3/8 — 

Preliminary distribution 3/8 1/6 1/9

Note that the doctrine of 'Awl (see section 46.2) is applied if 
the full brother is dead.

In this case the husband inherits more if the full brother is 
alive than if he is dead. A preliminary distribution of the 
estate can be made as shown until it is determined whether 
the brother is alive or dead. This example shows why it is 
necessary to work out all possibilities prior to distributing 
the minimum share to each heir.

Example 147

A woman dies leaving behind a husband, a full sister, a 
consanuine sister and a missing consanguine brother.

INHERITING FROM A MISSING PERSON 
(MAFQUD)

Key points:

i A missing person is someone whose whereabouts are 
unknown, it is not certain whether he is dead or alive.

i A person is alive unless proven otherwise, which means 
that a missing individual's estate cannot be inherited 
until the person is dead (actual or declared dead by a 
court of law).

♦ All the four Sunni Fiqh agree that the estae of a missing 
person is protected form being inherited.

i Succession to a missing person's estate starts from time 
of judicial decree of death

I See section 42.1 for the length of time that should elapse
before a missing person is presumed dead.

The estate will be distributed as follows:

H & Be (missing)

If the missing brother is alive 1/2 1/2 Nil Nil

If the missing brother is dead 3/7 3/7 1/7 —

Preliminary distribution 3/7 3/7 Nil

♦ Only heirs alive at the time of death (actual or declared 
by a court of law) of an individual are entitled to inherit.

♦ If a missing person turns up alive after he has been
declared dead, the judicial decree of death is obviously 
no longer applicable and he can recover his estate which 
is still in the possession of the heirs.

In this case if the consanguine bother is alive he converts the 
consanguine sister into a residuary and both inherit nothing 
as there is no residue. If the consanguine brother is dead the 
consanguine sister inherits as a sharer and the doctrine of 
'Awl is applied. The consanguine brother is an unlucky 

kinsman or ominous brother (Al-'Akhul-Mash'um) for the 
consanguine sister (see section 23.1.4).
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jj Dual Relationships

431 INHERITING AS UTERINE SIBLING AND 
AGNATIC COUSIN

43. DUAL RELATIONSHIPS

Key points:
♦ An heir may be connected to the propositus through 

both the mother and father or have more than one cause 
of succession. This heir is said to have a dual relationship 
or connection with the propositus.

♦ Heirs with dual relationships generally inherit in dual 
capacity.

43.1 INHERITING AS HUSBAND AND AGNATIC COUSIN 
A husband can inherit in a dual capacity as shown in the 
next example.

Example 148
A woman, 'A'ishah, marries her paternal uncle's son, Ahmad. 
'A'ishah dies leaving behind her husband and mother as the 
only heirs.

4 An heir may inherit as a uterine sibling (sharer) and agnatic 
cousin (residuary). Agnatic cousins are SBfF and SBcF.

Example 149

A woman, 'A'ishah marries a man, Ahmad. They have two 
children Shahid and Shahidah. Ahmad dies. 'A'ishah 
marries Ahmad's full brother Aftab and they have one son 
Zahid. Aftab also dies.

All the three children have the same mother and their 
fathers were full brothers. Shahid and Shahida are full
siblings. Shahid and Zahid are uterine siblings as well as 
cousins. Shahid dies leaving behind a full sister (Shahidah), 
a mother f A'ishah) and Zahid (uterine brother and cousin).

BfF M F
(Aftab) (‘A’isha) (Aljmad)

SBfF/Husbasd

Fig. 106 (All living heirs are shown in bold)

Fig. 107 (AH living heirs are shown in bold, relationships shown with

Shahid as propositus)

1 11 1
1 I 1

Bu/ /OS

SBfF (Shahid) (Shahida)
(Zahid)

The estate of Shahid is distributed as follows:

The estate is distributed as follows: 
Ahmad as husband inherits 
Mother inherits 
Ahmad as SBfF inherits 

Ahmad inherits a total of

1 / 2 as sharer
1/3 as sharer 
1/6 as residuary 

1/2 + 1/6 = 2/3

'A'ishah (mother) inherits 

Shahidah (full sister) inherits 

Zahid (uterine brother) inherits 

Zahid (SBfF) inherits 

^hid inherits a total of

1/ 6 as sharer
1/2 as sharer

1/6 as sharer
1/6 as residuary 

1/6+ 1/6 =1/3
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43.3 INHERITING AS PATERNAL AND MATERNAL 
GRANDMOTHER

4 If the propositus is a child of marriage between two 
cousins, his maternal great grandmother will also be his 
paternal great grandmother.

Example 150
Consider a situation of two true grandmothers where one is 
related to the propositus through the father (i.e. MMF) and 
another true grandmother who is related to the propositus 
through both the mother and father (i.e. MMM/MFF). 
MMM and MFF is the one and same great grandmother. 

This situation would arise where the FF and MM are siblings 
and hence the parents of the propositus are cousins. See Fig. 
108. A man dies leaving behind two true great grandmothers, 
Sarah (MMM/MFF) and Dinah (MMF), as well as a son. 
Sarah has a dual connection with the deceased as maternal 

| great grandmother and paternal great grandmother. How 
| should the collective 1/6 share of true grandmothers be 

distributed?

MMF FMF
1_____ I

MF

FFF/
FMM

1 r-
FF

___ I
J
M

______ I

MFF/ 
MMM
_1I

MM

S

Fig. 108 (All living heirs are shown in bold)
Note: MFF is the same as MMM while FFF is the same as FMM
------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- -
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fhe Maliki Fiqh does not allow MFF to inherit as sharer so 
such a question does not arise. According to Shafi'i Fiqh, the 
two great grandmothers inherit the 1/6 share equally.

Imam Abu Yusuf («fe) agrees that the two true great 
grandmothers should inherit 1/6 equally. However, 
according to Imam Muhammad (ass), Sarah with a dual 
connection would inherit in dual capacity (2/ 3 of 1 / 6) and 
Dinah with a single connection would inherit in single 
capacity (1/3 of 1/6). The Hanafi jurists have adopted the 
view of Imam Abu Yusuf (afe).

The Hanbali jurists agree with the view of Imam 
Muhammad (afe).

♦ Those who do not allow a true grandmother with dual 
connection to the deceased through both the mother and 
the father to inherit in two capacities argue that if such a 
true grandmother is entitled to inherit in a dual capacity, 
the full brother could also claim in dual capacity as a 
consanguine brother and as a uterine brother.

♦ Those who allow a true grandmother with dual
connection to the deceased through both the mother 
and the father to inherit in two capacities argue that a 
true grandmother with dual connection must be given 
some advantage over a true grandmother with only a 
single connection to the deceased. • *’

43.4 INHERITING AS PATERNAL AND MATERNAL 
GRANDFATHER

♦ As with the grandmothers, a grandfather may have dual
connection with the propositus. This, of course, can only 
occur in the case of false grandfathers. ;■ jc ,
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Example 151

A man dies leaving behind only one great grandmother 
(MFM) and one great grandfather (FMM/ FMF). Both these 
great grandparents are false grandparents and inherit in the 
capacity of distant kindred. The great grandfather is related 
to the deceased through both the mother and the father. The 
great grandmother is related to the deceased only through 
themother. - . «•-

FMM/
MMF FMF MMM

>—i—J *—r—1
FF MF MM

1----- 1----- 1 1------r
F M

I_______________ I

MFM

r-1
FM

r
Fig. 109 (All living heirs are shown in bold)

Note: FMM is the same as FMF

As far as the Hanafi Fiqh is concerned, the question of dual 
inheritance does not arise in this situation because the false 
great grandfather would exclude the false great 
grandmother because he is related to the deceased 
through a sharer (MM) whereas the false grandmother 
(MFM) is related to the deceased through a distant kindred 
(FM). See section 11.4.4 rule 2.

According to the Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh using the doctrine 
of Tanzil, the great grandfather (FMM/FMF) in each 
capacity will totally exclude the great grandmother (MFM) 
under rule 4 (see section 11.4.7b). So FMM/FMF will inherit 
the whole estate.

43.4 GRANDCHILDREN WITH DUAL RELATIONSHIPS

4 Grandchildren inheriting as distant kindred may have a 
dual connection with the deceased. Such descendants 
inherit in dual capacity according to both Imam Abu 
Yusuf (jfc) and Imam Muhammad . See example 21 
in section 11.4.3c. ’ .

faample 152

Fig. 110 shows two cousins (DD and SD) who marry and 
their son (SDD/SSD) who will be the grandson of the 
propositus, will have a dual connection with the propositus 
and inherit in dual capacity.

According to the doctrine of Imam Abu Yusuf ($s), based on 
the per capita principle:

DDD inherits 1 /5

SSD/SSD inherits 2/5 + 2/5 = 4/5.

According to the doctrine of Imam Muhammad (&£s), based 
on the per stirpes principle:

DDD inherits 1/6 (1/3 of 1 /2)
SDD/SSD inherits 5/6 (2/3 of 1 /2 plus 1 /2)
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Note that DD and SD are initially assigned 1/2 portion each. 
DDD inherits through DD only; thus one portion for DD (1 / 
3 of 1/2) and two portions for SDD (2/3 of 1/2). The share 
assigned to SD devolves to SSD.

According to the Shdfi'i and Hanbali Fiqh (Tanzil system), the 
ordinary legal heir for DDD and SDD/SSD in both 
capacities is D. The shares assigned to each daughter (1/2 
each) descend to their claimants. According to the Shdfi'i 
Fiqh, the male inherits double the share of the female, thus:

DDD inherits 1/6 (1/3 of 1/2)

SDD/SSD inherits 5/6 (2/3 of 1/2 plus 1/2)

According to the Hanbali Fiqh the shares assigned to each 
daughter (1/2 each) descend to their claimants, the male 
and female inheriting equally.

DDD inherits 1/4 (1/4 of 1/2)

SDD/SSD inherits 3/4 (1/2 of 1/2 plus 1/2)

43.5 NEPHEWS/NIECES WITH DUAL RELATIONSHIPS 

♦ Nephews and nieces of the distant kindred class can also 
have a dual connection with the propositus.

For example if the uterine sister and the consanguine 
brother of the propositus many and have a daughter, this 
will be a niece of the propositus (DBc/D<So) with a dual 
connection as shown in Fig. Ill, who will inherit in a dual 
capacity under Imam Muhammad's («£) per stirpes system 
and under the Hanbali Tanzil system. Because of the different 
exclusion criteria of Imam Abu Yusuf (4&), inheriting in dual 
capacity does not arise in this class of heirs.

337, OmlRelflfionsliips_______________________________________________________

^lelK

pg. Ill shows three nieces, one of whom has a dual 
connection (D Su^/DBc) with the propositus and the other 

with a single connection (DrS/ and XTSuq).

Recording to the doctrine of Imam Abu Yusuf ($£&;), D Sf 
exdudes DBc and D5w. That leaves D<S/ as sole heir. 
Incidentally, DBc would also exclude DSu,. See section

According to the doctrine of Imam Muhammad (£Ss), the az
line of descent is assigned 1/2 share, the 2Swlines of descent 
are assigned 1/3 equally and the Be line of descent is 
assigned 1/6. These assigned shares descend to their 
claimants. Thus,

inherits 1/2

D&2 inherits 1/6

D&j/DBc inherits 1/3 (1/6 plus 1/6)

Second 
wife of F

•—r
Be

M
Previous 

husband of M 

-r—1

------------ I
DBc/
D&i

Fig. 111 (AH living heirs are shown in bold) 
Note: DBc is the same as D<&i

* Similarly with DSc/DBu, SBc/SSu, and SSc/SBu. According to the Shdfi'i and Hanbali Fiqh (Tanzil system), the ordinary legal heirs of DSf, Demand DBc are Sf, Su, and Be, respectively. Each claimant is only one degree removed
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from her ordinary legal heir, so we apply rule 3 (see section 
11.4.7b). Sf is allocated 1/2, is allocated 1/6, <5wi is 
allocated 1/6 and Be is allocated 1/6. These allocation of 
shares to the ordinary heirs descend to their representatives. 
The final distribution of shares according to the Shafi'i and 
Hanbali Fiqh is thus:

inherits 1/2

D<&2 inherits 1/6

D<&q/DBc inherits 1/3 (1/6 plus 1/6)

43.6 UNCLES/AUNTS WITH DUAL RELATIONSHIPS

♦ Uncles, aunts and their children (cousins of the 
propositus) may have a dual connection with the 
propositus.

Example 154
Fig. 112 shows two aunts, one with a dual connection (<£aM/ 
&F) with the propositus and the other with a single 
connection
According to the Hanafi Fiqh, SkM./ ScF would be excluded 
in her capacity as SM. to inherit by SfM. (a full aunt). She 
would therefore, only inherit in the capacity of <ScF.The

themselves in a ratio of 3:1. This is because the 
of inheritance between and S& is 1/2 to 1/6. The 

LjleW? share allocated to F descends to &F. The final

-Optatives. S{M and <SuM divide 1/3 share allocated to

ratio L_.

W- 
distribution of shares according to the Shafi'i and Hanbali 
fqh is thus:

inherits 1/4 (3/4 of 1/3)

SM/ScF inherits 3/4 (1/4 of 2/3 plus 2/3)

inherits 1 /3

SuM/ ScF inherits 2/3

According to the Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh (Tanzil system), the 
ordinary legal heirs of S(M, SoM and ScF are mother and 
father respectively. Each claimant is only one degree 
removed from her ordinary legal heir, so we apply rule 3 
(see section 11.4.7b).

M is allocated 1/3 and F is allocated 2/3. These shares 
allocated to the ordinary heirs descend to their
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44. DEVOLUTION OF VESTED 
INHERITANCE (Al-MUNASKHAH)3

Key points:
♦ If an heir who is alive at the time of death of the 

propositus subsequently dies before the actual 
distribution of the estate of the propositus, then the 
portion of inheritance vested in him becomes inheritable 
by his own heirs.

4 This devolution of vested inheritance, owing to the death 
of the heir is known as Munaskhah.

< The heir(s) of the dead heir may also be heir of the 
original person who died, in this case they would inherit 
in both capacities.

+ Tthe general rules of inheritance apply.

4 Inheritance shares are calculated at each point in time 
when someone dies. The shares are first assigned to the 
original heirs (including the dead heir). The estate vested 
in the dead heir is redistributed to his heirs. This process 
may have to be repeated if more than one heir has died, 
shares being assigned at each death prior to actual 
distribution of the estate.

Example 155

A man ('Abdullah) dies leaving behind his mother 
(Aminah), widow (Maryam) and son (Khalid) as heirs (see 
Tig. 113). Before the distribution of the estate, his son 
(Khalid) dies leaving behind a mother (Maryam) and son 
(Mahmood) as his only heirs.

' Abdullah's estae is initially distributed to the heirs alive at the

Qeooiution of vested inheritance (Al-Munaskhah)

^of his death, that is, his mother, his wife and his son Khalid, 

portion vested in Khalid is distributed to Khalid's heirs, 
jtiat is, his mother and his son, as shown below.

M S 
1/6 I 17Z24

M I MF
1/6 of I Excl.
17/24

s
5/6 of 
17/24

85/14435/144 1/6

1/6 = 24/144

1/8 + 17/144 = 35/144

85/144 85/144

The final allocation of shares is thus:

Xminah
Maryam
MahmoodI
hampie 156

kman dies leaving behind his wife, his daughter and a full 
hother. Before the inheritance can be distributed his 
iaughter dies and she herself leaves behind a husband 
and her own daughter.

id us consider the distribution of the estate.
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Example 157

A man dies leaving behind his wife, his daughter and his 
son. Before the inheritance can be distributed his son dies as 
well.

Let us consider the distribution of the estate.

W
1/8

D
7/24

s
17/24

Sdies
(Doctrine of 
radd applied)

M
2/5 of
17/24

3/5 of 
17/24

—

Final shares 43/120 77/120 —

Example 158

daughters as the only claimants to his estate. Before the
A man dies leaving behind a father, a mother and two

immediately followed by the death of his mother who also 
leaves a full sister behind as well.

Let us consider the distribution of the estate

Distribution of inheritance according to Hanafi Ficfh (see 
section 18.2.5) is thus:

Distribution of inheritance according to Maliki, Shafi'i and
Hanbali Fiqh (see section 18.2.9) is thus:

Example 159
A woman dies leaving behind a father, a mother and two 
daughters as the only claimants to his estate. Before the 
inheritance can be distributed one of his daughter's dies.Ut us consider the distribution of the estate.
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F
1/6

M
1/6

D
1/3

D
1/3

Ddies 

(Doctrine of 
radd applied)

Final shares 1/6 1/4

FM MM -
Excl. I 1/6 of 1/3

I Increased to 1/12
1/2 of 1/3

Increased to 1/4

7/12

Al-Ma'Muniyyah is the case where the propositus left behind 
a mother, a father and two daughters, one of the daughters 
died as discussed in examples 158 and 159. The distribution 
of the inheritance is dependent on the gender of the 
propositus.

345Simultaneous death____________________________________J

45. SIMULTANEOUS DEATH

W points: \

l If two (or more) individuals who are mutual heirs die
together at the same time or it cannot be ascertained who 
died first, then according to the Hanafi, Maliki and Shafi'i 
Fiqh, death is presumed to be simultaneous, and neither 
of the deceased can inherit from each other. This was the 
practice followed by Abu Bakr and 'Umar bin Al- 
Khattab &>.

♦ In line with general principles of Mirath, only heirs alive 
at the time of death of the propositus can inherit from 
him. It therefore follows that individuals dying 
simultaneously cannot inherit from each other.

I f If mutual heirs die together and it is known that they did 
not die at the same time but the sequence of deaths is not 
known, then the Shafi'i Fiqh states that the inheritance is 
suspended until the sequence of deaths is established by 
evidence or by agreement amongst the surviving heirs.

4 According to the Hanbali Fiqh mutual heirs who die 
together or the sequence of death cannot be ascertained 
are entitled to inherit from each other. According to one 
report, this was the view of 'All bin Abi Talib and 
'Abdullah bin Mas'ud

Example 160
Two full brothers (Bilal and Mubarak) die in a shipwreck 
and it cannot be ascertained who died first. They leave 
behind their mother, their paternal uncle (BfF) and one 
daughter each. Bilal leaves behind a net estate of £9000 and 
Mubarak behind a net estate of £1800.
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According to the Hanafi, Maliki and Shafi'i Fiqh, Bilal and 
Mubarak do not inherit from each other.
Bilal's estate is inherited thus:

Mother 1/6 =« £150
Bilal's daughter 1/2 == £450
Paternal uncle 1/3 == £300
•ak's estate is inherited thus:
Mother 1/6 == £300
Mubarak's daughter 1/2 == £900
Paternal uncle 1/3 == 600

The share allocated to Mubarak is redistributed to his heirs, 
his mother, his daughter and his paternal unlce.
{he share allocated to Bilal is redistributed to his heirs, his 
mother, his daughter and his paternal unlce.
The final distribution of two brother's estates is thus:

£150 + £300 + (1/6 of £300) + (1/6 
of £600) = £600
£450 + (1/2 of £600) = £750

Mubarak's daughter £900 + (1/2 of £300) = £1050
Paternal uncle (1/3 of £300) + 1/3 of £600) = £300

£150 + £300 = £450
£450
£900
£300 + £600 = £900

The final distribution of the estates according to the Hanafi, 
Maliki and Shafi'i Fiqh is thus:

Mother
Bilal's daughter
Mubarak's daughter
Paternal uncle

According to the Hanbali Fiqh Bilal and Mubarak inherit 
from each otherr i
If we assume Bilal died first his estate is distributed thus:

Mother
Bilal's daughter
Brother Mubarak
Paternal uncle

If we assume Mubarak died first his estate is distributed 
thus:

1/6 = £150 
1/2 = £450
1/3 = £300
Excluded

Mother 1/6 = £300
Mubarak's daughter
Brother Bilal

1/2 = £900
1/3 = £600

Paternal uncle Excluded
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46. DOCTRINES RADD AND ‘AWL

Key points:
+ Under certain circumstances, after allocation of the estate 

amongst all the heirs with fixed shares, there is a residue 
left over but there are no residuaries ('Asnbat). This 
residue is returned to those sharers who are entitled to it, 
in proportion to their original shares. This residue is 
called Al-Radd and we have to apply the doctrine of Radd 
in this situation.

♦ Under certain circumstances, the total sum of the 
assigned shares of the heirs with fixed shares is greater 
than one. In this situation we apply the doctrine of 'Awl.

46.1 THE DOCTRINE OF RADD
4 The doctrine of Radd applies when after allocation of 

shares amongst the heirs with fixed shares there is a 
residue and there is no residuary heir to inherit this 
residue.

♦ This residue by return is called Al-Radd.

♦ The Hanafi and Hanbali Fiqh have adopted the doctrine of 
Radd. The Shdfi'i Fiqh allows the doctrine of Radd if there 
is no "properly administered" Baytul-Mdl.

4 Zaid bin Thabit (*) as well as Imam Malik ($&) and 
Imam Shafi'i did not adopt the doctrine of Radd; any 
residue that would otherwise be Al-Radd goes to Baytul- 
Mdl. The later Shdfi'i jurists added the clause "properly 
administered" to Baytul-Mdl, thus adopting the doctrine 
of Radd. The doctrine of Radd is not practised by the 
traditional Maliki Fiqh.

t Those advocating the doctrine of Radd quote the 
Qur'anic text (33:6), "Blood relatives are nearer, the one to 
the other, than other believers". They argue that any blood 
relative has a greater right to inheritance than any 
stranger or the community as a whole represented by 
Baytul-Mal.

I i Those not in favour of the doctrine of Radd argue that the 
shares prescribed by the Qur' an should not be increased 
and any excess should go to Baytul-Mdl.

I There is difference of opinion amongst Muslim jurists 
who practice the doctrine of Radd as to the way Al-Radd 
is distributed amongst the sharers.

♦ According to 'Uthman bin 'Affan all the Qur'anic 
heirs are entitled to Al-Radd.

I 'Abdullah bin Mas'ud & and 'Abdullah bin 'Abbas 
had variant views as regards who is entitled to Al-Radd.

♦ Under traditional Hanafi Fiqh, all the Qur'anic heirs 
except the spouse are entitled to inherit Al-Radd. Some 
modem Hanafi jurists have entitled the spouse to Al- 
Radd in preference to Baytul-Mdl if there are no other 
claimants at all, because they argue that it is better to 
give the Al-Radd to the spouse than to Baytul-Mdl.

♦ After the sharers (Ashabul-Furud) have been allotted their 
shares, the residue (if any) is inherited in the following 
manner:

1. In the first instance, the residue devolves upon the 
residuaries.

I 2. If there are no residuaries, the residue (Al-Radd) is 

distributed amongst the fixed sharers (except 
spouse). In situations where there is a residuary 
(including Sf or S& acting as residuary), the question 
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of Al-Radd does not arise.
3. If there are no residuaries and no sharers (except 

spouse) the residue devolves upon the distant 
kindred.

4. The spouse is not entitled to Al-Radd because he or 
she is not a blood relative. The Qur'anic text (33:6) 
cited earlier on which the doctrine of Radd is based 
upon, refers to blood relatives. Any excess after the 
spouse has been given his or her share goes to Baytul- 
Mdl.

4 The sharers normally entitled to Al-Radd are:

► Mother, true grandmother
► Daughter, son's daughter
> Full sister, consanguine sister
> Uterine brother, uterine sister

4 Careful examination of the above five groups of heirs 
reveals that Al-Radd can be given to either one , two or 
three of these types of heirs, but no more than three.

46.1.1 Examples of Al-Radd distribution

♦ The following examples demonstrate the doctrine of

4 In each example, none of the heirs can act in the capacity 
of residuary, hence any residue is distributed as Al-Radd.

Example 161

A man dies leaving behind only one daughter as the sole 
heir.

The daughter gets 1/2 as a fixed sharer and she gets 1/2 as 
Al-Radd. Therefore, the daughter as the sole heir inherits the 
whole estate.

^an dies leaving behind only two daughters as the only

The two daughters share 2/3 of the estate as sharers. They 
also share the 1/3 residue as Al-Radd. Each daughter 
therefore, inherits 1/2.

Sample 163
Aman dies leaving behind a widow and a daughter as heirs.

The heirs are assigned their fixed shares:

Widow 1/8

Daughter 1/2
The total sum of these shares is:l/8 + 1/2 = 1/8 + 4/8 = 5/8
In the absence of any residuary, the residue of 3/8 is 
returned to the sharers entitled to Al-Radd, in this case it is 
thedaughter. - ’ . u-/..
The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Widow 1/8

Daughter 1/2 + 3/8 (R) = 7/8

Example 164
A woman dies leaving behind a husband and a daughter as 
the only heirs.
The heirs are assigned their fixed shares:

Husband 1/4
Daughter 1/2

The total sum of these shares is: 1/4 + 1/2 = 3/4

In the absence of any residuary, the residue of 1/4 is 
returned to the sharers entitled to Al-Radd, in this case it is 
the daughter.

The final distribution of the estate is thus:
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352 Islamic Law of SuccessionHusband 1/4Daughter 1/2 + 1/4 (R) = 3/4Example 165A man dies leaving behind a widow and a son's daughter as the only heirs.
The heirs are assigned their fixed shares:

Widow 1/8

Son's daughter 1/2

The total sum of these shares is: 1/8+ 1/2 = 5/8

In the absence of any residuary, the residue of 3/8 is 
returned to the sharers entitled to Al-Radd, in this case it is 
the son's daughter.

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Widow 1/8

Son's daughter 1/2 + 1/4 (R) = 7/8

Example 166
A man dies leaving behind a widow and a full sister as the 
only heirs.

The heirs are assigned their fixed shares:Widow 1/4
Full sister 1/2

The total sum of these shares is: 1/4 + 1/2 = 3/4

In the absence of any residuary, the residue of 1/4 is 
returned to the sharers entitled to Al-Radd, in this case it is 
the full sister.

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Widow 1/4Full sister 1/2 +1/4 (R) = 3/4

Doctrines Radd and 'AiolSample 167
man dies leaving behind a mother and a son's daughter as 
i only heirs.
Hie heirs are assigned their fixed shares:Mother 1/6Son's daughter 1/2
lhe total sum of these shares is: 1/6 + 1/2 = 2/3

In the absence of any residuary, the residue of 1/3 is 
returned to the sharers entitled to Al-Radd, who in this case 
ae the mother and the son's daughter.

Hie estate is divided amongst the mother and son's 
daughter in a ratio of 1:3, in proportion to their original 

I feed shares.
Hie final distribution of the estate is thus: ,Mother 1/4

Son's daughter 3/4

Example 168
A man dies leaving behind a true grandmother and a 
uterine sister as the only heirs. f -

Hie heirs are assigned their fixed shares:

True grandmother 1/6
Uterine sister 1/6

lhe total sum of these shares is: l/6 + l/6 = l/3
h the absence of any residuary, the residue of 2/3 is 
relumed to the sharers entitled to Al-Radd, in this case it is 
Ike true grandmother and the uterine sister.

Hie estate is divided amongst the true grandmother and 
prine sister in a ratio of 1:1, in proportion to their original 

fed shares.
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The final distribution of the estate is thus:
True grandmother 1/2 
Uterine sister 1/2

Example 169

A man dies leaving behind a true grandmother and two 
uterine sisters as the only heirs.
The heirs are assigned their fixed shares:

True grandmother 1/6
Two uterine sisters 1/3

The total sum of these shares is: 1/6 + 1/3 = 1/2

In the absence of any residuary, the residue of 1/2 is 
returned to the sharers entitled to Al-Radd, in this case it is 
the true grandmother and the uterine sisters.
The estate is divided amongst the true grandmother and 
uterine sisters in a ratio of 1:2, in proportion to their original 
fixed shares.

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

True grandmother 1/3

Two uterine sisters 2/3 (1/3 each)

Example 170

A man dies leaving behind a widow, a mother and a 
daughter as the only heirs.

The heirs are assigned their fixed shares:

Widow 1/8

Mother 1/6

Daughter 1/2

The total sum of these shares is: 1/8 + 1/6 + 1/2 = 19/24 

In the absence of any residuary, the residue of 5/24 is 
returned to the sharers entitled to Al-Radd, who in this case 

Doctrines Radd and 'Awl —

gje the mother and the daughter.

^ter the widow has been allocated her share of 1/8, the 
residue of 7/8 is distributed amongst the mother and 
daughter in a ratio of 1:3, in proportion to their original fixed 
shares.
The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Mother gets

Daughter gets

Widow gets

1/4 of 7/8 = 7/32

3/4 of 7/8 = 21/32

1/8= 4/32

Example 171
A man dies leaving behind a widow, a mother and two 
daughters as the only heirs.

The heirs are assigned their fixed shares;

Widow 1/8

Mother 1/6

Two daughters 2/3

The total sum of these shares is: 1/ 8 + 1/ 6 + 2/ 3 = 23/ 24 

In the absence of any residuary, the residue of 1/24 is 
returned to the sharers entitled to Al-Radd, who in this case 
are the mother and two daughters.

After the widow has been allocated her share of 1/8, the 
residue of 7/8 is distributed amongst the mother and two 
daughters in a ratio of 1:4, in proportion to their original 
fixed shares.

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Mother 1/5 of 7/8 = 7/40
Two daughters 4/5 of 7/8 = 28/40 (7/20 each)
Widow 1/8 = 5/40
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Example 172

A woman dies leaving behind a husband, a mother and a 
daughter as the only heirs.

The heirs are assigned their fixed shares:
Husband 1/4

Mother 1/6
Daughter 1/2

The total sum of these shares is: 1/4 + 1/6 + 1/2 = 11/12 
In the absence of any residuary, the residue of 1/12 is 
returned to the sharers entitled to Al-Radd, who in this case 
are the mother and the daughter.
After the husband has been allocated his share of 1 / 4, the 
residue of 3/4 is distributed amongst the mother and 
daughter in a ratio of 1:3, in proportion to their original fixed 
shares.
The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Mother 1/4 of 3/4 = 3/16

Daughter 3/4 of 3/4 = 9/16 

Husband 1/4 = 4/16

Example 173

A man dies leaving behind a widow, a uterine brother and a 
uterine sister as the only heirs.

The heirs are assigned their fixed shares:

Widow 1/4

Uterine brother and sister 1/3

Note that the widow inherits 1/4 when there is no child and 
no agnatic grandchild h.l.s.

The total sum of these shares is: 1/4 + 1/3 = 7/12

Doctrines Radd and 'Awl

[p the absence of any residuary, the residue of is
jeturned to the sharers entitled to AI-Radd, who in this case 

are the uterine brother and uterine sister.

After the widow has been allocated her share of 1/4, the 
residue of 3/4 is distributed amongst the uterine brother 
and uterine sister equally. , , f

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Uterine brother 1/2 of 3/4 = 3/8

Uterine sister 1/2 of 3/4 = 3/8

Widow 1/4 = 2/8

Example 174

A man dies leaving behind a widow, a mother, a uterine 
brother and a uterine sister as the only heirs.

The heirs are assigned their fixed shares:

Widow 1/4
Mother 1/6 * //

Uterine brother and sister 1/3

The total sum of these shares is: 1/4 + 1/6 + 1/3 = 3/4

In the absence of any residuary the residue of 1/4 is 
returned to the sharers entitled to Al-Radd, who in this case 
are the mother and uterine siblings.

After the widow has been allocated her share of 1/4, the 
residue of 3/4 is distributed amongst the mother and 
uterine siblings in a ratio of 1:2, in proportion to their 
original fixed shares.

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Uterine brother and sister 2/3 of 3/4 = 1/2

Mother 1/3 of 3/4 = 1/4
Widow -i / 4
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The uterine brother and uterine sister will share the 1/2 
equally so each gets 1/4.

Example 175
A man dies leaving behind a widow, two true 
grandmothers (MM and MF) and two uterine sisters as the 
only heirs.
The heirs are assigned their fixed shares:

Widow

Two true grandmothers
Two uterine sisters

The total sum of these shares is:

1/4

1/6

1/3
l/4 + l/6 + l/3 = 3/4

In the absence of any residuary, the residue of 1/4 is 
returned to the sharers entitled to Al-Radd, who in this case 
are the true grandmothers and uterine sisters.
After the widow has been allocated her share of 1/4, the 
residue of 3/4 is distributed amongst the true grandmothers 
and uterine sisters in a ratio of 1:2, in proportion to their 
original fixed shares.
The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Two true grandmothers 1/3 of 3/4 = 1/4 (1/8 each)

Two uterine sisters 2/3 of 3/4 = 1/2 (1/4 each)

Widow 1/4

Example 176

A man dies leaving behind a full sister, a consanguine sister 
and a uterine sister as the only heirs.

The heirs are assigned their fixed shares:

Full sister 1/2 = 3/6)
Consanguine sister 1/6
Uterine sister 1/6

46. Doctrines Radd and 'Awl

-fyetotal sum of these shares is: 3/6 + 1/6 + 1/6 = 5/6

In the absence of any residuary, the residue of 1/6 is 
^turned to the sharers entitled to Al-Radd, which in this case 
is all the three heirs.

Al-Rddd. is distributed amongst all three heirs. One way to 
do this calculation is to convert all shares into fractions with 
a common denominator (6) and then reduce the 
denominator to the value of the sum of the numerators (5) 
so the final shares are: . ;

Full sister 3/6 increased to 3/5

Consanguine sister 1/6 increased to 1/5 

Uterine sister 1/6 increased to 1/5

Example 177
A man dies leaving behind a mother, a daughter and a son's 
daughter as the only heirs. . K : • . ■<
The heirs are assigned their fixed shares:

Mother 1/6
Daughter 1/2 = 3/6)
Son's daughter 1/6

Note that the son's daughter (DS) gets 1 / 6 to make a total of
2/3 with the daughter.
lhe total sum of these shares is: 1/6 + 3/6 + 1/6 = 5/6

In the absence of any residuary, the residue of 1/6 is 
returned to the sharers entitled to Al-Radd, which in this case 
is all the three heirs.

Al-Radd is distributed amongst all three heirs. One way to 
do this calculation is to convert all shares into fractions with 
a common denominator (6) and then reduce the 
denominator to the value of the sum of the numerators (5)
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so the final shares are:
Mother 1/6 increased to 1/5
Daughter 3/6 increased to 3/5
Son's daughter (DS) 1/6 increased to 1/5

Example 178
A man dies leaving behind a mother, a full sister and a 
uterine brother.
The heirs are assigned their fixed shares:

Mother 1/6
Full sister 1/2 = 3/6)
Uterine brother 1/6

Note that the mother inherits 1/6 in the presence of two or 
more siblings (full, consanguine or uterine).
The total sum of these shares is: 1/6 + 3/6 + 1/6 = 5/6

In the absence of any residuary the residue of 1/6 is 
returned to the sharers entitled to Al-Radd, which is all the 
three heirs in this case.

Al-Radd is distributed amongst all three heirs. One way to 
do this calculation is to convert all shares into fractions with 
a common denominator (6) and then reduce the 
denominator to the value of the sum of the numerators (5) 
so the final shares are:

Mother 1/6 increased to 1/5

Full sister 3/6 increased to 3/5Uterine brother 1/6 increased to 1/5
Example 179

A woman dies leaving behind a husband and a daughter's 
son as the only heirs.

SD is a class I distant kindred. The distant kindred are 

and 'Awl_______

zXXj^olnherit with the spouse. Therefore, this is not a 

nf Al-Radd. The distribution of the estate is thus:
case

Husband 1/2

Daughter1 s son 1/2

A man dies leaving behind a widow and a full brother's 
daughter as the only heirs.

DBf is a class III distant kindred. The distant kindred are 
entitled to inherit with the spouse. Therefore, this is not a 
case of Al-Radd. The distribution of the estate is thus:

Widow 1/4

DBf 3/4

46.2 THE DOCTRINE OF 'AWL
♦ The doctrine of 'Awl applies when after the allocation of 

shares amongst the sharers (Ashdbul-Furud) the total sum 
of the fixed shares is greater than one. All the shares are 
decreased proportionately. An exception to this is 
inheritance amongst the distant kindred under the 
system of Tanzil as practiced by Shdfi'i and Hanbali 
Fiqh. See section 11.4.7b (rule 5) as well as examples 52 
and 53.

♦ The doctrine of 'Awl which is based on Ijma was 
established during the caliphate of 'Umar bin Al- 
Khattab and some say that Zaid bin Thabit 
suggested the doctrine of 'Awl.

♦ The doctrine of 'Awl probably rests upon the view that a 
I Qur'anic share does not represent an absolute 
I entitlement which is fixed in absolute terms, but rather 
I one which is fixed in ratio to the other Qur' anic shares.
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♦ The doctrine of 'Awl involves increasing the common 
denominator of all the fractional shares to the same value 
as the sum of all the numerators. The numerators are left 
unaltered. Thus, the total sum of the fractional shares is 
now one and each share has been proportionately 
reduced.

♦ It is interesting to note that the doctrine of 'Awl is only 
applicable when the denominator of the sum of the 
shares is either 6,12 or 24.

♦ Calculations have shown that only a limited number of 
improper fractions can occur to which the doctrine of 
'Awl is applied. This is illustrated in the examples below. 
These improper fractions (fractions greater than one) are:

7/6 8/6

13/12 15/12

9/6 10/6
17/12

*

27/21
According to 'Abdullah bin Mas'ud it is possible to have 
31/24. This is because 'Abdullah bin Mas'ud allows a 
Mahrum (see chapter 10) to act as a partial excluder. So in the 
case of a widow, mother, two full sisters and two uterine 
sisters inheriting together with a son as a Mahrum, the total 
sum of the shares is 31/24. This case has been named Al- 
Thalathiniyyah. The distribution of the shares would be:

W M 2ty 2^ S (killer)

3/31 4/31 16/31 8/31 Nd

♦ The doctrine of 'Awl only occurs if there is a daughter, 
agnatic granddaughter (DS h.l.s.), full sister or 
consanguine sister amongst the heirs.

♦ 'Abdullah bin 'Abbas was of the view that in situations
where the sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 
greater than one, the Qur'anic heirs who are guaranteed

Doctrines Radd and 'Awl

a minimum share (spouse, parents and uterine siblings) 
should not be further reduced and the burden of 
necessary reduction should fall on those Qur' anic heirs 
who sometimes inherit as sharers and sometimes as 
residuaries (namely daughter, granddaughter, full sister 
and consanguine sister), as the share of this group of 
Qur'anic heirs is not guaranteed in the same way. 
Although the argument is sound, this opinion of 
'Abdullah bin 'Abbas fa was preceded by the judicial 
authority of Umar bin Al-Khattab and has not been 
adopted in Sunni jurisprudence.

47.2.1 Examples of Al-‘Awl
I The following examples illustrate how the doctrine of 

'Awl is applied in practical situations.

Example 181
A woman dies leaving behind a husband and two full sisters 
as the only heirs. Some say this was the first case of Al-'Awl. 

The fixed shares of these heirs are:

Husband 1/2

Two full sisters 2/3

The total sum of these shares is:

1/2 + 2/3 = 3/6 + 4/6 = 7/6

The common denominator is 6, this is increased to the same 
value as the sum of the numerators which is 7. The 
numerator of each fraction share is left unaltered. So 
instead of 7/6 we have 7/7.

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Husband 1/2 = 3/6 reduced to 3/7 

Two full sisters 2/3 = 4/6 reduced to 4/7 (2/7 each)
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Example 182
A woman dies leaving behind a husband, a full sister and a 
consanguine sister as the only heirs.
The fixed shares of these heirs are:

Husband 1/2
Full sister 1/2
Consanguine sister 1/6

The total sum of these shares is:

1/2 + 1/2 + 1/6 = 3/6 + 3/6 + 1/6 = 7/6
The common denominator is 6, this is increased to the same 
value as the sum of the numerators which is 7. The 
numerator of each fraction share is left unaltered. So 
instead of 7/6 we have 7/7.

The final distribution of the estate is thus:
Husband

Full sisters

Consanguine sister

1/2 = 3/6 reduced to 3/7

1/2 = 3/6 reduced to 3/7

1/6 = 1/6 reduced to 1/7

Example 183
A man dies leaving behind a mother, two full sisters and 
two uterine sisters as the only heirs.

The fixed shares of these heirs are:

Mother 1/6

Two full sisters 2/ 3

Two uterine sisters 1/3

The total sum of these shares is:

1/6 + 2/3 +1/3 = 1/6 + 4/6 + 2/6 = 7/6

The common denominator is 6, this is increased to the same 
value as the sum of the numerators which is 7. The 
numerator of each fraction share is left unaltered. So

Doctrines Radd and 'Awl_______ _______________ -

jpgtead of 7/6 we have 7/7.
•^e final distribution of the estate is thus:

Mother

Two full sisters

Two uterine sisters 1/3 = 2/6 reduced to 2/7 (1/7 each)

1/6 = 1/6 reduced to 1/7
2/3 = 4/6 reduced to 4/7 (2/7 each)

fample 184

A woman dies leaving behind a husband, a mother and a 
full sister as the only heirs. This case has been named al- 
MutaMo/i (refutation).

The fixed shares of these heirs are:

Husband 1/2 .== 3/6

Mother 1/3 = 2/6

Full sister 1/2 = 3/6
Hie total sum of all these shares is: z

1/2 +1/3 + 1/2 = 3/6 + 2/6 + 3/6 = 8/6
The common denominator is 6, this is increased to the same 
value as the sum of the numerators which is 8. The 
numerator of each fraction share is left unaltered. So 
instead of 8/6 we have 8/8.

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Husband 1/2 == 3/6 reduced to 3/8

Mother 1/3 j= 2/6 reduced to 2/8 = 1/4

Full sister 1/2 |= 3/6 reduced to 3/8

Example 185

A woman dies leaving behind a husband, a mother and two 
full sisters as the only heirs.
The fixed shares of these heirs are:

Husband 1/2 = 3/6
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Mother 1/6
Two full sisters 2/3 = 4/6

The total sum of all these shares is:
1/2 + 1/6 + 2/3 = 3/6 + 1/6 + 4/6 = 8/6

The common denominator is 6, this is increased to the same 
value as the sum of the numerators which is 8. The 
numerator of each fraction share is left unaltered. So 
instead of 8/6 we have 8/8.
The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Husband 1/2 = 3/6 reduced to 3/ 8
Mother 1/6 reduced to 1/8
Two full sister 2/3 = 4/6 reduced to4/8 = l/2(l/4 each)

Husband 1/2 == 3/6
Full sister 1/2 == 3/6
Two uterine brothers 1/3 =e 2/6

46, Doctrines Radd and 'Awl

Example 187

A woman dies leaving behind a husband, a mother, two full 
sisters and a uterine sister as the only heirs.

The fixed shares of these heirs are:

Husband 1/2 = 3/6

Mother 1/6

Two full sisters 2/3 ■= 4/6

Uterine sister 1/6

The total sum of all these shares is:
1/2 + 1/2 + 1/3 = 3/6 + 3/6 + 2/6 = 8/6

The common denominator is 6, this is increased to the same 
value as the sum of the numerators which is 8. The 
numerator of each fraction share is left unaltered. So 
instead of 8/6 we have 8/8.
The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Husband 1/2
Full sister 1/2
Two uterine brothers 1/3

3/6 reduced to 3/8
3/6 reduced to 3/8

2/6 reduced to 2/8 (1/8 each)

The total sum of all these shares is:

1/2 +1/6 + 2/3 + 1/6 = 3/6 + 1/6 + 4/6 + 1/6 = 9/6

The common denominator is 6, this is increased to the same 
value as the sum of the numerators which is 9. The 
numerator of each fraction share is left unaltered. So 
instead of 9/6 we have 9/9.

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Husband 1/2 = 3/6 reduced to 3/9 = 1/3

Mother 1/6 reduced to 1/ 9

Two full sisters 2/3 = 4/6 reduced to 4/9 (2/9 each) 

Uterine sister 1/6 reduced to 1/ 9

Example 188

A woman dies leaving behind a husband, a mother, a full 
sister and two uterine sisters as the only heirs.

The fixed shares of these heirs are:

Husband 1/2 == 3/6
Mother 1/6
Full sister 1/2 == 3/6
Two uterine sisters 1/3 = 2/6

The total sum of all these shares is:

1/2 +1/6 +1/2 +1/3 = 3/6 +1/6 + 3/6 + 2/6 = 9/6
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The common denominator is 6, this is increased to the same 
value as the sum of the numerators which is 9. The 
numerator of each fraction share is left unaltered. So 
instead of 9/6 we have 9/9.
The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Husband 1/2 = 3/6 reduced to 3/9 = 1/3
Mother 1/6 reduced to 1 / 9
Full sister 1/2 = 3/6 reduced to 3/9 = 1/3
Two uterine sister 1/3 = 2/6 reduced to 2/ 9 (1/ 9 each)

Example 189
A woman dies leaving behind a husband, two full sisters, 
two uterine sisters and two consanguine sisters as the only 
heirs. This case has been named Al-Marwaniyyah as well as 
Al-Gharra'.
The fixed shares of these heirs are:

Husband 1/2 E= 3/6

Two full sisters 2/3 == 4/6
Two uterine sisters 1/3 == 2/6

Two consanguine sisters Excluded by full sisters

The total sum of all these shares is:

1/2 + 2/3 + 1/3 = 3/6 + 4/6 + 2/6 = 9/6

The common denominator is 6, this is increased to the same 
value as the sum of the numerators which is 9. The 
numerator of each fraction share is left unaltered. So 
instead of 9/6 we have 9/9.

The final distribution of the estate is thus: i

Husband 1/2 = 3/6 reduced to 3/9 = 1/3

Two full sisters 2/3 = 4/6 reduced to 4/9 (2/9 each) 

Two uterine sisters 1/3 = 2/6 reduced to 2/9 (1/9 each)

Doctrines Radd and 'Awl 

consanguine sisters Nil

woman dies leaving behind a husband, a mother, two full 
sisters and two uterine sisters as the only heirs. This case has 
been named Al-Shuraihiyyah.

The fixed shares of these heirs are:

Husband 1/2 a= 3/6
Mother 1/6

Two full sisters 2/3 == 4/6
Two uterine sisters 1/3 - 2/6

The total sum of all these shares is:

1/2 +1/6 + 2/3 +1/3 = 3/6 +1/6 + 4/6 + 2/6 = 10/6 

The common denominator is 6, this is increased to the same 
value as the sum of the numerators which is 10. The 
numerator of each fraction share is left unaltered. So instead 
oflO/6 we have 10/10. ' I -to
The final distribution of the estate is thus;

Husband 1/2 == 3/6 reduced to 3/10

Mother 1/6 reduced to 1/10

Two full sisters 2/3 == 4/6 reduced to 4/10 (1/5 each)

Two uterine sister 1 / 3 = 2/6 reduced to 2/10 (1/10 each)

Example 191
A man dies leaving behind a widow, a mother and a full
sister as the only heirs.
The fixed shares of these heirs

Widow 1/4. aa 3/12
Mother 1/3 == 4/12
Full sister 1/2 =; 6/12
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The total sum of all these shares is:
1/4 + 1/3 + 1/2 = 3/12 + 4/12 + 6/12 = 13/12

The common denominator is 12, this is increased to the same 
value as the sum of the numerators which is 13. The 
numerator of each fraction share is left unaltered. So instead 
of 13/12 we have 13/13.

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Widow 1/4 = 3/12 reduced to 3/13Mother 1/3 = 4/12 reduced to 4/13Full sister 1/2 = 6/12 reduced to 6/13
Example 192

A man dies leaving behind a widow, a mother and two full 
sisters as the only heirs.

The fixed shares of these heirs are:

Widow 1/4 = 3/12

Mother 1/6 = 2/12

Two full sisters 2/3 = 8/12

The total sum of all these shares is:

1/4 +1/6 + 2/3 = 3/12 + 2/12 + 8/12 = 13/12

The common denominator is 12, this is increased to the same 
value as the sum of the numerators which is 13. The 
numerator of each fraction share is left unaltered. So instead 
of 13/12 we have 13/13.

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Widow 1/4 = 3/12 reduced to 3/13

Mother 1/6 = 2/12 reduced to 2/13

Two full sisters 2/3 = 8/12 reduced to 8/13 (4/13 each)

i Ionian dies leaving behind a husband, a mother and two

daughters as the only heirs.

flie fixed shares of these heirs are:Husband 1/4 = 3/12Mother 1/6 = 2/12
Two daughters 2/3 = 8/12

The total sum of all these shares is:1/4 +1/6 + 2/3 = 3/12 + 2/12 + 8/12 = 13/12
The common denominator is 12, this is increased to the same 
value as the sum of the numerators which is 13. The 
numerator of each fraction share is left unaltered. So instead 
of 13/12 we have 13/13.

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Husband 1/4 = 3/12 reduced to 3/13

Mother 1/6 = 2/12 reduced to 2/13

I Two daughters 2/3 = 8/12 reduced to 8/13 (4/13 each)

I Example 194

k woman dies leaving behind a husband, a mother, a 
tester and a son's daughter as the only heirs.

The fixed shares of these heirs are:

I Husband 1/4 = 3/12

Mother 1/6 = 2/12 <

l Daughter 1/2 = 6/12

1 Son's daughter 1/6 = 2/12

total sum of all these shares is:

V4+1/6+1/2+1/6 = 3/12 + 2/12 + 6/12 + 2/12 = 13/12 

The common denominator is 12, this is increased to the same
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d Doctrines Radd and 'Awl

1/4 = 3/12 reduced to 3/13

1/6 = 2/12 reduced to 2/13

1/2 = 6/12 reduced to 6/13

1/6 = 2/12 reduced to 2/13

value as the sum of the numerators which is 13. The 
numerator of each fraction share is left unaltered. So instead 
of 13/12 we have 13/13.

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Husband

Mother

Daughter

Son's daughter

Example 195

A man dies leaving behind a widow, a mother, two full 
sisters and a uterine sister as the only heirs.

The fixed shares of these heirs are:

Widow 1/4 = 3/12

Mother 1/6 = 2/12

Two full sisters 2/3 = 8/12

Uterine sister 1/6 = 2/12

The total sum of all these shares is:

l/4+l/6 + 2/3+l/6 = 3/12 + 2/12 + 8/12 + 2/12 = 15/12 

The common denominator is 12, this is increased to the same 
value as the sum of the numerators which is 15. The 
numerator of each fraction share is left unaltered. So instead 
of 15/12 we have 15/15. > :

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Widow 1/4 = 3/12 reduced to 3/15 = 1/5

Mother 1/6 = 2/12 reduced to 2/15

Two full sisters 2/ 3 = 8 /12 reduced to 8 /15 (4/15 each) 

Uterine sister 1/6 = 2/12 reduced to 2/15

Aman dies leaving behind a widow, two full sisters and two 
uterine sisters as the only heirs.

The fixed shares of these heirs are:Widow 1/4 Ee 3/12Two full sisters 2/3 =e 8/12Two uterine sister 1/3 E= 4/12
The total sum of all these shares is:

1/4+2/3 +1/3 = 3/12 + 8/12 + 4/12 = 15/12

The common denominator is 12, this is increased to the same 
value as the sum of the numerators which is 15. The 
numerator of each fraction share is left unaltered. So instead 
0115/12 we have 15/15. ’' 1 '

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Wow 1/4 = 3/12 reduced to 3/15

Two full sisters 2/ 3 = 8/12 reduced to 8/15 (4/15 each) 

Two uterine sister 1/3 = 4/12 reduced to 4/15 (2/15 each)

1/5

Example 197

homan dies leaving behind a husband, a father, a mother 
and four daughters as the only heirs.

Ike fixed shares of these heirs are:

Husband 1/4 = 3/12

Pather 1/6 = 2/12

Mother 1/6 = 2/12

Pour daughters 2/3 = 8/12

Ike total sum of all these shares is:

M4+I/6+1/6 + 2/3 = 3/12 + 2/12 + 2/12 + 8/12 = 15/12

Ike common denominator is 12, this is increased to the same
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value as the sum of the numerators which is 15. The 
numerator of each fraction share is left unaltered. So instead 
of 15/12 we have 15/15.
The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Husband
Father
Mother
Four daughters

1/4 = 3/12 reduced to 3/15 = 1/5
1/6 = 2/12 reduced to 2/15
1/6 = 2/12 reduced to 2/15
2/3 = 8/12 reduced to 8/15 (2/15 each)

Example 198

A man dies leaving behind a widow, a mother, two full 
sisters and two uterine brothers as the only heirs.

The fixed shares of these heirs are:

Widow 1/4 E= 3/12

Mother 1/6 Ee 2/12

Two full sisters 2/3 e= 8/12

Two uterine brothers 1/3 == 4/12

^trines Radd and Awl _______________________________________ —

dies leaving behind a widow, a mother, a father and 
daughters as the only heirs. This case has been named 

^inbariyyah because 'All bin Abi Talib 4* was asked 
this case while he was on the Minbar (pulpit) 

delivering the Friday Khutbah.

1 the fixed shares of these heirs are: • i on j

Widow 1/8 =i 3/24

Mother 1/6 == 4/24
Father 1/6 == 4/24
Two daughters 2/3 == 16/24

The total sum of all these shares is:

1/8+1/6 +1/6 + 2/3 = 3/24 + 4/24 + 4/24 +16/24 = 27/24 
The common denominator is 24, this is increased to the same 
value as the sum of the numerators which is 27. The 
numerator of each fraction share is left unaltered. So instead 
of27/24 we have 27/27. .

The final distribution of the estate is thus:
The total sum of all these shares is:
1/4 +1/6 + 2/3 +1/3 = 3/12 + 2/12 + 8/12 + 4/12 = 17/12 

The common denominator is 12, this is increased to the same 
value as the sum of the numerators which is 17. The 
numerator of each fraction share is left unaltered. So instead 
of 17/12 we have 11/17.

The final distribution of the estate is thus:

Widow 1/8;= 3/24 reduced to 3/27 = 1/9
Mother 1/6:= ^/TA reduced to 4/27
Father 1/6 e= 4/ 24 reduced to 4/ 27
Two daughters 2/3 =: 16/24 reduced to 16/27 ($/27 each)

Widow 1/4 = 3/12 reduced to 3/17

Mother

Two full sisters
1/6 = 2/12 reduced to 2/17

2/3 = 8/12 reduced to 8/17

Two uterine brothers 1/3 = 4/12 reduced to 4/17
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47. MARRIAGE, DIVORCE 
AND SUCCESSION

47.1 MARRIAGE

Key points:
4 This chapter covers the essential points regarding 

marriage and divorce which affect succession.

♦ For inheritance to take place between a husband and 
wife it is necessary that a valid marriage has taken place.

♦ In Islam, marriage is a civil contract to which both 
parties, a man and a woman, freely consent and accept.

♦ A Muslim man may have up to four wives at any one 
time.

♦ Consummation of marriage is not necessary for purposes 
of Islamic inheritance.

+ A Muslim man can marry women of the "Book 
(Christian or Jewish women). See section 10.2.

V

♦ A Muslim woman is allowed to marry only a Muslim, 
otherwise the marriage is invalid.

♦ A marriage contract recited jokingly concludes a 
marriage (similarly with divorce).

The following are necessary for a valid marriage:

4 A man and a woman who have the capacity to enter into 
a contract and the capacity to many each other (i.e. there 
are no prohibitions to marriage for the couple).

► There should be recital of the marriage contract with both 
definite and clear proposal and acceptance of marriage.

iflge, Droorce and Succession_______________________ ________

Guardian's approval. According to the Hanafi Fiqh, a 
person can contract a marriage as soon as he or she has 
attained the age of puberty. The presumption is that 
puberty is reached at fifteen years, but evidence can be 
produced to the effect that it is reached at an earlier age. 
The Hanafi Fiqh also holds that a woman who is adult 
and sane has the legal capacity to contract her own 
marriage.

I According to the Maliki, Shdfi'i and Hanbali Fiqh, an adult 
virgin woman does not have the legal capacity to 
contract herself in marriage. The guardian's approval is 
necessary.

♦ Suitable witnesses are necessary (2 males or 1 male plus 2 
females) at the time of the marriage contract.

♦ Ascertainment of both parties to the contract (who is 
marrying who must be absolutely clear).

♦ Mahr (dower) is mentioned in the Qur'an in Surah An- 
Nisd' Verse 4 as an essential part of a Muslim marriage. 
Mahr is a marriage gift given by the bridegroom to his 
wife.

ill MARRIAGE DURING DEATH SICKNESS
♦ The majority view is that marriage during death sickness 

(Maradul-Mawt) is similar to marriage during health.

♦ See section 49.2 for details.

47.3 DIVORCE

473.1 At-Talaq

♦ Talat) (divorce) is dissolution of the marriage contract by 
prescribed formulae.

♦ Although the term divorce in the western sense of the
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word is not exactly the same as the Islamic concept of 
Taldq, it is used here to denote Taldq.

4 For a divorce to be valid the husband pronouncing the 
divorce must be sane and an adult.

4 Taldq is an extra-judicial proceeding.

♦ A divorce pronounced in a state of intoxication is valid 
according to all the four Sunni Madhahib if the divorcer 
has voluntarily consumed an intoxicant forbidden in 
Islamic law.

♦ A divorce pronounced jokingly is valid (similarly with 
marriage and freeing of a slave, based on a saying of the 
Prophet (^).

♦ For our purposes divorce can be divided into two types, 
Taldq Al-Raj'i and Taldq Al-Bain.

♦ Taldq Al-Raj'i is revocable and Taldq Al-Bd'in is 
irrevocable.

+ The Sunnah method of Taldq consists of either a single 
pronouncement of divorce during a period of Tuhr 
(period of purity between menstruations) followed by 
abstinence from sexual intercourse during the Tddah 
(waiting period) or it consists of three pronouncements 
of divorce made during three successive periods of Tuhr 
with abstinence from sexual intercourse.

47.3.1.1 Revocable divorce (Talaq-Raj‘i)
+ A revocable divorce is one in which the husband is 

empowered to revoke the divorce during the waiting 
period (Tddah) irrespective of the consent of the wife.

♦ One of the conditions of a revocable divorce is that the 
marriage should have been consummated, because a 
wife divorced before consummation of marriage does

^ferriage, Divorce and Succession ________________

not have to observe the waiting period (Tddah).

* If the divorce is revocable (Taldq Al-Roj'i) the husband 
and wife are entitled to inherit from each other if either 
should die while the woman is observing her waiting 
period (Tddah). All the four main Sunni Madhdhib agree 
on this. See also sections 49.3 and 49.4.

I If a Christian/Jewish wife who has become divorced 
revocably becomes a Muslim during her waiting period 
(Idda) she is entitled to inherit.

473.1.2 Irrevocable divorce (Taldq Al-Ba’iri)
i The Sunnah method of Talaq becomes irrevocable on 

expiration of the Tddah period or on the third 
pronouncement of divorce. ;

I Talaq Al-Bid'ah consists of a triple pronouncement of 
Taldq in one go or pronouncement of Taldq with an 
expression of finality. This form of Taldq becomes 
irrevocable immediately.

♦ The Maliki Fiqh does not recognise the validity of Taldq 
Al-Bid'ah.

♦ The Hanafi and Shdfi'i Fiqh consider Taldq Al-Bid'ah to be 
valid but sinful.

♦ Once a divorce becomes irrevocable the husband may 
not return to his former wife and there is no right to 
mutual inheritance between the husband and wife. See 
also sections 49.3 and 49.4.

♦ Khul' and Mubdra'ah separation operate as an irrevocable 
divorce.

♦ Divorce pronounced before consummation of marriage 
(or valid seclusion) operates as an irrevocable divorce.
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47.3.2 Khul(
4 In Khul' the wife requests release from the marriage and 

pays a consideration to the husband. If the husband 
accepts, this operates as an irrevocable divorce from the 
time of acceptance of the offer.

♦ Also referred to as Talaq-Bil-Iwad by the Maliki jurists

♦ The wife who is seeking a Khul' separation from her 
husband must be sane.

♦ The woman must observe 'Iddah for Khul' separation.

47.3.3 Mubdra'ah
♦ Mubdra'ah is dissolution of a marriage by mutual 

agreement between the spouses.

♦ In Mubdra'ah separation the wife does not pay any 
financial consideration to the husband.

♦ This operates as an irrevocable divorce.

47.4 THE WAITING PERIOD FOR WOMEN (IDDAH}

Key points:
♦ The necessity for a waiting period ('Iddah) for a woman is 

to be found in the Qur'an Surah Al-Baqarah Verse 228 and 
Surah At-Taldq Verses 1-4.

♦ Imposition of 'Iddah makes it possible to ascertain
whether or not the woman is pregnant from her
previous husband.

♦ The length of time 'Iddah is observed is important for 
inheritance purposes.

1. Waiting period for divorcee
L There is no waiting period for a divorced woman if

■ _ , e • « 381
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there has beeh no consummation of marriage and 
valid seclusiori(Khilwah Al-Sahfhah) have not taken 
place. The divorce in such a situation is irrevocable. 
The Shafi'i Fiqh observes that valid seclusion has no 
effect. \

\.............. . V '
ii. The waiting period for a divorced woman otherwise 

is one of the following: (Note that majority of Muslim 
jurists agree that the term of 'Iddah for the wife in case 
of Khul' is the same as for divorce.)

^Non-menstruating woman

i. For a premenstrual or postmenopausal woman it is
three lunar months. ’ ‘ ’ r ? ' ‘-KnTsq

ii. However, if she menstruates she must restart the 
waiting period and the menstruation will not be 
included in the waiting period.

iii. If the husband dies during her waiting period in a 
revocable divorce she must restart her waiting period 
of a widow from the time of death of her husband.

iv. If the husband dies during her waiting period in an 
irrevocable divorce she will continue her waiting 
period of a divorcee if the divorce was pronounced by 
the husband while he was healthy. However, if the 
husband pronounced divorce during his Maradul- 
Mawt against the wishes of the wife then according to 
the Hanafi and Hanbait Fiqh she will need to restart her 
waiting period of a widow from the time of death of 
her husband.

B. Menstruating woman

i. For a menstruating woman, the waiting period is 
three menstrual cycles after pronouncement of 
divorce according to the to Hanafi and Hanbait Fiqh. 
This was the view of the majority of the Companions
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This difference is due to the 
of the Arabic word Qar (plural

ojtegnant widow

i, For a pregnant widow, the waiting period ends 
deliveiy of the child.

on

dies during her waiting period in a

0 vworcwkhul during death sickness
i For the opinions of the four main Sunm Madhdhib see 

sections 49.3 and 49.4.

of the Prophet ($fe). According to the Maliki and Shafi'i 
Fiqh it is three periods free from menstruation 
including the free period during which divorce is 
pronouncedi 
interpretation 
Quru').™

ii. If the husband
revocable divorce she must restart her waiting period 
of a widow from the time of death of her husband.

iii. If the husband dies during her waiting period in an 
irrevocable divorce, she will continue her waiting 
period of a divorcee if the divorce was pronounced by 
the husband while he was healthy. However, if the 
husband pronounced divorce during his Maradul- 
Mawt against the wishes of the wife then according to 
the Hanafi and Hanbali Fiqh she will need to restart her 
waiting period of a widow from the time of death of 
her husband.

C. Pregnant woman
i. For a pregnant woman, the waiting period is until the 

delivery of the child.

2. Waiting period for widow 
A. Non-pregnant widow

i. The waiting period of a non-pregnant widow is four 
months and ten days even if the marriage is not 
consummated.

1 Lexically, the word Quru' can mean the time of purity between 
menstrual periods (Tuhr) or it can mean menstruation (Haid) itself. 
The opinion of the majority of the Companions of the Prophet is
that it means menstruation.
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Qur'anic Verses on inheritance (4:11 and 4:12).

48. Al-WASIYYAH : The ISLAMIC WILLB

Sliarfolt has placed two restrictions on the testator, 
firstly, to whom he can bequeath his estate and 
secondly, the amount that he can bequeath.

Key points:
♦ The Islamic will is called AL Wasiyyah and its importance 

is clear form the following Hadithan:
"It is the duty of a Muslim who has anything to bequest not to let 
two nights pass without writing a will about it." (Sahih Al- 
Bukhari)
"A man may do good deeds for seventy years but if he acts 
unjustly when he leaves his last testament, the^wickedness of his 
deed will be sealed upon him, and he will enter the Fire. If, (on the 
other hand), a man acts wickedly for seventy years but is just in 
his last will and testament, the goodness of his deed will be sealed 
upon him, and he will enter the Garden." (Musnad Ibn Hanbal 
and Ibn Majah)
4 A will is a transaction which comes into operation after 

the testator's death.

4 The one who makes a Wasiyyah is called a testator (Al- 
Musi).

♦ The one on whose behalf a will is made is called a legatee 
(Al-Musd Lahu). Technically speaking, the term 
"testatee" is propbably a more accurate translation of 
Al-Musd Lahu. However, the term "legatee" is more 
commonly used in this context and I have therefore, used 
the term "legatee" to refer to a beneficiary of the will 
(fWasiyyah). The term "donee" is used for the beneficiary 
of a gift (Hibah).

+ It should be noted that according to the general 
consensus of Muslim scholars the Qur'anic Verses on 
bequests (2:180 and 2:240) were abrogated by the

I These two restrictions are based on the following two 
Hfldfth:I

Narrated by Sa'd bin Abi Waqqas ^:"I was stricken by an 
mlment that led me to the verge of death. The Prophet came to pay 
me a visit. I said, "0 Allah's Apostle! I have much property and 
no heir except my single daughter. Shall I give two-thirds of my 
pQJ&dyin charity?" He said, "No." I said, "Half of it?" He said, 
“No." I said, "One-third of it?" He said, "You may do so, though 
one-third is also too much, for it is better for you to leave your 
offspring wealthy than to leave them poor, asking others for 
kelp...". (Sahih Al-Bukhari, Sahih Muslim, Muwatta', 
Tirmidhi, Abu Dawud and Ibn Majah.)

Narrated Abu Hurayrah Allah's Prophet (^) said, "Allah 
has appointed for everyone who has a right what is due to him, and 
no bequest must be made to an heir. (Abu Dawud). Similar 
Mith narrated by Abu Umamah and reported by Ibn 
Majah, Ahmad and others.

♦ The will gives the testator an opportunity to help 
someone (e.g. an orphaned grandchild, see section 8.2 
no. 8, or a Christian widow) who is not entitled to inherit 
from him.

♦ According to Shdfi'i Fiqh, a bequest made by a Muslim in 
favour of an apostate is invalid.

♦ The nature of the bequest (general or specific) and the 
legatee need to be determined as different rules apply.

♦ The English law of intestate succession (distribution of the 
estate of a person who dies without leaving a will) is very
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different from the Islamic law of intestate succession.
♦ There is nothing in English or U.S. law to prevent a I

Muslim making a valid will so that his/her estate is I

distributed according to Shariah. In fact in such I
situations a written valid will becomes absolutely 1 
necessary for Muslims. 11

48.1 THE TESTATOR (4L- MUSI) I ‘

48.1.1 Who can be a testator I
♦ Every adult Muslim with reasoning ability has the legal 1 

capacity to make a will. '

An adult for this purpose is someone who has reached 
puberty. Evidence of puberty is menstruation in girls and 
night pollution (wet dreams) in boys. In the absence of 
evidence, puberty is presumed at the completion of the 
age of fifteen years.

The Maliki and Hanbali Fiqh also consider the will of a 
discerning (Tamt/iz) child as valid. The age of discernment 
for a child is seven complete years.

♦ The testator must have the legal capacity to dispose of 
whatever he bequests in his will.

♦ The testator when making a will must be of sane mind, 
he must not be under any compulsion and he must 
understand the nature and effect of his testamentary act.

♦ The testator must own whatever he bequests.

♦ The testator can revoke his will by a subsequent will, 
actually or by implication.

The Hana/i Fiqh alone holds that if the testator after 
making a will, subsequently loses his capacity to make a 
will, due to for instance insanity, for a period of one 

The Islamic will_________ __________________

nlOnth or more, the will is nullified.

Tbe power of the testator

{he power of the testator is limited in two ways:
| Firstly, he cannot bequest more than 1 / 3 of his net estate unless the other heirs consent to the bequest or 

there are no legal heirs at all or the only legal heir is the spouse who gets' his/her legal share and the residue can be bequeathed.1 Secondly, the testator cannot make a bequest in 
favour of a legal heir under traditional Sunni Muslim 
law. However, several Islamic countries do allow a 
bequest in favour of a legal heir providing the bequest 
does not exceed the bequeathable one-third. Legal heir in this context is one who is a legal heir at the time of death of the propositus.1S.2THE LEGATEE L41-MU&4 LAHU)

g Types of legatee
♦ The legatee may be specific or general

! Examples of specific legatee includes a named individual 

or group of individuals e.g. "the daughters of my sister 
1 A’ishah".

♦ Examples of general legatee include the poor, the 
orphans, the sick and so on.

| Generally speaking, for a bequest to be valid, a legatee 

must be in existence at the time of death of the testator 
except in the case of a general and continuing legatee 

such as the poor, orphans etc.

I J Maliki Fiqh allows bequests in favour of legatees 

described as members of a restricted class or group
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(e.g. "any children of my friend Khalid') who come into 
existence after the testator* s death.

♦ A specific legatee (e.g. a named individual or group of 
individuals) must be in existence at the time of the 
bequest being made as well as alive at the time of death 
of tihe testator for the bequest to be valid.

48.2.2 Who is entitled to be a legatee♦ The legatee must be capable of owning the bequest.♦ Any bequest made in favour of any legal heir already entitled to a share is invalid under traditional Sunni Muslim law unless consented to by other legal heirs.♦ An acknowledgement of debt in favour of a legal heir is valid.
♦ A bequest in favour of an individual who is excluded 

from inheriting due to some impediment (see chapter 10) 
is in itself valid as in the case of a Christian or Jewish 
wife.

♦ For a bequest in favour of an unborn child see section 
48.2.7;.

♦ The time of death of the testator is the determining factor 
in deciding if a relative is a legal heir or not. This status 
once determined cannot be changed:

1. If a person in whose favour a bequest is made is not 
an heir at the time the bequest is made but becomes 
an heir subsequently and is a legal heir at the time of 
death of the testator, the bequest is invalid.

► Thus, if a man dies leaving behind a son, a father, a 
paternal grandfathet and a bequest in favour of the 
paternal grandfather, the bequest is valid as he is 
not an heir at the time of death of the propositus.

/asiyyah: Hie Islamic will
However, if the father dies before the propositus, 
the paternal grandfather now becomes an heir and 
the bequest in his favour is no longer valid.
A beqdest in favour of a woman who later becomes
the testator*s wife is equally invalid.Similarly, if a bequest is made in favour of an individual who is an heir at the time when the bequest is made but becomes a non-heir subsequently and is therefore, not a legal heir at the time of death of the testator, the bequest is valid.► Thus, if a man makes a will in favour of a grandson through a predeceased son and his only heirs are a wife and a daughter, this will as it' stands is invalid because the grandson is a legal heir. However, if a son is bom to the testator, he as ah heir will totally exdude the grandson and the bequest becomes 

. valid.1 All Killer as a legateeI | See also section 10.1.1 I According to the Hano/i Fiqh a killer is excluded from a
1 bequest in a similar manner to a killer being excluded 

from inheriting from his victim unless the heirs of the 
testator consent to the bequest.

| Maliki and ShaJiT Fiqh allow the killer to accept a bequest 

in a similar manner to a gift.

I According to the Maliki Fiqh, the testator has the power 

of condoning the offence committed on his person, thus, 
a bequest made after the mortal injury is valid.

I The Hanbali Fiqh excludes a killer from a bequest in a

1 similar manner to a killer being excluded from inheriting
■ from his victim unless the bequest is made after the fatal
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act or the testator confirms the bequest after the fatal act 
but before death.

48.2.4 Legatee s acceptance and rejection of a bequest
♦ Acceptance or rejection of a bequest by the legatee is only 

relevant after the death of the testator and not before.

♦ Generally speaking once a legatee has accepted or 
rejected a bequest he cannot change his mind 
subsequently.

♦ A specific legatee needs to accept a bequest. If such a 
legatee is a sane adult he must accept the bequest 
personally, otherwise it is accepted by his guardian.

♦ The Hanafi Fiqh allows a child who has reached the age of 
discrimination or the age of seven, to accept a bequest 
and a bequest in favour of an unborn child is fully 

effective without any acceptance.

+ In the case of general legatees such as the poor or 
orphans acceptance is not necessary. Similarly, for 

institutions or organisations acceptance is not necessary 
unless they have a legal representative.

♦ If the legatee dies without accepting or rejecting the
bequest, the bequest becomes part of the legatee's estate 
according to the Hanafi Fiqh because non-rejection is 
regarded as acceptance.

♦ According to the other three Sunni Madhahib, the right to 
accept or reject the bequest passes onto the heirs of the 
legatee.

48.2.5 When does a legatee become the owner?
♦ The time at which ownership of a bequest is transferred 

from the testator (or his heirs) to the legatee is important

i|^flsiyydi: The Islamic will______ ___________ ______________________

as a specific bequest itself may generate income before its 

aCtual delivery.

^cording to the Hanafi Fiqh, any such income that is 
generated forms part of the bequest and is subject to the 
1/3 rule. The other Sunni Fiqh state that the income 
belongs to the owner (legatee).

i The transfer of ownership of the bequest to the legatee 
according to the four main Sunni Madhdhib is as follows:

Hanafi Fiqh.... at time of death of testator

Maliki Fiqh...... on accepting the bequest

Shdfi'i Fiqh.... at time of death of testator

Hanbali Fiqh .... on accepting the bequest

4826 What happens if the legatee dies before the testator?
♦ Generally speaking, the legatee must be in existence at 

the time of death of the testator for the bequest to be 
valid except in the case of general and continuing 
legatees (e.g. the poor, the orphans).

♦ All the Sunni Madhdhib agree that if the legatee dies 
before the testator, the bequest is invalid since a bequest 
can only be accepted after the death of the testator.

♦ If there is uncertainty as to whether or not the legatee 
survived the testator, such as a missing legatee, the 
bequest is invalid because the legatee must be alive at the 
time of death of the testator for the will to be valid.

♦ If the testator and legatee die together, such as in an air 
crash, and it is not certain who died first, the bequest is 
invalid according to the Hanafi, Maliki and Shdfi'i Fiqh. 
But according to the Hanbali Fiqh, the bequest devolves 
upon the legatee's heirs who may accept or reject it.
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48.2.7 Unborn child or a non-existent legatee
♦ A bequest in favour of an unborn child is valid if the 

child is bom within the minimum period of gestation of 
six lunar months from the time of the bequest.

♦ If the testator acknowledges the existence of the unborn 
child, then the bequest is valid if the child is bom within 
the maximum period of gestation allowed under Sunni 
Muslim law from the time of death of the testator. (See 
section 26.3.2.). The underlying principle here is that a 
legatee must be in existence at the time of death of the 
testator.

♦ The Maliki Fiqh allows a bequest in favour of a child not 
yet in existence; one that is yet to be conceived (e.g. a 
bequest in favour of "any future son of my sister").

48.2.8 Division of bequest amongst legatees
♦ If a will is made in favour of a fetus, and twins are bom, 

they share equally whether male or female.

♦ If a bequest is made in favour of a group of people or for 
different purposes, they share equally. However, if the 
bequest is for different purposes and it includes the 
performance of a religious duty (e.g. Hajj) on behalf of 
the testator, then such a duty takes precedence over other

purposes.

♦ If the bequests exceed the allowed bequeathable third of
the estate, all bequests are abated proportionally
including bequests for religious duties according to
Sunni jurisprudence. See also section 48.3.1 for details of 
Hanafi Fiqh view.

fto specific wording is necessary for making a will.

A Wosiyya can be oral or written, and the intention of the 
testator must be clear that the Wasiyyah is to be executed 
after his death.

4 Any expression which signifies the intention of the 
testator is sufficient for the purpose of constituting a 
bequest.

♦ There should be two witnesses to the declaration of the 
Wosiyyah.

♦ A written Wasiyyah where there are no witnesses to an 
oral declaration is valid if it written in the known 
handwriting/signature of the testator according to 
Maliki and Hanbali Fiqh.

♦ The Wasiyya is executed after payment of debts and 
funeral expenses.

♦ The Wasiyyah includes all gifts that are made during the 
death sickness (Maradul-Mawt) of the deceased, since the 
majority of Muslim jurists consider them as wills (see 
section 49.5 below).

♦ Certain items can be left for particular legal heirs 
providing the value of the item does not exceed the 
legal share entitlement of the heir. For example, a man 
can specify that he would like to leave his car or watch 
for a particular son. This is then given to the son as part 
of his legal share.

♦ If something specific which has been bequeathed is no 
longer owned by the testator at the time of death or it no 
longer exists, then the bequest lapses.
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48.3.1 The one-third rule
♦ The maximum amount of estate that can be bequeathed 

must not exceed one-third of the estate of the deceased 
after payment of debts and funeral expenses unless 
consented to by the other heirs, in which case the shares 
of the Heirs are reduced accordingly. This is to protect the interests of the legal heirs.♦ The time at which the bequeathable one-third is calculated according to the four Sunni Madhdhib is as follows:

Hanafi Fiqh ..... at time of distribution of the estate
Maliki Fiqh ...... at time of the bequest
Shdfi'i Fiqh ..... at time of death of testator

Hanbali Fiqh.... at time of death of testator

♦ If the bequests are greater than one-third of the net estate 
and the heirs do not consent, then the bequests are abated 
proportionally so that the total is up to one-third of the net 
estate. This is the majority view as well as the view of 
Imam Abu Yusuf (&) and Imam Muhammad (<&).

♦ However, according to Imam Abu Hanifah («i&), any 
particular bequest that is greater than 1/3 of the estate is 
first reduced to 1/3, then all the bequests are abated 

proportionally.

Example 200

A man dies leaving behind both parents and a son as his 
only legal heirs. In his will he bequest that one-half of his 
estate be donated to the local Masjid and one-sixth to his 
only grandson of a predeceased son. He leaves behind a 
gross estate valued at £108 000. His funeral expenses total 
£1000 and he leaves debts of £35 000. After payment of

^05^^________________________________
^al expenses and debts the net value of the estate of the 
propositus is £72 000. _fie bequest of one-half to the local Masjid is ultra vires (Latin [or“beyond powers"). All the legal heirs do not give consent to this bequest. The bequethable one-third is £24 000.Recording to the Shdfi'i, Maliki and Hanbali Fiqh, as well as the two prominent scholars of Imam Abu Hanifa (&s) (Imam Muhammad (<&) and Imam Abu Yusuf (afe)) the bequest are abated proportionally so that their value . is equal to the bequeathable one-third.Thebequest to the local Masjid is reduced to 3/4 of 1/3 (3/4 of £24 000) and the bequest to the grandson is reduced to 1/ 4 of 1/3 (1/4 of £24 000). Not that the ratio of the bequests remains the same, i.e. 3:1.

So the final distribution of the estate is:
Funeral expenses £1000

Debts £35 000

Bequest to local Masjid £18 000

Bequest to grandson £6 000

Mother £8 000

Father £8 000

Son £32000

According to Imam Abu Hanifah (afe) the bequest to the 
local Masjid of one-half must be first reduce to one-third. 
Then the bequests are abated proportionally. The value of 
the bequeathable one-third remains unaltered. The bequest 
to the local Masjid is now reduced to 2/3 of 1/3 (2/3 of £24 
000) and the bequest to the grandson is reduced to 1 / 3 of 

1/3 (1/3 of £24 000).

According to Imam Abu Hanifah ($g) the final distribution
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of the estate is thus:
Funeral expenses
Debts
Bequest to local Masjid 

Bequest to grandson 

Mother

Father

Son

77ze Islamic Law of Succession

£1 000

£35 000

£16 000

£8 000

£8 000

£8 000

£32 000

48.3.2 When more than one-third can be bequeathed
♦ Legal heirs of the testator can consent to bequests greater 

than 1/3 of the net estate. ■

♦ The power of each heir to ratify bequests greater than 1/
3 is directly proportional to the inheritance share of each 
heir.

♦ The legal heir must of course have the legal capacity to 
give such a consent.

♦ If there are no legal heirs at all, then there are no 
individuals whose interests need to be protected and 
therefore, the whole of the net estate may be bequeathed. 
According to the Maliki Fiqh in which the Baytul-Mal is a 
residuary heir, this is not allowed.

♦ In Maliki Fiqh, the application of the 1/3 rule is absolute, 
a testator can never bequest more than 1 / 3 of the net 
estate. See also section 11.8.

♦ If the legal heirs consent to bequests greater than 1 / 3 of 
the net estate then according to the Hanafi, Shafi'i and 
Hanbali Fiqh the legal heirs are effectively removing the 
restriction placed on the testator and the bequest is a 
direct transfer from the testator to the legatee.

^te ^lamic will _________________ ________________-----Recording to the Maliki Fiqh, since this restriction cannot* lie removed, the consent of the legal heirs in this situation is akin to the heirs giving the legatee a gift in a new and separate transaction. In this case, the heirs must of course have the legal capacity to donate a gift.
I If the sole surviving heir is the spouse then the spouse relict inherits his/her legal share and the residue (1/2 in the case of the husband and 3/ 4 in the case of the widow) can be bequeathed.
I Consider a man dying and leaving behind a wife as the 

only heir and he bequests all his property to a friend. If 
the wife does not assent to the bequest, the friend as 
legatee is firstly allotted 1/3 because the legatee has 
precedence over the rights of the heirs to the extent of 1 / 
3. The wife is then given 1 / 4 of what remains (2 / 3) 
which is 1/6 of the whole, and the friend as legatee takes 
the remainder.

18.3.3 Types of bequests

I A bequest may be specific or general.

♦ A specific bequest can be distinguished from other 
similar property, e.g. "my flat at 20, Queensborough 
Gardens, Edinburgh."

♦ A share in a particular item or a species of property is a 
specific bequest e.g. "one of my flats in Glasgow."

♦ A general bequest is not specific, e.g." one-quarter of my 

estate."

♦ A specific bequest is determined at the time the bequest 
is made and must be in the possession of the testator at 
that time.

♦ A general bequest is determined at the time of death of
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the testator so it should be in existence at the time of ' i 
death of the testator. I

48.3.4 What can be bequeathed I

♦ Anything which can be legally owned under Islamic law I
by the testator can be bequeathed. I

♦ A bequest therefore, includes all types of property which | 
can be legally owned- under Shariah.

♦ If what is bequeathed no longer exists at the time of 
death of the propositus, the bequest fails.

48.3.5 Usufructary bequest
♦ A usufructary bequest (Manfa'ah) is a bequest whereby 

the legatee has the right to use and enjoy the fruits or 
profits of an estate or some other thing which he does not 
own (e.g. the rent of flats, milk of the dairy herd, fruits of 
an orchard).

♦ Property on which a usufructary bequest is made should 
be in existence at the time of death of the testator.

♦ The one-third rule is applicable to usufructary bequests.

♦ According to the Hanafi Fiqh, if the usufructary bequest is 
in favour of a specific legatee, then the usufructary right 
is not inheritable should the legatee die before the 
expiration of the term limited for the bequest. The subject 
of the bequest reverts immediately to the heirs of the 
testator.

♦ According to the Fiqh of the other three Sumi Madhahib, 
the usufructary right is inheritable by the legatee's heirs 
until the term of the bequest expires.

♦ According to the Hano/i, Shd/iT and Hanbali Fiqh, if a 
usufructary bequest is made in favour of a specific

39.9
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legatee, the legatee must be in existence at the time of 

death of the propositus.

The Maliki Fiqh allows bequests in favour of a legatee not 
in existence at the time of death of the propositus.

H The Obligatory BequestThe juristic foundation for the obligatory bequest is to be found in the Qur' an, Surah Al-Baqarah Verse 180:

"It is prescribed when death approaches any of you if he 
toes any goods that he makes a bequest to parents and 
next of kin according to reasonable usage; this is due from 
the Allah-fearing." (Quri an 2:180)

l The majority view is that this Verse was completely 
abrogated (Nosokha) by the revelation of the inheritance 
Verses (Qur'an 4:11-12). The minority view is that the 
Qur'anic Verse 2:180 was only partially abrogated. So 
that although a bequest for an heir was abrogated, a 
bequest for relatives who do not inherit was not 
abrogated. This was the view hel’d by Imam Shafi'i 

® The evidence for this position is that the language 
used in the Qur'anic Verse 2:180 is prescriptive, and the 
inheritance Verses (Qur'an 4:11-12) do not explicitly 
abrogate the Qur' anic V erse 2:180. In fact the inheritance 
Verses contain four unqualified references to bequests.

| Some Islamic countries have used this opinion to award 

the grandchild of a predeceased parent, who is a not a 
legal heir, an obligatory bequest where the deceased has 

failed to make such a bequest.
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48.3.7 Revocation of bequest by testator
4 A testator may revoke his bequest at any time, even 

during death sickness (Maradul-Mawt), either expressly 
or by implication.

48.4 EXECUTOR OF THE WILL {Al-WASI AU MUKHTAR)
4 The executor (Al-Wasi) of the will is the manager of the 

estate appointed by the testator.

♦ In traditional Hanafi Fiqh, with the concept of the 
fictitious survival of the deceased, an executor of the 
will is not required as the estate is managed by the Qddi.

+ For those living in the West, an executor of the will needs 
to be appointed.

4 The executor has to carry out the wishes of the testator 
according to Islamic law, to watch the interests of the 
children and of the estate.

4 The authority of the executor should be specified.

4 Hanafi and Maliki Fiqh state that the executor should be 
trustworthy and truthful; the Shdfi'i Fiqh state that the 
executor must be just.

4 The Hanafi Fiqh considers the appointment of a non
Muslim executor to be valid.

4 The testator may appoint more than one executor, male 
or female.

4 The testator should state if each executor can act 
independently of the other execu tor (s).

4 The appointed executor can refuse to act as executor.

4 According to the Hanafi Fiqh, he/ she must inform the 
testator and do so before the death of the testator.

4 If one starts acting as an executor, one will be regarded as

Al Islamic wiU ________ ________ _—----- ~
living accepted the appointment, both in Islamic and in 
^glish law.

5 bequests and legacies made during 
DEATH SICKNESS (MARADUL-MAWT)

. also section 49.

| Any will (bequests or legacies) made by an individual 
(who is mentally sound and fully conscious) during his 
death sickness is treated as a valid will.

i Note that such bequests and legacies are executed after 
death (compare this with gifts and dispositions).

48.6 GIFTS AND DISPOSITIONS MADE DURING 
DEATH SICKNESS (MARADUl-MAWT)

l Gifts and dispositions made during death sickness of the 
donor which entail a financial loss on his legal heirs are 
treated as part of the will. See section 49.5 for details.

♦ A gift and a bequest are different.

I The gift transaction must be completed before death of 
the donor, there is no limit on its size during health of the 
donor, it cannot be revoked once accepted by the donee, 
and donee must accept the gift during the lifetime of the 
donor.

48.7 ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF DEBTS DURING 
DEATH SICKNESS (MARADUl-MAWT)

i See section 49.7 for details.

M PRACTICAL POINTS OF IMPORTANCE
These points are useful and not necessarily part of Shari ah. 

Items or property left in the will are usually called 

bequests.
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♦ Sums of money left in a will are usually called legacies. I 
have used the word bequest to cover both bequests and 
legacies.

♦ The Wasiyyah incorporates both bequests and legacies.
♦ It is wise to consult a Muslim scholar/solicitor with 

knowledge of Shari'ah when making a will so that no 
aspect of your will is contrary to Shari'ah.

♦ Particularly for those Muslims living in non-Islamic 
states, it is very important to have a written will because 
the succession law of the land will not be that of Shari1 ah. 
The will should be written in ink or typed.

♦ The will must be unambiguous.

♦ The will should comply with the law of the land so that it 
can be executed after a person's death without any 
unnecessary legal problems. Needless to say nothing in 
the will should be contrary to Shan' ah.

♦ Debts, taxes, funeral expenses and legal fees must be 
taken into consideration when assessing the amount of 

bequests to be made.

♦ If you are living in a non-Islamic state, it is preferable to 
name a residuary legatee(s) in case you leave no 
surviving heirs. In an Islamic country, if there are no 
surviving heirs, the estate goes to Baytul-Mal after 
payment of debts, expenses etc.

♦ It is better to state which particular Madhhab's Fiqh you 
wish to be applied to your will so as to prevent any 
possible problems occurring during the execution of the 
will.

♦ You must be at least 18 years of age to make a valid will 
under English law (similarly in most of the United States 
of America) unless you are a military personnel in which

v v*Islamic _____________ _________________ '
you may make a valid will at the age of 17.

ljnder English law no form of attestation is necessary, 
gome countries may require signing to be done in the 
presence of a public notary.

The witnesses must not be beneficiaries or spouse of any 
beneficiary under English law.

It is pref erable to have witnesses over 18 years of age and 
easily traceable.

i The testator must sign in the presence of the witnesses.
i The signature should be at the end of the document.

i If the testator is very elderly or infirm, one of the persons 
acting as witness should be a doctor, who should 
examine the testator to make sure that he understands 
what he is doing and its implications. The doctor should 
be asked to keep a record of the examination.

i The witnesses should write their name, addresses and 
occupation below the testator's signature.

♦ The testator and witnesses must be all in the same room
I at the same time throughout the signing session.

♦ It is probably better to have three relatively young 
witnesses so that the witnesses are likely to out survive 
the testator.

♦ A self-proving affidavit ("Proof of Will") signed in the 
presence of a public notary, stating that the requite 
formalities in the signing of the affidavit were observed, 
may speed up the administration of the will after the

[
death of the testator. The self-proving affidavit is 
accepted by some states in the USA.

♦ Name your executors who should be at least 18 years of 
age and should be Muslim because the executor is the
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lawful guardian of the children until a guardian is 
appointed.
You may have up to four executors.
Under English Law if you marry after you make your 
will, your will automatically becomes invalidated and 
you must make a new will.
If you divorce it is better to make a new will.
If you have young children it is wise to name a guardian 
for them in case of your death.
For joint accounts who owns what should be clearly 
stated after being agreed upon by all the joint holders. 
Most joint accounts (husband and wife) are for 
convenience and do not mean a 50:50 ownership. 
Clarify the situation before you die.
This is particularly important for those residing in 
countries where the testamentary power is limited in 
favour of the spouse relict and the spouse relict happens 
to be a non-Muslim.
In some Islamic countries members of a Muslim family 
may live in commensality, they do not necessarily form a 
"joint family" or "joint tenancy." In Hindu law the 
concept and principle of joint property is that the 
property is commonly owned. Each joint tenant has an 
interest in the whole but does not enjoy an exclusive 
right to any part thereof. None of the tenants know their 
specified share in the joint property. This concept is not 
recognised in Islamic law. Under Islamic law on the 
death of the owner each heir becomes entitled to a 
specific share. The Muslim heirs may continue to live 
together but this does not constitute "joint family" or 
"joint tenancy" as perceived in Hindu law.

fl-Wasiyyah: The Islamic will

I In Malaysia, the issue of joint acquired property is to be 
settled prior to any distribution of the estate.

I If your circumstances change you must write a new will 
and destroy the old one. Date your will clearly and 
rescind any previous wills.

48.9 DEBTS TO ALLAH (&) AND THE JL4SZKK4H
i The majority view is that debts to Allah (Zakah, 

obligatory expiation, etc.) should be paid whether 
mentioned in the will or not. However, there is 
difference of opinion on this matter amongst the 
Muslim jurists. See section 8.3.1.
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49. DEATH SICKNESS
(MARADUL-MAWT)

Key points:
♦ Shariah limits the power of the propositus who is in a state of Maradul-Mawt (death sickness) to protect the rights of legal heirs and creditors if any.

49.1 DEFINITIONS OF DEATH SICKNESS

♦ Death sickness [Maradul-Mawt) is an illness which results 
in death.

♦ The point in time at which death sickness commences 
may be debatable. The issues that need to be addressed 
are the physical and mental state of the individual, the 
underlying disease and the actual death.

♦ The state of death sickness has been said to be 
established when the process of dying has irrevocably 

begun, death comes as no surprise, circumstances cause 
a fear of death, the individual feels an apprehension of 
death, and progressive deterioration in the condition of 

the propositus begins.

♦ A prolonged illness which continues for a whole year, or 
more, ceases to be regarded as Maradul-Mawt. Under 
these circumstances, Maradul-Mawt will be considered to 
commence from the time when the deisease leading to 
possibility of death becomes acute.

♦ After the actual event of death, the point of time at which 
death sickness started can be established.

sickness (Mamdul-Mimt)"^person who is seriously ill recovers, then obviously♦ die illness cannot be defined as death sickness.
i91 MARRIAGE DURING DEATH SICKNESSAccording to the Hanafi, Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh, marriage contracted during death sickness is valid in the same way as marriage contracted during health.
i If the person in a state of death sickness is the man, the 

woman is entitled to no more than the proper dower 
(Wir); any excess is treated as a gift and hence requires 
the consent of the other heirs in the case of a Muslim 
wife. In the case of a non-Muslim wife, the gift is subject 
to the one-third rule.

♦ If the person in a state of death sickness is the woman, 
then there is no restriction on the amount of dower 
(Attr) she can receive because the dower will benefit her 
heirs.

♦ According to the Maliki Fiqh, marriage contracted during 
death sickness is null and void. One view is that such a 
man and woman do not inherit from each other when 
either one dies and if the marriage is consummated, the 
woman is entitled to no more than a proper dower 
(Mahr).

93 DIVORCE (TALAQ) DURING DEATH SICKNESS

♦ A man who irrevocably divorces (Taldqul-Bd'in) his wife 
during his death sickness (Maradul-Mawt) is not entitled 
to inherit from his wife should she die before him even if 
she dies during her 'Iddah period.

♦ If a man divorces his Muslim wife irrevocably (Taldqul- 
Ba'in) during his death sickness (Maradul-Mawt) the 
woman remains a legal heir and is entitled to inherit
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from him according to the Hano/T, Maliki and Hanbait 
Fiqh. Thus:

Hanafi Fiqh wife can inherit only during her 'Iddah 
period

Maliki Fiqh wife can inherit for up to one year from 
time of divorce

Hanbait Fiqh wife can inherit for up to one year from 
time of divorce unless she remarries

Sho/i'f Fiqh wife loses her right to inherit, this was the 
latter opinion of Imam Shafi'I ($&)

♦ A Christian/Jewish wife who becomes a Muslim after 
being divorced would not be entitled to inherit under
these circumstances because she was not a legal heir at 
the time of the irrevocable divorce.

+ A divorced woman is not entitled to inherit if:

1. She herself has asked the husband to repudiate her 
irrevocably,

2. She obtains separation by Khul' divorce (see below for 
details),

3. She obtains divorce herself for some other reason 
such as her husband's impotency.

49.4 KHUL’ DURING DEATH SICKNESS
♦ If a wife obtains a Khul' separation during her own death 

sickness, the right of the husband to inherit from her 
according to the four main Sunni Madhahib is as follows: 

Hanafi Fiqh Husband remains legal heir during the 
'Iddah period only. If his wife dies during 
the 'Iddah period, he gets either the agreed 
consideration for Khul' or his legal share or 

a

1/3 of the net estate, whichever is less. If the wife dies after her 'Iddah period, he gets
either the agreed consideration for Khul' or 
1 / 3 of the net estate, whichever is less.

^liki Fiqh Husband remains legal heir and is entitled 
to either the agreed consideration for Khul' 
or his share of the inheritance, whichever is 
less.

Shafii Fiqh Khul' separation is valid, the husband 
becomes a non-heir and any consideration 
for Khul' which is above the proper dower 
(Mahr) is treated as a gift to a non-heir 
subject to ratification by the 1/3 rule.

Hanbait Fiqh Husband remains legal heir and is entitled
to either the agreed consideration for Khul' 
or his share of the inheritance, whichever is

♦ If a wife obtains a Khul' separation during the death 
sickness of her husband, her right to inherit from him 
according to the four main Sunni Madhahib is as follows:

Hanafi Fiqh Khul' separation is valid and the wife is not 
entitled to inherit.

Maliki Fiqh Khul' separation is invalid and the wife 
continues to be a legal heir.

Shafi'i Fiqh Khul' separation is valid and the wife is not 
entitled to inherit.

Hanbali Fiqh Khul' separation is valid and the wife is not 
entitled to inherit.
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49.5 GIFTS DURING DEATH SICKNESS
4 The term gift includes any donation of property or 

release of a debtor from debt. The transfer is immediate
without any exchange. During health, a gift which may 
be of any amount can be given to any individual, rich or 
poor, who accepts the offer of the gift.

♦ There are large volumes of work on the laws relating to gifts 
which should be consulted by the reader if necessary.

4 Gifts or dispositions made during death sickness are 
treated as part of the will and subject to the same 
restrictions as bequests (see section 48.1.2) in order to 
protect the interests of the legal heirs and creditors if any.

♦ Thus, gifts and dispositions made by an individual 
during his death sickness in favour of a potentail heir 
who is a legal heir at the time of death of the propositus 
are invalid.

♦

♦

The one exception is a gift made to a woman whom the 
propositus subsequently marries. The gift is valid; a 
bequest in the same circumstances would be invalid.

Transfer of possession of the gift must be before the 
death of the donor or it becomes a bequest anyway.

►a

4 If the recipient does not take possession of the gift before 
the donor dies then the gift is void according to the 
Hanafi, Shafi'i and Hanbali Fiqh.

* According to the Maliki Fiqh a disposition (gift) made 
during death sickness is inoperative.

4 Gifts and dispositions which do not entail a financial loss 
to the heirs and are not in favour of a legal heir are 
enforced before death and taken from the whole estate.

♦ If more than one gift is made by the propositus in his

nath sickness (Marodul-Mowt)__________------------ ----------

death sickness and their total value exceeds 1/3 of the 

net value of the estate, then the gifts take effect in 
chronological precedence until the 1/3 is exhausted.

If the total value of gifts made during death sickness and 
bequests exceeds 1/3 of the net estate, then gifts take 
priority over bequests, since gifts are transactions prior 
to death.

49.6 DEBT PAYMENTS DURING DEATH SICKNESS
♦ Debts incuned during health which are settled during 

death sickness are subject to the 1/3 rule according to the 
Hanafi and Maliki Fiqh but there is no such restriction 
placed by the S/w/i'f Fiqh.

This ruling becomes relevant if the estate of the 
propositus is found to be insolvent after his death

49.7 DEBTS ACKNOWLEDGED DURING DEATH 
SICKNESS

* Debts acknowledged during death sickness of the 
propositus when there is no other evidence will affect 
the interests of the legal heirs and creditors if any. The 
four Sunni Madhdhib treat such debts as follows:

Hanafi Fiqh Such debts if in favour of a non-heir are 
paid out of the whole estate. If the debt is in 
favour of a legal heir, it requires consent of 
other legal heirs. Debts acknowledged 
during health take priority over debts 
acknowledged during death sickness. 
Status as legal heir or non-heir is 
determined at time of acknowledgement.

Wiki Fiqh Such debts if challenged are investigated by 
the court to determine the validity of the
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for Distribution

debts. If there is no suspicion, the debt is 
valid otherwise, the debt is treated as a gift 
and subject to ratification.

Shafi'i Fiqh Such debts are treated in the same manner 
as debts acknowledged during health.

Hanbalf Fiqh Such debts if in favour of a non-heir are 
paid out of the whole estate. If the debt is in 
favour of a legal heir, it requires consent of 
other legal heirs. Status as legal heir or non- 
heir is determined at time of 
acknowledgement.

♦ Debts supported with evidence with or without 
acknowledgement are treated as valid claims and paid 
prior to bequests and inheritance. Thus, debts contracted 
during death sickness which can be established by proof 
have the same footing as debts contracted during health.

49.8 PATERNITY ACKNOWLEDGED DURING 
DEATH SICKNESS

♦ There is no restriction of power on the person in death 
sickness to acknowledge paternity.

♦ It should be stressed that acknowledgement of paternity 
is not a method of making an illegitimate child legitimate 
but acknowledging a child where evidence for 
legitimacy already exists.

♦ An acknowledgement of paternity is binding for all 
purposes and irrevocable unless repudiated by a sane 
and adult acknowledged.

50. SCHEME FOR DISTRIBUTION

points*.
jven after a person dies he still has certain rights and duties 
ffliich need to be fulfilled. The duties of the deceased are four:

1, Payment of funeral expenses
2. Payment of his/her debts
3 Execution his/her will
4. Distribution of remaining estate amongst the heirs 

according to SharTu/z

50.1 FUNERAL EXPENSES
♦ Funeral expenses should be paid out of a dead person's 

estate prior to payment of debts.

502 DEBTS
l Payment of debts is one of the most important duties of the 

deceased. Debts must be paid before the execution of the 
will and distribution of the inheritance. See section 8.3.

50.3 THE WILL
I The will is executed.

♦ Bequests are paid from up to one-third of the remaining 
net estate after payment of funeral expenses and debts.

50.4 ORDER OF INHERITANCE
Hie order of inheritance according to the Hanafi Fiqh is 
illustrated in Fig. 114 and detailed in the following 13 steps:

1. Consider all the claimants.

2. Exclude all those with any impediment (chapter 10) 
that disqualifies them from inheriting.

3. Firstly consider the heirs who always inherit as 

sharers, thus:

► Husband/Widow
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her share, 
and true 
not. If so

for Distribution
order of preference within each class. Considering the 
life span of an average person it is unlikely that a 
situation would arise where heirs beyond the fifth 
generation are alive.

14

PERSON DIES

I
Pay funeral expenses

5.

6.
7.

8.

► Uterine brother
► Uterine sister
► True grandmother

4. Assign the husband or widow his or 
Determine if the uterine sibling(s) 
grandmother are entitled to inherit or 
assign him/his/their appropriate share.
Now consider the remaining heirs who can inherit as 
sharers and determine whether each one of them is 
entitled to inherit or not. If entitled to inherit, 
determine if he/she inherits as a sharer and if so, 
the share entitlement of each. These are:
mother
true grandfather 
daughter
son's daughter h.l.s.
full sister
consanguine sister 
father

Now all the sharers that are entitled to inherit as 
sharers have been assigned their appropriate shares. 
Add up all the assigned shares of the sharers.
The sum of the assigned shares will either be one, 
greater than one or less than one.
CJ

If the sum of the assigned shares is one there is 
nothing else to do.
If the sum of the assigned shares is greater than one 
then go to step 13.
If the sum of the assigned shares is less than one then 
go to step 8.
We have a situation where after assigning all the 
sharers their respective shares we have a residue left. 
This residue is distributed amongst the residuaries.
I have listed the first five generations of residuaries in

I
Pay the debts

I
Execute the will from up to 
1/3 of the remaining estate

1
Now consider the heirs

I
Are there any heirs entitled to a fixed share?

L
Yes

I

I

1
Assign these sharers 
their fixed shares

I
Is there anything left?

£
No

I
if
is greater than one 
apply the doctrine 
of'awl 

If there is still some 
residue it is given to 
baytal-mdl

1 “1 
Yes

Are there any residuaries?
1

The estate devolves 
upon the residuaries

Distribute the 
remaining estate 
amongst the 
residuaries

Ifthereareno 
distant kindred 
the spouse relict may 
be entitled to al-radd

(See section 47.1)

••K

I

1
Apply the doctrine of 
radd if applicable 
(NB spouse relict is 
normally excluded)

I
If there is any residue 
it is given to the 
distant kindred if any

Fig. 114. this flow diagram must be studied in conjunction with the text steps 1-14 
Residuary by special reason and the successor by contract have been omitted from this 

diagram as they do not have a practical purpose in this day and age.9.
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► Uterine brother
► Uterine sister
► True grandmother

4. Assign the husband or widow his or her share 
Determine if the uterine sibling(s) and true 
grandmother are entitled to inherit or not. If So 
assign him/his/their appropriate share.
Now consider the remaining heirs who can inherit as 
sharers and determine whether each one of them is 
entitled to inherit or not. If entitled to inherit, 
determine if he/she inherits as a sharer and if so 
the share entitlement of each. These are:

for Distribution
^^order of preference within each class. Considering the 

life span of an average person it is unlikely that a 
situation would arise where heirs beyond the fifth 
generation are alive.

PERSON DIES

I
Pay funeral expenses

I
Pay the debts

I
Execute the will from up to 
1/3 of the remaining estate

415

► mother 1
Now consider the heirs

true randfather
daughter
son's daughter h.l.s.
full sister

I
Are there any heirs entitled to a fixed share?

i

► consanguine sister
► father

JL 
Yes 

I
I

Yes

1

I

1

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

Now all the sharers that are entitled to inherit as 
sharers have been assigned their appropriate shares.
Add up all the assigned shares of the sharers.
The sum of the assigned shares will either be one, 
greater than one or less than one.

nothing else to do.
If the sum of the assigned shares is greater than one 
then go to step 13.

We have a situation where after assigning all the 
sharers their respective shares we have a residue left. 
This residue is distributed amongst the residuaries.

Is there anything left?

♦
No

I—

If sum of shares 
is greater than one 
apply the doctrine 
of W

If there is still some 
residue it is given to 
baytal-mal

I

Assign these sharers 
their fixed shares 
............I

Yes

The estate devolves 
upon the residuaries

.——u

| Are there any residuanes?
1

Distribute the 
remaining estate 
amongst the 
rcsiduarics

Ifthereareno 
distant kindred 
the spouse relict may 
be entitled to al-radd 
(See section 47.1)

No

I
Apply the doctrine of 
roJJ if applicable 
(NB spouse relict is 
normally excluded)

I
If there is any residue 
it is given to the 
distant kindred if any

Fig. 114, this flow diagram must be studied in conjunction with the text steps 1-14 
Residuary by special reason and the successor by contract have been omitted from this 

diagram as they do not have a practical purpose in this day and age.I have listed the first five generations of residuaries in
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The residue would first be given to heirs in (i), if there are no 
heirs in (i) then the residue would be given to heirs in (ii), if 
there are no heirs in (ii) then the residue would be given to 
heirs in (iii) and so on up to (xlviii). The list in order of 
preference of the residuaries is as follows:

1. S + D
• • 
u. SS + DS
• • •
m. SSS + DS + DSS
iv. SSSS + DS + DSS + DSSS

V. SSSSS + DS + DSS + DSSS + DSSSS

vi. F
• •

vu. FF
• • • 

vui. FFF

ix. FFFF

X. FFFFF

XL Bf + <$

xii.
• • • 

Xlll. Bc+ S&

xiv Sc

XV. SBf

xvi SBc

xvii. SSBf

xviii. SSBc

xix. SSSBf

XX. SSSBc

xxi. SSSSBf

xxii. SSSSBc

xxiii. SSSSSBf
xxiv. SSSSSBc

xxix. SSBfF

xxx. SSBcF
xxxi. SSSBfF

xxxii. SSSBcF
xxxiii. SSSSBfF
xxxiv. SSSSBcF
xxxv. BfFF

xxxvi. BcFF
xxxvii. SBfFF

xxxviii. SBcFF

xxxix. SSBfFF

xl. SSBcFF
xli. SSSBfFF

xlii. SSSBcFF

xliii. SBfFFF

xliv. SBcFFF

xlv. SSBfFFF

xlvi. SSBcFFF

xlvii. SBfFFFF

xlviii. SBcFFFF

If there are no residuaries then go to step 10.

10. We now have a situation where we have some 
residue left but no residuaries. The residue is given to 
the sharers in proportion to their original shares. This
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is the doctrine of Radd which is discussed in chapter 
46. The sharers entitled to receive Al-Radd are:

► mother
► true grandmother
► daughter
► son's daughter h.l.s.
► full sister
► consanguine sister
► uterine brother
► uterine sister

If there are no sharers entitled to Al-Radd then go to 
step 11.

11. We have a situation where we still have a residue 
because none of the heirs are entitled to Al-Radd. This
residue is now iven to the distant kindred.

The distribution of inheritance is complex amongst 
the distant kindred. You will need to read section 11.4

For the class I distant kindred I have listed all the 
claimants within the first four generations; for the 
class II distant kindred I have listed all the claimants 
within the first three generations; for the remaining 
classes of the distant kindred I have listed all the
claimants within the first two generations. 
Considering the fact that the distant kindred are a 
long way down the line of inheritance it is unlikely 
that a situation would arise where heirs beyond the 
ones listed are entitled to inherit.
The residue would first be given to heirs in (i), if there 
are no heirs in (i) then the residue would be given to 
heirs in (ii), if there are no heirs in (ii) then the residue 
would be given to heirs in (iii) and so on up to (xix). 
The list in order of preference is as follows:

for Distribution __ ________ -________

i SDDD 
it SDS DDS

fit SSD DSD SDD DDD

iv. SDSS DDSS

v. SSDS DSDS SDDS DDDS

SSSD DSSD SDSD DDSD

SSDD DSDD SDDD DDDD
1 FM

vii. FMM FMF
viii. FFM MFM
ix DBf DBc D<&

SBu DBu SSu>
x DSBf DSBc
xi SDBf SS$ SDBc SS& SD<&>

SSBu SDBu SS&, SD^
DDBf DS<^ DD<^ DDBc DSX> DD&
DSBu DDBu DS^ DO Su/

xii. BfM <5/M
xiii. Scf BcM &M
xiv. BuF &F BuM SuM.
xv. DBfF

If there are no distant kindred then go to step 13.

xvi. S$F VSfE SBfM DBfM SSfM DS/M
xvii. DBcF
xviii. SScF DJcF SBcM DBcM SScM DScM
xix. SBuF DBuF S&F DSuF SBuM DBuM

SShM D&M
►12 If there are no distant kindred then the residue is 

given to the Baytul-Mdl. Some Hanafi scholars of
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recent times have argued that the husband or widow 
should be entitled to Al-Radd in preference to the 
Baytul-Mdl and this has been adopted by several 
Islamic states during this century.

GLOSSARY

13. Here we have a situation where the total sum of the 
shares of the sharers is greater than one so we must 
apply the doctrine of 'Awl (see section 46.2).

Ag”ate

A^«se

(irfb-1)

(4
'AS.^1
p)

^ul-Faratd

'Awl

Ayah
(hi)

Ayat
(oil)
A
Ayatdn
(4

Person related to the deceased without 
the intervention of a female (adj. agnatic) 
Process whereby a male residuary heir 
converts a female into a residuary
Plural of Hadith

Plural of Imam

Residuary heir

Plural of 'Asabah

Heirs with fixed shares referred to as 
sharers or Qur' anic heirs
Literally means increase but used in 
context of doctrine of 'Awl
A sign which leads or directs one to&

something important; a Verse in the 
Qur'an

A
Plural is Ay at and dual form is Ay at anA,
Plural of Ayah

Dual form of Ayah
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Baytul-Mal 

(JUI

Collateral

Ddrul-Harb 

(^1 jb) 
Dhawul-Arhdm

xp)

Diydh

Fard'id

Fatwa

(cS_p)
Fiqh

(aJUJI)

Ghurrah

(!>)
Hadith

(^)

Public treasury of Muslims

Person related to the deceased through 
one or more female links

A person having a common ancestor 
with the deceased but who is neither a 
descendant nor an ancestor of the 
deceased.

The collaterals are full and consanguine 
siblings.

Enemy territory or non-Muslim state

Large group of potential heirs all related

to the deceased by blood referred to as 
distant kindred in English

Blood money given in compensation to 

the relatives of an individual killed 
unintentionally

Plural of Fard (obligation). Fard'id is used

to denote the fixed shares in inheritance 
for'relatives of the deceased

Legal opinion/ruling on matters of Islamic 

law

Science of Islamic law, jurisprudence

Compensation paid for destruction of an 

unborn child (5% of blood-money) 

Statement of Prophet Muhammad (^)z 

Deeds and his approvals

Hiuiithan Dual form of Hadith•

■Hujfe Nuqsan

Exclusion of a heir from inheriting

Partial exclusion of an heir

f/ujl; Hirman (j|,z u«-) Total exclusion of an heir

Menstruation

Udah Legally prescribed period of waiting for a

H divorcee or widow during which she 
may not re-marry

•• A/
Ijmi Consensus of opinion on a point of

Islamic law

imam Religious leader, especially during prayer(fw)
Mimtus-SMiah• • • Valid seclusion. Used to refer to a married

couple in a situation where there is no 
hindrance to sexual intercourse.

U' Dissolution of marriage at the request of the

wife whereby the wife gives some 
compensation to the husband

iiiunta Al-Mushkal An individual whose sex cannot be 

(fcji jyJl) determined. Hermaphrodite.

Testatee The beneficiary of a bequest or legacy

Ifim Imprecation, oath taken by husband

t>Wi) accusing his wife of adultery
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Madhdhib Plural of Madhhab

Madhhab Islamic school of jurisprudence/thought

Master of a manumitted slave, has certain 

rights to inheritance

Successor by contract, has certain rights to 

inheritance

Inheritance
Madhhaban 
(0LaJu) 

Mafqud 
(o jAA^Jl) 

Mahr am

Dual form of Madhhab

Missing person

A male person of close blood relationship 
(brother, father, uncle etc.) who cannot 
legally marry a particular female 
according to Islamic law. Husband is 
also a Mahr am.

Dissolution of marriage with mutual

agreement

Islamic scholar qualified to make legal 

ruling based on original sources of 
Islamic law. . t

Mahr

G^J‘)

Mahruma
(f ’)

Manfa'ah 
(<~LJl) 
Manumittur 
Maradu l-Maw t 0

Maula

Gift (bridal money/dower) given by 
husband to his
wife at marriage, although it may be 
deferred after marriage. An essential 
condition for a valid marriage in Islam.
One who has been disqualified from
inheriting due to some impediment such 
as killing
Bequest of the usufruct

One who frees a slave
Death sickness

Has several meanings, can mean master, 
servant, a manumitted slave, the Lord 
(Allah)

Mujtahidun

Munaskha

Muqirlahu 
(J/J!) 

Musalahu 
(<! ^jJl) 

Murtadd 
M 

Musi

Musnad 
M)

M

Plural of Mujtahid

Devolution of vested inheritance

Acknowledged kinsmana

Testa tee

Apostate

Testator

Collection of Hadith compiled by Imam 

Ahmad bin Hanbal (#&)

Collection of Hadith compiled by Imam 

Malik
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Nasab 

(^) 
Nikah 

(CISJ|) 

Propositus

(W

Qardbah 

(< l>J')

Qaffl 

(JlUJl

Qatlul-Khata' 

(U^JI JJ) 

Qati Al-Sabab 

(^_Jl Jj) 

Qiyds 

Cr1?) 

Quru'

Radd

W)
Sahdbah• •

Shan'ah

Shufah 

(JaUi)

Blood relationship, lineage, genealogy

Marriage

Person immediately concerned, ancestor 
through whom descent is traced

Judge

Blood relationship

Killing, homicide

Unintentional homicide

Indirect killing

Analogical deduction used by Muslim

jurists to derive at legal rulings

Menstruation or period free from

menstruation (sing, is Qar)

Literally means return used in context of 

doctrine of Radd

Companions of the Prophet Muhammad

Literally the path but refers to Islamic law

Preemption

inheritance (Hanafi Fiqh) written by 
Sheikh Sirajuddin and translated into 
English by Sir William Jones in 1792

The transmission of rights and property&of the deceased to the heirs at the

0^"

Sutinoh

Stroh

moment of death, includes both testate and intestate dispositionTradition of Prophet Muhmmad (jg),plural is Sunan Chapter of the Qur'an
Divorce
Irrevocable divorce
Revocable divorce
Ability to discern
Representation
Gross estate of the deceased prior to deduction of rights and claims attached to itPerson who makes a will
Collection of Hadith compiled by Imam

Tirmidhi (sife)
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Tuhr

Usufruct

Wald'

Period of purity (free from menstruation) 

for women BIBLIOGRAPHY

Waladuz-Zind 

-*b)

Literally means to use and enjoy 

Fictitious relationship (non-blood) between
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relationship between them allowing 
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between manumitter and manumitted 
slave

Illegitimate child

Waladul-Muldinah Disavowed child
jJ j)

Wasiu l-Mukh tar

Wasiyyah
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Executor of a will

Islamic will

Heirs (sing. Warith)
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AHADITH MENTIONED 
IN THIS BOOK

3.

4.

5.

1. Abd Allah bin 'Abbas (&) narrated: The Prophet 
Muhammad (i£) said, "Give the fard'id (the shares of the 
inheritance that are prescribed in the Qur'an) to those who 
are entitled to receive it. Then whatever remains, should be 
given to the closest male relative of the deceased." (Sahih 
Al-Bukhari)

2. Ali bin Abi Salib narrated (&): Yow (people) recite this 

Verse, "After a legacy you bequeath or a debt," but Allah's 
Messenger (^) decided that a debt should be discharged 

before a legacy:...." (Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah)

Amr bin Al-'As (^) narrated: The Messenger of Allah 

(H) said, "All the sins of a Shahid (martyr) are forgiven 

except debt." (Sahih Muslim)

Abu Hurayrah (4) narrated: W Messenger of Allah (&) 

said, “A believer's soul remains in suspense until all his 

debts are paid off." (Ahmad, Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah).

Abu Hurayrah (4s) narrated: Whenever a dead man in 

debt was brought to Allah's Apostle($f) he would ask, "Has 

he left anything to repay his debt?" If he was informed that 

be had left something to repay his debts, he would offer his 

funeral prayer, otherwise he would tell the Muslims to offer 

their friend's funeral prayer. When Allah made the Prophet 

($) wealthy through conquests, he said, "I am more 

rightful than other, believers to be the guardian of the 

believers, so if a Muslim dies while in debt, I am responsible 
for the repayment of his debt, and whoever leaves wealth 

(after his death) it will belong to his heirs." (Sahih Al- 

Bukhari and Muslim)

I

i.

l

HA Abbas (&) narrated: A woman from the tribe of 

juhaina came to the Prophet and said, "My mother had 
fxjiced to perform Hajj but she died before performing it. 
Muy1 perform Hajj on my mother's behalf?" The Prophet 

(ig) replied, "Perform Hajj on her behalf. Had there been a 
iebton your mother, would you have paid it or not? So, pay 
Allah's debt as He has more right to be paid." (Sahih Al- 
Bukhari)

Usama bin Zaid $) narrated: The Prophet ($£) said, "A 
Muslim cannot be the heir of a disbeliever, nor can a 

iisbelm be the heir of a Muslim." (Sahih Al-Bukhari, 

Muslim, Tirmidhi, Abu Dawud, Ibn Majah and 

Muwatta')

Buraydah (£) narrated: Allah's Prophet (j|) appointed a 

sixth to a grandmother if no mother was left to inherit before 

her. (Abu Dawud)

'Abdullah bin Amr Al-'As (&) narrated: Allah's Prophet 

($said, "If a man commits fornication with a free woman 

or a slave woman, the child is the product of fornication, he 

neither inherits nor may anyone inherit from him." 

(Tirmidhi)

18. Abu Hurayrah (£) narrated: The Prophet ($ said, "The 
son is for the owner of the bed." (Sahih Al-Bukhari)

11. Jabir bin 'Abd Allah (&) narrated: Allah's Prophet (M) 
said, "Prayer should not be said over an infant which has 

not uttered a sound, neither may he inherit nor leave an 

inheritance." (Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah, but the latter 

did not mention "nor leave an inheritance")

11 Huzail bin Sharahbil (^) narrated: Abu Musa was asked 

regarding (the inheritance of) a daughter, a son's daughter, 

and a sister. He said, “The daughter will take half and the 

sister will take the half. If you go to Ibn Mas'ud, he will tell
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you the same." Ibn Mas'ud was asked and was told of Abu 
Musa's verdict. Ibn Mas'ud then said, "If I give the same 
verdict, I would stray and would not be of the rightly- 
guided. The verdict I will give in this case, will be the same 
as the Prophet ($&) did, i.e., one-half is for the daughter, and 
one-sixth for the son's daughter, i.e. both shares make two- 
thirds of the total property; and the residue is for the sister." 
Afterwards we came to Abu Musa and informed him of Ibn 
Mas'ud's verdict, whereupon he said, "So, do not ask me for 
verdicts, as along as this learned man is among you." 
(Sahih Al-Bukhari, Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah)

13. 'Abd Allah bin 'Umar (^) narrated: "It is the duty of a 
Muslim who has anything to bequest not to let two nights 
pass without writing a will about it." (Sahih Al-Bukhari)

14. Abu Hurayrah (4fe) narrated: "A man may do good deeds 
for seventy years but if he acts unjustly when he leaves his 
last testament, the wickedness of his deed will be sealed upon 
him, and he will enter the Fire. If, (on the other hand), a man 
acts wickedly for seventy years but is just in his last will and 
testament, the goodness of his deed will be sealed upon him, 
and he will enter the Garden." (Musnad Ibn Hanbal and 
Ibn Majah)

15. Sa'd bin Abi Waqqas (*&) narrated:"/ was stricken by an 
ailment that led me to the verge of death. The Prophet came 
to pay me a visit. I said, "O Allah's Apostle! I have much 
property and no heir except my single daughter. Shall I give 
two-thirds of my property in charity?" He said, "No." I 
said, "Half of it?" He said, "No." I said, "One-third of it?" 
He said, "You may do so, though one-third is also too much, 
for it is better for you to leave your offspring wealthy than to 
leave them poor, asking others for help...". (Sahih Al- 
Bukhari, Sahih Muslim, Muwatta', Tirmidhi, Abu 
Dawud and Ibn Majah)

Abu Hurayrah (<&) narrated: Allah's Prophet ($g) said, 
"Allah has appointed for everyone who has a right what is 
due to him, and no bequest must be made to an heir. (Abu 
Dawud). Similar Hadith narrated by Abu Umamah («&) 
and reported by Ibn Majah, Ahmad and others.
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SAHABAH AND MUSLIM JURISTS 
MENTIONED IN THIS BOOK

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

'Abdullah bin 'Abbas (&), d. 68 AH/687 CE

A Companion of the Prophet (^g) who was an 
outstanding scholar of Qur'anic exegesis of his time. 
His name occurs frequently in the laws of inheritance. 

'Abdullah bin Mas'ud (<&), d. 32 AH/653 CE

One of the most learned Companions of the Prophet 
(M)-
Abu Bakr, 'Abdullah bin 'Uthman (<£>), d. 13 AH/634 
CE
One of the most prominent and trusted Companions of 
the Prophet (^) and the first Caliph of Islam.

Abu Hanifah (life), d. 150 AH/767 CE
Real name was Nu'man bin Thabit bin Zuta. Founder 
of the Hanafi school of law in Islam. See page 21.

Abu Yusuf Ya'qub bin Ibrahim (life), d. 182AH/798 CE 

Famous scholar and student of Abu Hanifa.

Ahmad bin Hanbal(iife), d. 241 AH/855 CE

Founder of the Hanbali school of law in Islam. See page 
23.

'A'ishah bint Abu Bakr (&), d. 241 AH/855 CE
The daughter of Abu Bakr (&>) and a wife of the 
Prophet (^) as well as one of the most knowledgeable 
individuals of the Muslim community.
'All bin Abu Talib (&), d. 40AH/661 CE

Cousin and son-in-law of the Prophet (^). Also fourth 
Caliph of Islam.

q 'Amir bin Shurahbil Al-Sha'bi (life), d. 103 AH/ 721 CE. 
Famous scholar of Kufah.

Id Muhammad Isma'il Al-Bukhari ($fe), d. 26AH/876 CE 

Regarded as the most famous traditionalist of Islam, 
whose work is one of the six most authentic collections 
of Hddfth, generally considerd by Muslims to be the 
"soundest book after the Book of Allah".

11. Muhammad bin Yazid Ibn Majah (life), d. 273AH/887 
CE

Compiled one of the six most authentic collections of 
Hadith in Kitab Al-Sunan.I

12. Muhammad Ibn Sirin (life), d. 110AH/729 CE
A noted scholar of Basrah.

13. Malik bin Anas bin 'Amir (life), 179 AH/795 CE 

Founder of the Maliki school of law in Islam. See page 
22.

14. Muhammad bin Al-Hasan Al-Shaybani (life), d. 
189AH/804 CE

Famous scholar and student of Abu Hanifah (life).

15. Muhammad bin Idris Al-Shafi'i (life), d. 204AH/819 
CE ' . 

Founder of the Shafi'i school of law in Islam. See page 
20.

16. Muhammad bin 'Isa At-Tirmidhi (life), d. 279AH/892 
CE*

Compiled one of the six most authentic collections of 
Hadith in Kitab Al-Sunan.I

7. Muslim bin Al-Hajjaj Al-Nisaburi d. 261 PsH/875

One of the greatest scholars of Hadith, whose work is

8.
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one of the six most authentic collections of Hadith and 
ranks second in importance only to that of Al-Bukhari.

18. 'Umar Al-Khattab (<£>), d. 23AH/644 CE
The second Caliph of Islam.

19. 'Uthman bin 'Affan (-&), d. 35 AH/656 CE
The third Caliph of Islam.

20. Zaid bin Thabit (-&), d. 45AH/665 CE
One of the most knowledgeable Companions and the 
scribes of the Prophet (^). He was particularly 
knowledgeable in the laws of inheritance.

____________________

CALCULATED EXAMPLES

These examples are not a substitute for reading the book but 
a supplement to illustrate the principles and provide a quick 
reference for common situations.

As in all cases of Mirath the debts of the deceased must be 
settled, funeral expenses paid and the deceased's will 
executed before distribution of the remaining estate.
All the examples assume that there are no impediments to 
inheritance for any of the heirs. The heirs stated in each 
example are the only surviving heirs/ claimants.
The results shown in these calculated examples Ail to Y612 
are applicable to all the four Sunni Fiqh.

Note on siblings

All siblings (Bf, <$/> Be, S&, Bu and Jo) are totally excluded by 
I the presence of S, SS, SSS etc.

All siblings are also totally excluded by the presence of F, FF, 
FFF etc. according to the Hanafi Fiqh.

Situations where a sibling (Bf, Be, So, Bu and <§«) coexists 
with S, SS, SSS are not mentioned in these examples as all 
the siblings would be totally excluded in such situations.

Note on grandparents

For the purposes of the Hanafi Fiqh, in all the examples in 
this section father (F) can be substituted by the paternal 
grandfather (FF) in the absence of the father (F) unless 
otherwise stated. See sections 16.2, 16.3 and 19.2.1 for 
details.
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The calculated examples in this section are arranged thus: 
S, SS or SSS amongst heirs Ap.M
No S or SS h.l.s. but D, DS or DSS amongst heirs A2..K2 
D and siblings amongst heirs A3..y
Ds and siblings amongst heirs A^.y
No descendants and no siblings amongst heirs A5 
No descendants but siblings present amongst heirs A6..\6

Heirs S H F M
Share 5/12 1/4 1/8 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 7/12. 
S inherits as a residuary.
Heirs SWF M
Share 13/24 1/8 1/6 1/6
Total sum of the shares of the Qur' anic heirs is 11/
24.1 inherits as a residuary.
Heirs SHF
Share 7/12 1/4 1/6
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/12. 
S inherits as a residuary.
Heirs SWF
Share 17/24 1/8 1/6
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 7/ 24. 
S inherits as a residuary.
Heirs S F M
Share 2/3 1/6 1/6
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 1/3. 
S inherits as a residuary.
Heirs S F
Share 5/6 1/6

F inherits as sharer, the residue is inherited by S.
Heirs S H M
Share 7/12 1/4 1/6
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Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/12. 
S inherits as a residuary.

Aj8. Heirs S W M
Share 17/24 1/8 1/6
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 7/24. 
S inherits as a residuary.

Ai 9. Heirs S H
Share 3/4 1/4
H inherits as sharer, the residue is inherited by S.

AilO. Heirs S W
Share 7/8 1/8
W inherits as sharer, the residue is inherited by S.

Aill. Heirs S M
Share 5/6 1/6
M inherits as sharer, the residue is inherited by S.

Ail2. Heirs S
Share All
S as sole heir inherits the whole estate.

----------
I Heirs S D H F M

Share 5/18 5/36 1/4 1/6 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 7/12. 
S and D inherit as residuaries.

Heirs S D W F M

Share 13/36 13/72 1/8 1/6 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur' anic heirs is 11/
24. S and D inherit as residuaries.

Heirs S D H F

Share 7/18 7/36 1/4 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/12. 
S and D inherit as residuaries.

gji Heirs S D W F

Share 17/36 17/72 1/8 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 7/24. 
S and D inherit as residuaries.

Bj5. Heirs S D F M
Share 4/9 2/9 1/6 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 1/3. 
S and D inherit as residuaries.

B]6. Heirs S D F

Share 5/9 5/18 1/6

After F is given his share of 1/6, the residue 5/6 is

B>7. Heirs S D H M

Share 7/18 7/36 1/4 1/6
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/12. 
S and D inherit as residuaries.
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H F M

1/4 1/6 1/6
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B18.

Bt9. D
1/4

H
1/4

Bx10. D W
7/24 1/8

B^l.

Bil2.

Heirs S D W M
Share 17/36 17/72 1/8 1/6
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 7/24.
S and D inherit as residuaries.
Heirs S
Share 1/2
After H is given his share of 1/4, the residue 3/4 is 
distributed amongst S and D.
Heirs S
Share 7/12
After W is given her share of 1 / 8, the residue 7/ 8 is 
distributed amongst S and D.
Heirs S
Share 5/9
After M is given her share of 1/6, the residue 5/6 is 
distributed amongst S and D.
Heirs S
Share 2/3
Both S and 
distributed amongst them.

D
5/18

M
1/6

D

----- —---------------— ’

D
1/3
inherit as residuaries, the estate is

rtF* 5--------------- ’a

___ ____________
11 Heirs S DS

Share 5/12 Nil
DS is totally excluded by S. S inherits as a residuary. 

^2. Heirs S DS W F M
Share 13/24 Nil 1/8 1/6 1/6
DS is totally excluded by S. S inherits as a residuary.

C13. Heirs S DS H F
Share 7/12 Nil 1/4 1/6
DS is totally excluded by S. S inherits as a residuary.

Q4. Heirs S DS W F
Share 17/24 Nil lf8 1/6
DS is totally excluded by S. S inherits as a residuary. 

Q5. Heirs S DS F M
Share 2/3 Nil 1/6 1/6
DS is totally excluded by S. S inherits as a residuary.

Q6. Heirs S DS F
Share 5/6 Nil 1/6
DS is totally excluded by S. S inherits as a residuary.

|| Heirs S DS H M

Share 7/12 Nil 1/4 1/6
DS is totally excluded by S. S inherits as a residuary.

Ci8. Heirs S DS W M
Share 17/24 Nil 1/8 1/6

DS is totally excluded by S. S inherits as a residuary.
Ci9. Heirs S DS H

Share 3/4 Nil 1/4

DS is totally excluded by S. H inherits as sharer, the 
residue is inherited by S.
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). Heirs S DS W
Share 7/8 Nil 1/8
DS is totally excluded by S. W inherits as sharer, the 
residue is inherited by S.

. Heirs S DS M
Share 5/6 Nil 1/6
DS is totally excluded by S. M inherits as sharer, the 
residue is inherited by S.
Heirs S DS
Share All Nil
DS is totally excluded by S. S as sole heir inherits the 
whole estate.

Heirs S D DS H F M

Share 5/18 5/36 Nil 1/4 1/6 1/6

DS is totally excluded by S. The residue 5/12 is 
distributed amongst S and D.
Heirs S D DS W F M

Share 13/36 13/72 Nd 1/8 1/6 1/6

DS is totally excluded by S. The residue 13/24 is 
distributed amongst S and D.
Heirs S D DS H F

Share 7/18 7/36 Nd 1/4 1/6
DS is totally excluded by S. The residue 7/12 is 
distributed amongst S and D.
Heirs S D DS W F

Share 17/36 17/72 Nil 1/8 1/6

DS is totally excluded by S. The residue 17/24 is 
distributed amongst S and D.

Heirs S D DS F M

Share 4/9 2/9 Nd 1/6 1/6

DS is totally excluded by S. The residue 2/3 is 
distributed amongst S and D.

Heirs S D DS F

Share 5/9 5/18 Nd 1/6

DS is totally excluded by S. The residue 5/ 6 is 
distributed amongst S and D.

Heirs S D DS H M

Share 7/18 7/36 Nd 1/4 1/6

DS is totally excluded by S. The residue 7/12 is 
distributed amongst $ a*'*
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Calculated Examples 448Di8. Heirs S D DS W MShare 17/36 17/72 Nil 1/8 1/6DS is totally excluded by S. The residue 17/24 is distributed amongst S and D.D:9. Heirs S D DS HShare 1/2 1/4 Nil 1/4DS is totally excluded by S. The residue 3/4 is distributed amongst S and D.DjlO. Heirs S D DS WShare 7/12 7/24 Nd 1/8DS is totally excluded by S. The residue 7/8 is distributed amongst S and D.Dill. Heirs S D DS MShare 5/9 5/18 Nd 1/6DS is totady excluded by S. The residue 5/6 is distributed amongst S and D.Djl2. Heirs S D DSShare 2/3 1/3 NdDS is totady excluded by S. Both S and D inherit as residuaries.

$

Eil-

Ei2.

Ei3.

Ei4.

Ei5.

Ei6.

Ei7.

F M
1/6 1/6

Heirs S D SS H F MShare 5/18 5/36 Nd 1/4 1/6 1/6SS is totally excluded by S. The residue 5/12 is distributed amongst S and D.Heirs S D SS WShare 13/36 13/72 Nd 1/8SS is totady excluded by S. The residue 13/24 is distributed amongst S and D. 1Heirs S D SSShare 7/18 7/36 NdSS is totady excluded by S. distributed amongst S and D.Heirs S D SSShare 17/36 17/72 NdSS is totady excluded by S. The residue 17/24 is distributed amongst S and D.Heirs SShare 4/ 9SS is totady excluded by S. distributed amongst S and D.Heirs SShare 5/9SS is totady excluded by S. residuaries.Heirs S DShare 7/18 7/36 NdSS is totady excluded by S. The residue 7/12 is distributed amongst S and D. ijjB

H F
1/4 1/6

The residue 7/12 is

W F
1/8 1/6

D
2/9

SS
Nd

D SS
5/18 Nd

SS

F M
1/6 1/6

The residue 2/3 is

F
1/6

S and D inherit as

H M
1/4 1/6



Calculated Examples The Islamic Law of Succession450Ej8. Heirs S D SS W MShare 17/36 17/72 Nil 1/8 1/6SS is totally excluded by S. The residue 17/24 is distributed amongst S and D.

SS is totally excluded by S. Both S and D inherit as

Ei9. Heirs S D SS HShare 1/2 1/4 Nil 1/4SS is totally excluded by S. Both S and D inherit as residuaries.
EJO. Heirs S D SS WShare 7/12 7/24 Nd 1/8

residuaries.

residuaries.
Eill. Heirs S D SS M
Eil2.

Share 5/9 5/18 Nd 1/6SS is totally excluded by S. Both S and D inherit as residuaries.Heirs S D SSShare 2/3 1/3 NdSS is totady excluded by S. Both S and D inherit as

F11, Heirs SS H F MShare 5/12 1/4 1/6 1/6Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 7/12. SS inherits as a residuary.pjl Heirs SS W F MShare 13/24 1/8 1/6 1/6Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 11/ 24. SS inherits as a residuary.Fj3. Heirs SS H FShare 7/12 1/4 1/6Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/12, the residue 7/12 is inherited by SS. . ( .Fi4. Heirs SS W FShare 17/24 1/8 1/6Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 7/24. SS inherits as a residuary.Fi5. Heirs SS F MShare 2/3 1/6 1/6Total sum of the shares of the Qur' anic heirs is 1/3, the residue 2/3 is inherited by SS.Fi6. Heirs SS FShare 5/6 1/6F inherits as sharer, the residue is inherited by SS.Heirs SS H MShare 7/12 1/4 1/6Total sum of the shares of the Qur7anic heirs is 5/12. SS inherits as a residuary.F’8- Heirs SS W MShare 17/24 1/8 1/6
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F^IZ.
All

453

Gtl-

F
2/13

_Z —

Heirs » 
Share 
Total sum

Gj2*

G13-

Gi4.

a

a

applied. 
W 
1/8

F
1/6

M
1/6

H
1/4

F
1/6

W
1/8

F
1/6

a
Ji5. Heirs SS D F M

Share 1/6 1/2 1/6 1/6
SS inherits as a residuary.

^6, Heirs SS D F
Share 1/3 1/2 1/6
SS inherits as a residuary.

3i7. Heirs SS D M
Share 1/12 1/2 1/4 1/6

Gi8.
SS inherits as a residuary.
Heirs SS D W . M
Share 5/24 1/2 1/8 1/6

Gi9.
SS inherits as a residuary.
Heirs SS D H
Share 1/4 1/2 1/4
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Ga10.

Gill.

G-112.

SS inherits as a residuary. 

D w

1/2 1/8

residuary. 
D M

1/2 1/6

a residuary.
D

1/2

Heirs SS

Share 3/8

SS inherits as

Heirs SS

Share 1/3

SS inherits as

Heirs SS

Share 1/2

D inherits as sharer and SS inherits as a

a

residuary.

SS 

Nil

W
1/8

F
1/6

p 1V1

2/15 2/15
Ds
8/15 1/5

Ds
8/13 3/13

of 'Awl is applied. 

Ds » w 
16/27 1/9

o£ te ‘shares' of the Qur'anic heirs is

F M 
4/27 4/27

Total sum of the shares, of the Qur'anic heirs is 27/

24. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

H" F
, 2/13

of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 13/

H
Heirs
Share 
Total sum oi 
15/12. Doctrine

Heirs SS 
Share Nil

Heirs SS
Share Nil
Total sum
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied. 

Heirs SS Ds
Share 1/24 2/3
SS inherits as a residuary.

SS inherits as a residuary.

Heirs SS Ds H M

Hi5. Heirs SS Ds F M

Share Nil 2/3 1/6 1/6

Hi6. Heirs SS Ds F

Share 1/6 2/3 1/6

Share Nil 8/13 3/13 2/13

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 
13/12. Doctrine of ’Awl is applied.

Hi8' Heirs SS Ds W M

Share 1/24 2/3 1/8 1/6

SS inherits as a residuary.
H’9' Heirs SS Ds H

Share 1/12 2/3 1/4
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SS inherits as a residuary. — 456
HjlO. Heirs SS Ds VV

Share 5/24 2/3 1/8

SS inherits as a residuary.
Hill. Heirs SS Ds M

Share 1/6 2/3 1/6

SS inherits as a residuary.

Hil2. Heirs SS Ds

Share 1/3 2/3

Ds inherit as sharers and SS inherits as a
residuary.

Heirs S6

Share

M
1/6

Ill-

112-

1,3.

1,5.

F

5/18 5/3« 1/4 ; :

DS inherit as residuaries.
SS““i^ DS W F

SX «/35 . V6
and DS inherit as residuanes.

Heirs SS 0s
Share 7/18 7/36 1/4 Z

SS and DS inherit as residuaries.
Heirs SS DS W F

Share 17/36 17/72 1/8 1/6

SS and DS inherit as residuaries.

Heirs SS

Share 4/9
SS and DS inherit as residuaries.

Share

DS

2/9

F M
1/6 1/6

M
1/6

I^. Heirs SS DS F

Share 5/9 5/18 1/6

After F is given his share of 1 / 6, the residue 5 / 6 is 
distributed amongst SS and DS.

Ii7. Heirs SS DS H M

Share 7/18 7/36 1/4 1/6

SS and DS inherit as residuaries.
I18' Heirs SS DS W M

Share 17/36 17/72 1/8 i/6

SS and DS inherit as residuaries.

’ Heirs SS DS H

^are l/2 1/4 x
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1110.
Share 7/12 7/24 1/8

458
After H is given his share of 1/4, the residue 3 
inherited by SS and DS. ls
Heirs SS DS W

Lil.

Heirs SS DS
Share 2/3 1/3
SS and DD are both residuaries, the estate is 
distributed amongst them.

1112.

&
Heirs SS D DS H
Share Nil 6/13 Nil 3/13
Total sum of the shares of the Qur' anic 
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

>2. Heirs SS D DS W
Share 1/36 1/2 1/72 1/8
SS and DS inherit as residuaries.

1,3. Heirs SS D DS H
Share 1/18 1/2 1/36 1/4
SS and DS inherit as residuaries.

Jj4. Heirs SS D DS W
Share 5/36 1/2 5/72 1/8
SS and DS inherit as residuaries.

J15. Heirs SS D DS F
Share 1/9 1/2 1/18 1/6
SS and DS inherit as residuaries.

J16.. Heirs SS D DS F
Share 2/9 1/2 1/9 1/6
SS and DS inherit as residuaries.

J17. Heirs SS D DS H
Share 1/18 1/2 1/36 1/4
SS and DS inherit as residuaries.

Ji8. Heirs SS D DS W
Share 5/36 1/2 5/72 1/8
SS and DS inherit as residuaries.

Ji9. Heirs SS D DS H
Share 1/6 1/2 1/12 1/4

F M
2/13 2/13 

heirs is 13/

F M
1/6 1/6

F
1/6

F
1/6

M
1/6

M
1/6

M
1/6
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SS and DS inherit as residuaries.

RIO. Heirs SS D DS W

Share 1/4 1/2 1/8 1/8

SS and DS inherit as residuaries.

Jill. Heirs SS D DS M

Share 2/9 1/2 1/9 1/6

SS and DS inherit as residuaries.

J!12. Heirs SS D DS

Share 1/3 1/2 1/6

D inherits 1 / 2 as sharer. SS and DS inherit 1/ 2 a 
residuaries.

__________________________________

Heirs SS Ds

Share Nil 8/15

The Islamic Law of SuccessionDS H F M
Nil 1/5 2/15 2/15

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 15/ 
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

K12. Heirs SS Ds DS W F M
Share Nil 16/27 Nil 1/9 4/27 4/27

Total sum of the shares of the Qur' anic heirs is 27/ 
24. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied. A. -,

Kt3, Heirs SS Ds DS H F/ v

Share Nil 8/13 Nil 6/13 2713

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 13/ 
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

K]4. Heirs SS Ds DS W F
Share 1/36 2/3 1/72 1/8 1/6

SS and DS inherit as residuaries.

Kj5.

Kj6.

Heirs SS Ds DS F

Share Nil 2/3 Nd 1/6

SS and DS inherit nothing as residuaries. 

Heirs SS

Share 1/9

SS and DS inherit as residuaries.

Ds

2/3

M
1/6

Ki7. Heirs SS Ds DS H M

Share Nd 8/13 Nd 3/13 2/13

SS and DS inherit as residuaries. Doctrine of 'Awl is 
applied.

U Heirs SS Ds DS W M

Share 1/36 2/3 1/72 1/8 1/6

SS and DS inherit as residuaries.
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K^. Heirs SS Ds DS H '

Share 1/18 2/3 1/36 1/4

SS and DS inherit as residuaries.

KilO. Heirs SS Ds DS W

Share 5/36 2/3 5/72 1/8

SS and DS inherit as residuaries.

Kill. Heirs SS - Ds DS M

Share 1/9 2/3 1/18 1/6

SS and DS inherit as residuaries. See example 53 

Kil2. Heirs SS Ds DS

Share 2/9 2/3 1/9

Ds together inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic heirs; SS and DS 
inherit 1/ 3 as residuaries.

The Islamic Law of Succession463___

0. Heirs SSS D DS H F M

Share Nil 2/5 2/15 1/5 2/15 2/15
DS inherits as sharer and SSS inherits as residuary. 
Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

14 Heirs SSS D DS W. F M

Share Nil 4/9 4/27 1/9 4/27 4/27

DS inherits as sharer and SSS inherits as residuary.
Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

14 Heirs SSS D DS H F

Share Nil 6/13 2/13 3/13 2/13

DS inherits as sharer and SSS inherits as residuary. 
Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.U4. Heirs SSS D DS W F

Share 1/24 1/2 1/6 1/8 1/6

DS inherits as sharer and SSS inherits as residuary

Li5. Heirs SSS D DS F M
Share Nil 1/2 1/6 1/6 1/6
DS inherits as sharer and SSS inherits as residuary.

Li6. Heirs SSS D DS F
Share 1/6 1/2 1/6 1/6
DS inherits as sharer and SSS inherits as residuary.

147. Heirs SSS D DS H M
Share Nil 6/13 2/13 3/13 2/13

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 13/
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Li8. Heirs SSS D DS W M
Share 1/24 1/2 1/6 1/8 1/6

DS inherits as sharer and SSS inherits as residuary
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Li9i DS 

1/6

LilO.

H

1/4

DS W 

1/6 1/8

Uli.
Lil2.

Heirs SSS D
Share 1/12 1/2

DS inherits as sharer and SSS inherits as residuary.
Heirs SSS D

Share 5/24 1/2

DS inherits as sharer and SSS inherits as residuary. 

Heirs SSS D

Share 1/6 1/2

DS inherits as sharer and SSS inherits as residuary.

Heirs SSS D

Share 1/3 1/2
D and DS inherit as Qur'anic heirs and SSS inherits 
as residuary.

DS M
1/6 1/6

DS 

1/6

465

MA

MA

Mi3-

MA

Mj5.

Mi6.

Mi7.

The Islamic Law of Succession

Heirs SSS DS H F M
Share Nil 6/13 3/13 2/13 2/13

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 13/
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs SSS DS W F M

Share 1/24 1/2 1/8 1/6 -.1/6

DS inherits as sharer and SSS inherits as residuary.

Heirs SSS DS H F

Share 1/12 1/2 1/4 1/6

DS inherits as sharer and SSS inherits as residuary.

Heirs SSS DS W F

Share 5/24 1/2 1/8 1/6

DS inherits as sharer and SSS inherits as residuary.

Heirs SSS DS F M

Share 1/6 1/2 1/6 1/6
DS inherits as sharer and SSS inherits as residuary.

Heirs SSS DS F
Share 1/3 1/2 1/6
DS inherits as sharer and SSS inherits as residuary.

Heirs SSS DS H M

Share 1/12 1/2 1/4 1/6

DS inherits as sharer and SSS inherits as residuary.

Heirs SSS DS W M

Share 5/24 1/2 1/8 1/6

DS inherits asi sharer and SSS inherits as residuary.

Heirs SSS DS H

Share 1/4 1/2 1/4

ma

DS inherits as sharer and SSS inherits as residuary.
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MilO. Heirs SSS DS W
Share 3/8 1/2 1/8
DS inherits as sharer and SSS inherits as residuary.

Mill. Heirs SSS DS M
Share 1/3 1/2 1/6
DS inherits as sharer and SSS inherits as residuary.

Mt12. Heirs SSS DS
Share 1/2 1/2
DS inherits 1/2 as sharer and SSS inherits 1/2 as 
residuary.

fl
Heirs D H F M

Al‘ share 6/13 3/13 2/13 2/13

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 13/ 
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs D W F M
M Share 1/2 1/8 5/24 1/6

F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/24 as a residuary.

Heirs D H F
Share 1/2 1/4 1/4

F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/12 as a residuary.

A24 Heirs D W F
Share 1/2 1/8 3/8
F inherits 1 / 6 as sharer plus 5/ 24 as a residuary.

Az5. Heirs D F M
Share 1/2 1/3 1/6
F inherits 1 / 6 as sharer plus 1 / 6 as a residuary.

A26. Heirs D F
Share 1/2 1/2
D inherits 1 / 2 as sharer, F inherits 1 / 6 as sharer and 
1/3 as residuary.

A27. Heirs D H M
Share 9/16 1/4 3/16

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 11/ 
12. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

M. Heirs D W M

I Share 21/32 1/8 7/32

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 19/ 
24. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

/
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A29. Heirs D | H

Share 3/4 ^1/4

D inherits 1/2 as sharer and 1/4 according to the 
doctrine of Radd.

A210. Heirs D W
Share 7/8 1/8

D inherits 1/2 as sharer and 3/8 according to the 
doctrine of Radd.

A211. Heirs D M
Share 3/4 1/4
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

A212. Heirs D
Share All
D inherits 1/2 as sharer and 1/2 as Al-Radd.

The Islamic Law of Succession$__ _
Heirs Ds H F M

Share 8/15 1/5 2/15 2/15

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 15/
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

g22. Heirs Ds W F

Share 16/27 1/9 4/27 4/27

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 27/
24. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

y. Heirs Ds H F

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 13/
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied

B24. Heirs Ds W F
Share 2/3 1/8 5/24
F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/24 as a residuary.

B25. Heirs Ds F M
Share 2/3 1/6 1/6
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 1.

B26. Heirs Ds F
Share 2/3 1/3

Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic heirs, F inherits 1/6 as 
sharer and 1/6 as residuary.

B27. Heirs Ds H M

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 13/
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs Ds W M

Share 7/10 1/8 7/40

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 23/
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24. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

B29. Heirs Ds H

Share 3/4 1/4

Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic heirs and 1/12 according 
to the doctrine of Radd.

B2IO. Heirs Ds W

Share 7/8 1/8

Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic heirs and 5/24 according 
to the doctrine of Radd.

The Islamic Law of Succession

Heirs Ds M

Share 4/5 1/5

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6.
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

Heirs Ds

Share All
Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic heirs and 1/3 as Al-Radd.

Heirs D DS H F M

Share 2/5 2/15 1/5 2/15 2/15
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 15/ 
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs D DS W F M

Share 4/9 4/27 1/9 4/27 4/27
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 27/ 

24. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs D DS H F

Share 6/13 2/13 3/13 2/13
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 13/ 
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.
Heirs D DS W F

Share 1/2 1/6 1/8 5/24
F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/24 as residuary.
Heirs D DS F M

Share 1/2 1/6 1/6 1/6
All heirs inherit as Qur'anic heirs, there is no
residue.
Heirs D DS F
Share 1/2 1/6 1/3
F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1 / 6 as a residuary.

Heirs D DS H M
Share 6/13 2/13 3/13 2/13
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 13/
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs D DS W M

Share 21/40 7/40 1/8 7/40
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Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 23/ 
24. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

C29. Heirs D DS H

Share 9/16 3/16 1/4

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 11/ 
12. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

C210. Heirs D DS W

Share 21/32 7/32 1/8

Total sum of the shares of the Qur' anic heirs is 19/ 
24. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

C211. Heirs D DS M

Share 3/5 1/5 1/5

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

C212. Heirs D DS

Share 3/4 1/4

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

The Islamic Law of Succession
_________

p2l. Heirs Ds DS H F M

Share 8/15 Nil 1/5 2/15 2/15

DS is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

ft2. Heirs Ds DS W F M

Share 16/27 Nd 1/9 4/27 4/27

DS is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs Ds DS H F

Share 8/13 Nil 3/13 2/13

DS is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs Ds DS W F

Share 2/3 Nil 1/8 5/24

DS is excluded by Ds. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 
1/24 as residuary.

[y. Heirs Ds DS F M

Share 2/3 Nil 1/6 1/6

DS is excluded by Ds. Total sum of the shares of the 
Qur'anic heirs is 1.

D26. Heirs Ds DS F

Share 2/3 Nd 1/3

DS is excluded by Ds. F inherits 1/ 6 as sharer plus 
1/6 as a residuary.

Heirs Ds DS H M

Share 8/13 Nil 3/13 2/13

DS is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.
D£ Heirs Ds DS W M

Share 7/10 Nil 1/8 7/40

DS is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of Radd is applied.
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Calculated Examples 474D29. Heirs Ds DS HShare 3/4 Nil 1/4DS is excluded by Ds. Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic heirs and 1/12 as Al-Radd.D210. Heirs Ds DS WShare 7/8 Nil 1/8DS is excluded by Ds. Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic heirs and 5/24 as Al-Radd.D211. Heirs Ds DS MShare 4/5 Nil 1/5DS is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of Radd is applied.D212. Heirs Ds DSShare All NilDS is excluded by Ds. Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic heirs and 1 / 3 as Al-Radd.

Er
DSSDS4/27 Nil

$

Ep.

E,6.

E,7.

H1/5
W1/9

F M 2/15 2/15
F M 4/27 4/27

------------------------ --- ------ —Heirs D DS DSS• Share 2/5 2/15 NilDSS excluded by D and DS together. Doctrine of 
'Awl is applied.Heirs DShare 4/9DSS excluded by D and DS together. Doctrine of 
'Awl is applied.Heirs D DS DSS H FShare 6/13 2/13 Nil 3/13 2/13DSS excluded by D and DS together. Doctrine of 
'Awl is applied.Heirs D
Share 1/2

DSS excluded by D and DS together. F inherits 1/6 
as sharer & 1/24 as residuary.

Heirs D

Share 1/2

DSS excluded by D and DS together. All other heirs 
inherit as Qur'anic heirs. . r 1 hcmM j

Heirs D

Share 1/2

DSS excluded by D and DS together. F inherits 1/6 
as sharer & 1/6 as residuary.

Heirs D DS DSS H M

Share 6/13 2/13 Nil 3/13 2/13

DSS excluded by D and DS together. Doctrine of 
'Awl is applied.

DS1/6 DSS W FNil 1/8 5/24
DS 

1/6

DSS

Nil

F

1/6

M
1/6

DS

1/6

DSS

Nil

F

1/3
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E28. Heirs D DS DSS W M

Share 21/40 7/40 Nil 1/8 7/40

DSS excluded by D and DS together. Doctrine of 
Radd is applied.

E29. Heirs D DS DSS H

Share 9/16 3/16 Nd 1/4

DSS excluded by D arid DS together. Doctrine of 
Radd is applied.

E210. Heirs D DS DSS W

Share 21/32 7/32 Nd 1/8

DSS excluded by D and DS together. Doctrine of 
Radd is applied.

E211. Heirs D DS DSS M

Share 3/5 1/5 Nd 1/5

DSS excluded by D and DS together. Doctrine of 
Radd is applied.

E212. Heirs D DS DSS

Share 3/4 1/4 Nd

DSS excluded by D and DS together. Doctrine of 
Radd is applied.

| Heirs D DSS H F M
Share 2/5 2/15 1/5 2/15 2/15
Total sum of the shares of the Qur' anic heirs is 15/ 
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

g Heirs D DSS W F M
Share 4/9 4/27 1/9 4/27 4/27Total sum of the shares of the Qur' anic heirs is 27/ 24. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.| Heirs D DSS H FShare 6/13 2/13 3/13 2/13Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 13/12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied. , ,,I Heirs D DSS W FShare 1/2 1/6 1/8 5/24
F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/24 as residuary.| Heirs D DSS F M
Share 1/2 1/6 1/6 1/6

All heirs inherit as Qur'anic heirs, there is no 
residue.

ty. Heirs D DSS F
Share 1/2 1/6 1/3
F inherits 1/ 6 as sharer plus 1/ 6 as a residuary.

Fz7. Heirs D DSS H M
Share 6/13 2/13 3/13 2/13

Total sum of the shares of the Qur' anic heirs is 13/ 
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Fj8. Heirs D DSS W M

Share 21/40 7/40 1/8 7/40
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Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 23/ 
24. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

F29. Heirs D DSS H

Share 9/16 3/16 1/4

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 11/ 
12. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

F210. Heirs D DSS W

Share 21/32 7/32 1/8

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 19/ 
24. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

F211. Heirs D DSS M

Share 3/5 1/5 1/5

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

F212. Heirs D DSS

Share 3/4 1/4
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

Heirs Ds DSS H F M

Share 8/15 Nd 1/5 2/15 2/15

DSS is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.
Heirs Ds DSS W F M

Share 16/27 Nil 1/9 4/27 1/17
DSS is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs Ds DSS H F

Share 8/13 Nd 3/13 2/13

DSS is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs Ds DSS W F

Share 2/3 Nd 1/8 5/24

DSS is excluded by Ds. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 
1/24 as residuary.

Heirs Ds DSS F M

Share 2/3 Nd 1/6 1/6

DSS is excluded by Ds. Ad heirs inherit as Qur'anic 
heirs, there is no residue.

Heirs Ds DSS F

Share 2/3 Nd 1/3

DSS is excluded by Ds. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 
1/6 as a residuary.

Heirs Ds DSS H M

Share 8/13 Nd 3/13 2/13

DSS is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs Ds DSS W M
Share 7/10 Nil 1/8 7/40
DSS is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of Radd is applied.
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G29. Heirs Ds DSS H

Share 3/4 Nil 1/4

DSS is excluded by Ds. Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic 
heirs and 1/12 as Al-Radd.

G210. Heirs Ds DSS W

Share 7/8 Nil 1/8

DSS is excluded by Ds. Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic 
heirs and 5/24 as Al-Radd.

G211. Heirs Ds DSS M

Share 4/5 Nil 1/5

DSS is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

G212. Heirs Ds DSS

Share All Nil

DSS is excluded by Ds. Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic 
heirs and 1/3 as Al-Radd.

$ __________________________ The Islamic Law of Succession

Heirs DS H F M

Share 6/13 3/13 2/13 2/13
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 13/12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

^2. Heirs DS W F MShare 1/2 1/8 5/24 1/6F inherits 1/ 6 as sharer plus 1 / 24 as a residuary.Heirs DS H FShare 1/2 1/4 1/4F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/12 as a residuary.Heirs DS W FShare 1/2 1/8 3/8F inherits 1/ 6 as sharer plus 5/ 24 as a residuary.
Hj5. Heirs DS F M

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6
F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/6 as a residuary.

H26. Heirs DS F

Share 1/2 1/2
DS inherits 1/2 as sharer, F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
and 1/3 as residuary.

H27. Heirs DS H M

Share 9/16 1/4 3/16

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 11/
12. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

H28. Heirs DS W M

Share 21/32 1/8 7/32

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 19/
24. Doctrine of Radd is applied.
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G29.

G2IO.

Heirs Ds

Share 3/4

DSS is excluded by Ds. Ds inherit 2/3 

heirs and 1/12 as Al-Radd.
Heirs Ds

DSS

Nil
H

1/4

480

as Qur'anic
DSS W

Share 7/8 Nil 1/8

DSS is excluded by Ds. Ds inherit 2/3 
heirs and 5/ 24 as Al-Radd. as Qur'anic

G2II. Heirs Ds DSS M

Share 4/5 Nil 1/5

DSS is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of Radd is applied
G212. Heirs Ds DSS

Share AU Nd

DSS is excluded by Ds. Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic 
heirs and 1/3 as Al-Radd.

H2I

Hj4.

Hp.

H26.

H,7.

Hj8.

Heirs DS nShare 6/13 3/13 2/13 2/13
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 13/ 
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs DS
Share 1/2
F inherits 1/6 as
Heirs DS
Share 1 /2

W F M1/8 5/24 1/6sharer plus 1/24 as a residuary.H F 1/4 1/4F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/12 as a residuary. Heirs DS W FShare 1/2 1/8 3/8F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 5/24 as a residuary.Heirs DSShare 1/2F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/6 as a residuary. Heirs DSShare 1/2DS inherits 1/2 as sharer, F inherits 1/6 as sharer and 1/3 as residuary.Heirs DS H MShare 9/16 1/4 3/16s™ °f ShMes of lhe Qur ™c •>*» is 11/ 12. Doctnne of Radd is applied. 'Heirs DS W MShare 21/32 1/8 7/32
24- h6irS is 19/

F M1/3 1/6
F1/2
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H29. Heirs DS H

Share 3/4 1/4

DS inherits 1 / 2 as sharer and 1/4 according to the 
doctrine of Radd.

H2IO. Heirs DS W

Share 7/8 1/8

DS inherits 1 / 2 as sharer and 3/8 according to the 
doctrine of Radd.

H2II- Heirs DS M

Share 3/4 1/4

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3.
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

H2I2. Heirs DS

Share All

DS inherits 1/2 as sharer and 1/2 as Al-Radd.

483 The Islamic Law of Succession

I21. Heirs DSs

Share 8/15
H

1/5

F M

2/15 2/15
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 15/ 
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

j22. Heirs DSs W F M

Share 16/27 1/9 4/27 4/27
Total sum of the shares of the Qur' anic heirs is 27/ 
24. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs DSs H F

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13
Total sum of the shares of the Qur7anic heirs is 13/ 
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.
Heirs DSs W F

Share 2/3 1/8 5/24
F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/24 as residuary.

Ij5. Heirs DSs F M
Share 2/3 1/6 1/6

All heirs inherit as Qur'anic heirs, there is no 
residue.

I26. Heirs DSs F

Share 2/3 1/3

F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/6 as a residuary. 
t7. Heirs DSs H M

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 13/ 
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

& Heirs DSs W M

Share 7/10 1/8 7/40

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 23/
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24. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

Heirs DSs H

Share 3/4 1/4

DSs inherit 2/ 3 as sharer and 1/12 according to the 
doctrine of Radd.
Heirs DSs W

Share 7/8 1/8

DSs inherit 2/3 as sharer and 5/24 according to the 
doctrine of Radd.
Heirs DSs M

Share 4/5 1/5

Toted sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6, 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

Heirs DSs

Share All

DSs inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic heirs and 1/3 as Al- 
Radd.

The Islamic Law of Succession

Heirs DS DSS H F M
Share 2/5 2/15 1/5 2/15 2/15

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 15/
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.Heirs DS DSS W F M
Share 4/9 4/27 1/9 4/27 4/27

Total sum of the shares of the Qur' anic heirs is 27/
24. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs DS DSS H F
Share 6/13 2/13 3/13 2/13
Total sum of the shares of the Qur' anic heirs is 13/
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Jj4. Heirs DS DSS W F

Share 1/2 1/6 1/8 5/24

F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/24 as residuary.

Jj5. Heirs DS DSS F M

Share 1/2 1/6 1/6 1/6

All heirs inherit as Qur'anic heirs, there is no 
residue.

J26. Heirs DS DSS F

Share 1/2 1/6 1/3

F inherits 1/ 6 as sharer plus 1 / 6 as a residuary.
J27. Heirs DS DSS H M

Share 6/13 2/13 3/13 2/13
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 13/ 
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

U Heirs DS DSS W M

Share 21/40 7/40 1/8 7/40

Total sum of the shares of the Qur' anic heirs is 23/
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24. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

J29. Heirs DS DSS H

Share 9/16 3/16 1/4

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 11/ 
12. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

J210. Heirs DS DSS W

Share 21/32 7/32 1/8

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 19/ 
24. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

J211. Heirs DS DSS M

Share 3/5 1/5 1/5

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

J212 Heirs DS DSS

Share 3/4 1/4

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

Heirs DSs DSS H F M

Share 8/15 Nil 1/5 2/15 2/15

DSS is excluded by DSs. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs DSs DSS W F M

Share 16/27 Nd 1/9 4/27 4/27

DSS is excluded by DSs. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs DSs DSS H F

Share 8/13 Nil 3/13 2/13

DSS is excluded by DSs. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs DSs DSS W F

Share 2/3 Nd 1/8 5/24

DSS is excluded by DSs. F inherits 1/ 6 as sharer 
plus 1 /24 as residuary.

Heirs DSs DSS F M

Share 2/3 Nd 1/6 1/6

DSS is excluded by DSs. Ad heirs inherit as Qur'anic
heirs, there is no residue.

Heirs DSs DSS F

Share 2/3 Nd 1/3

DSS is excluded by DSs. F inherits 1/ 6 as sharer 
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

Heirs DSs DSS H M

Share 8/13 Nil 3/13 2/13

DSS is excluded by DSs. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs DSs DSS W M

Share 7/10 Nd 1/8 7/40

DSS is excluded by DSs. Doctrine of Radd is applied.
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K29. Heirs DSs DSS H

Share 3/4 Nil 1/4

DSS is excluded by DSs. DSs inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic 
heirs and 1/12 as Al-Radd.

K210. Heirs DSs DSS W

Share 7/8 Nil 1/8

DSS is excluded by DSs. DSs inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic 
heirs and 5/24 as Al-Radd.

K211. Heirs DSs DSS M
Share 4/5 Nil 1/5

DSS is excluded by DSs. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

K212. Heirs DSs DSS

Share All Nil

DSS is excluded by DSs. DSs inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic 
heirs and 1/3 as Al-Radd.

Heirs D H F M BfShare 6/13 3/13 2/13 2/13 NilBf is excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.Heirs D W F M BfShare 1/2 1/8 5/24 1/6 NilBf is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/24 as a residuary.A£ Heirs D H F Bf
Share 1/2 1/4 1/4 NdBf is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/
12 as a residuary.

Aj4. Heirs D W F Bf

Share 1/2 1/8 3/8 Nd

Bf is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 5/ 
24 as a residuary.

Aj5. Heirs D F M Bf

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nd

Bf is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/6 
as a residuary. . • i u < > • t 1

A36. Heirs D F Bf

Share 1/2 1/2 Nd

Bf is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/3 
as a residuary.

A37. Heirs D H M Bf

Share 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/12
Total sum of the shares of the Qur' aruc heirs is 11/ 
12, Bf inherits as a residuary.

A38. Heirs D W M BfShare 1/2 1/8 1/6 5/24
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Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 19/ 
24, Bf inherits as a residuary.

A39. Heirs D H Bf

Share 1/2 1/4 1/4

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 3/4, 
Bf inherits as a residuary.

A310. Heirs D W Bf

Share 1/2 1/8 3/8

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/8,
• Bf inherits as a residuary. 

A311. Heirs D M Bf

Share 1/2 1/6 1/3

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3, 
Bf inherits as a residuary.

A312. Heirs D Bf

Share 1/2 1/2
D inherits 1/2 as sharer and Bf inherits 1/2 as a 
residuary.

Heirs D H F M Bf SfShare 6/13 3/13 2/13 2/13 Nil NilBf and Sf are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.Heirs D W F M Bf SfShare 1/2 1/8 5/24 1/6 Nil NdBf and Sf are excluded by F. F inherits 1 / 6 as sharer plus 1/ 24 as a residuary.Bj3. Heirs D H F BfShare 1/2 1/4 1/4 Nd NdBf and Sf are excluded by F. F inherits 1/ 6 as sharerplus 1/12 as a residuary.Heirs D W F Bf SfShare 1/2 1/8 3/8 Nd Nd
Bf and Sf are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer
plus 5/24 as a residuary.

Heirs D F M Bf Sf
Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nd Nd
Bf and <^are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

B36. Heirs D F Bf Sf
Share 1/2 1/2 Nd Nd

Bf and are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer
plus 1/3 as a residuary.

V. Heirs D H M Bf

Share 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/18 1/36

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 11 / 
12, Bf and <$/ inherit as residuaries.

/
fl
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B38. Heirs D W M Bf

Share 1/2 1/8 1/6 5/36 5/72
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 19/ 
24, Bf and <$[ inherit as residuaries.

B39. Heirs D H Bf

Share 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/12
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 3/4z 
Bf and Sf inherit as residuaries.

B310. Heirs D W Bf

Share 1/2 1/8 1/4 1/8

r

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/8, 
Bf and Sf inherit as residuaries.

B311. Heirs D M Bf Sf
Share 1/2 1/6 2/9 1/9
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3, 
Bf and Sf inherit as residuaries.

B312. Heirs D Bf

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6
D inherits 1/2 as sharer, Bf and Sf inherit as 
residuaries.

493__________7C” Heirs D H M Bf Sf BeShare 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/18 1/36 Nil
Be is excluded by Bf. Bf and ^inherit as residuaries. Heirs D W M Bf BeShare 1/2 1/8 1/6 5/36 5/72 Nil
Be is excluded by Bf. Bf and ^inherit as residuaries.H Heirs D H Bf Be
Share 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/12 Nil

Be is excluded by Bf. Bf and ^inherit as residuaries.

C34. Heirs D W Bf J/ Be
Share 1/2 1/8 1/4 1/8 Nd
Be is excluded by Bf. Bf and Sf inherit as residuaries.

Cj5. Heirs D M Bf Sf Be

Share 1/2 1/6 2/9 1/9 Nd
Be is excluded by Bf. Bf and <5/ inherit as residuaries.

C36. Heirs D Bf Be
Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nd

Be is excluded by Bf. D inherits 1/ 2 as sharer, Bf and 
Sf inherit as residuaries.

dj1. Heirs D H M Bf Sf Sc

Share 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/18 1/36 Nd

&is excluded by Bf. Bf and inherit as residuaries.
D£ Heirs D W M Bf Sf Sc

I Share 1/2 1/8 1/6 5/36 5/72 Nd

cS’&is excluded by Bf. Bf and Sf inherit as residuaries. 

Heirs D H Bf Sc

Share 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/12 Nd

<&>is excluded by Bf. Bf and ^inherit as residuaries.
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D34. Heirs D W Bf S{, Sc

Share 1/2 1/8 1/4 1/8 Nil

Sc is excluded by Bf. Bf and Sf inherit as residuaries.

D35. Heirs D M Bf Sf, Sc

Share 1/2 1/6 2/9 1/9 Nil

£ois excluded by Bf. Bf and ^inherit as residuaries.
D36. Heirs D Bf S{, Sc

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nil

<&>is excluded by Bf. D inherits 1/2 as sharer, Bf and 
St, inherit as residuaries.

E1 Heirs D H M Bf Sf Bu‘ Share 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/18 1/36 Nil
Bu is excluded by D. Bf and inherit as residuaries. 

gj2. Heirs D W M Bf Sf Bu
Share 1/2 1/8 1/6 5/36 5/72 Nil

Bu is excluded by D. Bf and ^inherit as residuaries. 

gj3. Heirs D H Bf S{, Bu

Share 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/12 Nd

Bu is excluded by D. Bf and S[inherit as residuaries.

Ej4. Heirs D W Bf S[ Bu
Share 1/2 1/8 1/4 1/8 Nd

Bu is excluded by D. Bf and ^/inherit as residuaries.

E35. Heirs D M Bf S[ Bu

Share 1/2 1/6 2/9 1/9 Nd

Bu is excluded by D. Bf and ^inherit as residuaries.

E36. Heirs D Bf Sf Bu

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nd

Bu is excluded by D. Bf and ^inherit as residuaries. 
U Heirs D H M Bf S[ Su,

Share 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/18 1/36 Nd

<SiHs excluded by D. Bf and .^inherit as residuaries.
Fj2. Heirs D W M Bf S(, Su,

Share 1/2 1/8 1/6 5/36 5/72 Nd

&,is excluded by D. Bf and ^inherit as residuaries. 

Heirs D H Bf S{, Su,Share 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/12 Nd
•So'is excluded by D. Bf and inherit as residuaries.
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F34. Heirs D W Bf <$[

Share 1/2 1/8 1/4 1/8 Nil
<5u/is excluded by D. Bf and Sf inherit as residuaries.

F35 Heirs D M Bf <§£ <5«/
Share 1/2 1/6 2/9 1/9 Nil
<514/is excluded by D. Bf and Sf inherit as residuaries.

F36. Heirs D Bf Sf Su,
Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nil
<514/is excluded by D. Bf and Sf inherit as residuaries.

Heirs D H F M Bf Be'

Share 6/13 3/13 2/13 2/13 Nil Nil

Bf and Be are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is
applied.

Heirs D W F M Bf Be

Share 1/2 1/8 5/24 1’1 Nd Nd

Bf and Be are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/24 as a residuary. ? . fGj3. Heirs D H F Bf Be

Share 1/2 1/4 1/4 Nd Nd
Bf and Be are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer
plus 1/12 as a residuary.Ga4. Heirs D W F Bf Be

Share 1/2 1/8 3/8 Nd Nd

Bf and Be are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer
plus 5/24 as a residuary.

G35. Heirs D i M Bf Be
Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nd Nd
Bf and Be are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

G36. Heirs D F Bf Be

Share 1/2 1/2 Nil Nil

Bf and Be are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/3 as a residuary.

Heirs D H M Bf Be
Share 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/12 Nil

Be is excluded by Bf. Bf inherits as a residuary.

Heirs D W M Bf Be

Share 1/2 1/8 1/6 5/24 Nil
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G39.

G3IO.

G3II.

G3I2.

Be is excluded by Bf. Bf inherits

Heirs D

Share 1/2
H

1/4
Bf 

1/4

__________ 498
as a residuary. 
Be
Nd

Be is excluded by Bf. Bf inherits as a 

Heirs D W Bf Be

Share 1/2 1/8 3/8 Nil

Be is excluded by Bf. Bf inherits as a residuary.

Heirs D M Bf Be

Share 1/2 1/6 1/3 Nil

Be is excluded by Bf. Bf inherits as a residuary 
Heirs D Bf Be Y’

Share 1/2 1/2 Nil

Be is excluded by Bf. D inherits 1/2 as sharer and Bf 
inherits 1/2 as a residuary.

0)
Heirs
Share

Hi1'

H3I

Hj4.

H35.

H F M3 Nil Nfl

XX * o£ T* p M Bf
5/24 1/6 Nil r

juded by F. F inherits 1/6 as s are 

a residuary.

H
1/4 __

excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 

plus 1/12 as a residuary.

W
1/8

0

D 
6/13 

Bf and So are 
applied. 

Heirs
Share 1/2 

Bfand So are exc 
plus 1/24 as L 

Heirs D 
Share 1 /2 

Bfand So are e

F
1/4

Bf

Nil

&

Nil

So
Nil

Bfand &are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 

plus 5/24 as a residuary.

Heirs D

Share 1/2

Heirs D
Share 1 /2

F Bf

3/8 Nil

F

1/3

M

1/6

Bf

Nil

So
Nil

Bfand So are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

H36. Heirs D F Bf So
Share 1/2 1/2 Nil Nil

Bf and <5&are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/3 as a residuary.

Hj7. Heirs D H M Bf So
Share 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/12 Nil

&is excluded by Bf. Bf inherits as a residuary.

Heirs D W M Bf So
Share 1/2 1/8 1/6 5/24 Nil
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H39.
H310.
H311.
H312.

Bf1/4
Sc is excluded by Bf. Bf inheritsHeirs DShare 1/2
Sc is excluded by Bf. Bf inheritsHeirs DShare 1/2
Sc is excluded by Bf. Bf inherits Heirs DShare 1/2
Sc is excluded by Bf. Bf inheritsHeirs DShare 1/2<&is excluded by Bf. D inherits 1/2 as sharer and Bf inherits 1/2 as a residuary.

H1/4
w1/8
M1/6
Bf 1/2

Bf3/8
Bf1/3
ScNil

as a
Sc

residuary.Ndas a
Sc

residuary.
Nilas a
Sc

residuary.
Ndas a residuary.

501
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Heirs

I3I

I36.

I38.

M
3/13 2/13 2/13

9
Bf and Bu are 
applied.
Heirs D

Share 1/2

Bfand Bu are

Bf Bu 
Nil Nil

'Awl is

BuNd excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/24 as a residuary. Heirs D H F
Share 1/2 1/4 1/4BfandBuare plus 1/12 as a residuary.
Heirs D

Share 1/2
Bf and Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/ 6 as sharer 
plus 5/24 as a residuary.

Heirs D

Share 1/2Bfand Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1 /6 as sharer 
plus 1/6 as a residuary.
Heirs D

Share 1/2Bf and Bu excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer

W F M Bf
1/8 5/24 1/6 Nil

Bu 
Nil*

excluded by F. F inherits 1 / 6 as sharer

BfNil
W1/8
F1/3
F1/2

F3/8
M1/6
BfNilplus 1/3 as a residuary.

Heirs D

Share 1/2Bu is excluded by D. Bf inheritsM1/6

H1/4 M1/6

BfNil
BfNil
BuNil

BuNil
BuNd

W

1/8

Bf Bu 1/12 Nil as a residuary.Bf Bu 5/24 NU
Heirs D

Share 1/2
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I39.

I310.

Bu is excluded by,D. Bf inheritsHeirs DShare 1/2Bu is excluded by D. Bf inherits as a Bu Nil

H1/4 Bf1/4
Heirs D W BfShare 1/2 1/8 3/8

’ —--- ^502as a residuar^ Bu y‘Nil residuary.
M

0'

Bu is excluded by D. Bf inherits as a residuI311. Heirs D M Bf BuShare 1/2 1/6 1/3 NilBu is excluded by D. Bf inherits as a residuaryHeirs D Bf BuShare 1/2 1/2 NilBu is excluded by D. Bf inherits as a residuary.
Jfi'

J36.

J37.

■r. urn of

Bf Su/ 

Nil Nil

F. Doctrine of is

H , F
3/13 / 2/13 _2/W 

excluded byMlIM

W ' F

XdbyEF inherits 1/6 as sharer 

171/24 as a residuary.
Heirs D H F

.11/4
xcluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer

D 
Share 6/13 

Bf and S» are 
applied. 

Heirs
Share l/2 

Bf and are exc

D

1/4

M

Bf

Nil

Bf
Nil Nil

Su/
Nil

Share 1/2 'l/4

Bf and Su/ are e 
plus 1/12 as a residuary.

Heirs D
Share 1/2
Bf and are ex 
plus 5/24 as a residuary.

Heirs D
Share 1/2
Bf and ^are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

Heirs D

Share 1/2%
Bf and S» are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/3 as a residuary.

Heirs D

Share 1/2

F Bf

3/8 Nil

Su/
Nil

W

1/8 
eluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer

F M
1/3 1/6

F

1/2

H

1/4

Bf

Nil

Suz
Nil

Bf

Nil

Su/
Nil

M

1/6
&is excluded by D. Bf inherits as a residuary. 

~ W

1/8

Su/Bf

1/12 Nil

Bf Su/
5/1A Nil

Heirs D

Share 1/2
M

1/6
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J39.
Su, is excluded by D. Bf inherits

J310.

J3II.

J3I2.

I

p M *9/13 Nil3/13 2/13 ... .jgapplied.
M %Nil sharer plus 1/

-------- -504
as a residuary.
Suf
NB

as a residuary.
Su/
Nil

as a residuary.

NB

Heirs D

Share 1/2

So, is excluded by D. Bf inherits 
Heirs D

Share 1/2

is excluded by D. Bf inherits

Heirs D

Share 1/2

Su, is excluded by D. Bf inherits as a residuary

H

1/4
Bf 

1/4

W Bf

1/8 3/8

M 

1/6
Bf

1/3

Bf

1/2 Nil

Heirs D

Share 1/2

Sw is excluded by D. Bf inherits as a residuary.

KA

Kp'

K35.

K36.

K37.

D H

luded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is a
W '<
1/8

Heirs
Share 6/13 
$ is excl

Heirs D
Share l/2

SI is exc
24 as a residuary.

Heirs D
Share l/2

is excluded by
12 as a residuary.

Heirs D
Share 1/2

^is
24 as a residuary.

Heirs D
Share 1/2
<^is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/6 

as a residuary.

Heirs D

Share 1/2

Sf is excluded by F. F inherits 1/ 6 as sharer plus 1/3 
as a residuary.

Heirs D

Share 1/2

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 11/
12. Sf inherits as a residuary.

Heirs D

Share 1/2

F
5/24 1/6

luded by F.F inherits 1/6 as

F
1/4

H
1/4 JL. x...

F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/
Nil

F

' '/( 3/8 
excluded by F. F inherits 1 / 6 as sharer plus 5/

W 
1/8

F

1/3

F

1/2

H
1/4

W

1/8

Nil

M

1/6

Nil

M

1/6

M

1/6

Nil

1/12

5/24
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Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs
24. S/ inherits as a residuary.

is 19/
K39. Heirs D H St

Share 1/2 1/4 1/4

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 3/4 
S{ inherits as a residuary.

K310. Heirs D W Sf
Share 1/2 1/8 3/8

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/8. 
Sf inherits as a residuary.

K311. Heirs D M Sf
Share 1/2 1/6 1/3

Heirs D H F M S[ BeShare 6/13 3/13 2/13 2/13 Nil Niland Be are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.Heirs D W F M BeShare 1/2 1/8 5/24 1/6 Nil Nd<^and Be are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharerplus 1/24 as a residuary.Heirs D H F BeShare 1/2 1/4 1/4 Nil Nil<^and Be are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/12 as a residuary.
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3. 
Sf inherits as a residuary.

Heirs D Sf
Share 1/2 1/2

D inherits 1/2 as sharer and S[ inherits 1/2 as a 
residuary.

Heirs D W F BeShare 1/2 1/8 3/8 Nil Nil<^and Be are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharerplus 5/24 as a residuary.Heirs D F M BeShare 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nil Nil
S( and Be are excluded by F. F inherits 1 / 6 as sharer 
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

Heirs D F S[ Be

Share 1/2 1/2 Nd Nd

<^and Be are excluded by F. F inherits 1 /6 as sharer
plus 1/3 as a residuary.

Heirs D H M % Be
Share 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/12 Nd
St inheriting as a residuary excludes Be.

Heirs D W M Be
Share 1/2 1/8 1/6 5/24 Nd
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S[ inheriting as a residuary excludes Be.

L39. Heirs D H Sf Be 

Share 1/2 1/4 1/4 Nil

<$/ inheriting as a residuary excludes Be.

L3IO. Heirs D W Sf Be

Share 1/2 1/8 3/8 Nil

<5/ inheriting as a residuary excludes Be.

Lgll. Heirs D M Be

Share 1/2 1/6 1/3 Nil

<5/ inheriting as a residuary excludes Be.

L3I2. Heirs D Be

Share 1/2 1/2 Nil

<5/ inheriting as a residuary excludes Be.

M31. Heirs D
M Share 6/13 

$ and So are 
applied.

Hf. Heto D 

Share 1/2

H F M Sf So

3/13 2/13 2/13 Nil Nil

excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is

W F M Sf So

1/8 5/24 1/6 Nd Nil
$and &are excluded by F. F inherits 1/1 as sharer 

plus 1/24 as a residuary.

Heirs D H F Sf So

Share 1/2 1/4 1/4 Nd Nd

$and &are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/12 as a residuary.

Heirs D W F Sf So

Share 1/2 1/8 3/8 Nd Nd
and So are excluded by F. F inherits 1 / 6 as sharer 

plus 5/24 as a residuary.

M35. Heirs D F M S[ So
Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nd Nd

Sf and &-are excluded by F. F inherits 1 /6 as sharer 
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

M36. Heirs D F Sf So
Share 1/2 1/2 Nd Nil

c^and <&are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer
plus 1/3 as a residuary.

M3Z Heirs D H M So
Share 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/12 Nd
^inheriting as a residuary excludes S&.

M38. Heirs D W M Sf So
Share 1/2 1/8 1/6 5/24 Nd
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Sf inheriting as a residuary excludes

M39. Heirs D H Sf Sc
Share 1/2 1/4 1/4 Nil
Sf inheriting as a residuary excludes Sc.

M310. Heirs D W Sf Sc
Share 1/2 1/8 3/8 Nil
<S£ inheriting as a residuary excludes Sc.

M311. Heirs D M Sf Sc
Share 1/2 1/6 1/3 Nil
Sf inheriting as a residuary excludes Sc. 

M312. Heirs D Sf Sc
Share 1/2 1/2 Nil
Sf inheriting as a residuary excludes Sc.

Na1-
Heirs D
Share 6/13

H
3/13

F

2/13

M

2/13 Nil

Bu 

Nil

(sy and Bu are excluded by F. 
applied.

Doctrine of 'Awl is

n£ Heirs D W F M Bu

Share 1/2 1/8 5/24 1/6 Nil Nil

<^and Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/24 as a residuary. ;

na Heirs D H F Bu

Share 1/2 1/4 1/4 Nil Nil

<SZand Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer
plus 1/12 as a residuary.

N34. Heirs D W F Bu

Share 1/2 1/8 3/8 Nil Nil
<^and Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 5/24 as a residuary.

NA Heirs D F M Bu
Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nil Nil

r <^and Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/ 6 as sharer 
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

N36. Heirs D F Sf Bu
Share 1/2 1/2 Nil Nil
<S£and Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/3 as a residuary.

N37. Heirs D H M Sf Bu

Share 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/12 Nil

Bu is excluded by D. Sf inherits as a residuary.
M Heirs D W M Bu

Share 1/2 1/8 1/6 5/24 Nil
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N39.

N310.

Bu is excluded by D. S/ inherit

Heirs D

Share 1/2

Bu is excluded by D. inherits

Heirs D

Share 1/2

Bu is excluded by D. inherits as 

Bu 
Nil

H

1/4 1/4

W

1/8 3/8

N311.

n312.

, • T H7D of Succession
------- -

TT F

3/13 2/13 2/13

excluded by F.

F M % S“
5/24 1/6 N“ NU

<5/
Nil Nil 
of 'Awl is

s as a residu
Bu

Nil

as a residuary.
Bu
Nil

a residuary.

ary. Heirs D
Share 6/13 

$ and are

D

Heirs D

Share 1/2

Bu is excluded by D. Sf inherits as a residua

Heirs D

Share 1/2

Bu is excluded by D. Sf inherits as a residuary

M

1/6

1/2

1/3

Bu

Nil

ry-

■

I

I

r 
applied.

Heirs
Share 1/2

S/ and (S^are ex
* w

W
1/8 .eluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 

plus 1 /24 as a residuary.
n H F

1/4
Heirs D
Share 1/2 1/4

Sfand Sware e 
plus 1/12 as a residuary.

Heirs D
Share 1/2

Su/

Nil
xduded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer

W1/8 F
3/8

Nil

Nil ivil
&and are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer

• 1 ___

%
Nil

plus 5/24 as a residuary.

Heirs D F
Share 1/2 1/3
$and o^are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 

plus 1/6 as a residuary.

Heirs D F

Share 1/2 1/2

M1/6 Su/

Nil

%
Nil

S*

Nil

^and <$»are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/3 as a residuary.

Heirs D H M
Share 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/12 Nd
(Si'is excluded by D. inherits as a residuary.
Heirs D W M Su/
Share 1/2 1/8 1/6 5/24 Nil
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O39. Heirs D

Share 1/2

is excluded by D. inherit

H

1/4 1/4

O310.

o3ll.

O312.

D H
p M Bc

2/13 2/13 Nil
!^d t^F. Doctrine of «is applied-

Nil
inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/

s as a residu
Su/
Nil

s as a residuary
Su/
Nil

as a residuary.
Su,

1/3 Nil

ary.
d.

is excluded by D. <5/ inherit

Heirs D

Share 1/2

<&* is excluded by D. inherits

Heirs D

Share 1/2

<£* is excluded by D. S(, inherits as a residuary

W CS/

1/8 3/8

M

1/6

Sp Su/
1/2 Nil

Heirs D

Share 1/2

<§«/ is excluded by D. J/ inherits as a residuary

Pr

P33.

P35-

P36.

Share 6/»

Be is exc
Heirs D
Share I/2

Be is exci
24 as

Heirs D
Share l/2

Bcise
12 as a residuary.

Heirs D W

Share 1/2 1/8

Bcis<
24 as a residuary.

Heirs D

Share 1/2
Be is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/6 
as a residuary.

Heirs D

Share 1/2

p M

5/24 1/6
W
1/8 

luded by F. F 
a residuary.

H

Excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/

F

1/4

Be

Nil

Be

Nil
F

3/8
excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 5/

F

1/3

F

1/2

M

1/6

Be

Nil

Be

Nil

Be is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/3 
as a residuary.

W- Heirs D H M Be

Share 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/12

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 11/
12, Be inherits as a residuary.

P38' Heirs D W M Be

Share 1/2 1/8 1/6 5/24
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So

P39.

P310.

P311.

P312.

---------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- _____Sig

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 19 / 
24, Be inherits as a residuary. '

Heirs D H Be

Share 1/2 1/4 1/4

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 3/4 
Be inherits as a residuary.

Heirs D W Be
Share 1/2 1/8 3/8
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/8 
Be inherits as a residuary.
Heirs D M Be
Share 1/2 1/6 1/3
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3, 
Be inherits as a residuary.

Heirs D Be

Share 1/2 1/2
D inherits 1/ 2 as sharer and Be inherits 1/2 as a 
residuary.

5J7.

Q3I

ft3.

Q;4.

Heirs D H F M Be
Share 6/13 3/13 2/13 2/13 Nil Nil

Be and So are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is 

applied.

Heirs D

Share 1/2

Be and &are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/24 as a residuary.

Heirs D

Share 1/2

Be and So are excluded by F. F 
plus 1/12 as a residuary.

Heirs D

Share 1/2

W

1/8

F

5/24 1/6

M Be So 
Nil Nil

H

1/4

F

1/4

So
Nil

w
1/8

F
3/8

Be

Nil

inherits 1/6 as sharer

Be

Nil

So
Nil

Be and So are excluded by F. F inherits 1/ 6 as sharer 
plus 5/24 as a residuary.

QjS. Heirs D F M Be So
Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nil Nd

Be and &are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

Q36. Heirs D F Be So
Share 1/2 1/2 Nd Nd

Be and <&>are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer
plus 1/3 as a residuary.

Qj7. Heirs D H M Be So
Share 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/18 1/36

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 11/ 
12, Be and So inherit as residuaries.
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Q38. Heirs D W M Be Sc
Share 1/2 1/8 1/6 5/36 5/72

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 19/ 
24, Be and So inherit as residuaries.

Q39. Heirs D H Be S&
Share 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/12

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 3/4, 
Be and So inherit as residuaries.

Q3IO. Heirs D W Be So

Share 1/2 1/8 1/4 1/8
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/8, 
Be and So inherit as residuaries.

Q3II. Heirs D M Be <&>
Share 1/2 1/6 2/9 1/9
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3, 
Be and So inherit as residuaries.

Q3I2. Heirs D Be So
Share 1/2 1/3 1/6
D inherits 1/2 as sharer, Be and inherit as 
residuaries.

The Islamic Law of Succession
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Heirs D H F M Be Bu
g Share 6/13 3/13 2/13 2/13 g ||Be and Bu are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Aw/ isapplied.S Heirs D W F M Be BuShare 1/2 1/8 5/24 1/6 Nil Nil

Be and Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/ 6 as sharer 
plus 1/24 as a residuary.

r33. Heirs D H F Be Bu
Share 1/2 1/4 1/4 Nil Nil

Be and Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/ 6 as sharer 
plus 1/12 as a residuary.

r34. Heirs D W F Be Bu
Share 1/2 1/8 3/8 Nd Nil

Be and Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 5/24 as a residuary.

R35. Heirs D F M Be Bu

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nd Nd

Be and Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

R36. Heirs D F Be Bu

Share 1/2 1/2 Nd NilBe and Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/3 as a residuary.V. Heirs D H M Be BuShare 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/12 NdBu is excluded by D. Be inherits as a residuary.A Heirs D W M Be Bustae 1/2 i/8 V6 5/24 NiJ
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R39.
Bu is excluded by D. Be inherits 

Be 

1/4

R310.

Heirs D

Share 1/2

Bu is excluded by D. Be inherits 

Heirs D W Be

Share 1/2 1/8 3/8

Bu is excluded by D. Be inherits as a 

Bu 

Nil

H 

1/4

R311.

R312.

• rawofSuc<*^ 
rhe Islamic 1 —

BeNil NU of 'AW? isP M 
V13 2/13 2/13

excluded by E

p M 

5/24 I/6

~~~~—

“ a res«uarv ~
Bu
Nil

as & residuary
Bu y'; ;1

Nil

residuary.

Share 6/13 

Be and are 
applied-

Heirs
Share I/2

Heirs D

Share 1/2

Bu is excluded by D. Be inherits as a residuary 

Heirs D

Share 1/2

Bu is excluded by D. Be inherits as a residuary.

M

1/6

Be

1/2

Be

1/3

Bu 

Nil

5j3-

M-

Ss5.

Be
Nil NilW

d, areexXdedbyRF^817638^61 

» *aKa residuary.

H
1/4

D

plus 1/24 as

Heirs D
Share l/2

Be and 
plus 1/12 as a residuary.

Heirs D ™

Share 1/2 V8

F
1/4

Be

Nil

Su/

Nil

excluded by E F inherits sharer

p Be
3/8 Nil Nil

^d *are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 

plus 5/24 as a residuary.

Heirs D
Share 1/2 1/3

M

1/6

Be

Nil

Sw

Nil

Be and ^are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 

plus 1/6 as a residuary.

Sj6. Heirs D F Be
Share 1/2 1/2 Nil Nil
Be and <^are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/3 as a residuary.

Ss7. Heirs D H M Be Su,

Share 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/12 Nil

Su, is excluded by D. Be inherits as a residuary. 

Heirs D W M Be <&,

Share 1/2 1/8 1/6 5/24 Nil
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R39.

R310.

R311.

R312.

H F M3/13 2/13 2/13
luded by F. Doctrine

Bc Su/
Nil Nil 
of 'Awl is

----------—
as a residuary. 
Bu

Nil

as a residuary.
Bu

Nil

Bu is excluded by D. Bc inherits

Heirs D

Share 1/2

Bu is excluded by D. Bc inherits

Heirs D

Share 1/2

Bu is excluded by D. Bc inherits as a residuary

H Be1/4 1/4
W Bc
1/8 3/8

Heirs D

Share 1/2

Bu is excluded by D. Be inherits as a residuary 
Heirs D ' ■ v ; v-

Share 1/2

Bu is excluded by D. Be inherits as a residuary.

M Be 

1/6 1/3

Be

1/2

Bu 

Nil

fe2-

Bu 

Nil SA

S34.

Sj5.

S36.

Sj7.

Heirs v 
Share 6/13

and <& are exc 
apPUed' w h 11 . ...

HdK D„ V8 5/24 I/6 N“ N“ 

X Z ex^ed by F. F inherits 1/6 as 

plus 1/24 as a residuary. 
Heirs D FI F
chare 1/2 I/4 V4

and &are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 

plus 1/12 as a residuary. 
Heirs D W F Be
Share 1/2 1/8 3/8 Nd Nd
Be and ‘<&are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 

plus 5/24 as a residuary. 
Heirs D F M

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6
Bc and <£*are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 

plus 1/6 as a residuary.

Heirs D F Bc

Share 1/2 1/2 Nd
Be and <&,are excluded by F. F inherits 1 /6 as sharer 

plus 1/3 as a residuary.
Heirs D H M Be &,

Share 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/12 Nd

*is excluded by D. Bc inherits as a residuary

„ M * * 
w b

Be

Nil

Su/

Nil

Bc

Nil Nil

Sw

Nil
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S39.
SslO.

St* is excluded by D. Be inherits as a residuary. 

Heirs D

Share 1/2
is excluded by D. Be inherits as a residuary.

Heirs D
Share 1/2

is excluded by D. Be inherits as a residuary.

Heirs D 
Share 1/2

is excluded by D. Be inherits as a residuary. 

Heirs D 
Share 1 /2
<& is excluded by D. Be inherits as a residuary.

H1/4
W1/8

Sail.

S3I2.

Be1/4
Be
3/8

Nil

&
Nil

M
1/6

Be
1/3

So,
Nil

Heirs D H F M So

Share 6/13 3/13 2/13 2/13 Nil

&is excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied. 

Heirs D

Share 1/2

W

1/8

F M

5/24 1/6

So
Nil

Be Si*
1/2 Nil

So is excluded by F. F inherits 1 / 6 as sharer plus 1 / 
24 as a residuary.

Heirs D H F So

Share 1/2 1/4 1/4 Nd

&is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/ 
12 as a residuary.

T34, Heirs D W F So

Share 1/2 1/8 3/8 Nd

&is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 5/
24 as a residuary. \ +

T35, Heirs D F M So

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nd

&is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/6 
as a residuary.

T36. Heirs D F So

Share 1/2 1/2 Nd

&is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1 /3 
as a residuary.

T37. Heirs D H M So

Share 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/12

Total sum of the shares of the Qur' anic heirs is 11 / 
12. So inherits as a residuary.T38. Heirs D W M &Share 1/2 1/8 1/6 5/24
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Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs 
24. <5c inherits as a residuary.

is 19/
515

(J/-
T39. Heirs D H So

Share 1/2 1/4 1/4

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 3/4 
So inherits as a residuary.

T310. Heirs D W <&>

The Islamic Law of Succession

Heirs D H F M So Bu
Share 6/13 3/13 2/13 2/13 Nil Nil

& and Bu are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is 

applied.

Heirs D

Share 1/2

&and Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/24 as a residuary.

Heirs D

Share 1/2

&and Bu are excluded by F. F 
plus 1/12 as a residuary.

Heirs D

Share 1/2

&and Bu are excluded by F. 
plus 5/24 as a residuary.

Heirs D

Share 1/2

W

1/8

F M

5/24 1/6

& Bu

Nil Nil

Share 1/2 1/8 3/8
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/8. 
<&> inherits as a residuary.

Heirs D M So
Share 1/2 1/6 1/3
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3. 
Jc- inherits as a residuary.

Heirs D So
Share 1/2 1/2
D inherits 1/2 as sharer and So inherits 1/2 as a 
residuary.

ig

U/-

U35.

H

1/4

F

1/4

Bu

Nil

W

1/8

F

3/8

F
1/3

M

1/6

■<%

Nil

inherits 1/6 as sharer

Bu

Nil
&

Nil
F inherits 1/6 as sharer

Nil

Bu

Nil
&and Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

U36. Heirs D F & Bu

Share 1/2 1/2 Nil Nd

&and Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/3 as a residuary.

U37. Heirs D H M & Bu

Share 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/12 Nd

Bu is excluded by D. S& inherits as a residuary.
U38. Heirs D W M So Bu

Share 1/2 1/8 1/6 5/24 Nd
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Bu is excluded by D.
U39. Heirs D H

Share 1/2 1/4

Bu is excluded by D.

U3IO. Heirs D W

Share 1/2 1/8

Bu is excluded by D.

U3II. Heirs D M

Share 1/2 1/6

as a ^duarv5‘ 

Bu y'
1/4 Nil

&■ inherits as a resid

& Bu y‘

3/8 Nil

as a residuarv
'&> Bu

1/3 Nil

rhe Islamic
:etMW of

H
3/13 

excluded by

2/13 2/13

M

p DoctrineVai-

V32.

Share 6/13 

So and Su, are 

applied- 
Heirs D
Share I/2 

&and Sware
plus 1/24 as aD

V33.
Bu is excluded by D. Sc, inherits as a 

Heirs D So Bu
residuary.

Share 1/2 1/2 Nil

Bu is excluded by D. Sc, inherits as a residuary. V3*

V35.

V36.

V37.

V38.

So Su/ .
Nil Nil‘_ 

of 'A™1 is

So
Nil Nil 

inherits 1/6 as sharer

MF
5/24 I/6

excluded by F. F 

residuary.

H

W

1/8

F So

Heirs
Share l/2 

So and Su, are exc 
plus 1/12 as

Heirs D
Share 1/2

So and Su, are 
plus 5/24 as a residuary.

Heirs D F

Share 1/2 1/3

7/4 1/4 Nd Na
iled by E F inherits !/6 as sharer

a residuary. 

W 
1/8

F

3/8

So

Nil

Su,

Nil

excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer

So

Nil

Su,

Nil
M

, 1/6
&and &are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 

plus 1/6 as a residuary.

Heirs D

Share 1/2
&and <&are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/3 as a residuary.

Heirs D

Share 1/2

&is excluded by D. S& inherits as a residuary.
Heirs D

Share 1/2

F

1/2

H

1/4

W

1/8

So

Nil

Su,

Nil

M

1/6

S& Su/

1/12 Nil

M

1/6

So Sto

S/IA Nil
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V39.

Calculated Examples

Su> is excluded by D. Sc inherit
Heirs D 

Share 1/2

<S« is excluded by D. Sc inherits

<Sc- 

3/8

H

1/4
Sc
1/4

V310.

V311.

V312.

5?S
F M 
2/13 2/13

F. Doctrine ■_ 
W F M
1/8 5/24 1/6

. F inherits 1/6 as

Nil 
of 'Awl is applied.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 528 
s as a residuary.

Su,
Nil
as a residuary.
Su,
Nil

residuary.

Nil

\V3i'
D H 

_ 6/13 3/13 
io excluded by ~

D
Heirs D

Share 1/2

Su is excluded by D. Sc inherits as a 
Heirs D

Share 1/2

Su, is excluded by D. Sc inherits as a residuary
Sc Su,
1/2 Nil

W

1/8

M

1/6
<5c-
1/3

Heirs D

Share 1/2

<&«is excluded by D. ^inherits 1/2 as a residuary

w-

W-

W35.

W36.

W37.

W38.

Share

Buise
Heirs
Share V2

Buis
24 as a

Heirs
Share l/2

Bu is exc
12 as a residuary.

Heirs D
Share 1/2 
Bu is excluded by F.
24 as a residuary. 
Heirs D F
Share 1/2 1/3

Buis'
6 as a residuary.

Heirs D
Share 1/2
Bu is exduded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1 /
3 as a residuary. I t

Heirs D H M Bu

Share 9/16 1/4 3/16 Nil

Bu is excluded by D. Doctrine of Radd is applied. 
Heirs D W
Share 21/32 1/8

Bu is exduded by D. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

is excluded by F 
residuary.
D H F 

1/4 1/4L/ ~luded by F. F inherits 1 /6 as

W 
1/8

BuNil
sharer plus 1 /

BuNil
sharer plus 1 /

Bu

Nil
F
3/8

F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 5/

Bu

, . Nd
excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/

M
1/6

F
1/2

Bu

Nil

M Bu 

7/32 Nil
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W39. Heirs D H Bu

Share 3/4 1/4 Nil

Bu is excluded by D. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

W3IO. Heirs D W Bu

Share 7/8 1/8 Nil

Bu is excluded by D. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

W311. Heirs D M Bu
Share 3/4 1/4 Nil

Bu is excluded by D. Doctrine of Radd is applied.
W3I2. Heirs D Bu

Share 1 Nil

Bu is excluded by D. D inherits 1/2 as sharer and 1 / 
2 as Al-Radd.

Heirs D H F M Bu
Share 6/13 3/13 2/13 2/13 Nil NilBu and Ju- are excluded by F. Doctrine of 1S
applied.

Heirs D W F M Bu
Share 1/2 1/8 5/24 1/6 Nil Nil

Bu and Ju-are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/24 as a residuary. ‘ &

Heirs D H F Bu Su,
Share 1/2 1/4 1/4 Nd Nd

Bu and Ju-are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/12 as a residuary. *J

Heirs D W F Bu Ju-

Share 1/2 1/8 3/8 Nd Nd

Bu and Ju-are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 5/24 as a residuary.

Heirs D F M Bu Jo-

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nd Nd

Bu and Ju-are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

Heirs D F Bu Ju-

Share 1/2 1/2 Nd Nd

Bu and Ju-are excluded by F. F inherits 1/ 6 as sharer 
plus 1/3 as a residuary.

Heirs D H M Bu Ju-

Share 9/16 1/4 3/16 Nd NdBu and Ju- are excluded by D. Doctrine of Radd is applied.Heirs D W M Bu
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Share 21/32 1/8 7/32 Nil Nil
Bu and <£* are excluded by D. Doctrine of Radd is
applied.

X39. Heirs D H Bu Si*.
Share 3/4 1/4 Nil Nil

Bu and Si* are excluded by D. Doctrine of Radd is
applied.

X310. Heirs D W Bu
Share 7/8 1/8 Nil Nd

Bu and Si* are excluded by D. Doctrine of Radd is
applied.

X3II. Heirs D M Bu St*
Share 3/4 1/4 Nil Nd

Bu and St* are excluded by D. Doctrine of Radd is
applied.

X3I2. Heirs D Bu

Share 1 Nil Nil
Bu and St* are excluded by D. D inherits 1/2 as 

sharer and 1/2 as Al-Radd.

---------
Heirs D H F M

3 Share 6/13 3/13 2/13 2/13 Nil

Su' is excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

y^2 Heirs D W F M <&*

Share 1/2 1/8 5/24 1/6 Nd

S<*is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/
24 as a residuary.

V33. Heirs D H F Si*
Share 1/2 1/4 1/4 Nd

&is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1 /
12 as a residuary.

Yjl Heirs D W F Si*
Share 1/2 1/8 3/8 Nil
St*is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 5/ 
24 as a residuary.

Yj5. Heirs D F M Si*
Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nd

<£ds excluded by F. F inherits 1 /6 as sharer plus 1/6 
as a residuary.

Y36. Heirs D F Si*
Share 1/2 1/2 Nd

&is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1 /3 
as a residuary.

Y37. Heirs D H M

Share 9/16 1/4 3/16 Nil

Siv is excluded by D. Doctrine of Radd is applied.
Y38. Heirs D W M M

Share 21/32 1/8 7/32 Nd

Su, is excluded by D. Doctrine of Radd is applied.
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Y39.

Y310.

Y311.

Y312.

H

1/4

Heirs D

Share 3/4

Su, is excluded by D. Doctrine of Radd ■
Heirs D W Su, *S Wied.

Share 7/8 1/8 Nil

cS^is excluded by D. Doctrine of Radd is 1. 
Heirs D

Share 3/4

Su, is excluded by D. Doctrine of Radd is appH d

Heirs D Su,
Share 1 Nil

<5o-is excluded by D. D inherits 1/2 as sharer and 1/ 
2 as Al-Radd.

M Su,
1/4 Nil

ls aPplied.

k t W of

far

The Islamic

A4I

AA

U).

A47.

Ds H

8/15 I/5

excluded by -
Ds W

16/27 1/9

Heirs 
Share 

Bf is 
Heirs 

Share 

Bf is 
Heirs 
Share 

Bf is exc 
Heirs Ds 
Share 2/3 

Bfisex- , 
24 as a residuary. 

Heirs Ds 
Share 2/3

BfNil of 'Awl is aPPliei
M BfNil, of iwl js appHed-pl ftNil ■ !...'of 'Awl is applied-F Bf5/24 Nil sharer plus 1/

F M2/15 2/15p. DoctrineF.."4/27 4/27
excluded by E D^ 

Ds H F
8/13 3/13 2/13
Ds

hided by F. D«tr«w 1/8eluded by F. F inherit 1/6 as
BfNil of the shares of theF

1/6

F

1/3

BfNil

M
1/6

Bf is excluded by F. Total sum
Qur'anic heirs is 1.

Heirs Ds

Share 2/3
Bf is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/6 

as a residuary.

Heirs Ds H
Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nil

M Bf
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 13/ 
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

M- Heirs Ds W M Bf

Share 2/3 1/8 1/6 1/24

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 23/
24. Bf inherits as a residuary.
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A49. Heirs Ds H Bf

Share 2/3 1/4 1/12

Toted sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is lj/ 
12. Bf inherits as a residuary.

A4IO. Heirs Ds W Bf

Share 2/3 1/8 5/24

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 19/ 
24. Bf inherits as a residuary.

A4II. Heirs Ds M Bf
Share 2/3 1/6 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6. 
Bf inherits as a residuary.

A4I2. Heirs Ds Bf

Share 2/3 1/3

Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic heirs and Bf inherits 1/3 
as a residuary.

   The Islamic Law of Succession 

gl Heirs__ Ds____ H F M Bf
4 Share 8/15 1/5 2/15 2/15 Nd Nil

Bf and are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is 

applied.
J Heirs Ds W F M Bf

Share 16/27 1/9 4/27 4/27 Nil Nil

Bf and <$[ are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is 
applied.

j43, Heirs Ds H F Bf ||

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nd Nil

Bf and are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is 
applied.

B44. Heirs Ds W F Bf H

Share 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nil Nil

Bf and <5^ are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/24 as a residuary.

B45. Heirs Ds F M Bf i|

Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 iNil Nd

Bf and <^are excluded by F. Total sum of the shares 
of the Qur'anic heirs is 1.

B46. Heirs Ds F Bf S|

Share 2/3 1/3 Nil Nd

Bfand <5^ are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

V. Heirs Ds H M Bf

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nil Nil

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 13/
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.
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B48. Heirs Ds W M

Share 2/3 1/8 1/6

_________ 538

Bf Sf>
1/36 1/72

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 23/ 
24. Bf and S[ inherit as residuaries.

B49. Heirs Ds H Bf Sf
Share 2/3 1/4 1/18 1/36

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 11/ 
12. Bf and <5/ inherit as residuaries.

B410. Heirs Ds W Bf Sf
Share 2/3 1/8 5/36 5/72

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 19/ 
24. Bf and Sf inherit as residuaries.

B411. Heirs Ds M Bf Sf
Share 2/3 1/6 1/9 1/18

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6. 
Bf and Sf inherit as residuaries.

B412. Heirs Ds Bf <S/

Share 2/3 2/9 1/9

Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic heirs, Bf and ^/inherit as 
residuaries.

The Islamic Law of Succession

Heirs Ds H M Bf Sf Be

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nil Nil Nil

Be is excluded by Bf. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs Ds W M Bf S[ Be

Share 2/3 1/8 1/6 1/36 1/72 Nil

Be is excluded by Bf. Bf and ^inherit as residuaries. 

Heirs Ds H Bf S[ Be

Share 2/3 1/4 1/18 1/36 Nil

Be is excluded by Bf. Bf and SI inherit as residuaries.

Be is excluded by Bf. Bf and ^inherit as residuaries. 

Heirs Ds M Bf S[ Be

Share 2/3 1/6 1/9 1/18 Nil

Be is excluded by Bf. Bf and ^inherit as residuaries.

Heirs Ds Bf Sf Be

Share 2/3 2/9 1/9 Nil

Be is excluded by Bf. Bf and ^inherit as residuaries. 
Heirs Ds H M Bf Sf Sc
Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nil Nil Nil
Sc is excluded by Bf. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied. 
Heirs Ds W M Bf S[ Sc
Share 2/3 1/8 1/6 1/36 1/72 Nil

&is excluded by Bf. Bf and Sf inherit as residuaries. 
Heirs Ds H Bf Sf Sc
Share 2/3 1/4 1/18 1/36 Nil
&is excluded by Bf. Bf and ^inherit as residuaries.
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D44. Heirs Ds W Bf Sf So

Share 2/3 1/8 5/36 5/72 Nil

<Sois excluded by Bf. Bf and <5/inherit as residuaries.

D45. Heirs Ds M Bf Sf So
Share 2/3 1/6 1/9 1/18 Nil

<§ois excluded by Bf. Bf and Sf inherit as residuaries.

D46. Heirs Ds Bf Sf So
Share 2/3 2/9 1/9 Nd

So is excluded by Bf. Bf and Sf inherit as residuaries.

Heirs Ds H M
Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 NilBu is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of 'Awl is appbe<^'

Sf Bu
Nil Nil

Heirs DsShare 2/3 w1/8 M1/6 Bf1/36 Sf Bu1/72 NilBu is excluded by Ds. Bf and Sf inherit asresiduaries.Heirs Ds H Bf Sf BuShare 2/3 1/4 1/18 1/36 NilBu is excluded by Ds. Bf and Sf inherit as
residuaries.

E*4. Heirs Ds W Bf Sf Bu

Share 2/3 1/8 5/36 5/72 Nil

Bu is excluded by Ds. Bf and Sf inherit as

residuaries.

E»5. Heirs Ds M Bf Sf Bu

Share 2/3 1/6 1/9 1/18 Nil

Bu is excluded by Ds. Bf and Sf inherit as
residuaries.

E46. Heirs Ds Bf Bu

Share 2/3 2/9 1/9 Nil

Bu is excluded by Ds. Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic 
heirs, Bf and S[ inherit as residuaries.

F41. Heirs Ds H M Bf cS/ Su/

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nil Nil Nil

& is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

F<2. Heirs Ds W M Bf Sf' Su/
Share 2/3 1/8 1/6 1/36 1/72 Nil
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F43.

Su, is excluded by Ds. Bf and St,
______ 542

inherit

F44.

residuaries.

Heirs Ds H Bf cSiw/
Share 2/3 1/4 1/18 1/36 Nd
Su, is excluded by 
residuaries.

Ds. Bf and S{, inherit

Heirs Ds W Bf
Share 2/3 1/8 5/36 5/72 Nd

as

Ds. Bf and St, inheritSu, is excluded by 
residuaries.

as

„ The Islamic Law of Succession
5^_- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
q i Heirs Ds H F M Bf Be

Share 8/15 1/5 2/15 2/15 Nil Nil

Bf and Be are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is 

applied.
Heirs Ds W F M Bf Be

Share 16/27 1/9 4/27 4/27 Nd Nd

Bf and Be are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is 
applied.

G43. Heirs Ds H F Bf Be

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nd Nd
F45

F46.

as

Heirs Ds M Bf <5^
Share 2/3 1/6 1/9 1/18 Nil
Su, is excluded by Ds. Bf 
residuaries.

and S{, inherit as

Heirs Ds Bf Su,
Share 2/3 2/9 1/9 Nil

is excluded by Ds. Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'aruc
heirs, Bf and S{, inherit as residuaries.

Bf and Be are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is 
applied.

G44. Heirs Ds W

Share 2/3 1/8

F Bf

5/24 Nd

Be

Nil

Bf and Be are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/24 as a residuary.

G45. Heirs Ds F M Bf Be

Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nd Nd
Bf and Be are excluded by F. Total sum of the shares 
of the Qur'anic heirs is 1.

G<6. Heirs Ds F Bf Be
Share 2/3 1/3 Nd Nd

Bf and Be are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

G47. Heirs Ds H M Bf Be

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nd Nd

Be is excluded by Bf. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.
G48. Heirs Ds W M Bf Be

Share 2/3 1/8 1/6 1/24 Nd
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G49.

Be is excluded by Bf. Bf inherits as a residua 

H

1/4

G410.

^44

ry.
Heirs Ds

Share 2/3

Be is excluded by Bf. Bf inherits as a residuary. 

Be

Bf 

1/12
Be
Nil

Heirs Ds W Bf

Share 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nd

Be is excluded by Bf. Bf inherits as a residuary.

G411. Heirs Ds M Bf Be

Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nd

Be is excluded by Bf. Bf inherits as a residuary.

G412. Heirs Ds Bf Be

Share 2/3 1/3 Nd
Be is excluded by Bf. Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic 
heirs and Bf inherits 1 / 3 as a residuary.

_____ The Islamic Law of Succession

Heirs Ds H F M Bf So
Share 8/15 1/5 2/15 2/15 Nd Nd

Bf and So are excluded by F. Doctrine of ’Awl is
applied.

Heirs Ds W F M Bf So
Share 16/27 1/9 4/27 4/27 Nd Nd

Bf and So are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is
applied.

Heirs Ds H F Bf So

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nd Nd

Bf and <&> are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is
applied. f-* r !nfirf2
Heirs Ds W F Bf So
Share 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nd Nil
Bf and Jo are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer
plus 1/24 as a residuary.
Heirs Ds F M Bf So
Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nd Nd
Bf and So axe excluded by F. Total sum of the shares 
of the Qur7 anic heirs is 1.
Heirs Ds F Bf So
Share 2/3 1/3 Nd Nil
Bf and Jo are excluded by F. F inherits 1 / 6 as sharer
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

Heirs Ds H M Bf So
Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nd Nd

So is excluded by Bf. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs Ds W M Bf So
Share 2/3 1/8 1/6 1/24 Nd
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So is excluded by Bf. Bf inherits as a '~~~-t6
H49. Heirs Ds H Bf Sc/ residuary.

Share 2/3 1/4 1/12 Nil

So is excluded by Bf. Bf inherits as a resid 
H4IO. Heirs Ds W Bf Sc/ Uary'

Share 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nil

H4II.
So is excluded by Bf. Bf inherits
Heirs Ds M Bf

as a residuary
So

Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nil

So is excluded by Bf. Bf inherits as
Heirs Ds Bf So

a residuary.

Share 2/3 1/3 Nil

«&>is excluded by Bf. Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic heir 
and Bf inherits 1/3 as a residuary.

547

hl-

h?-

L3.

L5.

I46.

1*7.

I48.

The Islamic Law of Succession

F, M Bf Bu

2/15 2/15 Nil Nil

F M Bf Bu

4/27 4/27 Nil Nil

Bu

Nil

W
1/8

F Bf

5/24 Nil

Bu

Nil

F

1/6

M

1/6

Bf

Nil

Bu

Nil

F

1/3

Bf

Nil

Bu
Nil

Heirs Ds H

Share 8/15 1/5

Bf and Bu are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is 
applied.

Heirs Ds W

Share 16/27 1/9

Bf and Bu are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is 
applied.

Heirs Ds H F Bf

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nil

Bf and Bu are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is 
applied.

Heirs Ds

Share 2/3

Bf and Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/ 6 as sharer 
plus 1/24 as a residuary.

Heirs Ds

Share 2/3

Bf and Bu are excluded by F. Total sum of the shares 
of the Qur' anic heirs is 1.

Heirs Ds

Share 2/ 3
Bf and Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/6 as a residuary.
Heirs Ds H M Bf
Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nil
Bu is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied. 

Heirs Ds

Share 2/3

Bu
Nil

VV

1/8

M Bf Bu

1/6 1/24 Nil
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So is excluded by Bf. Bf inherits as a residu

Heirs Ds

Share 2/3

H

1/4

Bf 

1/12
SoNil ary

H4IO.

So is excluded by Bf. Bf inherits 

Heirs Ds W Bf
as a residuarv
So

Share 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nil

So is excluded by Bf. Bf inherits as a residuary

H4II. Heirs Ds M Bf So
Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nil

is excluded by Bf. Bf inherits as a residuary.

H4I2. Heirs Ds Bf So
Share 2/3 1/3 Nil
<Sc-is excluded by Bf. Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur amc heirs 
and Bf inherits 1/3 as a residuary.

______The Islamic Law of SuccessionHeirs Ds H F M Bf BuShare 8/15 1/5 2/15 2/15 Nil gBf and Bu are excluded by F. Doctrine of Aw/ is applied.Heirs Ds W F M Bf Bu
Share 16/27 1/9 4/27 4/27 Nil Nil
Bf and Bu are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is 
applied. M ? T
Heirs Ds H F Bf Bu
Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nd Nil
Bf and Bu are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is 
applied.
Heirs Ds W F Bf Bu
Share 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nd Nd
Bf and Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/ 6 as sharer 
plus 1/24 as a residuary.
Heirs Ds F M Bf Bu
Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nd Nd
Bf and Bu are excluded by F. Total sum of the shares 
of the Qur'anic heirs is 1.
Heirs Ds F Bf Bu
Share 2/3 1/3 Nd Nd
Bf and Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

. Heirs Ds H M Bf Bu
Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nd Nd

Bu is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs Ds W M Bf Bu

Share 2/3 1/8 1/6 1/24 Nil
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L9.

I4IO.

H

1/4

W

1/8

$48

I4II.

U12.

as a
Bf Bu 

1/12 Nil

Bf Bu 

5/24 Nil

residuary

residuary.

Bu is excluded by Ds. Bf inherits

Heirs Ds

Share 2/3

Bu is excluded by Ds. Bf inherits as a

Heirs Ds

Share 2/ 3

Bu is excluded by Ds. Bf inherits as a residua

Heirs Ds

Share 2/ 3
Bu is excluded by Ds. Bf inherits as a residuary. 

Heirs Ds

Share 2/ 3
Bu is excluded by Ds. Bf inherits 1/3 as a residuary.

M1/6
Bf

1/3

Bf

1/6

Bu

Nil

Bu

Nil

ry.

pie

M2/15 2/15FH1/5 excluded by
BfNd NH of 'Awl1SHeirs Ds

Share 8/15 

Bfand*®6 

^Ds W F i/w

HaB «/27 I/9 4/27Xd i are exduded by 
applied.

Heirs Ds

Share -
Bf and Su, are 
applied. 1/8 5/24 Nil Niliare exduded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer

p Doctrine
BfNd Nil p. Doctrine of Awl

M

Bf NilH F
8/13 3/13 2/13' exduded by F. DoetnneNil ine of 'Awl *S

W F Bf
plus 1/24 as a residuary.

Heirs Ds

Share 2/ 3

Bf and & are
of the Qur'anic heirs is 1.

Heirs Ds

Share 2/3

Bf and Su, are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

M
1/6

BfNil NilF1-/6 excluded by F. Total sum of the shares
F

1/3

BfNil Su/Nil
Heirs Ds H M Bf Su,

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nil Nil

Su, is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied 

Heirs Ds W M Bf <&,

Share 2/3 1/8 1/6 1/24 Nil



Calculated Examples
rhe Islamic

J49.

J410.

J4II.

J4I2.

H

1/4

Su, is excluded by Ds. Bf inherit
Heirs Ds

Share 2/3

Su, is excluded by Ds. Bf inherits
Heirs Ds

Share 2/3

Su, is excluded by Ds. Bf inherits
Heirs Ds

Share 2/3

Su, is excluded by Ds. Bf inherits as a residua
Heirs Ds Bf

1/3

!c L«> of

H M
2/15 2/15

W Bf

1/8 5/24

M

1/6
Bf

1/6

Bf 

1/12 Nil

as a residuary
ext//

Nil

as a residuary
Su,
Nil

fol

1Q1

U
Heirs Ds

Share 2/ 3

Su, is excluded by Ds. Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic 
heirs and Bf inherits 1/3 as a residuary.

Nil

Kp-

K46.

v.

K48.

Sf
Nil 

of 'Awl is applied‘M
Nil

Ds
, 8/15 1/^ 

excluded by F.

4/27 4/27
ine of applied-

F I

3/13 2/13 11 NH

excluded by F. Doctnne 

W
1/8

Heirs 

Share 

$is’ 
Heirs

Share 

^isc

Heirs
Share 8/13 

^isc

Heirs Ds 
Share 2/3

Ds W 

16/27 1/9
excluded by F. P«®ne 

Ds H F

im of ’Awl is applied-

F
5/24 Nd

»is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1(

24 as a residuary. 

Heirs Ds 

Share 2/3

F
1/6

F

1/3 Nil

Nil
of the shares of the

M

1/6

Sfis excluded by F. Total sum 
Qur'anic heirs is 1.

Heirs Ds

2/ 3
<^is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/6 

as a residuary.

Heirs Ds H M Sf
Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nil

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 13/
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.
Heirs Ds

Share 2/3

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 23/

W

1/8

M

1/6

S{,
1/24

24. ty inherits as a residuary.
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Ka9. Heirs Ds

Share 2/3

---------------------------------------------------552
H Sf
1/4 1/12

553

Lr Heirs

K4IO.

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs
12. <5/ inherits as a residuary.

Share

Ds H8/15 1/5
The Islamic Law of SuccessionF M Sf Be2/15 2/15 Nil Nil

Heirs Ds W Sf
Share 2/3 1/8 5/24

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs 
24. Sb inherits as a residuary.

K4II. Heirs Ds M Sf
Share 2/3 1/6 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 
Sf inherits as a residuary.

K4I2. Heirs Ds Sf
Share 2/3 1/3

Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic heirs and Sf inherits 1/3 
as a residuary.

3/ and Be are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is 
applied.

U2. Heirs Ds w F M Be

Share 16/27 1/9 4/27 4/27 Nil Nil

and Be are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is
applied.

L(3. Heirs Ds H F Be

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nil Nil

Sf and Be are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is
applied.

U4. Heirs Ds w F Be

Share 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nil Nil

<^and Be are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/24 as a residuary.

L|5. Heirs Ds F M Sf Be

Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nd Nil

<S£and Be are excluded by F. Total sum 
of the Qur'anic heirs is 1.

of the shares

L*6. Heirs Ds F Sf Be

Share 2/3 1/3 Nil Nd
<S£and Be are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

U7. Heirs Ds H M Be

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nil Nil

Sf inheriting as a residuary excludes Be. Doctrine of 
’Awl is applied.
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L48. Heirs Ds W M Sf Be

Share 2/3 1/8 1/6 1/24 Nil
Sf inheriting as a residuary excludes Be.

L49. Heirs Ds H Sf Be
Share 2/3 1/4 1/12 Nil

Sf inheriting as a residuary excludes Be.

L410. Heirs Ds W Sf Be
Share 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nil

Sf inheriting as a residuary excludes Be.
L4II. Heirs Ds M Sf Be

Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nil
Sf inheriting as a residuary excludes Be.

L4I2. Heirs Ds Sf Be
Share 2/3 1/3 Nil
Sf inheriting as a residuary excludes Be.

___________The Islamic Law of Succession

uj. Heirs Ds H F M Sf So

Share 8/15 1/5 2/15 2/15 Nil Nil

and So are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is 

applied. J ! r :

Heirs Ds w F M Sf So
Share 16/27 1/9 4/27 4/27 Nil Nil

Sf and So are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is
applied.

M43* Heirs Ds H F So
Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nil Nil

S[ and So are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is
applied.

M44. Heirs Ds W F

Share 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nil Nil

<^and &are excluded by F. F inherits 1/ 6 as sharer
plus 1/24 as a residuary.

M45. Heirs Ds F M So
Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nil Nil
<^and &are excluded by F. Total sum of the shares 
of the Qur'anic heirs is 1.

M46. Heirs Ds F Sf So
Share 2/3 1/3 Nil Nil

<^and feare excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/ 6 as a residuary.

M47. Heirs Ds H M Sf So
Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nd Nd

Sf inheriting as a residuary excludes So.

M48. Heirs Ds W M Sf So

Share 2/3 1/8 1/6 1/24 Nd
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Sf inheriting as a residuary excludes<^ ^''~~'

M49. Heirs Ds H Sf So 
Share 2/3 1/4 1/12 Nd
Sf inheriting as a residuary excludes So.

M4IO. Heirs Ds W Sf So
Share 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nil
Sf inheriting as a residuary excludes So.

M411. Heirs Ds M Sf So
Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nil

Sf inheriting as a residuary excludes So.
M412. Heirs Ds Sf So

Share 2/3 1/3 Nd
Sf inheriting as a residuary excludes So.

______ _________________ ^am^c Law of Succession

. 1 Heirs Ds H F M Sf Bu

Share 8/15 1/5 2/15 2/15 Nil Nil

Sf and Bu are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is 

applied.

^2. Heirs Ds W F M Sf Bu
Share 16/27 1/9 4/27 4/27 Nd Nd

Sf and Bu are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is 
applied.

<^and Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer

N<3. Heirs Ds H F Sf Bu

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nil Nil
Sf and Bu are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is
applied.

Heirs Ds w F Bu

Share 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nil Nil

plus 1/24 as a residuary.

N<5. Heirs Ds F M Sf Bu
Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nil Nil
<^and Bu are excluded by F. Total sum of the shares 
of the Qur'anic heirs is 1.

N46. Heirs Ds F Sf Bu
Share 2/3 1/3 Nd Nd

c^and Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

N47. Heirs Ds H M Sf Bu
Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nd Nil

Bu is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

N48. Heirs Ds W M Sf Bu

Share 2/3 1/8 1/6 1/24 Nil
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Bu is excluded by Ds. <Sf inherits as a residuary.

N49. Heirs Ds H Bu

Share 2/3 1/4 1/12 Nd

Bu is excluded by Ds. Sf inherits as a residuary.

N410. Heirs Ds W Sf Bu

Share 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nil

Bu is excluded by Ds. inherits as a residuary.
residuary.

N411. Heirs Ds M Bu

Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nil

Bu is excluded by Ds. inherits as a residuary.

N412. Heirs Ds Bu

Share 2/3 1/3 Nil
Bu is excluded by Ds. Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic 
heirs and inherits 1/3 as a residuary.

v_________ ___________ The Islamic Law of Succes^o^n I Heirs Ds H F M Sf
v4 * * \ T* 1Share 8/15 1/5 2/15 2/15 Nil Nu

S{ and are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.
042. Heirs DsShare 16/27 

Sf and Su, are applied.
W1/9 excludf

F4/27 ?d by F.
M4/27Doctrir Nd Nd ie of is

O43. Heirs Ds H FShare 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nd Nd<5/ and Su, are applied. excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Aw/ is
O44. Heirs Ds w FShare 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nd Nd

<S^and <&*are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/24 as a residuary.

O45. Heirs Ds F M St//

Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nd Nd

&and Su/are excluded by F. Total sum of the shares
of the Qur'anic heirs is 1.

O46. Heirs Ds F Sf

Share 2/3 1/3 Nil Nil

<^and c^are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

O47. Heirs Ds H M % Su/

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nd Nd

&is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.
O48. Heirs Ds W M

Share 2/3 1/8 1/6 1/24 Nd
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Su, is excluded by Ds. S{, inherits as a residuary.

O49. Heirs Ds H Sf Su,
Share 2/3 1/4 1/12 Nd

Su, is excluded by Ds. <5/ inherits as a residuary.

O410. Heirs Ds W Sf, Su,
Share 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nd

Su, is excluded by Ds. S(, inherits as a residuary.

O4ll. Heirs Ds M Sf Su,
Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nd

Su, is excluded by Ds. S(, inherits as a residuary.

O412. Heirs Ds Sf Su,
Share 2/3 1/3 Nd

Su, is excluded by Ds. Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic 
heirs and SI inherits 1/3 as a residuary.

Heirs Ds H F M BeShare 8/15 1/5 2/15 2/15 NdBe is excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.Heirs Ds W F M BeShare 16/27 1/9 4/27 4/27 NdBe is excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.Heirs Ds H F BeShare 8/13 3/13 2/13 NdBe is excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.Heirs Ds W F BeShare 2/3 1/8 5/24 NdBe is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1 /24 as a residuary. *
Heirs Ds F M Be

Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nd

Be is excluded by F. Total sum of the shares of the 
Qur' anic heirs is 1.

Heirs Ds F Be

Share 2/3 1/3 Nd

Be is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/6 
as a residuary.

Heirs Ds H M Be

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nd

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 13/ 
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs Ds W M Be

Share 2/3 1/8 1/6 1/24

Total sum of the shares of the Qur' anic heirs is 23/ 
24, Be inherits as a residuary.
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P49. Heirs Ds H Be

Share 2/3 1/4 1/12

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 11/ 
12, Be inherits as a residuary.

P4IO. Heirs Ds W Be

Share 2/3 1/8 5/24

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 19/ 
24, Be inherits as a residuary.

P4II. Heirs Ds M Be

Share 2/3 1/6 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6, 
Be inherits as a residuary.

P4I2. Heirs Ds Be
Share 2/3 1/3
Ds inherit 2/3 as sharers and Be inherits 1/3 as a 

i residuary.
Be and &are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/24 as a residuary.

Q45, Heirs Ds F M Be

Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nil Nil
Be and <&>are excluded by F. Total sum of the shares 
of the Qur'anic heirs is 1.

Q46. Heirs Ds F Be So
Share 2/3 1/3 Nil Nd

Be and <&>are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

Q<7. Heirs Ds H M Be So
Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nd Nil

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 13/ 
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Qil- Heirs Ds H F M Be

Share 8/15 1/5 2/15 2/15 Nil Nil

Be and So are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is

Q42.

applied. 

Heirs Ds W F M Be
B

Share 16/27 1/9 4/27 4/27 Nil Nil

Be and S& are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is

Q43.

applied.

Heirs Ds H F Be B

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nil Nil

Be and So are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is
applied.

Q44. Heirs Ds W F Be Sc
Share 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nil Nil
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Q48. Heirs Ds W M Be <£>

Share 2/3 1/8 1/6 1/36 1/72

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 23/
24, Be and & inherit as residuaries.

Q49. Heirs Ds H Be So
Share 2/3 1/4 1/18 1/36

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 11/
12, Be and & inherit as residuaries.

Q4IO. Heirs Ds W Be So
Share 2/3 1/8 5/36 5/72

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 19/ 
24, Be and <§& inherit as residuaries.

Q4II. Heirs Ds M Be So
Share 2/3 1/6 1/9 1/18

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3, 
Be and <&> inherit as residuaries.

Heirs Ds Be <So

Share 2/3 2/9 1/9
Ds inherit 2/3 as sharers, Be and &- inherit as 
residuaries.

Q412.

1 __________ The Islamic Law of Successiony Heirs Ds H F M B,c BuShare 8/15 1/5 2/15 2/15 Nil NilBe and Bu are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl isapplied,^2, Heirs Ds W F M Be BuShare 16/27 1/9 4/27 4/2? Nil NilBe and Bu are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.gjl Heirs Ds H F Be BuShare 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nil NilBe and Bu are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.® Heirs Ds W F Be BuShare 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nil NilBe and Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/24 as a residuary.
|| Heirs Ds F M Be Bu

Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nil Nd

Be and Bu are excluded by F. Total sum of the shares 
of the Qur' anic heirs is 1.

R46. Heirs Ds F Be Bu

Share 2/3 1/3 Nd Nd
Be and Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

Rj7. Heirs Ds H M Be Bu
Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nd Nd

Bu is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of ’Awl is applied.
U Heirs Ds W M Be Bu

Share 2/3 1/8 1/6 1/24 Nd
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Bu is excluded by Ds. Be inherits as a residuary. 

R49. Heirs Ds H Be Bu

Share 2/3 1/4 1/12 Nil

Bu is excluded by Ds. Be inherits as residuary.

R4IO. Heirs Ds W Be Bu

Share 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nil

Bu is excluded by Ds. Be inherits as a residuary.

R4II. Heirs Ds M Be Bu

Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nil

Bu is excluded by Ds. Be inherits as a residuary.

R4I2. Heirs Ds Be Bu

Share 2/3 1/3 Nil ’

Bu is excluded by Ds. Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic 
heirs and Be inherits 1/3 as a residuary.

Heirs Ds H F M Be
Share 8/15 1/5 2/15 2/15 Nil Nil
Be and B are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is
applied.Heirs Ds W F M Be
Share 16/27 1/9 4/27 4/27 Nil Nil

Be and <5«- are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is 
applied.

Heirs Ds H F Be Su/

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nil Nil

Be and <$« are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is 
applied.

Heirs Ds W F Be <?«/

Share 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nil Nil

Be and are excluded by F. F inherits 1/ 6 as sharer 
plus 1/24 as a residuary. .

Heirs Ds F M Be Co

Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nil Nil

Be and <&,are excluded by F. Total sum of the shares 
of the Qur' anic heirs is 1.

Heirs Ds F Be ’

Share 2/3 1/3 Nil Nil

Be and <S«,are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

Heirs Ds H M Be Su/

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nil Nil

<S»is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.
Heirs Ds W M Be Su/
Share 2/3 1/8 1/6 1/24 Nil
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S49.

5410.

5411.

5412.

H Be

1/4 1/12 Nd

as a
Su 

Nd

H
fA

Nil 
z'i,: Of ||« p M 4/27 4/27

irs Ds
1/5 

1 is excluded by - 

Heirs

F M 
2/15 2/15

p Doctrine

Ds W 

16/27 I/9

So

Nil 
of 'Awl is appl^

So

residuary.

& is excluded by Ds. Be inherit

Heirs Ds

Share 2/3

Su is excluded by Ds. Be inherits

Heirs Ds W Be

Share 2/3 1/8 5/24

Su is excluded by Ds. Be inherits as a

Heirs Ds

Share 2/ 3

is excluded by Ds. Be inherits as a residuary 

Heirs Ds ~

Share 2/3

Su is excluded by Ds. Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic 
heirs and Be inherits 1/3 as a residuary.

M Be
1/6 1/6

Be <So-
1/3 Nil

residuary

Nd

TA

1

T45.

T46.

T47.

Shaie 1 j a bv F Doctrine 
*is excluded by/ p

HeW Ds 2/13 Nil
ine of 'Awl is applied-

F So .

5/24 ■ , .1/
sharer plus 1/

Xdudtl by E Doctrine

Heirs Ds 
Share 2/3

&is
24 as a residuary. 
Heirs Ds F
Share 2/3 1/6
&is excluded by F. Total sum 

Qur'anic heirs is 1.

Heirs Ds

Share 2/ 3
&is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/6 

as a residuary.
Heirs Ds H M <&

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nd

W
1/8 

excluded by E F inherits 1/6 as

M So .

1/6 Nd
of the shares of the

F

1/3

So

Nd

Total sum of the shares of the Qur7 anic heirs is 13/ 
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

T48. Heirs Ds W M So

Share 2/3 1/8 1/6 1/24
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 23/
24. & inherits as a residuary.
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T49. Heirs Ds H So

Share 2/3 1/4 1/12
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is ij/ 
12. So inherits as a residuary.

T410. Heirs Ds W So
Share 2/3 1/8 5/24
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 19/ 
24. So inherits as a residuary.

T411. Heirs Ds M So
Share 2/3 1/6 1/6
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6. 
So inherits as a residuary.

T412. Heirs Ds So
Share 2/3 1/3
Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic heirs and <&> inherits 1/3 
as a residuary.

The Islamic Law of SuccessionI Heirs Ds H F M So BuShare 8/15 1/5 2/15 2/15 Nil Nil
So and Bu are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is 
applied.

^2. Heirs Ds W F M & Bu

Share 16/27 1/9 4/27 4/27 Nd Nil

So and Bu are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is 
applied. f , rr if

[j43. Heirs Ds H F So Bu

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nd Nd

So and Bu are excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is
applied.

U44. Heirs Ds w F So Bu

Share 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nd Nil

& and Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/24 as a residuary.

U45. Heirs Ds F M So Bu

Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nd Nd

&and Bu are excluded by F. Total sum of the shares 
of the Qur'anic heirs is 1.

U46. Heirs Ds F So Bu

Share 2/3 1/3 Nd Nd

&and Bu are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

U47. Heirs Ds H M So Bu

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nd Nd

Bu is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of Awl is applied

U48. Heirs Ds W M So Bu

Share 2/3 1/8 1/6 1/24 Nd
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Bu is excluded by Ds. & inherits &
U49. Heirs Ds H &, esi**r^

Share 2/3 1/4 l/i2 Ng

Bu is excluded by Ds. Sc, inherits as a
U4IO. Heirs Ds W S& Bu res^Uary.

Share 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nil

Bu is excluded by Ds. & inherits as a resid
U411. Heirs Ds M Sc Bu Uary>

Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nil

Bu is excluded by Ds. &< inherits 
Heirs Ds & Bu

as a residuary.

Share 2/3 1/3 Nil

Bu is excluded by Ds. Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic 
heirs arid inherits 1/3 as a residuary.

The Islamicic Law °J S——'

H
1/5 

excluded by

2/15 2/15
M

p. Doctrine

V42-

VA

V44.

V45.

V46.

V47.

V48.

So Su/ 

Nd Nd 

of 'Awl isDs

Share
So and are 
applied-
Heirs Ds
Share I6/27 

Sc and Sw are 
applied-

Heirs
Share 8/13

So &Nd Nd c poctrine of 15MW F n/W
1/9 4/27 4/27, 

excluded by

H r
3/13 2/13 Nil .

are excluded by F. Doctnne 

applied.

Heirs Ds
Share 2/3

Sc and Su, are ex

Ds Su/Nilof 'Awl is
F & S“

5/24 Nd bldW
aided by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 

plus 1/24 as a residuary.
r M

1/6
Heirs Ds

Share 2/ 3

F
1/6

So
Nd Nd

SSS# excluded by F. Total sum of the shares

Su/

Nil
F So

1/3 Nil
excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer

of the Qur'anic heirs is 1.

Heirs Ds

Share 2/ 3

& and Su/ are
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

Heirs Ds H M So

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nd

&is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs Ds

Share 2/3

W

1/8

M

1/6

cSw/

Nil

Sc/ Su/

1/24 Nil
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Si* is excluded by Ds. So inherits as a residuary 
V49. Heirs Ds H S& Su,

Share 2/3 1/4 1/12 Nd

Su/ is excluded by Ds. S& inherits as a residuary.

V4IO. Heirs Ds W So Su/
Share 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nd

Su/ is excluded by Ds. So inherits as a residuary.

V4II. Heirs Ds M So Su/
Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nd

Su/ is excluded by Ds. So inherits as a residuary.

V4I2. Heirs Ds S& Su/
Share 2/3 1/3 Nd

Su/ is excluded by Ds. Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic 
heirs and <£0 inherits 1/3 as a residuary.

^41. Heirs Ds H F M Bu

Share 8/15 1/5 2/15 2/15 Nil

Bu is excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

^42. Heirs Ds W F M Bu

Share 16/27 1/9 4/27 4/27 Nd

Bu is excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

$43. Heirs Ds H F Bu

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nd

Bu is excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

W44. Heirs Ds W F Bu

Share 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nd

Bu is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/ 
24 as a residuary.

W45. Heirs Ds F M Bu

Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nd

Bu is excluded by F. Total sum of the shares of the 
Qur'anic heirs is 1.

W46. Heirs Ds F Bu

Share 2/3 1/3 Nd

Bu is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/ 
6 as a residuary.

W47. Heirs Ds H M Bu

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nd

Bu is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied

Heirs Ds W M Bu

Share 7/10 1/8 7/40 Nil

Bu is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of Radd is applied. 
^9. Heirs Ds H Bu
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Share 3/4 1/4 Nil

Bu is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of Radd is applied. 
W410. Heirs Ds W Bu

Share 7/8 1/8 Nil

Bu is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of Radd is applied.
W4II. Heirs Ds M Bu

Share 4/5 1/5 Nil

Bu is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

W412. Heirs Ds Bu

Share 1 Nil
Bu is excluded by Ds. Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic 
heirs and 1/3 as Al-Radd.

The Islamic Law of Succession

Heirs Ds H F M Bu <5^Share 8/15 1/5 2/15 2/15 Nd NdBu and are exduded by F. Doctrine of Awl is applied.

Bu and <&* are excluded by F. Doctrine of Awl is

Heirs Ds w F M Bu SusShare 16/27 1/9 4/27 4/27 Nil NdBu and Su> are exduded by F. Doctrine of Awl isapplied.Heirs Ds H F Bu Su,Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nil Nd

Bu and are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/24 as a residuary.
Heirs Ds F M Bu <5^

Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nd Nd

Bu and <S^are excluded by F. Total sum of the shares 
of the Qur'anic heirs is 1.

Heirs Ds F Bu <&*

Share 2/3 1/3 Nd Nd

Bu and Su, are excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer 
plus 1/6 as a residuary.

Heirs Ds H M Bu

Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nd Nd

applied.

Heirs Ds w F Bu

Share 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nil Nd

Bu and Su, are excluded by Ds. Doctrine of Awl is 
applied.

Heirs Ds W M Bu
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Share 7/10 1/8 7/40 Nil Nil
Bu and Si* are 
applied.

excluded by Ds. Doctrine of Radd is

X49. Heirs Ds H Bu Si* t
Share 3/4 1/4 Nil Nil
Bu and St* are excluded by Ds. Doctrine of Radd is 
applied.

X4IO. Heirs Ds W Bu Su,
Share 7/8 1/8 Nil Nd

y 1, Heirs Ds H F M <&*

Bu and Si* are excluded by Ds. Doctrine of Radd is
applied.

X4II. Heirs Ds M Bu
Share 4/5 1/5 Nil Nil
Bu and are excluded by Ds. Doctrine of Radd is 
applied.

X4I2. Heirs Ds Bu Si*
Share 1 Nil Nil
Bu and are excluded by Ds. Ds inherit 2/3 as 
Qur'anic heirs and 1/3 as Al-Radd.

Share 8/15 1/5 2/15 2/15 Nil

Si* is excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Y42. Heirs Ds W F M Su,
Share 16/27 1/9 4/27 4/27 Nil

Si* is excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

y43. Heirs Ds H F Si*
Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nil

Si* is excluded by F. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Y44. Heirs Ds W F Si*
Share 2/3 1/8 5/24 Nil

is excluded by F. F inherits 1/6 as sharer plus 1/ 
24 as a residuary.

Y45. Heirs Ds F M St*
Share 2/3 1/6 1/6 Nil

Si* is excluded by F. Total sum of the shares of the 
Qur'anic heirs is 1.

Y46. Heirs Ds F

Share 2/3 1/3 Nil

Ads excluded by F. F inherits 1/ 6 as sharer plus 1/6 
as a residuary.

Y47. Heirs Ds H M Si*
Share 8/13 3/13 2/13 Nil

Si* is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Y48. Heirs Ds W M Su,

Share 7/10 1/8 7/40 Nil

&is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of Radd is applied. 

Heirs Ds H Su,
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Share 3/4 1/4 Nil

Su, is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of Radd is applied. 

Y410. Heirs Ds W
Share 7/8 1/8 Nil

Su, is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

Y411. Heirs Ds M <&*

Share 4/5 1/5 Nil

is excluded by Ds. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

Y4I2. Heirs Ds
Share 1 Nil
Su, is excluded by Ds. Ds inherit 2/3 as Qur'anic 
heirs and 1/3 as Al-Radd

-------------------------
Heirs H F M

5 Share 1/2 1/3 1/6

See section 16.2 for details. FF does not inherit the 
same as F, see example As2.

As2, Heirs H FF M

Share 1/2 1/6 1/3

See section 16.3 for details.

As3, Heirs W F M

Share 1/4 1/2 1/4

See section 16.2 for details. FF does not inherit the 
same as F, see example As4.

A54. Heirs W FF M
Share 1/4 5/12 1/3

See section 16.3 for details.

AgS. Heirs H F
Share 1/2 1/2
H inherits as sharer, F inherits as a residuary.

A56. Heirs W F

Share 1/4 3/4

W inherits as sharer, F inherits as a residuary.

A57. Heirs F M

Share 2/3 1/3

M inherits as sharer, F inherits as a residuary.

A58. Heirs F

Share 1

F as sole heir inherits the whole estate.
^9. Heirs H M

Share 1/2 1/2
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A510.

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs ■ '
Doctrine of Radd is applied. lS 6.

Heirs W M

The Islamic Law of Succession

Share 1/4 3/4

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

Asli. Heirs M

Share 1

M inherits 1/3 as sharer and 2/3 as Al-Radd.

583__________________
^1. Heirs H F M Bf

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nil

Bf is exduded by F. FF does not inherit same as F, 
see sections 16.2 and 16.3

Heirs W F M Bf

Share 1/4 1/2 1/4 Nil

Bf is excluded by F. FF does not inherit same as F, 
see sections 16.2 and 16.3.

Heirs H F Bf

Share 1/2 1/2 Nil
Bf is excluded by F. H inherits as sharer, F inherits as 
a residuary. - 1 v

^4. Heirs W F Bf

Share 1/4 3/4 Nd

Bf is excluded by F. W inherits as sharer, F inherits 
as a residuary.

A$5. Heirs F M Bf

Share 2/3 1/3 Nil

Bf is excluded by F. M inherits as sharer, F inherits 
as a residuary.

A$6. Heirs F Bf

Share 1 Nil

Bf is excluded by F. F as sole heir inherits whole 
estate.

V. Heirs H M Bf

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6, 
Bf inherits as a residuary.

A$8. Heirs W M Bf
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A69.

AZLO.

A611.

Afil2.

Share 1/4 1/3 5/12

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs i 
Bf inherits as a residuary.

Heirs H Bf

Share 1/2 1/2

H inherits 1/2 as sharer 
residuary.

Heirs W

Share 1/4

W inherits
residuary.

Heirs M

Share 1/3

M inherits
residuary.

Heirs Bf

Share 1
Bf as sole heir inherits whole estate.

Bf

3/4

1/4 as sharer

Bf

2/3

1/3 a sharer

and

and

and

Bf

Bf

Bf

IS 7/1^

inherits

inherits

inherits

as

as

as

a

a

a

Bf and ty are excluded by F. Bf and limit share of 
M to 1/6. 1

Heirs W F M Bf S[

Share 1/4 7/12 1/6 Nil Nil

Bf and ty are excluded by F. Bf and S[ limit share of 
M to 1/6. I ‘

Heirs H F Bf

Share 1/2 1/2 Nil Nil

Bf and are excluded by F. H inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary. - ’ :J

B64. Heirs W F Bf ty

Share 1/4 3/4 Nd Nd

Bf and ty are excluded by F. W inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.

B65. Heirs F M Bf ty

Share 5/6 1/6 Nd Nd

Bf and ty are excluded by F. Bf and ty limit share of 
Mto 1/6.

B66. Heirs F Bf ty

Share 1 Nd Nd

Bf and ty are excluded by F. F as sole heir inherits 
whole estate.

B67. Heirs H M Bf S{,

Share 1/2 1/6 2/9 1/9

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3. 
Bf and Sf inherit as residuaries.

U Heirs W M Bf ty
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Share 1/4 1/6 7/18 7/36

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/12. 
Bf and S[ inherit as residuaries.

B69. Heirs H Bf S[
Share 1/2 1/3 1/6

H inherits 1/2 as sharer, Bf and Sf inherit as 
residuaries.

B610. Heirs W Bf
Share 1/4 1/2 1/4

W inherits 1/4 as sharer, Bf and Sf inherit as 
residuaries.

B611. Heirs M Bf Sf
Share 1/6 5/9 5/18
M inherits 1/6 as sharer, Bf and S[ inherit as 
residuaries.

B612. Heirs Bf S[
Share 2/3 1/3

Bf and S[ inherit as residuaries.

Heirs H M Bf ty Bc

Share 1/2 1/6 2/9 1/9 Nil

Be is excluded by Bf. Bf and ty inherit as residuaries.

Heirs W M Bf ty Bc

Share 1/4 1/6 7/13 7/36 Nil

Bc is excluded by Bf. Bf and ^inherit as residuaries.
Heirs H Bf Bc
Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nil
Bc is excluded by Bf. H inherits 1/2 as sharer, Bf and 
$ inherit as residuaries. 1 * ’ /

Heirs W Bf Sf Bc

Share 1/4 1/2 1/4 Nil

Bc is excluded by Bf. W inherits 1/4 as sharer, Bf 
and ty inherit as residuaries.

Heirs M Bf Sf Bc

Share 1/6 5/9 5/18 Nil

Bc is excluded by Bf. M inherits 1 / 6 as sharer, Bf 
and ty inherit as residuaries.

Heirs Bf Sf Bc

Share 2/3 1/3 Nil

Be is excluded by Bf. Bf and ^inherit as residuaries.

Heirs H M Bf S[ Sc
Share 1/2 1/6 2/9 1/9 Nil

&is excluded by Bf. Bf and ^inherit as residuaries.

Heirs W M Bf Sf S&
Share 1/4 1/6 7/18 7/36 Nd

&is excluded by Bf. Bf and ^inherit as residuaries.
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D63. Heirs H Bf So
---<>88

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nil

So is excluded by Bf. H inherits 1 / 2 as sharer Bf 
Sf inherit as residuaries. ' arid

D64. Heirs W Bf Sf, So
Share 1/4 1/2 1/4 Nil

So is excluded by Bf. W inherits 1 /4 as sharer 
and Sf inherit as residuaries.

D65. Heirs M Bf Sf, So
Share 1/6 5/9 5/18 Nil 

D66.

<&vis excluded by Bf. M inherits 1/6 as sharer, Bf and 
Sf inherit as residuaries.
Heirs Bf Sf So
Share 2/3 1/3 Nil
So is excluded by Bf. Bf and Sf inherit as residuaries.

Heirs H M Bf Sf Bu

Share 1/2 1/6 1/9 1/18 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6. 
Bf and Sf inherit as residuaries.

Heirs W M Bf Sf Bu
Share 1/4 1/6 5/18 5/36 1/6
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 7/12. 
Bf and <£/inherit as residuaries. J ‘ *
Heirs H Bf Sf Bu
Share 1/2 2/9 1/9 1/6
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3. 
Bf and Sf inherit as residuaries.
Heirs W Bf Sf Bu
Share 1/4 7/18 7/36 1/6
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/12. 
Bf and Sf inherit as residuaries. ’ ‘ : k
Heirs M Bf Sf Bu
Share 1/6 4/9 2/9 1/6
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 1/3. 
Bf and Sf inherit as residuaries.

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6. 
Bf and Sf inherit as residuaries.

Heirs Bf Bu
Share 5/9 5/18 1/6
Bu inherits as sharer, Bf and Sf inherit as
residuaries.
Heirs H M Bf Su,

Share 1/2 1/6 1/9 1/18

Heirs W M Bf Sf Su,
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Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 
Bf and inherit as residuaries.

ggi; Heirs H F M Bf

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nil

Be

Nil

F63. Heirs H Bf Sf
Share 1/2 2/9 1/9 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3 
Bf and Sf inherit as residuaries.

F64. Heirs W Bf Sf Su,
Share 1/4 7/18 7/36 1/6
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5 
Bf and inherit as residuaries.

F65 Heirs M Bf
Share 1/6 4/9 2/9 1/6
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 1/3, 
Bf and inherit as residuaries.

F66. Heirs Bf St*
Share 5/9 5/18 1/6

inherits 1/6 as sharer, Bf and Sf inherit as 
residuaries.

Bf and Be are excluded by F. Bf and Be limit share of 
M to 1/6.

G62. Heirs W F M Bf Be

Share 1/4 7/12 1/6 Nil Nil

Bf and Be are excluded by F. Bf and Be limit share of
M to 1/6. ' r. 1

G63. Heirs H F Bf Be

Share 1/2 1/2 Nil Nil
Bf and Be are excluded by F. H inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.

G64. Heirs W F Bf Be
Share 1/4 3/4 Nil Nil

Bf and Be are excluded by F. W inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.

M Heirs F M Bf Be
Share 5/6 1/6 Nil Nil

Bf and Be are excluded by F. M inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.

G66. Heirs I Bf Be

Share 1 Nil Nil

Bf and Be are excluded by F. F as sole heir inherits 
whole estate.

^7. Heirs H M Bf gc

Share 1/2 1/6 1/3 Nil

Be is excluded by Bf. Bf inherits as a residuary.
Gfi8- Heirs W M Bf gc

Share 1/4 1/6 7/12 Nil
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G69.

Be is excluded by Bf. Bf inherits as a residuary 

Heirs H “Bf Be

Share 1/2 1/2 Nil

Be is excluded by Bf. H inherits 1 / 2 as sharer and Bf 
inherits as a residuary.

G610. Heirs W Bf Be

Share 1/4 3/4 Nil

Be is excluded by Bf. W inherits 1/4 as sharer and Bf 
inherits as a residuary.

G611. Heirs M Bf Be

Share 1/6 5/6 Nil

Be is excluded by Bf. M inherits 1/6 a sharer and Bf 
inherits as a residuary.

G612. Heirs Bf Be

Share 1 Nil

Be is excluded by Bf. Bf as sole heir inherits whole 
estate.

Bf and So are excluded by F. Bf and So limit share of
Mto 1/6.Heirs W F M Bf Sc/Share 1/4 7/12 1/6 Nil NilBf and So are excluded by F. Bf and So limit the share of M to 1/6.^3, Heirs HF Bf So :Share 1/2 1/2 Nil NilBf and So are excluded by F. H inherits as sharer, F inherits as a residuary.^4. Heirs W F Bf So >Share 1/4 3/4 Nil NilBf and So are excluded by F. W inherits as sharer, F inherits as a residuary.

H«5. Heirs F M Bf So
Share 5/6 1/6 Nil Nil

IM.

Bf and So are excluded by F. Bf and So limit the 
share of M to 1/6.
Heirs F Bf

Share 1 Nil
So
Nil

Bf and So are excluded by F. F as sole heir inherits 
whole estate.

Hj7. Heirs H M Bf So

Share 1/2 1/6 1/3 Ntf

&is excluded by Bf. Bf inherits as a residuary.
^8. Heirs W M Bf

Share 1/4 1/6 7/12 Nil
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Bf So
1/2 Nil

So is excluded by Bf. Bf inherits as a residuary. 

Heirs H
Share 1/2
<&>is excluded by Bf. H inherits 1/2 as sharer and Bf 
inherits as a residuary.

Heirs W
Share 1/4
<5ois excluded by Bf. W inherits 1/4 as sharer and Bf
inherits as a residuary.

Heirs M
Share 1/6
<Sois excluded by Bf. M inherits 1/6 a sharer and Bf
inherits as a residuary.

Heirs Bf So
Share 1 Nil

So is excluded by Bf.

Bf So
3/4 Nil

So
Nil

Bf
5/6

j Heirs HF M Bf Bu

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nil Nd

Bf and Bu are excluded by F. Bf and Bu limit share of 
M to 1/6.

12. Heirs W F M Bf Bu

Share 1/4 7/12 1/6 Nd Nd

Bf and Bu are excluded by F. Bf and Bu limit share of 
M to 1/6.

^3 Heirs HF Bf Bu

Share 1/2 1/2 Nd Nd

Bf and Bu are excluded by F. H inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.
Heirs W F Bf Bu

Share 1/4 3/4 Nd Nd
Bf and Bu are excluded by F. W inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.

Heirs F M Bf Bu

Share 5/6 1/6 Nd Nd
Bf and Bu are excluded by F. Bf and Bu limit share of 
M to 1/6.

1*6. Heirs F Bf Bu

Share 1 Nd Nd

Bf and Bu are excluded by F. F as sole heir inherits 
whole estate.

V. Heirs H M Bf Bu

Share 1/2 1/6 1/6 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6,
Bf inherits as a residuary.
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169.

Heirs W

Share 1 /4

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 7/q ~ 
Bf inherits as a residuary.
Heirs H
Share 1/2
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3 
Bf inherits as a residuary. '

Bu
1/6

M
1/6

Bf
1/3

1610.

Ml.

Bf
5/12

Bu
1/6

Bu
1/6

Heirs W
Share 1/4
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/j? 
Bf inherits as a residuary.

Bu
1/6

Heirs M
Share 1/6

Bf
7/12

Bf
2/3

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is l/3z 
Bf inherits as a residuary.

1^12. Heirs Bf Bu
Share 5/6 1/6
Bu inherits as sharer and Bf inherits as a residuary.

Bf and <&* are excluded by F. Bf and Su, limit share of

Bf and <&,are excluded by F. Bf and Su, limit share of 
M to 1/6.

M to 1/6.
P Heirs W F M Bf Su,

Share 1 /4 7/12 1/6 Nil Nil

P Heirs HF Bf Su,
Share 1/2 1/2 Nil Nd
Bf and Su, are excluded by F. H inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.

j64. Heirs W F Bf Su,
Share 1/4 3/4 Nil Nil
Bf and Su, are excluded by F. W inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.
Heirs F M Bf Su, '

Share 5/6 1/6 Nil Nil
Bf and Su, are excluded by F. Bf and Su, limit share of 
M to 1/6.

J66. Heirs F Bf Su,
Share 1 Nil Nil

Bf and Su, are excluded by F. F as sole heir inherits 
whole estate.

J67. Heirs H M Bf Su,
Share 1/2 1/6 1/6 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6,
Bf inherits as a residuary.
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J68. Heirs W M

Share 1/4 1/6
Bf cSA'

—^98

5/12 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 
Bf inherits as a residuary.

Heirs H Bf <5^
Share 1/2 1/3 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3 
Bf inherits as a residuary.

J610. Heirs W Bf
Share 1/4 7/12 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/ij 
Bf inherits as a residuary.

J611. Heirs M Bf Su,

Share 1/6 2/3 1/6
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 1/3, 
Bf inherits as a residuary.

J612. Heirs Bf <&«
Share 5/6 1/6
<*>«, inherits as sharer and Bf inherits as a residuary.

g| Heirs H F M

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nd
ty is excluded by F. FF does not inherit same as F, 
see sections 16.2 arid 16.3.

jg Heirs W F M
Share 1/4 1/2 1/4 Nd
ty is excluded by F. FF does not inherit same as F, 
see sections 16.2 and 16.3.

]Q3. Heirs H F

Share 1/2 1/2 Nd

<^is excluded by F. H inherits as sharer, F inherits as 
| residuary.

y. Heirs W F

Share 1/4 3/4 Nd

<^is excluded by F. W inherits as sharer, F inherits 
as a residuary. ‘ *1

® Heirs F M

Share 2/3 1/3 Nd

is excluded by F. M inherits as sharer, F inherits 
as a residuary.

^6. Heirs F Sf
Share 1 Nd

ty is excluded by F. F as sole heir inherits whole 
estate.

V. Heirs H M <§/

Share 3/8 1/4 3/8

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 8/6.
Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.
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Ka8. Heirs

Share

W

3/13

M
4/13 6/13

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs HF M Bc
U Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nil Nil

^and Bc are excluded by F. <5^ and Bc limit share of 
M to 1/6.

Heirs H
Share 1/2 1/2

Heirs W

Share 1/4

F M

7/12 1/6 Nil

Bc

Nil
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is i

K^IO. Heirs W Sf
Share 1/4 3/4
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 3/4
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

Kell. Heirs M
Share 2/5 3/5
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6.
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

K$12. Heirs <5/

Share 1
inherits 1/ 2 as sharer and 1/2 Al-Radd.

<^and Bc are excluded by F. Sp and Bc limit share of 
M to 1/6.

Heirs HF S[ Bc

Share 1/2 1/2 Nil Nil

and Bc are excluded by F. H inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.

14 Heirs W F S[ Bc
Share 1/4 3/4 Nil Nil
<^and Bc are excluded by F. W inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary. - . i

U5. Heirs F M S[ Bc
Share 5/6 1/6 Nil Nil

<S^and Bc are excluded by F. and Bc limit share of 
M to 1/6.

14- Heirs F 3f Bc

Share 1 Nil Nfl

S[ and Bc are excluded by F. F as sole heir inherits 
whole estate.

V. Heirs H M S{, Bc

Share 3/7 1/7 3/7 Nd

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 7/6.
Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.
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1^8. Heirs W M Be

Share 1/4 1/6 1/2 1/12

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 11/ 
12. Be inherits as a residuary.

L69. Heirs H Sf Be

Share 1/2 1/2 Nil

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 1.

L610. Heirs W Sf Be

Share 1/4 1/2 1/4

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 3/4, 
Be inherits as a residuary.

L^ll. Heirs M Sf Be

Share 1/6 1/2 1/3
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3, 

> Be inherits as a residuary.

’ 1^12. Heirs Sf Be
Share 1/2 1/2
Sf inherits as sharer and Be inherit as a residuary.

Heirs HF M Sf So

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nil Nil

<^and &are excluded by F. <5/and & limit share of
M to 1/6. V^A ic vinfoAG

1^2, Heirs W F M Sf So

Share 1/4 7/12 1/6 Nil Nil

<^and &are excluded by F. <^and So limit share of
M to 1/6. < - • rjz.'.v!

^3, Heirs H F Sf So

Share 1/2 1/2 Nil Nil

Sf and So are excluded by F. H inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary. v ;f-’ --

1^4. Heirs W F Sf So

Share 1/4 3/4 Nil Nd

Sf and S& are excluded by F. W inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.

M65. Heirs F M Sf So
Share 5/6 1/6 Nil Nd
Sf and S& are excluded by F. Sf and So limit share of 
M to 1/6.

M$6. Heirs F Sf So
Share 1 Nd Nd
Sf and S& are excluded by F. F as sole heir inherits 
whole estate.

Mg7. Heirs H M Sf So
Share 3/8 1/8 3/8 1/8

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 8/6. 
Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.
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M68. Heirs W M <&

Share 3/13 2/13 6/13 2/13

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 13/ 
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Mg9. Heirs H <Sc

Share 3/7 3/7 1/7

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 7/6. 
Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

MelO. Heirs W <$/ &

Share 1/4 9/16 3/16

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 11/ 
12. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

M^ll. Heirs M <5/ So
Share 1/5 3/5 1/5

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

Mel2. Heirs Sf So
Share 3/4 1/4

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.
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J Heirs HF M Sf Bu

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nil Nil

^andBu are excluded by F. <^and Bu limit share of 
M to 1/6.

i Heirs W F M Sf Bu

Share 1/4 7/12 1/6 Nil Nil

<^and Bu are excluded by F. and Bu limit share of
M to 1/6.

N63. Heirs H F J Bu

Share 1/2 1/2 Nil Nil

and Bu are excluded by F. H inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.

N64. Heirs W F Bu

Share 1/4 3/4 Nil Nil

<^and Bu are excluded by F. W inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.

N65. Heirs F M <5/ Bu

Share 5/6 1/6 Nd Nd
$and Bu are excluded by F. Sf and Bu limit share of 
M to 1/6.

Nj6. Heirs F Sf Bu

Share 1 Nd Nd
Sf and Bu are excluded by F. F as sole heir inherits 
whole estate.

N67. Heirs H M Sf Bu

Share 3/8 1/8 3/8 1/8

Total sum of the shares of the Qur' anic heirs is 8/ 6.
Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.
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N68. Heirs W M S{/ Bu

Share 3/13 2/13 6/13 2/13

1
"C Heirs HF M Sf Su/

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nil Nil

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

^and cfeare excluded by F. and Su/ limit share of 
M to 1/6.

N69. Heirs H Bu
Share 3/7 3/7 1/7

Heirs W F M

Share 1/4 7/12 1/6 Nd

N61O.

N611.

N612.

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 7/6 
Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs W Bu
Share 1/4 9/16 3/16
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 11/ 
12. Doctrine of Radd is applied.
Heirs M <5^ Bu
Share 1/5 3/5 1/5
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6.
Doctrine of Radd is applied.
Heirs Bu
Share 3/4 1/4
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3.
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

^and &arg excluded by F. <^and Su/limit share of 
M to 1/6.

q^. Heirs H F S[ Su/
Share 1/2 1/2 Nil Nd

Sf and Su/ are excluded by F. H inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.

O64. Heirs W F Sf Su/
Share 1/4 3/4 Nd Nd
$and <&*are excluded by F. W inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.

O65. Heirs F M Sf Su/
Share 5/6 1/6 Nd Nd

<^and <S^are excluded by F. and Su/ limit share of 
M to 1/6.

O66. Heirs F S{/ Su/
Share 1 Nd Nd

ty and Su/ are excluded by F. F as sole heir inherits 
whole estate.

O67. Heirs H M S[ Su/
Share 3/8 1/8 3/8 1/8

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 8/6.
Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.
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O68. Heirs w M

Share 3/13 2/13 6/13 2/13

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

$_______

p6l. Heirs H
Share 1/2

F

1/3
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M Be

1/6 Nil

O69. Heirs H
Share 3/7 3/7 1/7

Be is excluded by F. FF does not inherit same as F, 
see sections 16.2 and 16.3.

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 7/5 
Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

O610. Heirs W <S£ So,
Share 1/4 9/16 3/16

Heirs W F M Be

Share 1/4 1/2 1/4 Nil
Be is excluded by F. FF does not inherit same as F, 
see sections 16.2 and 16.3.

O6ll.

O612.

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 11/ 
12. Doctrine of Radd is applied.
Heirs M <S^
Share 1/5 3/5 1/5
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.
Heirs Sf Su,
Share 3/4 1/4
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

p63. Heirs H F Be

Share 1/2 1/2 Nil
Be is excluded by F. H inherits as sharer, F inherits 
as a residuary.

p64. Heirs W F Be

Share 1/4 3/4 Nil
Be is excluded by F. W inherits as sharer, F inherits 
as a residuary.

P^. Heirs F M Be
Share 2/3 1/3 Nil
Be is excluded by F. M inherits as sharer, F inherits 
as a residuary.

P66. Heirs F Be
Share 1 Nil

Be is excluded by F. F as sole heir inherits whole 
estate.

Pe7. Heirs H M Be

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6.
Be inherits as a residuary.
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P68. M

1/3

610

P69.

p6io.

P6H.

P612.

Be 

5/12
Heirs W

Share 1/4

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs i 
Be inherits as a residuary.

Heirs H

Share 1/2

H inherits 1/2 as 
residuary.

Heirs W

Share 1/4
W inherits 
residuary.

Heirs M

Share 1/3 

M inherits 
residuary.

Heirs Be
Share 1

Be as sole heir inherits whole estate.

!s 7/l2

Be

1/2
sharer and Be inherits as a

6#,

06^
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F

1/3

M

1/6

Be

Nil

Sc
Nil

Heirs H
Share 1/2

Be and Sc are excluded by F. Be and Sc limit share of 
M to 1/6.

Heirs W

Share 1/4

Be and &are excluded by F. Be and Sc limit share of 
M to 1/6.

Heirs H

Share 1/2

Be and Sc are excluded by F. H inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.

Heirs W

Share 1/4
Be and Sc are excluded by F. W inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.

Heirs F

Share 5/6

Be and &are excluded by F. Be and Sc limit share of 
M to 1/6.

Heirs F

Share 1

Be and Sc are excluded by F. F as sole heir inherits 
whole estate.

Heirs H M

Share 1/2 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3.
Be and Sc inherit as residuaries.

F M

7/12 1/6

Be

Nil

Sc
Nil

Be

3/4

1/4 as

Be

2/3 

1/3 a

sharer

sharer

and

and

Be

Be

063.

inherits

inherits

as

as

a

a

064.

Qe5.

066.

Q67.

F

1/2

Be

Nil

Sc

Nil

F Be

3/4 Nil

Sc
Nil

M Be

1/6 Nil

Sc
Nil

Be

Nil

Sc
Nil

Be

2/9

Sc
1/9
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Qg8. Heirs W M
" -

Bc Sc
Share 1/4 1/6 7/18 7/36
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/1?
Bc and S& inherit as residuaries.

Q69. Heirs H Bc Sc
Share 1/2 1/3 1/6
H inherits 1/2 as sharer, Bc and Sc inherit as
residuaries.

Q610. Heirs W Bc Sc
Share 1/4 1/2 1/4

W inherits 1/4 as sharer, Bc and S& inherit as 
residuaries.

Q6h. Heirs M Bc
Share 1/6 5/9 5/18
M inherits 1/6 as sharer, Bc and S& inherit as
residuaries.

Qel2. Heirs Bc Sc
Share 2/3 1/3

Bc and S& inherit as residuaries.

The Islamic Law of Succession
-------"------- ----------------'~

TTHeirs HF M Bc Bu
* \ Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nil Nil

Be and Bu are excluded by F. Bc and Bu limit share 
of M to 1/6.

Heirs W F M Bc Bu

Share 1/4 7/12 1/6 Nil Nil

Be and Bu are excluded by F. Bc and Bu limit share 
of M to 1/6.

Heirs HF Bc Bu

Share 1/2 1/2 Nd Nd

Bc and Bu are excluded by F. H inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.

^4. Heirs W F Bc Bu

Share 1/4 3/4 Nd Nd

Bc and Bu are excluded by F. W inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.

^5. Heirs F M Bc Bu

Share 5/6 1/6 Nd Nd

Bc and Bu are excluded by F. Bc and Bu limit share 
ofMtol/6. ” \

^6. Heirs F Bc Bu

Share 1 Nd Nd

Bc and Bu are excluded by F. F as sole heir inherits 
whole estate.

V- Heirs H M Bc Bu

Share 1/2 1/6 1/6 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6.
Bc inherits as a residuary. 1
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R68.

Re9.

RelO.

R611.

Heirs W M Be Bu
Share 1/4 1/6 5/12 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 7/12 
Be inherits as a residuary.

Heirs H Be Bu

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3. 
Be inherits as a residuary.

Heirs W Be Bu
Share 1/4 7/12 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/12. 
Be inherits as a residuary.

Heirs M Be Bu

Share 1/6 2/3 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 1/3. 
Be inherits as a residuary.

Heirs Be Bu
Share 5/6 1/6

Bu inherits as sharer and Be inherits as a residuary.

The Islamic Law of Succession

Heirs HF M Be Su/
\ share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nil Nil

Be and &are excluded by F. Be and limit share of 
M to 1/6.

Heirs W F M Be Su/
Share 1/4 7/12 1/6 Nil Nd
Be and <S^are excluded by F. Be and limit share of 
M to 1/6.

Heirs H F Be Su/
Share 1/2 1/2 Nd Nd

Be and &are excluded by F. H inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary. ',,rd ’•

Heirs W F Be

Share 1/4 3/4 Nd Nd

Be and <5^ are excluded by F. W inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary: -J

Heirs F M Be Su/
Share 5/6 1/6 Nd Nd

Be and ^are excluded by F. Be and limit share of 
M to 1/6.

Heirs F Be Su/
Share 1 Nd Nd

Be and Su/ are excluded by F. F as sole heir inherits 
whole estate.

Heirs H M Be Su/
Share 1/2 1/6 1/6 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6.
Be inherits as a residuary.
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568. Heirs W M Be

Share 1/4 1/6 5/12 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 7/12 
Be inherits as a residuary.

569. Heirs H Be <&*
Share 1/2 1/3 1/6
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3 
Be inherits as a residuary.

S611.

Heirs W Be
Share 1/4 7/12 1/6
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/12. 
Be inherits as a residuary.
Heirs M Be
Share 1/6 2/3 1/6
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 1/3. 
Be inherits as a residuary.

Heirs Be <£*
Share 5/6 1/6
^inherits as sharer and Be inherits as a residuary.

M

1/6

luded by F. ®F ^oes not biherit same as F,
16.2 and 16.3.

F

1/2
luded by F. FF does not inherit same as F, 

sections 16.2 and 16.3. .O.»1

F

1/2

H F

1/3
Heirs 
Share 1/2

& is exc 
gee sections 

Heirs W 

Share l/4

So is exc
seel
Heirs H

Share 1/2
& is excluded by F. H inherits as sharer, F inherits 

as a residuary.

Heirs W

Share 1/4
So is exduded by F. W inherits as sharer, F inherits 
as a residuary.

Heirs F

Share 2/3
& is exduded by F. M inherits as sharer, F inherits 
as a residuary.
Heirs F
Share 1 Nil

M

1/4

NU

Nil

<Sc'

Nil

F

3/4

M

1/3

&
NU

&-
NU

So is excluded by F. F as sole heir inherits whole 
estate.
Heirs H M Sa
Share 3/8 1/4 3/8
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 8/6.
Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.
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T68. Heirs W M So
Share 3/13 4/13 6/13

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 13/ 
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Te9. Heirs H So
Share 1/2 1/2

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 1.

T610. Heirs W So
Share 1/4 3/4

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 3/4. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

T^ll. Heirs M So
Share 2/5 3/5

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

T612. Heirs So
Share 1

So inherits 1/2 as sharer and 1/2 Al-Radd.

The Islamic Law of Succession
--------------- --------------- —--------------- ’----------------------

1 Heirs H F M Jo Bu

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nil Nil

So and Bu are excluded by F. So and Bu limit share ofMtol/6. i
jj| Heirs W F M Jo Bu

Share 1/4 7/12 1/6 Nil Nil

So and Bu are excluded by F. So and Bu limit share 
of M to 1/6.

1$ Heirs HF So Bu

Share 1/2 1/2 Nd Nd

&and Bu are excluded by F. H inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.

l^. Heirs W F Jo Bu

Share 1/4 3/4 Nd Nd

&and Bu are excluded by F. W inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.

M Heirs F M Jo Bu

Share 5/6 1/6 Nd Nd
So and Bu are excluded by F. Jo and Bu limit share 
of M to 1/6.

^6. Heirs F So Bu

Share 1 Nd Nd

So and Bu are excluded by F. F as sole heir inherits 
whole estate.

U<£ Heirs H M & Bu

Share 3/8 1/8 3/8 1/8

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 8/6.
Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.
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Share 3/13 2/13 6/13 2/13

The Islamic Law of Succession

U69.

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

Heirs
Share

H
3/7

So
3/7

Bu

1/7

0 _____
V«l. Heirs H F M Si*

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nd Nd

&and J^are excluded by F. <&>and Si* limit share
M to 1/6.

V«2. Heirs W F M Sc

Share 1/4 7/12 1/6 Nil Nd
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 7 
Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

U610. Heirs W
Share 1/4

So Bu
9/16 3/16

Total sum of the shares of the Qur anic heirs is 11/ 
12. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

U^U. Heirs M So Bu
Share 1/5 3/5 1/5
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

Uel2. Heirs So Bu
Share 3/4 1/4
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

& and S^are excluded by F. J^and Swlimit share of 
Mto 1/6.

V63. Heirs H F So Su,
Share 1/2 1/2 Nil Nil

&and S* are excluded by F. H inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.

V64. Heirs W F So Su,
Share 1/4 3/4 Nil Nil

&and <S»are excluded by F. W inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.

V65. Heirs F M So Su,
Share 5/6 1/6 Nil Nd

&and <$

u are excluded by F. So and & limit share of M to 1/ 
6.

^6. Heirs F So Si*
Share 1 Nd Nd

S& and Si* are excluded by F. F as sole heir inherits 
whole estate.

V. Heirs H M So Su,
Share 3/8 1/8 3/8 1/8

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 8/6.
Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.
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V68. Heirs W M So Si*
Share 3/13 2/13 6/13 2/13

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 13/ 
12. Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

V69. Heirs H So S»
Share 3/7 3/7 1/7

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 7/6. 
Doctrine of 'Awl is applied.

V610. Heirs W So St*
Share 1/4 9/16 3/16
Toted sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 11/ 
12. Doctrine of Radd is applied.

Veil. Heirs M So Si*
i Share 1/5 3/5 1/5
r Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6.

Doctrine of Radd is applied.

Vgl2. Heirs So Si*
Share 3/4 1/4

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3, 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

623_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
$61. Heirs H F M Bu \

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nd

Bu is excluded by F. FF does not inherit same as F, 
see sections 16.2 and 16.3.
Heirs W F M Bu

Share 1/4 1/2 1/4 Nd

Bu is excluded by F. FF does not inherit same as F, 
see sections 16.2 and 16.3.

F

1/2

Bu

Nd

W64.

W66.

W67.

W68.

F

3/4

Bu 

Nd

M
1/3

Bu

Nil

Heirs H

Share 1/2

Bu is excluded by F. H inherits as sharer, F inherits 
as a residuary.

Heirs W

Share 1/4

Bu is excluded by F. W inherits as sharer, F inherits 
as a residuary.

Heirs F

Share 2/3

Bu is excluded by F. M inherits as sharer, F inherits 
as a residuary.

Heirs F Bu
Share 1 Ny

Bu is excluded by F. F as sole heir inherits whole 
estate.

Heirs H

Share 1/2

Total sum of

Heirs W

Share 1/4

M

1/3
*he shares of the Qur' anic heirs is 1. 

M

1/2

Bu

1/6

Bu

1/4
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Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 3 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

W69. Heirs H Bu
Share 1/2 1/2
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

W610, Heirs W Bu
Share 1/4 3/4
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/12. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

Well. Heirs M Bu
Share 2/3 1/3
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 1/2. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

l Wel2. Heirs Bu
r Share 1

Bu inherits 1/6 as sharer and 5/6 as Al-Radd.

The Islamic Law of Succession0
^1, Heirs HF M Bu Su/

Share 1/2 1/3 1/6 Nil Nil
Bu and Su/ are excluded by F. Bu and <S^ limit share
of M to 1/6.
Heirs W F M Bu Su/
Share 1/4 7/12 1/6 Nd Nd
Bu and a^are excluded by F. Bu and Su/ limit share 
of M to 1/6.

)Q3, Heirs H F Bu Su/
Share 1/2 1/2 Nd Nd
Bu and &are excluded by F. H inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.

)Q4. Heirs W F Bu
Share 1/4 3/4 Nd Nd
Bu and <£*are excluded by F. W inherits as sharer, F 
inherits as a residuary.

X$5. Heirs F M Bu Su/
Share 5/6 1/6 Nd Nd

Bu and ^are excluded by F. Bu and Su/ limit share 
of M to 1/6.

X$6. Heirs F Bu Su/
Share 1 Nd Nd

Bu and §u are excluded by F. F as sole heir inherits 
whole estate.

V. Heirs H M Bu Su/

Share 1/2 1/6 1/6 1/6

Total sum of the shares of the Qur' anic heirs is 1.
U Heirs W M Bu <&,

Share 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4
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Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 3 /^ 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

X69. Heirs H Bu

Share 1/2 1/4 1/4

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/6. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

X610. Heirs W Bu Su,
Share 1/4 3/8 3/8
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 7/12. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

X^ll. Heirs M Bu Su,
Share 1/3 1/3 1/3
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 1/2. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

X612. Heirs Bu Su, Share 1/2 1/2
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 1/3. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

__________________

y6l. Heirs H F

• Share 1/2 1/3

The Islamic Law of Succession

M Su,
1/6 Nil

Su/ is excluded by F. FF does not inherit same as F, 
see sections 16.2 and 16.3.

Y62. Heirs W r F M Su,
Share 1/4 1/2 1/4 *Nil

Su/ is excluded by F. FF does not inherit same as F, 
see sections 16.2 and 16.3.

Y63. Heirs H F Su,
Share 1/2 1/2 Nil

Su/ is excluded by F. H inherits as sharer, F inherits 
as a residuary. ' y

Y64. Heirs W F <&,

Share 1/4 3/4 Nil

Su/ is excluded by F. W inherits as sharer, F inherits 
as a residuary. ;i £1 ,'y

Y65. Heirs F M g„
Share 2/3 1/3 Nij

Su, is excluded by F. M inherits as sharer, F inherits 
as a residuary.

Y66. Heirs F g^
Share 1 Ny

& is excluded by F. F as sole heir inherits whole 
estate.

Y67.

Y68.

Heirs H

Share 1/2 

Total sum of 

Heirs W

Share 1/4

M Su,
1/3 1/6

shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 1.M Su,

X/2 1/4
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Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 3/4 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

Yg9. Heirs H
Share 1/2 1/2
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 2/3. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

Y610. Heirs W &
Share 1/4 3/4
Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 5/12. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

Ygll. Heirs M
Share 2/3 1/3

Total sum of the shares of the Qur'anic heirs is 1/2. 
Doctrine of Radd is applied.

Yg® Heirs
Share 1

<& inherits 1/6 as sharer and 5/6 as Al-Radd.



Islam has given guidance to us in all 
aspects of life including the law of 
succession so that each eligible person 
gets the due share.
Although the distribution of 
inheritance is an important topic for 
everyone of us but books on this
subject are scarcely found.
We are presenting this book to provide 
the readers a comprehensive overview
of the whole subj ect according to the 
four main schools of jurisprudence. 
The text is in clear and unambiguous
terms with highlighted points to 
understand the issues easily.
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